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Introduction  

Archives, or “jotmaihet” in Thai, is an ambiguous term in Thai society since there are traditional Thai 

and modern (or Western) definitions of archives. Jotmaihet in the traditional Thai sense refers to 

ancient heritage or the tradition of recording important events in Ayutthaya’s court by the royal 

secretary or alak. In contrast, archives in the modern (Western) sense has a different meaning. It 

refers to records with enduring value that are preserved as evidence for records creators themselves 

or for research purposes. In the Thai context, the traditional meaning tends to be perceived by the 

public while the modern one is only understood by limited groups of people, namely archivists, 

information professionals and archives users. 

The problem of archives awareness especially in the modern sense in Thai society was the subject of 

in my PhD thesis, “The unfit puzzle: archival value and society in contemporary Thailand”. Document 

study and in-depth interviews were conducted in Thailand and the UK to understand how archives 

are valued among different groups in Western and Thai contexts.1 A survey was done to explore 

opinions of potential user groups in Thailand.2 In addition, a focus group was undertaken at the 

National Archives of Thailand (NAT) at the end of the research to find archival strategies together 

with the national archivists. Some results of this study are presented here to point out the 

importance of the problem of archives and historical perceptions in modern Thai society. 

Apart from the level of understanding of what archives are and attitudes about objects, conflicts are 

rooted more deeply in the level of value. Social values that modern archival systems support are not 

prominent Thai values (though the question of what Thai values are is still problematic) while the 

traditional Thai recordkeeping system supports more typical Thai social values. This has a negative 

impact on Thai archival institutions such as the NAT, where the modern archival system does not fit 

smoothly into the Thai cultural context. This paper focuses on the effect of conflicting values and 

understanding on archives, their significant functions, and historical understanding. It will examine 

archival methodology, the history of Western and Thai archives and their impact on perception of 

history and archival practice. 

 
 

                                                           
1
 Data collection focused on The National Archives of Thailand and the UK. The interviews were conducted 

among archivists, users and archive educators in both countries.  
2
 Questionnaires were sent to four groups of professions and interest that can use archives in the future. 
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The Concept of Archival Value and Thai Social Values  

Value is a concept discussed in a wide range of disciplines, including a branch of philosophy called 

axiology, psychology and sociology; archival science is no exception. Scholars in each discipline 

approach value from their perspective, but making connections between them can offer fuller 

understanding of the questions asked in a particular field. I employed the concepts in these 

disciplines to find answers on archival value and its relation to social values.  

Exploring ‘Value’ 

The word ‘value’ can refer to a few different meanings. Two of them will be considered in this paper. 

Firstly, value refers to the importance, worth or usefulness of something (English Oxford living 

dictionaries). The second meaning, usually studied in sociology and psychology, refers to the 

tendency of individuals or groups to choose something over others (Hofstede, 2000, p. 5) or an 

“enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially 

preferable to an alternative mode of conduct or end-state of existence (Rokeach, 1979, p. 16). In 

Thai, the two meanings are communicated by two different words. The first meaning is the word 

“khun kha” which means worth, benefit or value, and the second meaning can be translated to “kha 

niyom” (kha = worth, niyom = pleased or popular). Kha niyom implies that there must be a subject 

who values or admires things.  

Though these two definitions are different, an underlying concept is shared between the two. That 

is, when persons or objects are considered worthy or valuable, it is based on the belief of those who 

judge them. In this sense, value is not self-contained. From a philosophical perspective, what is 

valuable can be valuable in itself without the need to rely on evaluators. In other words, the 

evaluated object has intrinsic value. Nevertheless, I would like to focus on a relativistic point of view 

that suits the nature of this research topic which views value across different cultures. Value in this 

sense is usually understood in the name of “instrumental” value. In modern times, this kind of value 

is the one that gives direction of policy making, budgeting and funding. Thus, how individuals and 

society judge an object has a significant impact and should be not be ignored in any working system 

or implementation.  

A connection between value in the sense of worth and the one in belief is the value judgment 

relationship between the evaluated and the evaluators. This connection can explain the problems of 

archival awareness and modern practice at the NAT and other Thai archives. The general beliefs, 

attitudes and perceptions towards history contradict the Western archival practices, which are 

designed to support social values and needs in the West.  

The Concept of Value in Archival Science  

In modern archival studies’ perspective, value is inseparable from archival materials, as archives are 

records that are kept because of their enduring value (Schellenberg, 1957, p. 13). This means 

without long-term value, normal records would not be selected to be preserved in the first place.3
 

                                                           
3
 It should be noted that archives are always defined as valuable records but the period of time used to 

appraise the value can be different according to changes in records format and period of time used in records 
life cycle. In ancient times, such as medieval period, not many records were created nor they were created 
easily, most records can be kept without appraisal or selection process. In later period since World War II, 
records were increasing in number and most needs to be disposed after the proper period of time because 
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The concept of value accompanies all steps in archival work. The reasons they are important come 

partly from the fact that archival work is all involved with finding the way to preserve the value and 

deliver this to users. Value in archival work can be found as follows.  

Appraisal and acquisition 

From the beginning, archivists (or in some cases records creators) select some records with 

long-term value to be kept in archival institutions permanently. This process is called appraisal. It can 

be that the records are selected automatically through a retention schedule dictating which records 

will be kept for how long, or they can be selected from records that are left for disposal. Whether 

records will be thrown away or kept depends on their value stemming from their status, such as 

financial, research, historical values. The methods in selecting records are arguably subjective, and 

many archival scholars have been attempting to develop different theories and strategies that are 

the most sensible and just according to their contexts. The next step is accessioning or acquiring 

archival records by the archives where they will be kept permanently for research use or other 

purposes.  

Preservation  
Preservation aims to keep archives in good enough shape to hold their value both in their 

information and materiality. The making of surrogates is now a method that can help in preserving 

the original. However, the value the original has is still irreplaceable.  

Description and finding aids  
From an abundance of records, it is almost impossible for users to find the records they are looking 

for. Archivists need to provide the descriptions via catalogues, PR about new archival records, 

in-person advice, and so on. Technology has an increasingly important role in developing their 

usability. The efficiency of finding aids are thus essential for users to discover the records they need.  

Giving access & use  
The last step in delivering archives to users is giving access to users. At this point, archivists are the 

ones who consider if it is viable for records to be accessed by considering different laws and records 

conditions. If the records are deemed suitable, users can use archives in the reading room or use 

them remotely via technology. The level of convenience in obtaining access and in using archives has 

a significant impact on quality of the archival use itself.  

Thus, archival management, from the first to the last step, is concerned with value: to evaluate it, 

preserve it, deliver it – and finally for the user to take advantage of the value found in the evidence 

(records). Viewing archival work through this lens, the value of archives can be supported or 

undermined according to their surroundings: those who value them, those who manage them and 

the systems that support the management of these materials. The values underlying the archival 

management can be observed throughout this work and in the principles of archivists themselves. 

The qualities of ‘records’ described by the West consists of naturalness, authenticity, 

interrelatedness and impartiality (Jenkinson 1965, p. 11-4). These qualities of records are involved 

with truth and the nature of records to be evidence.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

there is cost to keep them. However, in the realm of changes in the digital age, some archival scholars think 
that the recordkeeping can be back to the point where no appraisal is needed because the keeping of records 
does not take up the storage space.  
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When Archives are not Valued 

What can happen according to this logic is that archives in a society where their value is not 

appreciated or understood and where the systems of archival management are not in line with the 

social values of the context, a decrease of some kinds of archival value may occur. The Thai context 

is one such example. The practice at the NAT faces some problems resulting in work that can reduce 

the value of archives and have a notable impact on Thai society. A lack of awareness on the part of 

the public is one of the main causes of there being a very limited group of users of archives in the 

modern sense. Because of the small influence that archival use has, the financial and other support 

given from Fine Arts Department, as well as collaboration with other departments, is low. 

Inefficiency of records transfer from governmental departments to the NAT translate to an 

incomplete picture of historical evidence and missing public memories. If users want to access these 

missing records for research or even for social justice pursuits, they are not retrievable. This problem 

has persisted constantly since 1932,4 raising the prospect that historical evidence will continually be 

left out of the archives. The problem does not stop at appraisal but also affects users’ access to 

archives. The available archives offer a more limited value because they do not themselves carry an 

integral picture of history. A lack of support and IT skills to make archives available conveniently 

brings more obstacles to archival use. The dysfunction of the modern recordkeeping system in the 

Thai context diminishes modern archival value, leading to important consequences: incomplete 

historical memories and a shortage of those interested in history. The archives facilities are ‘empty’ 

both in their repositories and reading rooms. At first glance, these circumstances are the result of 

inefficiency in the system, but at a deeper level it points to the incompatibility between the Western 

archival system and Thai values system. The incongruence cannot be concealed and shows through 

clearly when there are breakdowns or failures in the archival system.  

Historical Background  

A view of the history of Thai recordkeeping is essential to understanding the current situation of Thai 

archives. The bureaucratic reforms during King Rama V’s reign (1868-1910) brought a Western 

recordkeeping system as part of the push towards modernization. From the traditional Thai 

recordkeeping systems which had been practiced since the Ayutthaya period (Songsan, 1974, p. 32), 

the Western recordkeeping system was abruptly adopted in Siam. The first ministry that initiated the 

modern (Western) recordkeeping was the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1859, as it was responsible 

for contacting foreign countries and thus had the foremost importance in that age of imperialism. 

Other ministries (e.g. Ministry of Murathathon, or the king’s stationery, and the Ministry of Interior) 

followed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ recordkeeping practice by sending staff for training there 

(Suwanna, 1991, p. 77, p. 86).  

This adoption of the recordkeeping system was an attempt to follow in the West’s footsteps in order 

to be civilized according to the understanding of the times. (The reason for the need to be “civilized” 

can be interpreted differently). The point I would like to focus on here is that social values attached 

with Western archival practice have not worked well with the Siamese context from the start. Value 

clashes in organizational culture occurred in the whole of the bureaucratic system. The modern 

bureaucracy during King Rama V’s reign was a brand-new working system but was unable to “strike 

                                                           
4
 Please see more detail in ‘Historical background’ section. 
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change into the heart of the system’s values” (Siffin, 1966, p. 161). Conversely, conventional Thai 

values played a role in the reformed system. For example, power, the original prominent value in the 

old bureaucratic system, remained central. The modern system was organized in a way that 

supported status; relationships and the patronage system were more important than rules and 

regulations; the bureaucratic system gave people working in it not only professional security but 

their personal identity. The administration of recordkeeping system has declined since Siamese 

revolution in 1932 as it became each Ministry’s responsibility to keep its own records. The unified 

recordkeeping system during King Rama V’s reign changed to the decentralized ones (Naya, 2017, p. 

132). 

Recordkeeping Systems and Thai Social Values 

My PhD research project employed a psychological framework as a tool to examine the compatibility 

between social values and those supported by archival systems. I decided to use framework 

designed by a psychologist Shalom H. Schwartz called Schwartz’s Value Survey (SVS) for the following 

reasons: firstly, it attempts to build a framework that contains universal human values and covers 

different cultures, and my thesis compares Western values (via the Western recordkeeping systems) 

and Thai values. Secondly, the SVS framework has been used heavily by researchers in many 

countries. Certainly, human values systems in different cultures are too complex to be covered by a 

single framework, but SVS is the one responding to the purposes of the study.  

Thai values – what are they?  
Though it is almost impossible to describe a whole society with one particular set of values, because 

that can ignore cultural diversity, each institution or society tends to share some values or give 

importance to some more than others as a pattern in their shared experiences (Rokeach, 1979, p. 

52-53). I attempt to describe prominent Thai values under two important factors: social structure 

and religious belief. Sociological and Thai studies literature also helps in identifying these values. 

Thai beliefs – namely a belief in karma, being generous and forgiving, believing in uncertainty and 

independence – and the old social structure that has existed since the Ayutthaya period (sakdina 

system) have led Thai society in general to place high importance on relationships (especially in the 

patronage system), to value seniority, to maintain a fun-loving outlook and to accept indiscipline 

(Naya, 2017, p. 82-91).  

When put into the SVS framework for the sake of analysis, prominent Thai values can be plotted into 

hedonism, benevolence, conformity/tradition, security, and power. Nevertheless, it is worth noting 

that social change cannot be ignored in Thai society in this analysis. New values certainly have 

emerged in Thai society. This is why the modern recordkeeping system does also have a function in 

contemporary Thai society; this will be elaborated on in the last section.  

I examined two pairs of archival systems and Thai values: (1) the Western recordkeeping system and 

Thai social values, and (2) the traditional Thai recordkeeping system and Thai social values. 
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Figure 1: Thai social values and values in traditional Thai recordkeeping 

From this diagram prominent Thai social values are shaded in yellow, and values supported by the 

modern archival system are shaded in dots. Only two values are prominent among both Thai social 

values and values supported in the modern archival system – namely power and security. Values 

connected with the modern archival system are ones that support work in modern organizations, 

such as achievement, self-direction, security and power. At the same time, when records become 

archives, archival use supports values such as universalism, the love of knowledge and stimulation, 

and the excitement of discovering new things. The fun-loving nature of Thai people can be described 

as fitting into stimulation; however, “fun” in archives is still about finding new knowledge, which is 

not typical fun or sanuk in the Thai sense. The Thai epistemic goal is the transmission of knowledge, 

not the search for new knowledge (Soraj, 2002, p. 84). 

Overall, Thai social values do not match with the values found in the modern recordkeeping system. 

Moreover, some values are conflicting. For instance, conformity and tradition are important values 

in Thai society, which tends to emphasise harmony; these values are not culturally compatible with 

the act of discovering new things (i.e., ideas that can overrule older ones). Moreover, two of the 

most distinct Thai values – namely hedonism and benevolence – have no relation to the 

recordkeeping system.  
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Figure 2: Thai social values and values supported by Western recordkeeping practice 

This second diagram demonstrates that Thai social values are much more compatible with values 

attached to the traditional Thai recordkeeping system. The values supported by the Thai 

recordkeeping system are power, security and conformity/tradition. These values are found within 

the system as the Thai practice is mainly concerned with the recording of important events to 

maintain the governors’ power and bring security and stability to the state. Unlike the previous 

examination, no conflicting values are found. Nevertheless, the prominent Thai values of hedonism 

and benevolence are still not directly found in the traditional Thai recordkeeping system.  

It can be argued that the recordkeeping system was created in ancient times and certainly does not 

correspond with the modern-day context. It is hard to know how Thai recordkeeping in modern 

times would look because history has not allowed for that development to happen. It is the adoption 

of the Western system that took place in the nineteenth century, and this has meant contradicting 

values. 

Archives, History and Historiography: Western and Thai Perspectives 

The shortcomings in the appraisal and acquisition process mentioned earlier show how flaws in the 

technical side of archival management lead to incomplete memories and historical evidence in Thai 

society. Another consideration that affects memories is perception of history. It is more conceptual 

but nonetheless has a direct impact on history and on how activities relating to history are practiced. 

Perception of history also undeniably has an effect on archives. One of my Thai interviewees stated 

that “the perception of archives is perception of history.” Archives and history seem to be 

inseparable from each other. Though being quite vague in meaning in Thai society, the perception of 

archives is clearly related to the perception of history which, again, varies across different cultures. 

This section will explore Thai perception of history and how the existing ideas about history have 

been influencing the ways history is treated in Thai society compared to a Western perspective. 
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History and Archives in the West  

The practice of keeping archives has been common in Western civilization since ancient times. 

Valuable documents have been kept for various purposes, for example as evidence of property 

ownership or activities. Their value as evidence has been a fundamental nature of records. The role 

of archives had been distinct from the writing of history in the West in the nineteenth century. The 

positivist approach of Leopold von Ranke’s school, for example, holds that history needs to be based 

on the study of evidence (records). Von Ranke was a German historian who insisted that historians 

had to rely on supporting evidence for their ideas and assertions. In other words, history must be 

written according to “what actually happened” (Krieger, 1977, p. 4). However, the approach is 

criticized because it is almost impossible to avoid the subjectivity of historians. It also has flaws in 

neglecting subjective evidence – the truth of which cannot be determined. Von Ranke himself did 

not trust some kinds of subjective historical writings, such as memoirs and diplomatic reports, but 

relied only public and diplomatic records (Tuttle, 2012, p. 135). Nevertheless, von Ranke’s historical 

method has greatly influenced historians. It led to archival use that was concerned with history and 

the foundation of many archival institutions in the Western world to serve historical purposes. Most 

of the archival institutions founded during the nineteenth century were to serve history. (The 

foundation of the NAT itself in 1916 was also from this kind of historical motivation). In fact, the 

thoughts behind this historical school and modern archival management rest on some mutual 

currents.  

Von Ranke’s school will be the focus in this paper since it highlights the importance of archival use 

among historians. Von Ranke’s faith as a Lutheran brought him the belief in the presence of God in 

time. Von Ranke stated, “I would maintain, on the contrary, that every epoch is immediate to God, 

and that its value in no way depends on what may have eventuated from it, but rather in its 

existence alone, its own unique particularity” (Lectures to King Maximilian of Bavaria, 1854 quoted 

from Warring State Project). Hence, humans (historians) have no duty to judge the past but only to 

write what they found in evidence, to reflect what God has made and His presence in history. The 

von Ranke school’s desire to seek ‘truth’ is closely linked to the subject of archives. A similar kind of 

epistemology seeking truth is the foundation of modern principles of records and archives 

management. For example, qualities required in records in the field of archival science (naturalness, 

authenticity, interrelatedness and impartiality) share the same values of truth with this historical 

school (Jenkinson, 1965, p. 11-4).  

The acquisition of truth plays a central role around these schools. Though not all Western historical 

schools emphasise evidence and truth in this positivist way, the concept of truth is fairly important in 

modern history and in the definition of what is history and what is not. The historical method related 

to archives shows that the purpose of historiography is to reveal the picture of what happened as 

much as possible.  

Thai History, Historiography and Historical Methods 

The methods and approaches to exploring history show how each culture wants to recall its own 

past. Thai historiography, historical methods and their products are a good reflection of Thai 

epistemology and worldview. In Thailand, these do have roots and purposes in the culture; 

nevertheless, the development of history, thoughts and methods did face a big change with the 

coming of the West in the nineteenth century just like other changes around the same time. The 

more standardized (Westernized) ways of dealing with history later in the nineteenth century 
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replaced Thai historical methodology. This abrupt change brought in new worldviews and ways of 

thinking. Thai scholars wrote modern Thai history using modern historical methods. In early days, 

historians like Prince Damrong were able to use Western methods to explain and protect traditional 

views in the country (Jory, 2010, p. 102-4). Later, historians took closer looks at different dimensions 

of Thai history. Still, Thai historians have borrowed Western methods to talk about historical 

memories. Historians’ perspectives are thus different from some of the prevailing ideas of a public 

that is not directly exposed to the modern conventions of the discipline. Historians in Thai society, 

then, can be seen as a small group of people whose work and communication typically cannot be 

directly connected to society. The use of received concepts and methods has continued; the contrast 

between the traditional Thai and the modern Western practice still exist as well. 

Natwipa Chalitanon (1981) described characteristics of Thai historiography by categorizing historical 

writings according to Thai conventions, namely charuek (inscription), tamnan (myth) and 

pongsawadan (chronicle). Firstly, inscriptions, the oldest kind of material, have the purpose of 

announcing the good deeds or reputation of persons, such as recounting victories over other 

kingdoms or describing a ruler’s virtues. Another commonly found kind of inscription is evidence of a 

donation – a practice called kalapana (Natwipa, 1981 p. 17-9). This kind of historical writing is 

usually on stone so that it will be long-lasting, though some might be in the form of other materials 

like brick or wood. Secondly, tamnan or myth is history mostly relating to religions. They tend to be 

full of supernatural matters, such as angels and hermits. These tamnan, mostly found in the North of 

Thailand, have characteristics (in terms of talking about miraculous stories) that are similar to the 

Western world’s medieval history. They mix factual and fictional elements, making them likely to be 

ignored in historical studies (Dhida, 1982, p. 56). Lastly, pongsawadan, or chronicle, is made from 

jotmaihet, recording of daily significant events. The center of chronicles are kings. This last kind of 

writing is the main type of Thai history learned among Thai citizens and is likely to appear in Thai 

history textbooks. 

These traditional historical writings were created for serving two agents: rulers and religion. These 

purposes are the same as history in other pre-modern civilizations. For example, the writing of 

myths can be found throughout the world. However, Thai historiography did not have a chance to 

develop its own historical methods for the modern day, especially for life under democratic 

governance. In today’s context, how much have these purposes changed or persisted? 

Thai historical methods are related to recording. As mentioned at the beginning, jotmaihet or 

archives in the Thai sense refers to materials used for writing history in the form of chronicles. Other 

forms of history are similar: evidence is deliberately made to be history. The traditional historical 

method is intentionally subjective. This contrasts with von Ranke’s school and his use of archives as 

evidence to reflect truth. Traditional Thai historical methods – both from materials used to write 

history and the activity of history writing itself – embraces the subjectivity of the creators while von 

Ranke wanted evidence to speak for itself, leaving subjective matters to God.  

The methodology reveals the concepts behind the practices. Thai history is from the act of writing it 

up (recording events) while the modern Western approach to history entails collecting evidence to 

reach an understanding of past circumstances. This shows that the Thai approach gives trust to the 

authority of those who have written history and is less concerned with determining exactly what 

happened. Though the Western approach also involves listening to historians to gather evidence, 

interpret and convey it in the form of writing, the trust in those historical authorities needs to 

originate from supporting evidence. This discrepancy can explain much about why traditional the 

Thai archival system (recording of history) holds a more prominent place in Thai perceptions than 
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the Western methods of history that Thais received later. 

Anan Kanchanapan (2000) stated that it is necessary to understand the values system that supports 

a historiography. The understanding works as “grammar” that is used to comprehend historical work 

(p. 26). Similarly, Theera Nuchpiam (1994) stated that historiography cannot be free from its 

signification and values systems in its society (p.18). One piece of work that sounds illogical for one 

perspective can in fact make sense for another. The ways Thai history has traditionally been written 

reflect some of these context-specific values and concepts – notably the concept of truth and the 

concept of time.  

Concept of Truth  

As noted previously, truth is not the goal of historical endeavors, but history is meant to be recorded 

to support political or religious agents. History was written in the ways that can be understood 

within the culture – this can even be via symbols, rituals or tales. It is not necessary that everyone 

understand or write about what actually happened. In fact, looking at the predominant Thai way of 

searching for knowledge, truth is not the epistemic goal (Soraj, 2002, p. 84). The transmission of 

knowledge and tradition according to those with authority is more important. Again, authority plays 

a part in this dimension of culture; the one who says something can be more important than what is 

said. In contrast, the West aims to study to discover new knowledge, meaning that the old 

knowledge can be equally argued with or refuted by the new knowledge. Thai ways of education rely 

on transmission of knowledge from one generation to the next. Thus, knowledge is static and needs 

to respect the more senior people who grant it. Consequently, it is hard for Thai education to find 

new knowledge for the reason that it needs to safeguard existing knowledge that is already 

possessed.  

In the study of history, Thai historians do not have the luxury of writing anything they want but have 

to do it in a way respectful of more senior persons or higher institutions. Thongchai Winichakul 

(2011) stated that it is known among scholars that writing history can be “a risky business” (p. 20). 

He referred to Barend Terwiel, who said ‘subtle craft’ is needed to write history of Siam (p. 20). The 

truth has never been revealed freely or explicitly, both within historical communication and in the 

archival method. 

Concept of Time  

Another significant aspect in traditional Thai historiography is how time is viewed. The traditional 

Thai historiography originally followed a concept of viewing time as a cycle. The Three Worlds, or 

Traibhumikhata, composed by King Lithai (1347-1368) describes the Buddhist cosmology different 

worlds: heaven, earth and hell. It gives the temporal perspective that there are five eras. Each world 

lasts for 5,000 years and is destroyed by fire in due time. Each period starts from the purest state 

and continuously declines to worse conditions. There are five areas of declination 

(panchaantaratan), namely Buddhist practice, enlightenment, discipline, knowledge, and the 

Buddha’s relics (in that they are naturally destroyed over time); underpinning this is the idea that 

human morals are continuously degraded. The predestined way of thinking about time in one’s life 

determines how one thinks about life. Believing in karma, Thai people traditionally subscribed to 

notions of determinism: doing meritorious deeds is the way to retain a good life now and holds the 

promise of a better one in the next existence. One consequence of this belief can be lack of 

motivation to progress in one’s life. Later, after Western influence became entrenched, this view 
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started to be disapproved, first by elites (Attachak, 1988, p. 51). Then the prevailing discourse 

changed to favor accounts with linear patterns in line with the Western influence. However, it was 

still often pointed out that the country’s stability and prosperity were results of the rulers’ work. 

Thus, though the concept of time changed its pattern in Thai society, it did not change the fact that 

normal people were rarely considered a part of history. A wider variety of people did become 

involved with different kinds of history; however, it did not draw a broad involvement. From the 

time when traditional faith convinced people to be far from active in their destiny to the time when 

they came to see linear causation – but in a history that still belongs to the nation and rulers, it has 

been hard for ordinary people to be truly interested in history. It has long been written in traditional 

Thai historiography and rooted in Thai culture that history does not belong to commoners. 

Whose History is it?  

If we think about the conflict between characteristics and values in traditional Thai perceptions of 

history and the Western ones, it is obvious that for now, at least, history has limited space for new 

interpretations and for normal people to get involved. The different factors outlined above, both in 

the concepts and methods, are part of a long-established culture and can explain the low level of 

historical consciousness among Thai people in general (except for the nationalistic point of view). 

From my data collection of this study, most Thai interviewees and survey participants linked history 

to the nation and identified archives as national heritage, while the interviewees from the UK 

referred to them as stories of the “country and people in it” and were more able to apply history to 

their personal experiences. (This can partly be explained by individualism in Western culture as well.) 

Nevertheless, all factors analyzed here have shown the causes of low historical consciousness among 

ordinary people. They explain why only a small number of people are interested in history while the 

majority are not aware of their connection to history, even when it’s necessary (e.g. the transfer of 

records to the NAT). The fact that the traditional Thai worldview does not prioritize truth or prefer 

only a certain kind of truth is indeed an obstacle for learning and development of cultural 

institutions.  

Creating Archives Culture: Challenges and Opportunities in Globalizing Age  

Thai history and archival practice have faced problems of historical awareness. Originally historical 

awareness in Thai society was in support of the social structure of the time, during which people and 

their functions were rigidly classified. The idea of knowledge as static and not dependent on truth 

made it hard to adopt a new historiography that was more accessible and open. It is thus necessary 

for archival institutions in Thai society to help in creating a culture that increases interest in history 

and encourages people’s connection to history.  

The situation of historical consciousness and archives awareness can be improved in two ways: (1) 

Archival value from Western archival systems needs to be adapted to fit better in the Thai context 

and respond to needs of the society; and (2) Archives could also offer new values that are better 

suited to the modern-day context. 

Adapting archival value into Thai context  
Since the value conflict analyzed in this paper means that archival practice is still distant from Thai 

people’s lives, one needed solution is to bring values in archives closer to Thai life. As shown in the 

diagrams above, there are value gaps – that is, Thai values that archives have not fulfilled. These are 

fun and benevolence. Fun, or sanuk, plays a big part in Thai life and should be used to attract a larger 
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Thai audience. Thai archivists need to learn to have a more active and amusing approach to archival 

access. Some archives in Thailand have already incorporating activities into their work. For example, 

Buddhadasa Indapanno organizes activities inspired by content. The result has been successful. This 

approach is only to help people digest what might be useful to them and to highlight connections to 

people’s lives. It is hoped that familiarity with archival materials will help foster a culture of using 

archives where personal and social memories can be archived among individuals and communities.  

Technology  
Apart from the cultural side of the problems with archival awareness and historical consciousness, 

inconvenience in archival practice is a big obstacle for archival use in Thailand. For example, using 

archives at the NAT can take days because the main search tool is paper inventories. The main way 

to access archives is to search on-site and the use the records, which is time-consuming and 

inconvenient. Even academics try to avoid using archives if not necessary, and it is even harder for 

non-academic professions. Using archives itself is not considered easy as it requires actively reading 

and interpreting records. These difficulties contradict typical Thai values that love fun and avoid 

inconvenience. Lack of convenience is a practical reason that makes archives not welcoming for 

general users.  

Today technology can greatly improve access to archives. Online catalogues allow people to 

remotely search the archives so users are no longer blind about availability until they are on-site. 

The NAT is in the process of developing an online catalogue so that users will be able to check this 

information. They can use some digital archives online if the records they need have been digitized. 

Some materials at NAT are in the process of being digitized and catalogued online. Furthermore, 

technology potentially can bring more people to learn from archives by viewing archival content 

from digital tools such as blogs, social media, virtual exhibitions and so on. Crowdsourcing enables 

participation in archives because anyone with knowledge of the materials can add tags or more 

information. With the assistance of the archivists, this brings more historical knowledge to the 

archives. Some archives have people volunteer via crowdsourcing technology (e.g. transcribing 

archival documents, positioning maps according to information from records). This helps more 

people to get involved, and it changes archivists’ role from gatekeeper to facilitator. However, 

technology can be both opportunities and challenges for archives. As the archives sector in Thailand 

is still not well-recognized, and archival materials are seen as having only a small impact on society, 

archives are not well supported with human resources or finances. There is a shortage of IT skills, 

and structural problems also inhibit implementation of technology in archival service. Thai archival 

institutions now need to grasp technology as one of the tools that will help them overcome the 

challenges. 

Pushing Boundaries, Living our Memories  

One prominent strategy in archival awareness work is to connect archives to more varied groups of 

people. This means expanding the typical definition and perception of history and archives – from 

history today that belongs to a limited group of people to one that involves more diverse groups.  

Local history and community archives  
In a survey of archival use undertaken in Thailand, many participants expressed interest in doing 

local history. However, Thai historical study has focused on centralized history in pursuit of national 

unity, so local history has not been studied as much. Other reasons are that ‘archives culture’, or a 

culture of keeping and making use of memories, are not yet widely practiced in communities and 
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that evidence for local history is more likely to be in the form of myths and oral history, making it 

more difficult to be understood. It is necessary to encourage local communities to have a sense of 

history by supporting them in being able to learn within the old value system and the traditional 

historiography, enabling the local communities to be active in managing their own heritage, history 

and identity. Apart from that, it would be beneficial for communities to learn to archive their own 

history by keeping significant memories. Community leaders are significant in building these 

activities relating to history (Kanokporn, 2016). These activities can turn history into projects that 

lead to solidarity or even benefits from tourism (Hirai 2016, p. 172).  

Individual history and new culture  
Another side of Thai society today is its increasingly urbanized and globalized nature, with new sets 

of more individual and capitalist values. The traditional Thai social values discussed earlier in this 

paper are changing because of new lifestyle. Anan (2003) has studied the impact of social change in 

Thailand and has found that the middle-class is craving for nostalgia. Their new surroundings and the 

inability to connect with moral values can lead to commodification of self-identity in modern Thai 

society (p.132-6). For instance, with the phenomenon of luk thep, or sacred baby-like doll, the dolls 

are believed to bestow prosperity and luck upon their owners. In the realm of religious doctrine, 

Thammakai is a reconciliation between Buddhist beliefs and the new capitalism that is sometimes 

criticized as running a business on the faith of believers. Indeed, it is questionable whether the 

current levels of historical understanding and memories have helped people to access their roots. A 

kind of historical memory needed today is one that upholds the old values whilst allowing people to 

understand themselves as they engage with the globalized world. At the same time, institutions – 

such as archives – can invite people to create their own contemporary history. Today, some new 

kinds of private archives and museums have emerged. Some of them have become recreational 

options for city dwellers. 

Having said that Thai values are not compatible with archival management, it is important to 

remember that values are not static but changeable, and modern archival system can indeed serve 

new emerging values in the new contexts. Some essential values that I have not covered in this 

article, such as the value of archives as evidence, can bolster values that are lacking in Thai society. 

For instance, an effective recordkeeping system can help address the situation of chronic corruption 

and encourage a more participatory environment for citizens. This all affirms an indispensable 

function of history: to inform the present and improve the quality of life, rather than just being 

heritage for preserving.  

 
In summary, Thai archives face problems of invisibility and lack of collaboration with the rest of the 

society. The study’s examination shows conflicts between the Western archival tradition and typical 

Thai social values. The consequence of neglecting this disconnect is the failure of the archiving 

system, which in turn means empty historical memories. Another focus of this paper is perception of 

history and historiography. Similar results are found. That is, values in Thai historiography and typical 

Thai ways of history do not focus on truth but on authority and power. The contrast between 

Western and Thai historical methods often limits the scope of history and prevents many from being 

interested in history. It is time for archival institutions and Thai society as a whole to rethink the 

ways history and archives are managed.  
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Abstract 

This research aims to develop Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Masterpieces of potteries by using the 

Research & Development method which consists of 3 methods; 1) use Content Analysis method by 

study related documents and research for gathering each pottery information, 2) analyze and 

synthesize metadata from existing standards to record Ban Chiang Masterpieces potteries 

information, and 3) develop Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Masterpieces. The result of study is 1) 

30 piece of qualified Ban Chiang Masterpieces Pottery for case study; 2) the metadata for recording 

information about potteries within 20 elements of data such as Image, Title, Serial Number, 

Registration Number, Site of Reference Number, Cultural Context, Style Period, Description, 

Condition, Measurement, Material, Provenance, Location, Descriptor, Technique, Textref, Art 

Aspect, Socio-cultural Aspect, Rights, and Remarks; and 3) Digital Collection of Ban Chiang 

Masterpieces potteries used for data storage, offering content in metadata and animated items. It 

can be used as a learning resource through the website and the prototype to further development of 

Digital Collection for the other cultural or historical related items. 

Keywords: Digital Collection, Metadata for museum objects, Ban Chiang potteries 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Digital collections have played a role in global information services since 1990. Especially when the 

Internet comes into play in communication and education, the user behavior changes dramatically. 

The user has greater needs for digital information resources (Bulow, 2010). Digital Collection is the 

digitization process that converted objects to digital objects and store the data for more comfortable 

when searching, accessing, and using the data. There are three components of Digital Collection; 

digital objects, metadata, and user interface. Their work together for create experiences in using any 

collection for users in order to have more access to information resources by creating a metadata 

that can broaden the description and access to information. This method is one of effective method 

for increasing the efficiency to the highest level (NISO, 2007). 

Organizing information systems in a metadata format for the objects in museums is aimed for 

storing structured information and presenting data about physical characteristics of information 

resources or other information for easier usage, management and searching of information (NISO, 

2004). There are many of metadata models and standards that suits for museum objects such as 
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Dublin Core–DC, MODS: Metadata Object Description Schema, CDWA: Categories for the Description 

of Works of Art, VRA: Visual Resources Association–Core Categories for Visual Resources, VMP, 

Generic Web-based standards, MPEG-7 for images, XML Schema for data transport, WSDL for Web 

Services, OWL for knowledge and resource representation, RSS for syndication, etc. (Taylor, 2003; 

Eklund et al., 2009). The lecture of information resources in the form of a typical metadata is 

associated with the properties of each object type that contains the field that is the common key. 

But the specific metadata pattern is specific to which field description is specific to each object. It is 

necessary to analyze to get the appropriate fields for those resources. (Fazaee Qarabolaq & 

SeifiInallou, 2012). The metadata patterns appropriate to the listing of the museum object are 

CDWA: Categories for the Description of Works of Art, and VRA: Visual Resources Association–Core 

Categories for Visual Resources. That can be changed as appropriate (Davison, McAulay, & Baca, 

2008; Riley, 2009). 

Ban Chiang National Museum is an important cultural heritage of Thailand and the world since being 

declared as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1992 by UNESCO. The exhibits present various objects 

to educate the development of society in ancient times especially “Ban Chiang Potteries” which has 

unique shape, pattern and attributes. In academic terms, this is an important testimony to the 

ancient Ban Chiang culture that began around 5,600 years ago. But for the problem of visiting and 

learning objects in Ban Chiang museum, sometimes the inconvenience is due to time and distance 

constraints. That will affect the visitors, until it can’t appreciate the value of the antiquities and the 

information provided by Ban Chiang Clay is still used as a museum register, not a metadata that 

displays a variety of information. (Ban Chiang National Museum, 2007) 

So this study aims to develop the Digital Collection of Ban Chiang potteries to presented content in a 

metadata format by synthesizing existing metadata and grouping information to provides the 

appropriate structure in order to set as a set of items for listing the museum objects for Ban Chiang 

potteries and present the animated object developed according to the technique by Digital 

Collection. This developed Ban Chiang Potteries will help to preserve the important antiquities and 

also publish the story about Ban Chiang Potteries which is an important and valuable cultural 

heritage as a cultural heritage of the world that can be a source of learning through more accessible 

and diverse websites, as well as being used as a model for further development of other cultural 

heritage. 

2. Material and Methods 

This research is Research and Development (R&D) study by using Qualitative Research as research 

method. This Qualitative Research is Content Analysis for items set arrangement in order to lists the 

museum objects of Ban Chiang Potteries. The development method starts from Digitization process 

to animated digital objects and develop Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Potteries for store and 

present information. This research can divide into 3 phases as follows. 

2.1 Content Analysis by studying the documents and research related to Ban Chiang's cultural 

heritage for collecting data of Ban Chiang Potteries to engage in the Ban Chiang Potteries selection 

used to store and display in the Digital Collection. 

2.2 Metadata Analysis for appropriate information fields used in listing museums objects of Ban 

Chiang Potteries. This analysis uses Metadata VRA core 4.0 which is global pattern for listing 

information resources, especially for Cultural Objects and Visual Resources by Metadata VRA Core 
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4.0 and the Museum Object Registration of the Department of Fine Arts, by selecting the 

appropriate field, define a data set for listing museum objects it. 

2.3 Digital Collection Development of Ban Chiang masterpieces. This step is to take pictures of Ban 

Chiang potteries to convert the object into a Digital Object to develop the storage system of Ban 

Chiang Potteries. 

3. Results 

From research procedures and procedures can be summarized as follows. 

3.1 Select 30 objects from Ban Chiang Pottery for case study by studying the documents and 

research related to Ban Chiang's cultural heritage for use in gathering information with 

archaeologists of Ban Chiang National Museum. The selection of objects will be based on the 

importance criteria of the object; the beauty of the shape and pattern; the academic value of the 

object in the artistic, traditions and culture senses; and antiquities as important national treasures. It 

can separate into groups as follows: (1) Early period 11 items, (2) Middle period 9 items, and (3) Late 

period 10 items. 

3.2 Analyze existing metadata to obtain the appropriate field using the Metadata VRA core 4.0 and 

Museum Object Registration Form developed by the Department of Fine Arts of Thailand. The details 

are as follows 

3.2.1 Analysis of Metadata VRA core 4.0 consists of 19 elements; work: collection or image; agent; 

date; cultural context; description; inscription; location; material; measurements; relation; rights; 

source; stateEdition; stylePeriod; subject; technique; textref; title and worktype (The Network 

Development and MARC Standards Office of the Library of Congress, 2015). Consideration of the 

elements to be adopted and not used to list as Ban Chiang Potteries are based on the criteria of the 

element used. Because there are resources that can be searched and explained, elements that are 

not used because there are no searchable sources, and have field adjustments from subject get 

descriptor because the content set as a subject, there is no word list that can be written deep 

enough and is not useful for searching by subject. Checking out the Standards Office of the Library of 

Congress and the Thai Library, there will be a word ‘pottery’, represented by geography and age, was 

adapted into a descriptor, which refers to the word phrase, to represent the material, the 

appearance of the object. The main determinant of the term is based on the name of each era of 

pottery, which can be searched for more based on the synthesis of Metadata VRA core 4.0, it is 

possible to select the appropriate elements to describe the Ban Chiang Pottery have 12 elements; 

image, cultural Context, description, location, Material, Measurements, Rights, style Period, subject 

(descriptor), technique, textref, title. 

3.2.2 Museum Object Registration Form developed by the Department of Fine Arts of Thailand have 

14 elements: Serial Number, Registration Number, Site of Reference Number, Title, Description, Use, 

Style Period, Date, Material, Dimension, Condition, Provenance, Location, Remarks (National 

Museum, 1993).This research selects the elements considering as used and not used for listing 

museum objects based on the criteria which is the element used. Because there are resources that 

can be searched and explained and the fields do not apply because there are no searchable sources 
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and there are duplicate elements in Metadata VRA core 4.0 there are 6 fields that can be described; 

Serial Number, Registration Number, Site of Reference Number, Condition, Provenance, Remarks.  

3.2.3 Study documents and researches related to Ban Chiang pottery including data collection from 

expert interviews in order to obtain more information on Ban Chiang pottery than the registered 

information of the museum. This can be explained by two additional dimensions based on 

anthropology; Art Aspect and Socio-cultural Aspect (Ban Chiang National Museum, 2007). 

As the results of the existing metadata analysis to obtain the appropriate field, the metadata for 

recording Ban Chiang's pottery has 20 elements. The contents of each pottery can be presented in 

the Digital Collection according to the age and the artistic and cultural society dimension as follows: 

Image, Title, Serial Number, Registration Number, Site of Reference Number, Cultural Context, Style 

Period, Description, Condition, Measurement, Material, Provenance, Location, Descriptor, 

Technique, Textref, Art Aspect, Socio-cultural Aspect, Rights, and Remarks. 

3.3 Digital Collection Development Ban Chiang Potteries 
Development of Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Masterpieces for information storage offers content 

format as metadata and animated objects. It consists of a process of making a digital object and data 

management. The details are as follows: 

3.3.1 Digitization process for turning objects to Digital Object consists of Digital Image Creation and 

Digital Image Processing. The method is as follows:  

3.3.1.1 Object photography. Principles of object photography in multiple perspectives, from two or 

more images starting with the first image, then rotate the object to 360 degrees. 

3.3.1.2 3D Modeling with polygon objects using reference images or photos from real objects to 

setup sizes and property of object, including the correction of objects in various aspects. The various 

view of object is necessary to operate a typical three-dimensional program to display various images 

of object for continuous animation to see the object around 360 degrees.  

3.3.1.3 Model Animation by rotating model 360 degrees with start and end key frame that using all 

360 frames. Set the frame rate to 30 frames per second.  

3.3.1.4 3D Rendering is rendering the image as a still image into a .png file. The resulting image is a 

sort of key frame animation and rendering as a video file. So that the object can be animated. 

3.3.2 Storage system. The database management system is Mysql, which has the ability to add and 

save individual objects to a database. The storage system consists of a metadata management 

system and the collection of digital objects into categories that can explain the list to link between a 

digital object and a metadata. This can be added to the data object with the insert column statement 

that stores the individual objects in the database. As shown in figure1 and 2 
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Figure 1: Shows the addition of Ban Chiang Potteries in the database 

 
Figure 2: Shows Ban Chiang potteries stored in the database 

3.3.3 Website Development for Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Potteries uses Laravel, a PHP 

Framework that is capable of writing PHP and has the functionality required by the Framework, 

making it easy and much faster to develop. It is a user interface that can be offered through the 

website, grouping Ban Chiang Potteries by ages to store and present content in metadata and 

animated objects as shown in figure 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3: Shows the digital collection of Ban Chiang potteries 

 

Figure 4: Shows Ban Chiang potteries in metadata and animated objects 

4. Conclusion 

Digital Collection development of Ban Chiang Potteries by using Research & Development process 

consists of 3 methods: 1) Content analysis by studying related documents and researches for 

gathering each pottery information; 2) Analyze existing metadata to develop data sets for Ban 

Chiang Potteries Museums by using the Metadata VRA core 4.0 and Museum Object Registration 

Form from the Department of Fine Arts, including study documents and researches related with Ban 

Chiang’s cultural heritage and information gathering by interview the experts for further details on 

each object. The results shown that the appropriate data set for listing Ban Chiang Potteries in 

Museum Object Registration Form is 20 data fields; and 3) Digital Collection Development process 

consists of object photography for transformation into Digital Object and be animated, and the 

website development of Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Potteries for storage and present the 

content of each object in the form of metadata and animated objects. 

The main reasons for the development of the Digital Collection of Ban Chiang Potteries are store and 
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access more information resources. Metadata creation that can cover a wide range of descriptors 

and access to information is one way to maximize the performance. This will be able to bring Digital 

Collection of Ban Chiang Potteries to be developed as a web-based learning resource and as a model 

to further develop the Digital Collection of other cultural heritage objects that have a similar 

information structure as Ban Chiang which can adjust the metadata to suit the context of the object. 
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Abstract 

Modern architecture of Chiang Mai has been explored, categorized and analyzed in the previous 

research of Sant Suwatcharapinun, through physical aspects of what has remained that are still 

visible nowadays. In this research, 4 significant factors, which were the city’s educational, 

commercial, political and infrastructural developments are identified as the leading forces that 

encouraged the development of Modernism in Chiang Mai. This paper expands the critical 

perspective on the factor of educational development, in particular focusing on how the location, 

vision and political aspects became interrelated.  

The investigation begins with two particular leading schools of the city, the Prince Royal’s College 

(established in 1905 at the present location) and Yupparaj Wittayalai School (established in 1906 and 

moved to the present location in 1915). Both of these schools have been established at almost the 

same period, yet with entirely different visions. One was based on the Christian mission of American 

Presbyterian led by Rev. Daniel McGilvary and Mrs. Sophia McGilvary in 1867, while another was 

based on the royal intention of Princess Dara Rasmi, which aimed to establish a local school where 

Thai language was primarily taught in order to produce good Thai-speaking officers to serve in the 

Siam government at that period. Interestingly, the names of the two schools were given from King 

Rama VI (which was the Prince of Siam at the time), and the two names can be translated into each 

other as “The Prince”.  

From physical and historical aspects towards political dimension in relations to the modern 

development of Chiang Mai, the locations from which the two schools was established allows us to 

consider them through the notions of center-periphery, inclusion-exclusion, insider-outsider, 

locals-strangers, or rather can be seen as a defensive mechanism of the city.  

Politics of the Location: the Location of Politics aims to open up the possibility of how Chiang Mai’s 

history can be re-read and re-conceptualized, in particular during the period of the so-called the 

Modernity of Chiang Mai.  

Keywords: Modern Architecture, Modernity, Educational Institutions, Chiang Mai 
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Introduction 

One of the important factors that led Chiang Mai to being a modern city was through the way in 

which its educational system was modernized.5 Deriving from modern education, it challenged the 

Buddhist ideology and astrology with the notion of rationalism and economic transformation. For 

example, the idea of a cosmic mountain was replaced by the location of hospital and university, 

which was regarded as a basic human need for better living and a modern scientific articulation. 

Chiang Mai was no longer shrouded in the shadow of the unknown and mysticism conditions, rather 

shed by light and reappeared differently.  

This paper aims to explore the ways in which two of the leading schools of the city were established. 

These are: the Prince Royal’s College (established in 1905 at the present location) and Yupparaj 

Wittayalai School (established in 1906 and moved to the present location in 1915). Both of these 

schools have been established at almost the same period, yet with entirely different visions. 

Methodologically, this paper embraces the notions of center-periphery, inclusion-exclusion, or 

inside-outside using such a spatial metaphor as a lens to investigate how the schools’ location can be 

interpreted as the locations where the political power was shifted and relocated. Both of them have 

relatively different terms of vision and mission within its educational system, yet they both share a 

similar school name, which was officially given from HRH Prince Maha Vajiravudh; the Crown Prince 

of Siam (before succeeded to the throne as King Rama VI on 23 October 1910). One was based on 

the Christian mission of American Presbyterian led by Rev. Daniel McGilvary and Mrs. Sophia 

McGilvary in 1867, while another was based on the royal intention of Princess Dara Rasmi, which 

aimed to establish a local school where Thai language was primarily taught in order to produce good 

Thai-speaking officers to serve in the Siam government at that period. “Politics of the Location: the 

Location of Politics” aims to open up the possibility of how Chiang Mai’s history can be re-read and 

re-conceptualized, in particular in the period of the so-called the Modernity of Chiang Mai.  

Prince Royal College (P.R.C) in the Context of Chiang Mai’s Modernization 

Since 1867, when a group of Christian American Presbyterian Missionary came to Chiang Mai, it is 

believed that they not only introduce Chiang Mai to the various new technologies at that time (i.e., 

printing house, public school, and hospital), more intriguingly they also forever changed the concept 

of education amongst the locals. The group of Christian American Presbyterian Missionary led by 

Rev. Daniel McGilvary and Mrs. Sophia McGilvary, his wife, who came to Chiang Mai on 3 Jan 1867. 

The First settlement in Chiang Mai was in the east side of Ping River. It was in the reign of the 7th 

Lanna King, King Intarawitchayanon (reigned between 1873-1897). After a long and undiscouraged 

period, other missionaries came to join. As a result, the local printing house, called “Laos Mission 

Print House”, was established in 1892 by Rev. D. G. Collins6. It aimed not only to publish the bible 

and other related Christian literacies, but also to print it in Lanna language.7 In particular, the 

                                                           
5
 Sant Suwatcharapinun, The Reflection of Modernity: rethinking the role of Modern Architecture in Chiang 

Mai during 1884-1975, Department of Cultural Promotion, 2013.  
6
 Rev. D. G. Collin was the first manager of the printing house since 1892 and operated until 1923; the second 

manager is Collin’s wife, operated the printing house from 1924-1926 and then closed down in that year.  
More information in Chanram Chaisri, “History of Bible Translation”  
in http://www.cct.or.th/cctweb/index.php/cctarticles/ccthistoryarticles/101-2012-09-25-06-19-07 (20 June 
2014). 
7
 Ibid. 
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printing house also used “Lanna Typeset” created by Rev. Dr. Samuel People in 1890 for 

publications. Not only did they introduce the printing house, but they also introduced the public 

school system to Chiang Mai, which was their believe that the chance of studying and learning to be 

equal of both men and women. As a response the first school that was established was called Rohng 

Rian Phra-Ratchaya or known amongst locals as American Girl’s School in 1873, and later on changed 

the name to be Dara Academy on 6 November 1909.  

Whilst for boys, Rohng Rian Chai Wang Singh Kam or known amongst locals as American Boy’s 

School was established in 1887 by Rev. D. G. Collins in the location of the printing house. In 1899, Dr. 

William Harris, known as Rev. Harris, became the school’s principle. According to Prof. Sayrin 

Jitakub, the Chairman of Rev. Harris’s Museum, he believes that the main purpose of this school is 

not only solely to provide the boys with an education, but rather to improve their personality and to 

offer them an opportunity for doing business and improving their livelihood8. American Boy’s School 

later received a new name from Prince Somdej Chao Fa Maha Vajiravudh, the Prince of Siam in 23rd 

December 1905 to be known as “Prince Royal’s College” since then. In terms of physical 

establishment, the use of colonial architecture mixing with tropical building details and materials 

brought a new concept of architectural style to Lanna. A large balcony or porch at the front entrance 

seems to recall the similarity of typical American house in the same period. All of these can be 

regarded as new or different for locals. What they offered us was a significant milestone for the 

modern transformation of Chiang Mai.  

From Rohng Rian Chai Wang Singh Kam to Prince Royal College  

According to Sayrin Jitakub, “…. At first, Rev. Collins (Rev. D. G. Collins) asked the permission to 

establish the second church at the West side of the Ping River from King Intarawitchayanon. Because 

he believed that the first church was already housed on the East side of the Ping River. But however 

the governor from Siam disagreed with Rev. Collin’s concept and suggested to establish the school 

on this side of the river instead.” 9  

Sayrin also elaborated further that not only the group of American Presbyterian Missionary 

considered to be a “foreigner”, those who be seen around the city such as Myanmar, Tai Yai or Shan 

People, even Siamese also be considered as “the outsiders” and thus must be located “outside” the 

city wall. The inner city wall was the location which belonged to the King of Lanna, and his related 

royal family. The area around Thapae Gate was considered to be the location of Man (or those 

Myanmar who migrated to live in Chiang Mai long ago). The Siam population seemed to be located 

around the Ping River, whilst the Chinese population centered around Wat Gate because of the 

transportation of goods and products along the Ping river. After the arrival of the railway in Chiang 

Mai, the Chinese settlers moved across the river to the West side around the Grand Central Market, 

which is now known as Kad Luang. 

In 1899, Dr. William Harris, known as Rev. Harris, became the principle after Rev. Collins. At that 

time, many locals tended to agree with what the missionary did for the public school; Rohng Rian 

Chai Wang Singh Kam became cramped and urgently need more space to expand. Rev. Harris 

collected donations for buying a new piece of land on the opposite side of the river. During 

1904-1905, the new school was built on the East side of the Ping River that included the new house 

of Rev. Harris in the school parameter, well-known as Harris House. This particular house was used 

                                                           
8
 Interviewing Prof. Sayrin Jitakub, the Chairman of Rev. Harris Museum, 20 March 2014. 

9
 Ibid.  
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to greet HRH Prince Maha Vajiravudh the Crown Prince of Siam (before succeeded to the throne as 

King Rama VI on 23 October 1910) during the official visit to Payap province (see Fig.1)  

 
Figure 1: The handwriting of the Crown Prince’s note for the official visit at Prince Royal’s College 

 in 23 December 1905 

Reflection of Modernity in Prince Royal’s College  

  
Figure 2: Original layout of Prince Royal’s College designed by Rev. William Harris (photo with permission of 

Sayrin Jitakub, 31 March 2014) and a Plan of Princeton Theological Seminary [http://www.ptsem.edu/ 

uploadedFiles/Seminary_Relations/Communications_and_Publications/About_PTS/revisedmap01.pdf, 22 June 2014] 

As I argued in the main research The Reflection of Modernity, Prince Royal’s College can be regarded 

as one of the vital marks in the history of Chiang Mai when the city was gradually drawn into the 

process of modernization. It can be seen as the transitional period of Chiang Mai, moving away from 

the traditional or the old belief system to a new and modern technology of political, health care and 

importantly educational system. We can also recognize from many of the physical aspects, which 

some of them still remain today, for example many buildings in Prince Royal’s College and how the 

layout of the school was originally planned. According to Sayrin Jitakub, he believed that the aim of 

how the school was planned and laid out was to respond to the concept of “both physical and 

spiritual development”, rooted in the mission of Rev. Harris and many others. By doing his own 
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investigation, Sayrin realized that Rev. Harris may have brought the layout of the Princeton 

Theological Seminary where Rev. Harris came and graduated from (see Fig.2).10 To support his 

hypothesis, Sayrin argued that because this is the place where Rev.Harris graduated and it can show 

how his principle and his spiritual directions were guided. Sayrin continued to argue that what Rev. 

Harris believed in was “the education is the source of how human being’s character and habit to be 

developed”, which is the same principle hold at Prince Royal’s College.11 It was relatively different 

from what was input to the government school like Yupparaj Witayalai, which mainly aimed to 

produce and train the locals to be a proper officer working for the central government.  

Other examples of the reflection of modernity can also be found in many buildings located in Prince 

Royal’s College. More specifically, through different aspects of modern building technologies, new 

structural systems, as well as new social functions that can also be seen here. Introducing the front 

terrace of the buildings found in both schools, similar to the porch used in the West, it could show 

how the newness was adapted and appropriated locally, such as Harris House (built in 1904) and 

Missionary House (built in 1907). It was also termed Colonial Style by various people in Chiang Mai 

(see Fig 3). Power Hall, built in 1928 (see Fig.4), and the Prince Royal Chapel, built in 1929 (see Fig.5) 

demonstrates the application of how the new building structures, both a wooden rigid frame and a 

wooden hammer beam roof, were introduced. Lastly, Rev. Harris’s brother, Van Alen Harris, an 

architect, built an auditorium in 1929-1930 for the theatre and for a new gathering social space, 

apart from a traditional public space in a temple.12  

 
Figure 3: Front façade of Harris House, designed by Mr. Van Alan Harris, Rev. William Harris’s brother, architect 

and engineer who helped Rev. Harris establishing the school. Harris House was built in 1904-1905. Today it uses 

as a museum. Awarded by ASA (The Association of Siamese Architects) in 1996 to be a well-preserved 

architecture. [photos by Sant Suwatcharapinun] 

 

                                                           
10

 Interviewing Prof. Sayrin Jitakub, the Chairman of Rev. Harris Museum, 20 March 2014. 
11

 Ibid. 
12

 Ibid.  
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Figure 4: The inside of Power Hall (built in 1928), using the Wooden Rigid Frame Structure to maximize the 

width of the building. Today it functions as a library. [photos by Sant Suwatcharapinun] 

 
Figure 5: Prince Royal Chapel, built in 1929 by Mr. Van Alan Harris. Adopted the Pitch Roof from Gothic 

Architecture and re-applied to this chapel using Hammer Beam Roof. Also awarded in 1996 by ASA (The 

Association of Siamese Architects) to be a well-preserved architecture. [photos by permission of Lanna 

Architectural Center and Sant Suwatcharapinun] 

For the larger and more important mission, Rev. Harris also planned to enlarge the school to be a 

university, called Laos Cheiyng University13, or the Northwest Laos University based on the 

understanding of the definition of the center based on Bangkok, which can also be found in the map 

                                                           
13

 The word “Cheiyng” literally means slant or oblique, but in this context better understand as the direction at 
the Northwest of Bangkok regarded as a center.   
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of 1913. Later on the name was changed to be Christian Laos University, yet the planning to 

establish the university did not go through the committees in America. Otherwise, according to 

Sayrin, it would have been regarded as the first university in Thailand14 (see Fig.6). 

 
Figure 6: Map of Chiang Mai in 1913 by American Presbyterian Missionary, highlighting the area which was 

planned to be an expansion for Laos Cheiyng University in the future. 

[Archives Center of Payap University (20 May 2014)] 

Yupparaj Wittayalai: the interrelation between Politics and Modernization  

“…the education in Yapay province seems to be pretty much inadequate. It is not that those 

Laos not want to study because actually wherever the school is built, there are a plenty of the 

students show up. Those American missionary also sees the same thing. That is the reason 

why they successfully established the school. It makes me feel ashamed. I think we should 

                                                           
14

 For the official record, the first university of Thailand is Chulalongkorn University was established on 26 
March 1916.  
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build more schools because if you wish to tame those Laos, to gather them to the school is 

the best option. To reform and change their attitude since they were young is vitally 

important. We also need a better teacher, not only good at the mathematic or literature skill, 

but good communication and motivation in order to make those students to become Thai 

doctrine…”15 

Above paragraph was extracted from the official letter, wrote by HRH Prince Maha Vajiravudh the 

Crown Prince of Siam to inform the King Rama V during his official visit to Payap province in 1906. It 

highlighted the different directions of the schools between the private school, by that time the 

Rohng Rian Phra-Ratchaya or known among locals as American Girl’s School which was already 

running for 33 years (starting in 1873) and America Boy’s School was already running for 19 years 

(starting in 1887), and the public school run by the central government. The ultimate aim of the 

private schools was to develop human being both physical and spiritual, introducing the notion of 

equality and dignity16, take good care of themselves in order to take good care of your family,17 while 

the central government’s school wanted to practice and train the locals to be a proper government 

officers to work for the government. He elaborated further that, he also found some interesting 

document that showed how impressed the Crown Prince was regarding the ways in which those 

missionaries conducted the school, “… the way they taught in the Missionary’s School seems to 

follow every guideline of what the Ministry of Education suggests, including the subject of Boy 

Scouts. Only one thing that different is the way they teach about the religious content. Apart from 

that they also teach how to do the farming, building, tanning the leather. They want their students to 

be able to survive and make the living. Looking back at our public school, most of the time we teach 

them a lesson, following the books. When they finish, the student cannot do anything else apart from 

going to be the clerk. It is really different from effort from what those Missionary are doing…”18 To be 

more specific, and to take the note of the Crown Prince literally, the aim of the governmental school 

was to tame those locals, known as “Laos” to be a better Thai citizen, so it is important to teach 

them Thai language and modern technological language like mathematic. And for economic reasons, 

it was cheaper for the government not to send anyone from the center to work in this province but 

rather train the local to be proper and appropriate for the government requirements. In short, the 

central government-operated public school not only served an educational purpose, but rather to 

serve political purposes as well.  

For those who want to investigate how Yupparaj Wittayalai was officially established as the first 

central government-operated public school using the central education system by Siam in 1906, it is 

important to note that there was another public school called Rohng Rian Nakorn Chiang Mai or 

Chiang Mai City Municipality School that was operating since 1889.19 And in 1894, Phraya Song 

Suradej (Aun Bunnag), Siamese Governor for Payap province also wanted to expand the public 

school, by building another school named Rohng Rian Fukhad Rachkarn or Public School. However, 

                                                           
15

 A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai: Royally Naming and Developing Thai Teaching Book in Northwestern 
Provinces, p. 145 (spelled by following the original and translated by the author)  
16

 https://sites.google.com/a/web1.dara.ac.th/daramuseum/prawati-rongreiyn/prawati-phra-rach-chaya, 22 
October 2013 
17

 Interviewing Prof. Sayrin Jitakub, the Chairman of Rev. Harris Museum, 20 March 2014.  
18

 A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai: Royally Naming and Developing Thai Teaching Book in Northwestern 
Provinces, p. 156. (translated by the author) 
19

 A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai: Royally Naming and Developing Thai Teaching Book in Northwestern 
Provinces, p. 127. 
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both schools were eventually closed down in 1899 when Phraya Song Suradej and the principles of 

the schools were on leave and no one ran the school20.  

Yet, in the same year, 1899, a new school was established by Lady Udompong Pennsawat located in 

Wat Phra Chedi Luang. This school aimed to teach Thai language for the locals, and it was known as 

Rohng Rian Wat Phra Chedi Luang. Next year, in 1890, another new school was established by Mr. 

Charoen Vathana and named it Rohng Rian Nai Kum Chao Phranakorn Chiang Mai. The schools were 

merged in 1902 and became known as Rohng Rian Phra Chedi Luang Nakorn Chiang Mai21 In 1904, 

Mr. Charoen also built another school located in Wat Phan Toa as a teacher’s training school, which 

was the first teacher training school operated outside the center. Up until 20 December 1905 when 

the Crown Prince of Siam came to visit Chiang Mai, he saw the unfinished building which aimed to be 

used for the public school. The Prince then donated his personal money of 500 baht in order to 

continue finishing the construction. Finally, on 23 September 1906, the new name of the school was 

given by the Crown Prince - HRH Prince Maha Vajiravudh – to be named as Yupparaj Wittayalai. It is 

vitally important to note that the word “Yupparaj Wittayalai” also means the school of the Crown 

Prince, which much resonated with the meaning of “Prince Royal’s College” where the Prince offered 

the name earlier in 1905. Yupparaj Wittayalai was officially opened on the Sunday afternoon of 23rd 

September 1906.22 

Yupparaj Building: Location of New Political Power  

 
Figure7: The photo taken when the Siam Prince - Somdej Chao Fa Maha Watchirawut – visited Chiangmai and 

given the new name of the school to be Yupparaj Wittayalai on 23 September 1906. 

[photos by Boonserm Sartrapia, http://library.cmu.ac.th/ntic/picturelanna/search_form.php, 22 October 2013,] 

One of the important buildings of Yupparaj Wittayalai is Yupparaj Building. It was built in Colonial 

style based on the building type of Ministry of Education, back then called Krathrwng Thammakarn 

established in the reign of King Rama V to monitor and control the education system of Siam. 

Interestingly, What Yupparaj Wittayalai offers us to consider about Chiang Mai’s Modernity is not 

solely based on the style of the building but rather its location in the very heart of the inner city wall. 

As in the old days, the area within the inner city wall was exclusively reserved only for royal family, 

courts, and administrative buildings; in short it was the location of Lanna political power. And more 
                                                           
20

 Ibid., p. 130. 
21

 Ibid., p. 138. 
22

 Ibid., p. 142.  
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importantly, the location where Yupparaj Wittayalai laid the foundation was once the palace of the 

King of Lanna, King Intarawitchayanon. Paradoxically, when the power was changed, the center was 

also shifted to the outside of the city, in particular beside the ping River where Siam government 

officers was housed. This particular center was politically transformed into the periphery. It is 

particular interesting to see how the node of power was gradually shifted and transformed from the 

center (meaning the location of the center of palace and Lanna administration zone) to be a 

periphery (to give away their centrality to Siam government to remove the existing and replace with 

a new political order). Reading Yupparaj Wittayalai in this light, Yupparaj building can be seen as a 

representation of Siamese government that came to Chiang Mai in order to promote and at the 

same time seamlessly presenting a new political regime through school and a modern education 

system.  

Re-reading and Re-interpreting the Location  

According to a general historical review based on how both of the schools, Prince Royal’s College 

and Yupparaj Wittayalai, was originated as well as its roles in the development of the modern 

educational system in the city of Chiang Mai, it is equally important to re-read and re-interpret of 

what have been written, given, or established based on the aspects of location, either physical and 

metaphorical.  

Issue of School Location 

As I argued earlier, it was obvious to see the purpose of how the two schools were operated 

differently. While Prince Royal’s College was based on Rev. Harris and his Christian’s foundation 

which aimed to use education as a means to develop the population, increasing students’ ability to 

read and write, in a way to believe it will lead to more opportunities in their career and in order to 

be become more successful; Yupparaj Wittayalai on the other hand aimed to use education to 

produce “governmental apprentice” focused on learning and practicing the use of mathematic and 

of Thai as the official language. In another word to discipline those “Laos’ to be proper “Thai” 

citizens and to build loyalty through education was the vital objective of the school at that time. To 

reduce the operating cost, that is to say instead of sending government officers from Bangkok, Siam 

government can simply rely on the local workforce catering the central government. This was 

perceived to be more reasonable and efficient.  

Physically, the location of Prince Royal’s College can be regarded as the fringes of Chiang Mai City 

Centre. It is believed that this area was given to foreigners for two reasons; One is to be further 

away, to be housed in the periphery, meaning outsiders must be put away from any important 

resources, from any convenience, prosperity and safety, from the so-called the center. But with the 

great effort and determination of those American missionary, the school and other related Christian 

missions have been growing steadily. Schooling became popular among locals until the central 

government took vital steps to create a public school as a comparable competitor.  

With the rising importance of the periphery, the definition of the center was politically as well as 

paradoxically turned. In particular when the Siamese government started sending the Siamese 

governor (dating back to 1884, the first Siamese governor was Krom Muen Pichit Prechakorn), the 

notion of city center was declining gradually and as a result shifted the important area based on 

political control and administrative agendas to be on the west side of the Ping River. At the same 

time, it is important to note that Thainess was laid significantly within the new education system, 
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given to Chiang Mai by Siamese government can be seen as the way of how the new political power 

gradually came to be visible and started cultivating such idea in the very heart of Chiang Mai. New 

values can be introduced in a way that Siamese government can control. Yupparaj Wittayalai seated 

in a location where it used to be the ground of Lanna King’s Palace before the decline of its power. 

After King Intarawitchayanon passed away, this land was the royal inheritance of the Royal Princess, 

Chao Dararasmi (the fifth queen of King Rama V of Siam). To express her royalty for King Rama V and 

to sustain the political relations between two poles – Chiang Mai royal elites, old political system of 

Chiang Mai and Siam, new government, new political controls from the central government, Royal 

Princess Dararasmi donated this particular land to build Thai language government school for 

Siamese government. To some extent, Yupparaj Wittayalai can be regarded as the location and 

manifestation of where politics became entangled in. It can also be regarded as the reflection on 

how the important strategic points was paradoxically turned – from once belonged to the heart of 

the Lanna politics and then becoming a location of Siamese government’s taming process.  

Issue of School Layout  

Not only the purpose of the school when it was originated was radically different, as mentioned 

earlier, the planning of how the school was laid out was also stood apart. For such a different 

planning, it seems to lend itself for interpretation. According to Sarin Jitakub, when Rev. Harris 

established Prince Royal’s College, he used the layout originated from where he believed it was a 

good example. That was the layout of the Princeton Theological Seminary where he started biblical 

studies. Courtyard was inserted to be the central space and surrounded by other buildings. Church 

(1929) and Auditorium (1930) was also introduced to the school for performing religious ceremonies 

as well as students’ performance. But Yupparaj Wittayalai was established and laid out from a 

different agenda entirely. It was formed in the period of a political transition, in the mid of a 

declining old political system but yet to risen up new central governmental control. The land was 

donated by the Princess in order to express her royalty and gratitude towards Siam and King Rama V. 

The piece of land at which the first building of the school originally located was relatively different; it 

was steadily enlarged and expanded. Looking at the graphic representation of how the area of the 

school was expanded from 1915 to 1969, it highlighted how important of the governmental-based 

public school was at the time (see Fig.8). To some extent, perhaps the growing area of the school 

seems to suggest that it grew following the rising power of the central government over Chiang Mai. 

Some of Chiang Mai elites chose to offer the piece of land at the city center to Siamese government 

in order to maintain their political position in the new system.  
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The area of Yupparaj Wittayalai occupied during 

1915-1924; picture on the right graphically 

illustrates how the school was gradually 

expanded; and on the left shows the piece of 

land where the previous owner offered to Siam 

Government. [A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai] 

 

 

 

The area of Yupparaj Wittayalai occupied during 

1924-1934. [A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai] 

 

 

 

 

 

The area of Yupparaj Wittayalai occupied during 

1934-1943. [A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The area of Yupparaj Wittayalai occupied during 

1943-1954. [A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The area of Yupparaj Wittayalai occupied during 

1953-1969. [A Century of Yupparaj Wittayalai] 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The area showing how Yupparaj Wittayalai was gradually expanded during 1915 – 1969. 

Issue of Architectural Style 

Based on the preferred style, the choice of material, and the local condition of Chiang Mai, it can be 

seen as the way in which the so-called Lanna Colonial style was originated. Examples can be found in 

various buildings in the same period like Baan Kheyw (known as Green House) at Dara Wittayalai, 

Sriprasert Building, the former British governor house (currently a part of Anatara Hotel), and of 
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course Harris House (see Fig.9). To specify the style, it can be identified by the porch in front of and 

around the house. It functions as a sunshade while allowing the use of that space for sitting or 

having tea. On the lower part of the building, it is normally made of a thick brick wall in order to 

protect the hot radiant sun while the upper part was formed in a wooden structure. It gives the 

sense of opening, welcoming, and provides good ventilation at the same time. It also showed how 

tropical condition was comprehended. Not only was Harris House able to represent Lanna Colonial 

style, modern and advance building technologies can also be found in Prince Royal’s College, such as 

the Gothic-inspired architecture that can be found in the church (1929), with its rigid hammer frame 

and unique combination of wooden roof structures can also be found in the library called Power Hall 

(1928). (see Fig.9). In short, looking at Prince Royal’s College at that time, it offered a new and 

modern vision that was manifested through architecture.  

  
 

   
Figure 9: (on the upper left) Sriprasert Building, (on the upper right) the former British governor house,  

(on the lower left) Yupparaj Building, (on the lower right) Harris House at Prince Royal’s College 

The most important building in Yupparaj Wittayalai must be Tuk Yupparaj or Yupparaj Building (see 

Fig.7). Standing behind a large lawn looking from the main road, it shows how important it is to be 

placed at the center of the school. Originally, this building was originated not for this particular 

school but it took from the Ministry of Justice in Bangkok (back then called Krathrwng Thammakan). 

The construction was carried out by an Indian named Husenaibana, who was a subject under the 

British armed forces; he initially spent 17 months on the construction. Yet, the over construction 

took total 3 years to complete in 1915. The reason why it took so long to build was due to the 

shortage of budget which required more donations. It is noteworthy that the construction of that 

period was based on the expertise of foreign craftsmen. Comparing to other buildings in the same 

period, it is interesting to note that Tuk Yupparaj seems to be less focused on architectural details. 

Maybe because it was in the midst of a transforming and accelerating the notion of Thainess as 

discussed earlier. Moreover, this kind of building style was also used somewhere else like what we 
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found in other schools, like Rachineeburana School in Nakhorn Pathom province.23 If we consider the 

way in which Thainess was established and used as a way to control others of Siamese leader and 

elites, we might find much more elaborated details in the constructing process. Surprisingly we 

cannot find any such strong links or any relevant connections to the use of Thainess in Tuk Yupparaj, 

yet it can be considered as a part of how politics was used to promote Thainess through a new 

educational system. Overall design seems to respond to the weather conditions, such as the use of 

thick brick wall at the base to protect the heat, the extra ceiling height for better ventilation, and 

similar to other colonial style that is the large porch in the front of the building. Perhaps if we 

compare Tuk Yupparaj to the way in which Thainess was selectively manifested through architectural 

style, like what we found in Vajiravudh school in Bangkok, we might reconsider that Tuk Yupparaj 

can be seen as an empty signifier; up until 1984 when the King V’s Royal Seal was placed at the top 

of the building in order to signify it as a part of Thainess. (see Fig.10). 

 
Figure 10: showing the Royal Seal of King Rama VI was given to place on top Yupparaj Building in 1984 

In Conclusion, this paper attempts to explore these two public schools in Chiang Mai, that is to say 

between Prince Royal’s College and Yupparaj Wittayalai, the question arises how we can learn from 

the way they both were established in a similar period (around 1900) and be given a similar name 

which can be translated by the same meaning, that is “the school of the Prince”. For some, this can 

be interpreted as the similar competitive situation of male boarding schools in England in the early 

of 1900s – Eton and Harrow – from which they could probably become the implication for King Rama 

VI to fantasize and map them into two public schools in Chiang Mai.24 Yet they presented different 

roles, carried different missions, reflected different positions, and importantly embedded in 

different political agendas.  

By exploring through the physical and historical aspects towards political dimension in relations to 

the modern development of Chiang Mai, the location from which the two schools were established 

allows us to consider them:  

Through the notions of center-periphery – to use the notion of the periphery, it can be interpreted in 

terms of the location where once belonged to the missionary and then became the center of the 

                                                           
23

 Following the argument of Peerapong Promchart, “Exploring Chiang Mai in the Period of Political 
Transformation during 1884-1932”, Graduate School, Chiang Mai University (2015).  
24

 Chanon Yodhong, Nai Ni in the reign of King Rama VI (Bangkok: Matichon, 2015), p. 113.   
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Prince’s intention, while the center of the city could be interpreted as the location in the city center 

where Chiang Mai Palace paradoxically became the periphery based on the way in which the 

location of those officers from Siam located their power and situated their place around the west 

side of Ping River, not inside the center of the city anymore.  

Through the notion of inclusion-exclusion – At first the American Presbyterian missionary seemed to 

be considered as the alien or the outsider, therefore they must be excluded from the locals and 

made to be further away from the city. Yet, Prince Royal’s College was politically included by means 

of being Thai, learning Thai language, and became part of the new Siamese educational system. On 

the contrary Yupparaj Wittayalai can be seen as always inclusive; because it was a public school ran 

under the control of Siam government and used the new educational system from the center. But if 

we look from other point of view, Yupparaj Wittayalai was exclusive, it was detached itself from the 

city center where it used to be the palace of King Lanna.  

Through the notion of insider-outsider – Insider could be regarded as locals of Chiang Mai while 

outsider could be regarded as foreigners and Siam governor. However, the meaning of such 

definitions was unstable and shifted when the political control was changed. Moreover, through the 

educational system the school could turn the outsider to be an insider, American missionary can be 

seen as a local who help developing the people and the city. And Yupparaj Wittayalai also recruited 

locals to be trained and worked for the central government. Eventually those who graduated from 

the school we surely can be called them as an insider of their own country.  

These spatial metaphors can give us a way of looking at and go beyond the historical review into a 

much deeper meaning hidden in the historical archive. Finally, “Politics of the Location: the Location 

of Politics” can be seen as the way of re-reading the political transitional period of Chiang Mai in 

juxtaposition to the event, the location, the architecture, and the city.  
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Abstract 

On 26th December 2004, a great earthquake occurred off of the western coast of northern Sumatra. 

The earthquake triggered a tsunami which spread across the Indian Ocean and hit the west coast of 

six provinces in Thailand. This tsunami killed 5,395 people –many of them tourists from abroad– with 

another 2,817 people swept away or lost. Moreover, the tsunami resulted in economic losses of 14 

million baht (approximately 0.5 million USD).  

Phanga province experienced particularly severe damage. The tsunami affected the Moken in the 

Surin islands, who are one of the minority groups in Thailand, as well. Most of them have been 

engaged in fishing activities for generations and are known as ‘Sea People (chao le in Thai)’. Almost 

all of their houses and boats were completely destroyed by the devastating waves. Many NGOs 

came to Phanga province to help the Moken by providing a variety of things, necessary supplies, 

boats, houses and so on. The Thai government was also actively engaged in the assistance to 

reconstruct the lives of the Moken, and started offering them Thai citizenship. Although some 

Moken acquired Thai nationality after that, most still remain stateless. For all intents and purposes, 

the Moken can be divided into two types: Thai-Moken and Non-Thai Moken.  

This study aims at analyzing the complex ethnic situation after the disaster, focusing on the 

self-representation of the Moken, and showing a transformation of consciousness in the way they 

define themselves as ‘Sea People’. 

Keywords: Sea People, Moken, Identity, 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, nationality 

 

 

Introduction 

The Moken is an indigenous people living in the Andaman Seas coastal and islands areas around 

Thailand and Myanmar (formerly Burma), referred to as the Andaman Sea Region. The Moken 

population is estimated at 2,800 (Narumon, 2006, p. 140; Narumon et al., 2007, p. 9). There are 

more than 800 islands in this area (Human Rights Watch, 2015, p. 4), throughout which the Moken 

historically traveled by boat. This lifestyle led the Moken to be known as “sea nomads” (Sopher, 

1965), and they have been described as chao lay (sea people) in Thai. The Moken have traditionally 

harvested from the sea throughout the year, although particularly during the northeast monsoon 

season. Since the 1980s, the advent of national parks on many islands and coastal areas along the 

Andaman Sea has restricted the Moken from harvesting marine resources, such as sea cucumbers, 

turban snails, and trocas shells.  
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This study aims at showing the ‘Sea People’ Moken’s wavering ethnic identity after the 2004 Indian 

Ocean Tsunami. First, I will explain how the Moken change their lifestyle from nomadic life to 

sedentary life by looking back over the brief history of the past about 200 years. Second, I will 

discusses the case of the Surin Islands in Thailand to provide details of the development of the 

tourism industry, the Moken’s transition to sedentary land-based living, and how these changes 

influenced their dive fishing livelihoods. Third, I will present the situation of damage in Thailand by 

the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami and trace the process of the Moken’s acquisition of identification 

card. Forth, I will provide two Thai-Moken’s contrasting statements regarding work. Fifth, I will bring 

up two remarks of Thai-Moken and Non-Thai Moken and analyze their self-identification to know 

their mixed feeling of identity after acquiring ID card. Finally, I will consider the Moken’s 

self-representation and show the differences of ‘Sea People’ consciousness between the Moken and 

the people outside world. 

I. The Moken: Transition from Nomadic Life to a Sedentary Life 

The oldest known reference to the Moken people was made in 1825, the year before some parts of 

Burma was colonized by Great Britain. The Moken are described as collecting marine products for 

merchants in exchange for daily necessities (Maingy, 1825, p. 8). The source indicates that the 

Moken were very active in fishing in the Andaman Sea Region 200 years ago.  

The following descriptions from 1828, 1843 (published in 1860), and 1846 (published in 1883) also 

describe the Moken as primarily collecting sea cucumbers.  

Their home is their boat, for they never form settlements on shore or cultivate, their chief 

employment being the collection of sea-slag, birds’-nests, and other natural productions of the 

islands - Excluding these itinerants, the Mergui islands appear almost entirely destitute of 

inhabitants. (Hamilton, 1828, p. 226) 

(Moken－) a race of people dwelling on the islands between Mergui and Penang, far below the 

Karens in knowledge and civilization, despised, abused, and robbed by Chinese, Malays and all 

the surrounding tribes; whose only means of livelihood is fishing, and fabricating a species of 

mats. (Mason, 1860, p. 100) 

Aside from the small amount of mats made in the Southwestern Monsoon season, sea 

cucumbers are their (Moken) only source of income. … Sea cucumbers are collected during the 

Northeast Monsoon season during low tide of the spring tide. (Durand, 1883; cf. Mason, 1860, 

p. 101; Anderson, 1890, p. 6) 

These quotations demonstrate that fishing was the Moken’s main activity for subsistence 

throughout the year, with specific mention of the importance of sea cucumber harvesting in the 

northeast monsoon season (dry season). Thus, sea cucumber harvesting was conducted year-round; 

however, the observation that the northeast monsoon season, when the ocean is relatively calm, 

was the most suitable season, is an important factor to the following discussion. The Moken 

obtained the necessary items for daily living by trading their sea cucumbers with the Malay and 

Chinese people. 

World War II began in 1939, and its influence was felt in the Andaman Sea Region. At that time, the 

Moken met new outsiders, the Japanese. According to my interviews with Moken elders, there was a 
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rumor at that time that Japanese soldiers committed acts of sexual violence against the women of 

the Andaman Sea Region, and whenever a Japanese ship approached a village, the women would all 

flee to the forest to hide. Another man described the Japanese as mooring their ships at a Moken 

village, cutting large quantities of the village’s coconut leaves, and then using them to hide the ships 

from the enemy (Suzuki, 2016, p. 110). The pioneer of research on the Moken, Narumon Arunotai 

reported that many Moken people stated that the British military constructed lookouts on the 

mountaintops of the southern Surin Island, suggesting that lookouts were used to monitor Japanese 

movements in the Andaman Sea Region (Narumon, 1996, p. 54). 

There are also reports of a Moken man being killed by a so-called stray bullet when the men were 

fishing on the open ocean during sea battles between the Japanese and British (Suzuki, 2008, p.74). 

The grandson of the man who was killed related this story, and he was not sure whether the bullet 

that killed his grandfather was British or Japanese. However, one of the elders was certain that the 

bullet was from a Japanese gun, and he claimed that the British never attacked the Moken. Great 

Britain and Burma were allies, and the Japanese readily attacked any Burmese vessel they saw. He 

stated that he believes that the so-called stray bullet that killed the Moken man was a mistake 

because the Moken man was assumed Burmese. The Moken could not obtain the food and clothes 

they needed to survive at that time because the war interfered with their ability to fish. During this 

period, some of the Moken cooperated with the British by informing them of the routes that the 

Japanese ships took, and others were employed to load bombs onto British fighter planes (Ivanoff, 

1997, p.21). However, some of the Moken in Burmese territory collaborated with the Japanese 

(Ferrari et al., 2006, p.25), although there are no remaining records of the details. 

It should be emphasized here that during World War II, the Moken could not fish. During combat 

periods, the collection of marine products was completely restricted. Thus it should be remembered 

that there was a definite period of restriction on Moken fishing activities (particularly dive fishing) 

because of the wartime combat between the Japanese and British. 

When Japan’s surrender ended the war, peace returned to the Andaman Sea Region, and the Moken 

returned to the ocean to dive fish. After the war, mining activities quickly spread throughout the 

western portion of the Malay Peninsula. The Burmese and Thai people were employment in the 

mines, and some Moken worked the mines as well. British mining expert F. N. Cholmely employed 

Moken men between 1946 and 1947 to find appropriate sites for mine development in the Southern 

Mergui Archipelago (Ivanoff, 1997, p.59). There is a record of a Moken man working the mines in 

Burmese territory alongside the Thai, Burmese, Karen and Chinese (Suzuki, 2008, p.71). Apparently, 

although the main livelihood was fishing, many Moken men worked during the southwest monsoon 

season (when the ocean was rough) carrying sand and gravel in the mines. It is noteworthy that 

many ethnic groups worked together in Burmese territory, suggesting it was relatively easy during 

this period to cross the border between the Burmese and Thai territories by boat. 

Collecting mother shell oysters used to raise pearls was an important aspect of the Moken’s work in 

the post-War period. According to Miyauchi Yasuo, who in 1962 was the first Japanese to establish 

pearl-raising operations in the Andaman Sea Region, a Chinese merchant named Sugyam was based 

in Ranong in the 1960s and 1970s. This merchant apparently controlled a large area from Burma to 

Ranong and employed 500 Moken to collect large quantity of pearl oysters (Pinctada maxima)25. 

Pearl Raising was already underway in the Burmese Andaman Sea, but the activity did not reach Thai 

                                                           
25

 These data are from interviews at the Marine Project (diving tour company) offices in Bangkok, Thailand, on 
September 15 and 16, 2010. 
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territory until Mr. Miyauchi arrived. A large quantity of pearl oysters was available for harvest in Thai 

marine territory. In 1966, the Thai and American navies collaborated to conduct a survey of 1,807 

ships in 89 places in Thai waters which included Moken houseboats. The records report the boats 

“used by pearl divers working in the vicinity of the Surin Islands” (Holbrook and Suriya, 1967, p.255). 

The quantity of pearl oysters collected daily was about 100 kg, which supposedly were sold on Ra 

Island (Holbrook and Suriya, 1967, p.256). When pearl raising began in the Thai Andaman Sea in the 

1960s, Moken dive fishermen were employed and unusual relationship developed between the 

Japanese and the Moken. 

I heard another interesting episode from Mr. Miyauchi about the post-War relationship between the 

Japanese and the Moken. In the 1970s, fishermen from Okinawa engaged in dive fishing with the 

Moken in the Takua Pa area of Phanga Province. The Okinawan fishermen were surprised that 

Moken could dive as deeply as they did. Fishermen from the main and outer islands of Okinawa are 

known to fish in many areas around the world, but the fishermen who came to the Andaman Sea 

Region were not the skilled bonito fishermen from Miyako or Yaeyama, rather it was believed they 

were fishermen skilled in drive-in net fishing from Itoman on the main island.  

From these reports, the Andaman Sea Region was portrayed as an area rich in resources, where 

people from other regions historically gathered. During the third period, it was possible to informally 

migrate into neighboring countries across porous borders for work. The narratives of the local 

people who remember those times recall that it was relatively easy to move throughout the ocean in 

the 1960s and 1970s. 

In the 1980s, the Moken experienced significant social changes. The tin mining industry that had 

thrived in the post-War area declined, pearl-raising slowed, and the Moken were unable to work 

hauling sand and gravel in the mines and collecting pearl oysters. However, this marine area 

experienced rapid growth in its tourist industry, with the development of resorts on Phuket. The rich 

natural environment of the Andaman Sea Region became a tourist destination in the Thai 

government’s efforts to attract tourists from Thailand and beyond. The Thai government also began 

promoting nature conservation and it designated marine national parks throughout the Andaman 

Sea Region.  

The government’s efforts were successful, and tourism grew while the fishing activities of the Moken 

and other coastal fishing communities were increasingly restricted. The national park legislation did 

not permit private ownership of land, and any activities deemed to affect the ecology of the region 

were strictly prohibited (DNP, 2004, p. 13-14). For example, cutting down trees in protected areas to 

build houses or boats was not permitted, and collecting flora or fauna was prohibited. The 

government’s efforts to promote national parks in the Andaman Sea Region in the 1980s amounted 

to a complete denial of the Moken’s traditional lifestyle. It was impossible to build and maintain the 

kabang (the residence and means of transportation) of the Moken (Narumon, 2000), and harvesting 

marine products could not be done. In the Burmese Andaman Sea, the growth of large-scale fishing 

activities was accompanied by a governmental policy to sedentarize the Moken. The Moken, unable 

to move freely throughout the Andaman Sea Region, abandoned the boat-based lifestyle and 

adopted raised houses on designated islands such as Surin Islands or coastal areas and land-based 

fishing activities.  
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II. Effects of National Park Enclosure on Moken – Surin Islands Case Study 

The Surin Islands are located 720 km southwest of Bangkok, the capital of Thailand, and 60 km west 

of Khuraburi Port. The islands are under the jurisdiction of Phanga Province, although they are closer 

to Myanmar than the Thai mainland. The Surin Islands are therefore on the periphery of 

Thai-administered waters. Many inlets feature both the North and South Surin Islands, and the 

Moken have long used these inlets to moor their boats. Mangrove forests and sandy beaches 

characterize the islands, behind which are steep mountain slopes. The lack of flat land is a key 

feature of these islands. 

The only significant rains fall during the southwest monsoon season (i.e., the rainy season), but the 

yearly precipitation is quite high at 3,000 ml. The landscape is dominated by tropical forest with high 

humidity and temperatures. The rich forest ecology is home to species of birds rarely found 

elsewhere in Thailand. Many shoal fish in the Andaman Sea Region congregate just off the coast in 

well-developed coral reefs (Thon and Anuwat, 2007). In addition to these fish species, there are also 

populations of lobster and other crustaceans, tridacna (giant crams) and other mollusks, and 

echinoderms, such as sea cucumbers. Thus, the reefs are considered areas of high biodiversity. The 

Surin Islands are useful to the Moken as a prime fishing area as well as shelter for their boats. 

The valuable ecology of the Surin Islands caught the attention of the Thai government as well as the 

Moken, identifying the area for nature conservation. Since the National Park Management law was 

enacted in 1961 during the Sarit regime, the Thai government has designated many areas of natural 

wealth as national parks, including the Surin Islands. On December 30, 1971, the Forestry 

Department designated protected forest areas, and on July 9, 1981, the Surin Islands became the 

29th national park designated by Thailand and the country’s sixth marine park. The designated area is 

135 km2, and the land area within this is 33 km2. 

The designation of the national park in 1981 marked the beginning of the Moken’s significant 

contact with Thai administrative authorities. Staff from the Royal Forestry Department visited the 

area for surveys, and the Moken became providers of information about the island’s natural 

resources. The Moken settlement areas were taken over by the local authorities, and national park 

offices and tourist campsite were built there. In this way, the Moken have been in a close 

relationship with the national park authorities since the 1980s (Narumon, 2007). 

Although the Surin Islands were designated as a national park in 1981, that designation was not 

officially announced until April 28, 1985. After that, the public could only visit the islands during the 

annual northeast monsoon season26, when the islands became a site for snorkeling and diving. The 

Surin Islands’ reefs attracted tourists as well as government officials and the Moken, and the types 

and numbers of actors involved in the region grew. 

Tourists began visiting the islands in 1986. A national park office was built on North Surin Island, and 

the construction of toilets and a restaurant was underway. Some of the Moken men gained 

employment as boat pilots for the national park office, and the women and children began selling 

porcelain shells to the tourists. In addition, the national park office announced that it would buy sea 

turtle eggs for THB 3 (Thai Baht) per egg (equivalent to USD 0.20 at that time). Therefore, the Moken 

began selling sea turtle eggs (Narumon, 1996, p. 147-148), which, until then, had been a source of 

                                                           
26

 The period during which people can visit the Surin Islands is limited to the northeast monsoon season 
(usually mid-November through early May). The islands are closed during the southwest monsoon season 
because the unpredictable weather makes it dangerous to take boats out on the ocean (cf. Phuket Gazette, 
2007, 2008, 2009, 2015). 
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food. Porcelain shells, which to the Moken had been nothing more than a pleasant aspect of the 

underwater seascape, attained a commercial value, and sea turtle eggs became a resource that 

could be exchanged for money. These were significant changes for the Moken regarding the 

meaning of the local environment.  

At this time, some Moken began living sedentary land-based lifestyles. Some of them lived in the 

Surin Islands only during the dry season when the tourists visited; however, the number of Moken 

living boat-based mobile lives declined sharply. One driver of this change was the government’s 

territorialization of the Andaman Sea Region. After the designation as a national park, many of the 

surrounding areas, such as the X Islands, (the actual name has been removed to protect anonymity), 

the Thai Muang area, and the Khao Lak area, were listed for future marine national park designation. 

Tourists increasingly visited these listed areas, and the Moken built permanent houses to live in 

these designated areas. Some tourists came to these villages to observe the Moken (Suzuki, 2011). 

As tourism continued to develop, the national park office tightened its management of the Surin 

Islands and surrounding areas. For example, the Moken had been selling shells to tourists, which the 

authorities had, to that point, ignored. That activity was then prohibited and, similarly, catching 

lobsters and sea turtles, although only infrequently taken for food, was strictly monitored. When 

asked the advisor to the director about this, he first told me that “Fishing activities cannot be 

recognized because the national parks law is applied to the Surin Islands.” Then, he mentioned that 

there was another reason, “seafood that the snorkeling and diving tourists prefer should not be 

depleted.” For some time after the designation of the national park, selling shells was permitted and 

harvesting lobsters was not closely regulated, suggesting that the official’s first answer was the 

official response and his second answer was what he really believed to be true. The official’s position 

can be interpreted as his belief that tourists’ use of the reef should be prioritized, and the use of the 

reef by the indigenous population should be restricted because it did not contribute to the interests 

of the state (the tourist priority). Ichinosawa’s assessment that the Thai reefs had once been oceanic 

areas where people lived, but now they were oceans where people visited and looked, seems 

applicable to the Surin Island as well (Ichinosawa, 2010, p. 32). 

Entering 2001, the number of tourists visiting the Surin Islands continued to increase. In 200027, the 

number of people entering the island was less than 10,000 but in 2004 that number exceeded 

36,000 people. In 2005, the number of visitors dropped sharply as a result of the Indian Ocean 

Tsunami, but from 2006 on the number of visitors increased again. Tourists, which had only 

amounted several thousand in the 1990s, now numbered in the tens of thousands. With the limited 

flat lands on the islands, and the crush of people visiting within the period of half a year, the number 

of people to work in service provision was significant as well. The national park office started to 

employ the Moken as wage laborers in various areas of service provision. The Moken men began 

working as helmsmen leading tourists to diving points for snorkeling where the national park office 

specified in advance. For a fee, the Moken women prepare food and wash dishes for tourists. Some 

other Moken sell traditional handy crafts for tourists who visit Moken villages. The period during 

which people can visit the Surin Islands is limited to the Northeastern Monsoon season (normally 

mid-November to early-May), the very season of the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami. 

 

 

                                                           
27

 In Thailand, one year is counted as the period from October to the next September. For example, 2008 
covers the period from October 2007 until September 2008. 
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III. Increasing Interest in the Nationality after the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami 

On 26th December 2004, a great earthquake occurred off of the western coast of northern Sumatra. 

The earthquake triggered a tsunami which spread across the Indian Ocean and hit the west coast of 

six provinces in Thailand. This tsunami also reached the Surin Islands and affected the Moken as 

well. Although the Moken lost all their houses and boats, they previously perceived the possibility of 

Tsunami attack by recognizing the unusual sea condition28 and escaped by climbing up the hill 

behind their village.  

This unique incident was greatly brought up in the news throughout the world and the Surin Moken 

became a famous minority ‘Sea People’. After that, domestic and international aid groups began to 

visit the villages, and the Moken started to receive many types of relief assistance. The aid groups 

were particularly concerned with reconstructing Moken livelihoods, and boats were continuously 

donated. The 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami created an opportunity that tied the Moken to outside 

actors such as global NGOs. 

On the other hand, the Thai government also started to pay more attention to the Moken after the 

Tsunami. The Moken referred to their stateless condition during their increased opportunities for 

public interview. Before the Tsunami, the Moken mostly had no opportunities for telling their own 

feelings or expressing discontent toward Thailand’s majority culture. This newfound publicity placed 

pressure on Thailand’s Ministry of Interior, leading to its district office to search Surin Moken’s 

personal history and present this information. After the district officer submitted the information to 

the Ministry of Interior of Thailand, on 15 March 2006, 34 Mokens were offered Thai nationality and 

presented with citizenship cards (pracam tua bat prachachon in Thai) at the district office. These 

cards were issued only to those who could identify their birthplace as Thailand or prove they had 

resided in this country for a period of ten years (Human Rights Watch, 2015). Others were granted a 

citizenship card upon tracing their ancestry to Thailand by way of providing verbal evidence 

collecting numerous private testimonies.  

In case Moken could not be registered at this time, government officials distributed a separate card 

at their villages by hand on 10 March 2008 that permits them to live in certain territories specified 

by the Thai government. This card’s formal name in Thai is ‘bat pracamtua bukkhon thi maimi satana 

thang thabian’ which literally means ‘identification card to non- registrant people’29. It was thus that 

the Surin Moken was divided into two groups, i.e. Thai-Moken and Non-Thai Moken. The Thai 

government and Thai people also called these Thai-Mokens ‘chao thai mai’ in Thai, which means 

‘new Thai people’. In the next chapter, I will consider the effects of acquisition/non-acquisition of 

nationality by focusing on data collected from interviews with Mokens collected on 10 February 

2012. All names below are pseudonyms.  

IV. Contrasting Opinions by Thai-Moken 

Mr. Got (31-year-old, born in Surin Islands, Thailand) 

(In the past) I have never been arrest even on those occasions when I did not have an 

identification card but entered areas where fishing is prohibited. The only thing that happened 

                                                           
28

 Their society has a legend that the tide recedes suddenly and the laboon may come. The laboon is a big 
wave that appears as flood overflowed the world in the Moken’s oral tale. 
29

 There are many different types of Identification cards in Thailand. For example, Children of Haw Chinese 
immigrants whose citizenship were removed received so called yellow cards from Thai government. This card’s 
formal name in Thai is ‘bat pracamtua cin ho opphayop’.  
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to me was that maritime police warned me not to return there or fish there. (By comparison) if 

we go poaching we are arrested at once because we have citizenship from the Kingdom of 

Thailand. I did not want Thai citizenship.  

Mr. Mon (26-year-old, born in Phrathong Island, Thailand) 

I am happy that I could acquire Thai citizenship. I am Thai now. I will finally be able to get 

various kinds of jobs in mainland Thailand. 

I heard these two contrasting remarks from Thai-Moken. The former Moken expressed a negative 

opinion regarding acquisition of citizenship. Meanwhile, the later Moken gave a positive evaluation. 

The former speaker, Mr. Got, stated that it is difficult to do poaching because of his acquisition of 

Thai citizenship. He is now a ‘new Thai-Moken’ who should be a law-abiding citizen. His statement 

illustrates how maritime police have started to control the Moken as Thai citizens by corresponding 

to their legal offenses in a strict manner. By contrast, the latter speaker, Mr. Mon, was pleased that 

his choices for alternative forms of employment had increased in comparison to the past. It is no 

wonder that working by stateless person is regarded as illegal act. Before acquiring citizenship, Mr. 

Mon could not find a job paying more than the minimum wage. Now, he can find any job through 

legal channels.  

From the above, we can witness how each Thai-Moken judged whether acquisition of citizenship 

was good or bad in relationship to work. Mr. Got worried about becoming unable to do fishing 

activities freely, while Mr. Mon expected that the choice of job categories would increase. It would 

be to say that job is one of the most important matters for them. 

V. Mixed Feelings of Identity 

Apart for work, the Moken society reached a new phase of self-identification reflected by the words 

of one Moken man who received Thai citizenship. 

 

Mr. Tho (38-year-old, born in Phrathong Island, Thailand) 

Finally, I got Thai citizenship. Now, I am the member of the ‘new Thai people’. However, it is 

just ‘New’ citizenship. I am not allowed to be a ‘real’ Thai person even if I have an identification 

certificate of Thai citizenship identical to ‘regular’ Thai people. (In disregard of our new 

citizenship), the Thai people still prefer to call us ‘sea people’ or ‘sea gypsies’ rather than new 

Thai people. 

From Mr. Tho’s statement, it seems he regards himself as a ‘nongenuine’ Thai person. One of the big 

factors associated with the above-mentioned situation is that most of the Thai people consider the 

Moken as a minority group even after they receive Thai citizenship. As I mentioned before, tourists 

visit the Moken village in the Northeastern Monsoon season. Their purpose of visit to this village is 

to see the Moken’s daily life as if they go to a zoo to see animals. Regardless of their new citizenship, 

many Thai people and foreign tourists still consider the Thai-Moken as heterogeneous beings.  

In order to assess the extent the identity of Thai-Moken people, it is important to compare them 

with their non-Thai counterparts. Non-Thai Moken also have complicated feelings after receiving an 

‘identification card for non-registrant people’. This distinction was more evident in how some 

Non-Thai Moken began to distinguish themselves from the aforementioned Thai-Moken. 
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Mr. Stat (30-year-old, putative (yet unofficial) birthplace Phrathong Island) 

The other day, I was stopped by a policeman while moving to Ranong province to sell dried sea 

cucumbers and was asked to produce my ID card. The policeman admonished me for residing in 

the island in spite my lack of documentation. He said to me that my own ID card did not grant 

me permission to live or stay on the mainland, thus I was supposed to remain in the Surin 

Islands. (Compared to this harassment), Moken with Thai citizenship are free from restraint as 

they move to any domestic areas on or off the island. Now, we (Non-Thai Moken) are a real ‘sea 

people’ who are not able to access the land. 

The ‘identification card to non- registrant people’ has little repercussions preventing Moken from 

accessing mainland Thailand. The Thai government permits them to stay on the mainland supposing 

this proximity is close to the Surin Islands. Mr. Stat’s statement reveals some of the fluctuating 

feelings Non-Thai Moken have toward their ambiguous status. 

VI. Conclusion 

In trying to depict a transformation of Moken national consciousness since the 2004 Indian Ocean 

Tsunami, I have described in this study Moken’s wavering ethnic identity by taking up some 

examples of Thai- and Non-Thai Moken.  

The Surin Moken took the opportunity to change their stateless position after this disaster by 

appealing to the public for legal change to their national status. As a result, the previously 

unregistered Moken of the Surin Islands have been offered citizenship or identification cards by the 

Thai government. This response, however, has had unforeseen repercussions including the artificial 

division of the Moken into two groups: Thai-Moken and Non-Thai Moken. On the one hand, the Thai 

ethnic majority has labeled these Thai-Moken as a ‘new Thai people’, a term many conflate with 

their image of being ‘sea people’. On the other hand, the ID card received by Non-Thai Moken has 

isolated this group to the areas closest to the Surin Islands, producing a re-identification of 

themselves as “Sea People”. While some Moken possess Thai citizenship, the outside world still 

largely considers them as “Sea People” who maintain a lifestyle that closely involves their maritime 

activities. This image often lies in opposition to the newly found Thai citizenship of a growing 

number of the Moken people.  

In the end, the Moken’s traditional lifestyle of boat-based sea foraging has long since been become 

untenable. This is due to their limited restrictions within the Andaman Sea inhibiting their once free 

access to this sea region. At present, it is common for Non-Thai Moken to be harassed by policemen 

being told not to leave their island of residence. In spite of the sedentary life of contemporary 

Moken, they are ironically categorized by tourists as ‘Sea People’. As we saw above, while Non-Thai 

Moken access to Thailand is restricted to sea areas, their Thai-Moken counterparts have been 

pressured to discard their sea-based lifestyle. The controversy surrounding their national status has 

had a lasting impact on questions of Moken identity, especially in the case of Thai citizenship. In the 

near future, the Thai government might become more severe in its regulation of Moken citizenship. 

Recording governmental responses to the Moken and their change in their national identity politics 

will require focusing on Mokens’ independent behaviors and actions from a long-term viewpoint. 

These topics and others will be the further of further exploration. 
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Abstract 

Successive Thai governments have put great efforts in poverty reduction with good results, but 

despite these efforts, Thailand’s poverty has persisted at a significant 10.9 % in 2013. The problems 

faced by the poor are multidimensional, although income poverty is crucial; it is other dimensions 

stated in the Multidimensional Poverty Index that have great impacts. For Thailand, a long and 

healthy life, and a decent standard of living are in great need of improvement. As access to social 

services plays a fundamental role in improving the health and other quality of life indices of the 

poor, this paper describes a study of barriers to access government services, especially health care, 

by the elderly poor in two southern provinces of Satun and Phatthalung. With Satun represents the 

Thai Muslims and Phatthalung represents the Thai Buddhists. These include the elderly own 

disability, social exclusion, and lack of public transport services. The comparative study of the two 

ethnic groups are meant to assess if the cultural differences especially religious factor have 

significant effects on the access to health and social services as well as other social activities. Policy 

recommendations will be put forward to help improve the living standard of the poor as well as to 

reduce the inequality between Bangkok and the regions of Thailand. The research methodology used 

is qualitative approach namely focus groups discussions, in-depth interviews and participatory 

observation. The samples are divided in two groups: first is the elderly poor classified by sex, age 

range, religion and residence, second group are the responsible government officials and policy 

makers. Content analysis is used to identify the barriers and ways to improve the accessibility to 

social services that will improve the elderly poor lives. 

Keywords: Elderly Poor, Social Services, Southern Thailand 

 

1. Introduction  

Successive Thai governments have put efforts in poverty reduction with good results, but despite 

these, Thailand’s poverty has persisted at a significant 10.9 % or some 7.3 million people in 2013 

(National Economic and Social Development Board, 2015). The current government’s poverty 

initiative to help the poor saw over 12.5 million people registered for supports as of 15 May 2017. 

Study of the ultra- poor in southern Thailand over the past decade found that the number of the 

elderly poor in the ultra- poor group had increased. This group has little chance of getting out of the 

rut of poverty. The study concluded that there was a need to focus on the target group in order for 

the government to provide assistance to them so that they could get themselves out of poverty as 

the study showed that many government projects that went into the area considered poor could not 

help them get out of poverty. This was because this ultra- poor group did not possess any resources 
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or qualifications that could enable them to access government social services. Government projects 

that were implemented in the area had contributed to improving the quality of life of the poor and 

non-poor rather than eradication of poverty. From the author’s recent study of the ultra-poor, it was 

recommended that in order to be effective it was necessary to focus on target group in specific areas 

(Sirirat Taneerananon, 2014). 

The United Nation human development report 2014 stressed the importance of focusing on the two 

most vulnerable groups: children and the elderly who are not in a position to overcome poverty 

challenge easily and are at risk when crisis strikes and are most likely to remain poor( UNDP, 2014). 

As access to social services plays a fundamental role in improving the health and other quality of life 

indices of the poor, this paper describes a study of barriers to accessibility to government services, 

especially health care, by the elderly poor in two southern provinces of Satun and Phatthalung. With 

Satun represents the Thai Muslims, and Phatthalung, Thai Buddhists. These include the elderly own 

disability, social exclusion, and lack of public transport services. Policy recommendations as outcome 

of the study will be put forward to help improve the living standard of the elderly poor as well as to 

reduce the inequality between Bangkok and the regions. 

2. Objectives  

- To study problems faced by the elderly poor in rural areas 

- To identify factors preventing the elderly poor from access to government services and 

resources 

- To make policy recommendations that lead to the improvement of the quality of life of 

the rural elderly poor 

3. Research Methodology  

The area chosen for this research are Satun and Phatthalung provinces in the south of Thailand. 

Phatthalung represents Thai Buddhists and Satun Thai Muslims. This is to compare any differences 

existing between the two provinces as far as access to social services go. 

In the revisited study of the ultra- poor, same villages were chosen to study to see the changes in the 

poor situation. Thus, the same villages of Satun and Phatthalung were chosen for the present elderly 

poor study. The numbers chosen were 10 villages from each province; and five elderly poor were 

chosen from each village. For the two provinces, a total of 100 elderly poor were selected. 

The methodology used was qualitative research using in- depth interviews and focus groups of the 

stakeholders namely the policy makers, policy practitioner, the health volunteers and the elderly 

poor. 

However, for this paper only the preliminary results using the Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) 

techniques from the fieldwork will be presented. The researcher went to the fieldwork using 

participatory observation techniques and group interviews conducted in the markets and village fairs 

where there were health volunteers, relatives and friends of the sick elderly poor presented. Also, 

information were reviewed from the existing literature available on line in reference to the social 

services available especially health services. Figures 1 and 2 show the interview conducted in Satun 

and Phatthalung respectively. 
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Figure 1: Interview with a Thai Muslim at a market in Satun 

 

 
Figure 2: Interview with villagers in Phatthalung 

4. Results  

Preliminary results from RRA techniques show that there were less severe problems than before for 

the poor who are chronically ill and disabled and have difficulty getting to the hospital or other kinds 

of health services. More so are the improvements of transport throughout the region, good roads, 

and better public transport services which lessen the hassles of getting to health services. The 

Ministry of Public Health also provides services directly to the needy such as ambulance, van and 

people who help to carry the patients to hospital or health centers. 
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One important factor was the help from friends and neighbors within the community, which makes 

the situation bearable. The Thai Muslims who live closely knitted next to each other in a village or a 

community are a great help to the elderly poor as they have someone to help all the times. The roles 

of the volunteer health personnel help bring attention to the matter and the delivery of services 

could be executed straightaway right to where the poor live. 

The situation is not so much difference among the poor elderly Thai Buddhists in Phatthalung. But 

the condition of living further apart and not in a close knit community like the Thai Muslims, make it 

harder for the chronically ill elderly to gain access to services or to reach out for help. In normal 

cases like having an appointment with doctor at hospital, the elderly sick or disabled have to find 

their own transport to get to the hospital, if they could not find it or could not afford it, they could 

ask the local village government to help them on a case by case basis. This is an area that needs to 

be looked at more closely with the view that a special provision for government provided transport 

could be put in place for the elderly and disabled poor. For minor illness, sub-district health 

personnel would visit them in the village. In emergency cases, the hospital 1669 number provides 

ambulance or coordinate with provincial government’ s ambulance service to pick up the sick and 

bring them to district hospital or bigger hospital like the ones in Hat Yai, Songkhla province which is 

nearest to both Satun and Phatthalung.  

Interviews show that people are generally happy with the health situation which has been much 

improved over the past ten years, especially this year when some of the budget of the Ministry of 

Health has been earmarked for the delivery of services to those needy in the rural areas. 

Another key factor is the established network of health volunteers in the rural areas which helps 

facilitate the identification of the problems and the delivery of services and the fast and efficient 

access to the health services. 

5. Conclusions  

Even though the poverty situation in Thailand has improved over the years, but with over 10 percent 

or 7 million living under the national poverty line, the situation remains a challenge for the 

government whose latest poverty assistance project saw over 12.5 Thais registered for supports. 

Preliminary findings on the access to social services in Satun and Phatthalung show that access to 

health services has improved for the elderly in general. However, for Thai Buddhists who do not live 

in a closely knitted community like Thai Muslims, particularly those without relatives to look after 

them, access to hospital remains a challenge. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the popular serialized novel Setthi anatha [The Poor Millionaire] written by 

Santa Thevarak in the early 1950s and compares it with the movie version made in 1956. Whilst 

critics dismissed ‘The Poor Millionaire’ as simply one of Santa’s romantic tales, the story actually 

addressed an important social issue of the time: the desire for and anxieties arising from rapid social 

mobility. Specifically, the ideas of modern manners and material cultures presented in Setthi anatha 

can be traced back to Santa’s other writing, a Thai etiquette manual based on the American 

textbook, Kritsana son nong: Naenam marayat thi ngam haeng araya samai [Kritsana’s Instructions 

to Her Younger Sister: An Introduction to the Fine manners of the Civilized Period]. Using an 

interpretive approach, the paper addresses the novel and the movie thematically with reference to 

Kritsana son nong. It explores the connection between issues such as social mobility, meritocracy, 

manners and material objects. The paper represents findings from the preliminary stage of an 

ongoing research whose aim is to form a body of knowledge on the relationship between material 

culture, history of manners and the modernization of everyday life in Thailand. 

Keywords: material culture, history of manners, modernization, everyday life  

 

 

Introduction 

In the introduction to his etiquette book, Khumue sangkhom [Socializing Manual], Santa T. 

Komolabutra, writing under the pseudonym Nai pasa, stated that he aimed to present the work to 

the people of all classes. He reasoned further that:  

It is presently possible for people from one group to make it to the stage upon which they 

would come to socialize and integrate with another group. A person no one has ever heard 

of may suddenly rise to a high position. Vice versa, someone in a high position may fall to 

the lowest pit, it may depend on wisdom, achievements, fate or — to say it bluntly — 

chance.  

Nai pasa [pseudonym], 1966, preface 

There is certainly a ring of meritocracy in the statement. Yet it also signals doubt about the 

practicality of this concept in Thai society. No matter how one comes to their position, Santa argues 
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strongly that, in the final analysis, it is their manners that will sustain or break them. This reminds 

me a great deal of Nai Jon Bangkolaem, a character from one of Santa’s novels, Setthi anatha [The 

Poor Millionaire] which was serialized from 22nd October 1953 to 30th May 1955 in the bi-weekly 

magazine, Daily Mail wan chan. Jon was a poor man who worked at Hua Lum Phong train station. His 

job was to lubricate the locomotive. While at work one night Jon chanced upon Prapon, an unhappy 

millionaire who offered him a fortune of ten million baht on the condition that Jon spent the entire 

sum within one year.30 Accordingly, overnight, the lives of Jon and his family were upturned: they 

were to dress differently, behave differently and live differently. This radical transformation was 

captured in the very first conversation between Jon’s daughter, Kantima, and his wife, Thongmuan. 

Right after Kantima learnt of their sudden wealth from her mother, she told Thongmuan that: 

Kantima: … you and dad must be extremely vigilant now that we will have a stable home 

with servants. We can no longer live our lives the way we do in this ruined row house. We 

must carry ourselves to fit in with people with whom we will come to socialize. Otherwise, 

the servants will look down upon us and think we are vulgarians  

[...] Father is the one I am most worried about because he is so used to being loud and 

blunt. With him saying wa31 at every turn, he behaves just like a street kid. It will be so 

embarrassing to see him speaking to phu lak make dee [the gentle people]. 

Thongmuan: Oh, why will you want him to change at this age? After all, he is who he has 

always been. 

Kantima: But it is important ma [...] otherwise how can he socialize with anyone. Besides, 

he should learn to read and write Thai too [...] He should also have his hair cut (it) looks like 

he hasn’t had it cut for months … and then he will need some new suits … what about you 

ma? How many new dresses you will need? I will personally choose the patterns and make 

them for you myself. 

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1976, p. 210-212 

Setthi anatha is often categorized as a romantic comedy given that the main storyline revolves 

around the improbable romantic relationship between Kantima and Prapon. Its narrative is driven by 

multiple mistaken identities. Yet, a substantial though usually overlooked aspect of the novel is 

devoted to detailing the ways in which each member of the Bangkolaem family attempted to adjust 

to and were alienated by the new lifestyles and manners emerging at this period. The concentration 

on manners and the role of modern objects featured in Setthi anatha is of importance both in terms 

of the manners corpus and in developing understanding of changes in everyday life in Thai society at 

this time. Modern manners and etiquette were amongst Santa’s proud expertise and he had written 

a number of influential books on the subject. Specifically, just two months before he began to 

serialize Setthi anatha, under the pseudonym of Kritsana Thevarak, Santa began a column on 

                                                           
30

 The plot is certainly far from being unique, films such as Brewster’s Millions based on the 1902 novel of the 
same name by George Barr McCutcheon had very similar storyline. In addition, Prince and Pauper as well as 
The Million Pound Bank Note by Mark Twain also dealt with rapid social mobility. 
31

 To show politeness when speaking Thai, speakers will end sentences with polite particles such as ka for a 
female speaker and krub for a male speaker. wa is also particle used at the end of the sentence but not to 
show politeness. Rather it was regarded as impolite for it was commonly used among the uneducated people 
and local hooligans. However, it must also be noted that high school boys as well as male university students 
would adopt this ‘impolite’ forms of speaking when socializing among themselves to show their brotherhood. 
This trend has been increasingly adopted by female students in high school as well as university. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brewster%27s_Millions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brewster%27s_Millions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Barr_McCutcheon
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manners for another bi-weekly magazine called Kunlasattri (Genteel lady). The column, Kritsana son 

nong: Naenam marayat thi ngam haeng araya samai [Kritsana’s Instructions to Her Younger Sister: 

An Introduction to the Fine manners of the Civilized Period] was later made into a book and 

remained in circulation from the late 1950s to the early 1970s. A comparison of these two works 

shows a strong connection between them both in terms of content and concept. The idea of 

meritocracy and the importance of modern material culture on manners, apparent throughout 

Kritsana son nong, certainly appear in Setthi anatha. In 1956, the novel was made into a major film 

which was successful both in terms of revenue and recognition. In examining the novel and the film, 

with reference to Kritsana son nong, I hope to find out how the ideas outlined in the manners book 

played out and what that would tell us about the history of manners and society at the particular 

time.  

Kritsana Son Nong — an Overview 

Kritsana son nong is a Thai etiquette book which was based on an American textbook, Manners 

Made Easy written by Mary Beery in 1943. The Thai author took the main themes and content from 

Beery’s book but re-wrote them as letters from an elder sister, Kritsana, to her younger sister, Kritika 

(thus the name of the book).32 Kritsana son nong comprised of fifty-two letters and covered only 

chapters one to eleven of Beery’s original. The author did not explain why the others were omitted 

although Kritsana stresses to her sister in one of the letters the importance of adopting only what 

was appropriate to Thai geography, weather, and traditions. I have argued elsewhere that the 

comparison of Kritsana son nong with Manners made easy suggests that the Thai author attempted 

to domesticate ideas and practices from the original American text whilst negotiating potential 

contemporary conflicts on adopting these manners. Specifically, the author created fictional 

characters which helped to ground these etiquette and manners into the Thai local settings. In 

addition, the fictional characters and narrative together with modified graphic treatment 

emphasized the significance of appropriate social conduct for female readers rather than their male 

counterparts (Juthamas, 2016). 

In Kritsana son nong, Santa’s fictional character, the elder sister Kritsana, is portrayed working away 

from home as a teacher. The epistolary correspondence began because her younger sister wrote to 

her for advice about how to be a ‘kunlasattri’. From Kritsana’s letter, we can infer that the younger 

sister did not feel that she could rely on their mother’s advice. As a former palace lady, the mother’s 

views seemed to belong to a bygone era and were not necessarily appropriate for what Santa 

termed nakorntham pan mai [the new code of urban civility]. Their father and brothers were also 

mentioned in the text but they appeared as cyphers or types rather than rounded individual 

protagonists. 

From Kritsana Son Nong to Setthi Anatha 

In Setthi anatha, all the main characters — especially the Bangkolaem family members — were 

described in great detail and the reader is made aware of their appearances, characteristics and 

                                                           
32

 The title of the book as well as the author’s pseudonym makes a direct reference to the old Thai didactic 
poem, Kritsana son nong khamchan. In the poem, the main character, Princess Kritsana converses with her 
sister, teaching her how to be a good wife. The poem is regarded as one of the pillars of Thai literature, and an 
essential source for traditional Thai views on proper behavior for women. 
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habits. Moreover through the narrator’s account and the internal monologues of the characters, the 

reader also gains insight into the characters’ thoughts and fears, their dreams and intentions, and 

the background and consequences of their social interactions and behaviors. Even though the story 

is based on an unlikely premise, its characters were realistically drawn, with particular attention 

given to the ways in which their manners reflected their social background. Indeed the book overall 

is an account of how its characters respond to and make sense of the changes brought about by the 

large and unexpected fortune. In this sense, the contradistinction between the two characters, 

Thongmuan and Kantima, outlined from the very beginning, is of importance because they parallel 

each other. On the one hand, there is an older woman who was born poor, unmodern, and likely to 

remain so. On the other, there is a younger woman who was also born poor but was ready to 

modernize herself by accumulating the civilized manners promoted in books like Kritsana son nong 

and through education. The transformation of Kantima’s character was observed by Thongmuan 

herself who remarked that growing up in a ghetto, the young Kantima ran around with:  

… runny nose, gooey eyes and knotty hair just like other kids in the neighborhood […] 

However, since entering school, from the local school to the high school, her daughter 

came to look fresh and clean with her fair skin glowing bright, even more so than herself 

when she was of the same age. Approaching adolescence, Kantima became even more 

attractive and the talk of the neighborhood.  

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1953, 1976, p.197 

Later on, the novel’s narrator stressed that: 

... the differences between the mother and the daughter’s lifestyles and appearances 

cannot be any further apart: they seem to be living in totally different eras. No similarities 

can be drawn between them. For more than fifty years, Thongmuan maintained her short 

hair with long hairline on the side. Her lips and mouth are always moist with betal palm 

sap. Only because The Cultural Mandates33 forced her to switch from a wrap around top 

and loincloths to blouse and phathung, otherwise nothing about her would have ever 

changed. Kantima, on the contrary, continued to transform from a young age. Beginning 

with shoulder-length hair, she cut her fringe, then had long plaited hair. When she got into 

junior high school, following then the fashion of permed hair, she had her hair curled like a 

hair on rambutan. Eventually it came to the big curls like the hair of Miss Thailand 1952. 

Who knows what will come next … we are only talking about the hairstyle here and are yet 

to mention the clothing and costumes, which changed with every season.  

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1976, 198 

                                                           
33

 Field Marshall Pibulsongkhram issued Ratthaniyom or The Cultural Mandates during his time as the Thai 
Prime Minister from 1938 to 1944. The government claimed that the nation building regimes would make Siam 
stronger in the eyes of international nations and unite the ‘Thai’ people. Amongst the twelve decrees were 
rules that governed directly how Thai men and women should become ‘civilized’, or araya in Thai, by altering 
aspects of everyday social behavior. Prior to The Cultural Mandates Thai women often used a long thin cloth to 
wrap around their upper body and wore loincloths for the lower part. This style of dressing was deemed 
inappropriate according to the mandates and Thai women were encouraged to adopt western style blouse, 
dress, skirt or phatung, a traditional Thai skirt in the form of an ankle-length, seamless sarong-like garment. 
Accessories such as hats, shoes and socks became requirements of both Thai men and women. 
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The contrasting personalities of Thongmuan and Kantima undeniably reflect the issue of samai, or 

period. This was also central to Kritsana son nong, which through its title, subtitle and contents, 

openly addressed and drew attention to competition and conflict between liberal conceptions of 

aspiration and progress and traditional notions based upon heredity.34 In particular, if we consider 

the following definition of kunlasattri given by Santa through the voice of Kritsana there is certainly 

some connection between Kantima and Santa’s proposal of modern kunlasattri. 

The dictionary defines kunlasattri as ‘a woman with sakun (lineage)and good manners’. For 

this translation, I fear that I know too little to pass judgment whether if it is correct or not. 

But if you were to ask my personal view, I firmly believe that a woman who has good 

manners, even without [good] sakun, can undoubtedly be a kunlasattri. However, if it 

should be translated for the benefit of all, since kun means sakun or trakun, all human 

beings have sakun or trakun. Whether one is of a higher or lower rank than others is not 

within our control, therefore, all women in this world are kunlasattri. Yet to be a perfect 

kunlasattri, is conditional on having good manners. 

Kritsana Thewarak (pseudonym), 1961, 5 

Meritocratic ideals are also central to Santa’s other writings on manners and etiquette. He often 

emphasized that good manners were acquirable, through time and practice, and that they were the 

keys to social success. In this aspect, manners are, to borrow Pierre Bourdieu’s term, cultural capital. 

Importantly what Santa considered good manners went beyond bodily comportment to incorporate 

modes of self-presentation, refined social skills as well as, importantly to my argument, the 

knowledge of and ability to use modern objects and products appropriately. This view, again, 

resonates with Bourdieu’s notion that cultural capital can exist in three forms: the embodied state, 

the objectified state and the institutionalized state. Whilst the fundamental meanings of cultural 

capital tend to be located in the body and presupposes embodiment, they often have a significant 

relationship with material objects and media. A person with economic capital may obtain cultural 

goods but it is only with their embodied cultural capital that they will be able to appropriate these 

goods (Bourdieu, 1986).  

This idea was relayed in the novel through Kantima, who, through time and education, accumulated 

the necessary embodied cultural capital. When fortuitously presented with economic capital, she 

effortlessly took charge of equipping her family members with the new attire and accessories 

necessary for their changed circumstances. Even though this was necessary, as well as to a certain 

extent successful, her attempts to ‘modernize’ her parents did not always go as smoothly. The 

discrepancy between the embodied state and the objectified state appeared throughout this entire 

process in a form of tensions and disruptions. Noticeably, in the novel, these were often dramatized 

through the characters’ thoughts aroused as they interacted with material objects themselves, old as 

well as new, mundane as well as luxury.  

                                                           
34

 Progress and siwilai were the discourses 1920s writers and journalists used to argue against absolutism. See 
Chris Baker and Pasuk Phongpaichit. (2009). A History of Thailand. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. pp. 
107–9. Furthermore, the idea that one might aspire and come to better oneself regardless of one’s birth 
resonates with the principles put forward by People’s Party in 1932 revolution, an event which Santa also 
depicted in the novel that made him famous, Bandai haeng kwam rak [Steps of love]. I have discussed this 
novel elsewhere (Juthamas: 2016) and Aj Chusak Pattarakulwanich also discussed it in detail in Aan Magazine 
[Read Journal] October 2016. 
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A Pair of Shoes and a Brand New Car 

Right after Prapon’s attorney confirmed his fortune, Jon took his son out to have a haircut and to 

buy new clothes and shoes. However, neither had any idea where to shop and they ended up buying 

useless items from a second hand store owned by a Chinese shopkeeper. When Kantima took Jon 

out again to buy proper shoes, they could not find a ready-to-wear leather pair to fit Jon’s deformed 

feet. They had to have them made and bought a pair of sneakers to use in the meantime. In the 

following passage, Jon’s uncultured body and manners are reflected in the old pair of shoes which he 

was going to leave and the new pairs of socks and shoes he was about to step into. Santa used the 

metaphor of glass slippers for, like Cinderella, Jon’s fortune was also temporary. 

Jon Bangkolaem left his old shabby shoes at the shoe shop. They were so tattered with 

holes that showed off his little toes. He then awkwardly put on socks chosen for him by his 

daughter. It could be said that they were his first ever pair because the other three he 

bought by himself the other day had somehow turned out to be old and tattered and left a 

big hole at the heel as soon as he pulled them up. This new one might be a little too long in 

the front but they fitted around his sole quite well. When put together with the shoes, they 

matched like Cinderella’s glass slippers — had he known that such a tale called Cinderella 

and glass slippers existed in this world. Jon walked around, flickering his toes inside the 

new shoes in quite a cheerful mood.  

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1976, p. 354 

Aside from the clothes and the shoes, Kantima took her father to buy many other things including 

spectacles, cigarettes, cigarette lighter and so on. Nevertheless, the two most expensive items, the 

car and the house, were bought under Prapon’s order by his solicitor. The car, in particular, turned 

out to be quite an important literary device. In the first scene that it appeared it was to take Jon and 

his daughter to the solicitor’s office to sign the contract between Prapon and Jon, thus securing the 

offer which until then was verbal. Then it took them to the bank to open the account into which the 

money would be transferred, to do more shopping, to have lunch and then, finally, to see their new 

home for the first time. In other words, with its materiality and social meaning, the car was the 

confirmation of Jon’s newfound though temporary urban and social mobility as well as a sign of 

affluence. Through his interaction with and thoughts about this modern item, the readers gain 

insight into the contradictory feelings of excitement and anxiety that Jon’s new life stirred within 

him.  

Initially, the car brought excitement to Jon’s neighbors too. It illustrated the stark contrast between 

Jon’s former self and surroundings and the new identity and lifestyle he was about to assume, as can 

be seen in the passage below: 

The latest thrill which awaited Nai Jon Bangkolaem at the end of the Salak-hin alley was 

nothing but a brand new sedan with the unusual color of melon peel, exquisitely 

glimmering in the rays of sunshine. Young children, both Thai and Chinese, stood nearby 

eyeing at the car curiously, hoping to feel it against their hands. However, when they were 

met with the stern look from the driver inside, all shied away. Shifting their attention 

instead to the bizarre shape its shadow made on the ground provided great entertainment 

for the young minds.  

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1976, 363 
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When it was revealed that the automobile belonged to ‘Uncle Jon’, all, including Jon himself, were 

utterly astounded: 

Nai Jon Bangkolaem managed to smile meekly at Nai Yuan, the coffee shop owner, just 

before the car moved on. The guy was standing nearby with his mouth wide open, shocked 

to see how a grimy Uncle Jon was today dressed up in whole new clean attire, with long 

sleeved shirt and neat Western-style trousers. Other than that, miraculously, he was sitting 

in a brand new car, behaving as if it was his own, beaming like ‘a toad on the palanquin’.35 

Jon himself could not yet fathom proudly that from this minute onwards this gorgeous car 

would be his [...] Oh! It seemed like a dream from which he hadn’t quite woken up. 

The tanned leather seat was so soft and resilient to his weight that he hardly felt any 

vibration. Jon imagined if he had a chance to lay his head upon this wonderfully strange 

soft thing, with slight tremor to rock him gently, he would have fallen asleep in less than a 

minute.  

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1976, 366-7 [emphasis added] 

Secondly, the car and its interior also functioned as a sign that connoted the new experiences lying 

ahead of him and his family. Santa did not forget to remind the reader of the temporary status of 

Jon’s new life, as he did so when deploying the metaphor of Cinderella and the glass slippers. The 

description of Jon’s sleepiness and dream-like quality of driving in the new automobile suggested, 

again, the impermanent even fantasy condition of his new self.  

Nai Jon Bangkolaem closed his eyes and leaned fully back. He was a little light-headed from 

the effect of whisky and soda mixed with the gently rocking rhythm in the soft tanned 

leather seat. He began to relax and fall asleep. He couldn’t care less where the car would 

take him or through which streets because he was too embarrassed to meet the eyes of 

passengers in the cars coming in the opposite direction and from people passing by on the 

street. They seemed to pay too much attention to him. His appearance at the moment 

could not be that different from an effigy that was put in a luxurious shrine, drawing 

attention from all the worshippers. No one other than himself would realize that there was 

no way to hide the ugliness of his figure, not even the most exclusive and expensive clothes 

like the one he was wearing today — not even this most lavish car which took him around 

the city. Nai Jon’s feeling was fused with misery and bliss, but more than anything it was 

overwhelmed by the miracle of the large fortune which came to him as if it was a gift from 

above.  

Santa Thevarak [pseudonym], 1976, 389-90 

The above excerpts typify the ways in which modern material objects were described, discussed and 

used to unravel the process of ‘modernization’ as it affected the protagonists’ sense of self and 

social position. This was possible because the modern objects themselves, in offering their newness, 

also provoked alienation, as well as a yearning for familiarity.36 Bourdieu contends that “cultural 

                                                           
35

 ‘A toad on the palanquin’ is a Thai proverb that suggests a person, usually from a poor background, who 
behaves arrogantly after acquiring high social status.   
36

 See, Lefebvre, Henri. (1972). Everyday Life in the Modern World. UK: The Athlone Press. 
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goods can be appropriated both materially – which presupposes economic capital – and symbolically 

– which presupposes cultural capital”. In this respect, Jon might well be presented with all the 

materials fit for a millionaire, but, symbolically, he was not yet one for his lack of the embodied 

cultural capital.  

It is not only that good manners, as cultural capital, require the harmony between the embodied 

state and the objectified state, but since commodities tend to exist as parts of a constellation rather 

than on their own, they imply or require further the ownership and use of complementary 

pro-ducts.37 When Thongmuan refused to get into the new car with the family, it was because she 

felt that her dress was too poor for the grand car. Or, when Jon finally had his new leather shoes and 

tie, even though they made him uncomfortable, he had to keep them on until he was safely inside 

his new home. So far we know very little about how common people felt about the production of 

modernized self in Thai society during this time, particularly in relation to modern objects. Kritsana 

son nong might have argued that the principles of manners and products which originated in the 

West were compatible rather than irreconcilable with the Thai local setting. Nevertheless, in Setthi 

anatha, Santa Thevarak unraveled what else might also follow once these principles were adopted in 

everyday social practice. 

In addition, the tension between young Kantima and her parents was generational. It was she not 

they who knew more about this new social code and this knowledge challenged their former 

traditional hierarchical relationship. I have argued elsewhere that after the 1957 coup, there was a 

proliferation of literature and projects dedicated to the restitution of Thai manners (Juthamas, 

2016). These were targeted especially at the younger generation and included manuals, books, 

speeches, radio broadcasts and manners competitions, many of these drawing substantially on court 

etiquette. Patrick Jory (2015) also has observed that the reintroduction of Thai manners from the 

late 1950s to the early 1960s coincided with a conservative political turn that had submission as its 

guiding principle. These manners were largely about cultivating a body posture which corresponded 

to one’s status. Those who were younger or in a lower social position had to be physically 

submissive, recognizing their place, ideally and spatially. I will return to this point below in the 

discussion section.  

The Film 

The novel Setthi anatha was made into a feature film in 1956. The film was written and directed by 

Wasan Suthornpaksin38. In 1957, at the first ever Thailand film awards, it received The Best Movie 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Lefebvre’s theory of product constellations is discussed further in Power, Nigel. (2009). (Re) Productions A 
Marxist Perspective on Design and Everyday Life. International Association of Societies of Design Research 
Conference, IASDR09: Rigor and Relevance in Design, Seoul, Korea, 18-22 October, pp. 2195-2204. 
37

 See, for example, Chapter 8 Diderot Unities and the Diderot Effect: Neglected Cultural Aspects of 
Consumption in McCracken, Grant. (1988). Culture and Consumption: New Approaches to the Symbolic 
Character of Consumer Goods and Activities. USA: Indiana University Press. pp.118-129.  
38

 Wasan Sunthornpaksin (1916-1998) began his acting career with The Pridalai theatre group in the early 
1940s. At the end of The Second World War, when the Thai film industry had gradually recovered, Wasan 
turned to act in motion pictures and appeared in the first Thai film shown after the war. In his second movie, 
he was also given the opportunity to direct. Subsequently, he worked as an actor and director until 1966 when 
he left the industry altogether. Wasan was known for his seriousness both in acting and directing. To make 
certain that everything went according to his plan, Wasan sometimes designed and built the sets and the 
props by himself. He was an important figure in the history of Thai cinema and owing to his effort, The Thai 
Film Archive was granted the film Setthi anatha, as well as its copyright, from the original owner. For more 
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Award and Jerm Pan-ampai, the actor who played Jon Bangkolaem received The Best Supporting 

Actor Award. The director, Wasan, was also awarded The Best Director for another film. Intriguingly, 

given its content, Setthi anatha was funded by Suriyon Raiwa, a significant Thai tycoon of the time.39 

According to Jittakorn Suthornpaksin, Wasan’s son who also appeared in the film as Jon’s youngest 

son, Suriyon’s own house was used as the setting for Jon’s new home. He lent his cars to be used in 

the filming process, including Jon’s ‘brand new sedan with the unusual color of melon peel’ and 

offered one of his buildings for use as a film unit headquarters (Jittakorn Suthornpaksin, personal 

communication, April 9, 2017). In effect, the film was a true gift from a true Thai millionaire. 

In terms of the narrative structure, the film adhered to the original novel rather faithfully. 

Nevertheless, as the novel ran for more than a year and a half in its serialized form — resulting in 

two volumes of 1000 A5 pages — a considerable amount of editing was necessary to transform the 

text into a 120-minutes moving picture. This process of selection and rejection as well as addition to 

the content and shifts of emphasis is of considerable interest, particularly in the light it sheds on 

manners and material culture at this time. For example, in comparison to the novel, the film 

concentrated less on the tensions that the fortune brought to the Bangkolaem family members, and 

more on the comedy drama of their new life, tropes of mistaken identity as well as the sumptuous 

lifestyles of the rich. It is as if the film wanted to show its audience how to consume; what to wear, 

to ride, to drink, to carry; whom to hire, to socialize with; how to behave, to spend time, to relax; 

where and how to live, in which type of environment: should anyone come to similar fortune.  

By underplaying Kantima’s role in equipping her family members with good manners, the personal 

conflict between Kantima and her parents was not directly depicted in the film narrative (unlike in 

the novel where it figured in many bickering dialogues). Nevertheless, the film spectacularly 

illustrated the difference between Kantima and her other family members. Especially in comparing 

and contrasting Kantima and her mother, the film highlighted Thongmuan’s lack of embodied 

cultural capital and her inability to appropriate the products necessary for capital’s embodied form. 

To a certain extent, on screen, ‘the behavioral dos and don’ts’ — a popular literary device in 

etiquette manuals — were transformed and explained through visual forms and cinematic language. 

This can be seen in the following discussion on how the film portrayed Kantima, Thongmuan and 

Prapaipan.  

Figure 1: Kantima 

first appeared in 

the movie in a 

form of image 

superimposed on 

Prapon’s drink. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

details, see Putthapong Cheamrattonyu. (2016, Nov/Dec). ‘Neung roi pi Wasan Sunthornpaksin: Phu kam kab 
pab payon Thai yod yium kon rak’ (A Centennial of Wasan Sunthornpaksin: The First Best Thai Film Director). 
Film Archive Newsletter, 36, 17-19. 
39

 Suriyon Raiwa (1916-1973) was dubbed ‘The First Thai Tycoon’ for his pioneering role in new forms of 
business in Thailand in the period after The Second World War. Suriyon, a former police-man, invested in 
diverse industries including agricultural products and processing, mining, banking, hotel and insurance. He 
spent sometime in the south of Thailand and his involvement with the local people got him elected the MP for 
Narathiwas twice, the second time under the banner of the Seri Manangkhasila Party. The producer of Setthi 
anatha, Jamnong Raiwa, was Suriyon’s wife. See, for more details, Suriyon Raiwa: The First Tycoon (1987, Oct). 
The Manager, 51. Retrieved from http://info.gotomanager.com/news/details.aspx?id=8912 
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Modern Kunlasattri in Action 

Kantima first appeared in the film as a figure in Prapon’s memory represented by a flashback. Just 

after the train pulled out of Hua Lum Phong station, her image is superimposed on Prapon’s whisky 

glass, indicating that she was after all the cause of Prapon’s unhappiness. The conversation between 

Kantima and Prapaipan, Prapon’s younger sister, to which the disguised Prapon eavesdropped, 

confirmed that the reason she had denied his love was because of their differences in 

socio-economic class. Nevertheless, the fact that Kantima was Jon’s daughter was only made known 

to the audience when she appeared in the present time at Jon’s house. In this scene, Kantima 

emerged from the darkness of their house wearing a modern yellow dress with ruffled arms and a 

ribbon tied into a bow under her collar. On her right arm, hung an unusually shaped brown leather 

bag, and in her left hand, she carried a pair of black leather shoes. Her contrast with Jon, who stood 

by looking beyond the camera waiting, his cap in hand, could not be missed nor greater. 

 

 
Figure 2: Kantima emerged from the old home with Jon standing nearby. 

Noticeably, Thongmuan had emerged from the same door in an earlier scene. After meeting with 

Prapon, Jon went out with friends and came home drunk, carried by his drinking partners. They must 

have caused some commotion for the door was opened and Thongmuan stepped out. As she saw 

the drunken group Thongmuan raised her hands to her waist showing her disapproval and anger. 

This common vernacular pose was deployed to suggest Thongmuan’s simple background and would 

continue to be her signature posture throughout the film, a point to which I will return later. Her 

uncultivated manners were accentuated in the following scene in which her back and buttock were 

placed prominently center frame dominating the screen space. The gestures and their presentation 
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cinematically are unique to Thongmuan. She then went over to Jon and took off his shoes and he 

jiggled his toes. The ‘old shabby shoes’, as mentioned in the novel, were seen against Thongmuan’s 

bare feet. The shot emphasized how the shoes were unimportant to their life at this stage, living in 

the old row house. The moving of Jon’s toes in the film was presumably for comical effect yet it also 

indicated sense of relief and comfort in one’s familiar everyday life which resonated with the 

passage in the novel quoted earlier.  

 

 

 
Figure 3: Thongmuan first appeared in the movie, emerging from the same door that Kantima would in the 

following morning. Yet how the two characters were visually treated is immensely different. 
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Figure 4: Thongmuan with exaggerated bodily gestures and emotion. 

Kantima’s fashion style and outward appearance is similar to that of Prapaipan, and her friend, 

Kannikar. The first time I watched the film, with no access to the film script or the novel just yet, 

their similarities dominated their differences and I was rather confused to see a well-dressed young 

woman at Jon’s home. Perhaps my bewilderment was not that dissimilar from Prapon’s attorney 

who in the novel noted that he was surprised to see “a pretty young lady who was rather too 

attractive to be a member of the Bangkolaem family” (Santa, 1976, 274). That Kantima became 

successful in adjusting to her new lifestyle was emphasized by Thongmuan’s inability to achieve a 

similarly successful transition. For example, after receiving the fortune, Thongmuan was depicted 

wearing heavy makeup and carrying ‘vulgar’ accessories that would have been rejected by Kantima 

and the other more ‘worldly’ women characters. Her excessive emotion, quick temper and 

exaggerated bodily gestures, were maintained throughout the film and clearly echo with the concept 

of the ‘tiresome personality’ introduced by Santa in Kritsana son nong (Kritsana, 1961, 33-39). 

Prapaipan’s character, already a significant one in the novel, was substantial in the film. After Jon 

and Kantima, Prapaipan is the most notable character, appearing more often than her brother, 

Prapon. She and Jon are the two characters with whom Kantima appeared and interacted with the 

most. To some extent, it is interesting to consider the three women characters together, Kantima, 

Thongmuan and Prapaipan. For, unlike Kantima and Thongmuan, Prapaipan represented an extreme 

version of the modern woman, a model that, at one and the same time, Kantima aspired to yet was 

wary of. Prapaipan first appeared with her friend, Kannikar, very late at night at Hua Lum Phong 

station just as Prapon’s train was leaving. They were both dressed stylishly and their relationship 

with Prapon remained ambiguous. However, seeing, Kannikar’s swaying hips as the two women left 

the station, I doubted whether Kannikar would be the role model of modern kunlasattri. The 

swaying hips, like Thongmuan’s back and buttock, are signs that would not be associated with 

Kantima or Prapaiphan. My doubt was strengthened in a later scene when Kannikar was seen in a 

swimming costume, chatting with Prapon by the poolside at his house.  

It is easier to differentiate the character of Prapaipan and Kantima now that I have read the novel. 

However, when I first watched the film, I observed in my note that: 

There are two female characters who are equally dominant. One is rather handsome looking 

with an angular face, high cheekbone and a slighter built. The other has a rounder face, sweet 

looking and shapely. The former one appeared more dashing. She played judo, drove a car, 

spoke on the telephone, used make up and took off her clothes to have a massage from her 
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servant. I don’t think the dashing one (whom I nicknamed dao) would be nang eak (female 

protagonist). 

Juthamas Tangsantikul, personal note, 29 Oct 2014 

The film stresses Kantima’s composed demeanor and good domestic skills whilst playing down her 

agitation about the manners of her family members. In comparison to Kantima’s character, 

Prapaipan was more faithful to her character in the novel. Aside from being associated with modern 

objects and forms of social interaction, the film portrayed Prapaipan as fearless and resourceful. On 

various occasions, she designed devious plans that were important to the mood and tone of the film 

or to its narrative development. For example, when she played tricks on her brother’s valet, it was to 

emphasize his comical role as well as the comedic aspect of the film. Or when she created a situation 

which allowed the disguised Prapon to meet with Kantima, thus helping to develop their romantic 

relationship as well as leading to the event in which Prapon and Swasdi, a local hooligan, would fight.  

 
Figure 5: Prapaipan held a conversation with her brother while driving. 

Most importantly, Prapaipan was the female character who is most clearly associated with 

automobiles and the only woman we see driving. One entire scene depicted her driving her own car 

while holding a conversation with her brother and offering him the opportunity to meet Kantima. In 

this scene, Prapaipan is dressed in a loose fitting blouse with fashionable Hollywood-style hair scarf 

and bangles on her arms. She appeared relaxed, even though she was driving, and often turned 

around and looked at her brother during their discussion. Prapaipan’s driving symbolizes both her 

wealth and her freedom. In some respects, it also alludes to the sibling’s social mobility for they too 

were born poor. Interestingly, all signs of modern women which were at play in the driving scene, 

with the strong connotations of Western culture, were brought to a questionable end when this 

freedom led her to visit Swasdi at his home on her own despite being warned by her brother.  

In this particular scene, Prapaipan was positioned lower than her brother both by the seating 

arrangement and by a slouching submissive posture accentuated by her hands fiddling with the 

book. She was dressed in a short sleeve blouse buttoned up to the neck, a matching skirt and 

petticoat partially visible. It is interesting that in the only scene that she was portrayed as being 

inferior to a man, Prapaipan should dress, in comparison to other occasions, rather conservatively. 

Prapaipan’s case highlighted another aspect of embodied cultural capital where one set of cultural 

capital may come into conflict with another set, or at least appear to. Prapaipan possessed a form of 

embodied cultural capital which allowed her to appropriate modern cultural goods effectively. These 

emerging cultural practices (to drive a car, to play tricks on others, to fight a man) needed to be 

tamed.40 By suggesting that this behavior could jeopardize the status of being kullasattri, the 

                                                           
40

 On this issue, I have drawn upon Raymond Williams’ discussion on Dominant, Residual and Emergent social 
factors. See Williams, Raymond (1977). Marxism and Literature. Great Britain: Oxford University Press.  
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modern form of cultural capital was set against a conservative ensemble of embodied cultural 

capital. The latter’s emphasis on traditional morality serves to remind women to accumulate and 

appropriate modern cultural capital cautiously. Given that this scene figures towards the end of the 

film, its message is clear: despite the possibilities for change and personal development offered by 

modernity, a woman’s place in Thai society was still be significantly constrained.  

Modern Objects in Motion 

In the film, modern objects were not ‘thought through’ as they were in the novel. Rather, they were 

‘seen’ or ‘acted upon’ with or by the actors/actresses. Significant commodities such as shoes and 

cars, discussed earlier, appeared repeatedly in many scenes and contexts. Automobiles, in particular, 

played an important role in the film. Apart from Jon’s new car, we encountered those of Prapon, 

Prapaipan, Swasdi and, interestingly, Kantima, a vehicle she was destined never to drive. Here 

technical objects were deployed to symbolize in various ways the identity, character and status of 

their owners. Of all these, Jon’s car was particularly interesting and demonstrated the narrative and 

semantic role of objects/commodities in the film. 

Jon’s new car figured strongly in the developing narrative. Because of its uniqueness, the sighting of 

Kantima with Jon and the car by Prapaipan and her friend was an important clue that helped Prapon 

discover that Kantima was in fact Jon’s daughter. It also carried out a semantic function for 

ownership of an automobile symbolized Jon’s newfound wealth and status. Its presence signified the 

dawning of the ‘new’ Bangkolaem family. At this time, Jon’s car needs to be a rare sight. The export 

only Chrysler De Soto Diplomat, which with its flamboyant design and color, hinted at the growing 

significance of consumption and display in the presentation of self and status at this time. Prior to its 

appearance, we saw Jon as the tattered worker, with no idea about or need for the symbolic 

potential of clothing and material objects. The new Jon appeared in suit and tie, leaving the bank 

with Kantima, the car waiting ostentatiously for them. From this point on, Jon drew upon the full 

range of bourgeois symbolic and material resources, dressing formally, with suit, tie and cane, 

smoking cigars rather than cheap cigarettes and drinking whisky not local liquor. 

In comparison to cars, shoes might seem rather mundane. Yet, by juxtaposing the action of the 

barefooted Thongmuan taking off Jon’s shoes with the action of Kantima, holding a pair of shoes and 

emerging from the house, we are reminded that wearing shoes was a custom Thais adopted from 

the West. Importantly, it was imposed on common people as part of The Cultural Mandates, as can 

be seen in the advertisement below (figure 6). Interestingly both automobiles and shoes were 

among the criteria used to measure the quality of life in the Reports on Family Expenditure Survey 

Thailand carried out by the Central Statistical Office in 1958. On the question about shoe, the head 

of a family was given a scale that ranged from no one in the household had any shoes at all to at 

least one family member had more than one pair of shoes. I believe that helps explaining why shoes 

appeared relatively often in a film of 120 minutes long.  

Both the new car and the new shoes were also present in the unveiling of Thongmuan’s new look at 

the beginning of her new life. As the car pulled away from their new home, we saw Kantima and her 

mother. As usual, Kantima was composed although she was evidently pleased with her new home. 

Thongmuan, on the other hand, looked around excitedly. In her new clothes and shoes, she turned 

to enter the expensive home, tripping slightly, twice as she was about to climb the steps. Fleeting 

moments of anxiety on the threshold between the two forms of life. 
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Figure 6: “Buy yourself a pair of shoes, Mae Prink!” 

41
 

Conclusion 

My interest in the history of Thai manners and society in the period between 1950s to 1970s led me 

initially to the study of Kritsana son nong. I have argued that the text represents one response to the 

challenges facing a rapidly changing society, a society that was increasingly open to international 

products, ideas and practices. In examining Setthi anatha, a novel also written by Santa T. 

Komolabutra at around the same time as Kritsana son nong, I found that whilst the two texts share a 

focus on a number of aspects of modern manners, objects and social interactions, the novel 

unpacked and unraveled possible tensions and disruptions brought about by modernization in a way 

that was not addressed in the etiquette book. However when it came to the film version, the tension 

was less emphasized. Instead, the film chose to focus on the romantic relationship, mistaken 

identities and the contrasting lifestyles between the rich and the poor. Even so, the idea that 

manners are cultural capital and that it encompasses the embodied as well as the objectified form 

are evident both in the novel and in the film. To a certain extent, Jon was ‘the poor millionaire’ 

because despite his newfound economic capital, his lack of embodied capital prevented him from 

enjoying his newly acquired social status. At the end of the novel, Jon chose to become a Buddhist 

                                                           
41

 This advertisement is typical of the propaganda posters circulated to promote Pibunsongkram’s Cultural 
Mandates. It features a dialogue between two women. The one who is dressed in a proper attire according to 
the decree remarks, “Oh no, Mae Prink! Now that you have dressed properly with your hat on, why wouldn’t 
you wear shoes too? It costs you your beauty. The earth is both dirty and hot. When you finish your market 
round, why don’t you and I go together to buy yourself a pair of shoes.” Image retrieved from 
https://www.facebook.com/SilpaWattanatham/photos/a.140180076111393.26379.140168069445927/93199
8493596210 
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monk, leaving the material world behind. The film, however, had a rather more happy ending. After 

running away from home, Jon returned to his family once Kantima and Prapon were married.42 

Differences in the two endings as well as how decisions were made about the film content suggest 

further research into the history of Thai cinema, audience and their expectation at the time. 

The focus of this paper is, however, on the significance of materials objects in the study of the 

history of manners and how they were introduced through different forms of media. According to 

Bourdieu, the cultural capital in the embodied state is necessary for a person to appropriate capital 

in the objectified form: the reverse is also true. Modern products and objects are required, or made 

to seem so, in order to produce a cultured body. From the findings in this preliminary stage, I would 

like to offer two related hypotheses. Firstly, in relation to the particular period in Thai history, that is 

in 1950s-1970s, the discourse on manners was used to justify the transformation of everyday life in 

the Thai urban society by consumer capitalism. As contended by Henri Lefebvre in his essay, The 

Bureaucratic Society of Controlled Consumption (Power, 2009) and exemplified in the Bangkolaem 

family, their everyday life after the newfound wealth was increasingly rationalized and segmented. 

Each part was then industrialized, or turned into a production-consumption circuit upon which the 

new reality was imposed. For example, with her new status, Thongmuan would need pajamas while 

earlier she was seen wearing one type of costume during both day and night. Or while it was enough 

to offer Prapon’s attorney plain water in their ruined row house, in their new home, aside from 

water, they offer tea, coffee and all the fancy drinks on a cocktail trolley. In the Bangkolaem’s case, 

their everyday life was driven by the ideology of ‘good manners’. 

Secondly, the combination of discourse on manners and cultural capital, both in the embodied state 

as well as the objectified state, can be a powerful tool/ mechanism to control, negotiate, tame or 

even censor emerging cultural practices deemed threatening to the dominant force. Prapaipan, 

Prapon and, to a certain degree, Jon’s family represented an emerging social class after The Second 

World War in Thailand. They were not part of the old elite, neither were they poor. They had 

economic capital, which in combination with the emerging form of consumer capitalism would entail 

the emergence of new forms of cultural practice. The discourse on manners, therefore, was 

deployed to control this potentially powerful force. This was evident in the campaign to revive Thai 

manners since 1957 onwards. It can still be seen in various forms of control and censorship in the 

contemporary everyday. 
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Abstract 

This research aims to classify the characters of Bangkok commercial districts in the mid-nineteenth 

century by finding associations between activity intensity and urban physical elements of nine 

commercial districts of the city. According to studies of both Thai and foreign scholars, the city was 

considerably changed due to the construction of the first road in 1861. New commercial districts 

emerged because of shop houses constructed along the roads. However, there were some 

commercial areas that existed before 1861. Those areas were located near the river or canals which 

were considered a major transportation system of the city in the early Rattanakosin period (1782 – 

1851). Unlike commercial activity in post-1861, the pre-1861 districts had few buildings that were 

used for commercial purposes. This research uses information from three data sources (Bangkok 

post office household records in 1883, the Bangkok map from 1887 and other related studies) to 

identify district boundaries, and measure the research variables of commercial activity and urban 

physical elements. The variables are plotted into charts to find the association between them. The 

result shows roads were a major physical element associated with the increase of activity in 

commercial districts especially the districts that existed before 1861. Moreover, there were two 

other elements and one factor that associated to commercial activities: location to the city wall, 

number of local casinos, and the age of the districts. Finally, the commercial districts can be 

categorized into three groups: 1) pre-1861 commercial districts that had the highest activity due to 

their location in the area with a lot of road accesses, 2) post-1861 commercial districts that located 

along the roads, and 3) pre-1861 commercial districts that had low activity due to their location with 

few road accesses. 

Keywords: Commercial district, Commercial activity intensity, Urban physical elements, Bangkok 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Bangkok is located on both sides of Northern Chao Praya River. The city was considered a capital city 

of Thailand, which was once protected by the city wall with 17 fortresses. During the early 

Rattanakosin period (1737 - 1855), the city was known as the “Venice of the East” because of its 

large network of canals that were used as a major transportation system with few pavements 

provided only in some areas (such as markets and temples). Most of settlements were built along 

the waterside while an inland area was used as farming area. There were many ships, junks (Chinese 

trading ships), and raft houses moored on both sides of the river (Pallegoix, 2009; Webster, 2004). 

Figure 1 shows a physical map of the city during this period. The economy of the city depended on 
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agricultural production, which required a huge workforce drawn from commoners and slaves. Most 

of the Thai people lived at the subsistence level. They grew enough food for themselves, but not 

enough to sell to others. All trading activities belonged to Chinese immigrants who were free from 

the Thai corve’e system. They acted as tax revenue agents who obtained the right to collect taxes 

under the tax farming system for the government (Sampachalit, 2009). 

 
Figure 1: Bangkok in the early Rattanakosin period 

Source: Reproduced from Fine Arts Department of Thailand 

As a result of colonization in neighboring countries, there was a change in the city structure of 

Bangkok in the mid-nineteenth century. Known as one of the major Southeast Asian port cities, 

Bangkok was transformed by the construction of modern infrastructure, such as roads, water supply, 

and electricity, in order to support trading with Western nations. Moreover, new buildings, such as 

retail stores, shop houses, post offices, schools, and hospitals, were first introduced during this 

period (Askew, 2002; Murphy, 1996). Commercial districts were considered important areas of 

Bangkok, which contained a high level of interactions of people from different classes and ethnic 

groups. During the early Rattanakosin period, most of the commercial districts were located at the 
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intersections of canals or the river mouth. All trading activities took place along the waterside. After 

the construction of Charoenkrung Road, the first road of Bangkok in 1861, many shop houses were 

built along the newly constructed roads. Moreover, new architectural features such as intersections 

and parks became landmarks of some areas, and several new commercial districts emerged. 

Meanwhile, people living in the existing commercial districts started to use their houses for the 

purpose of business (Pisali, 2012). 

In order to classify the characters of the commercial districts, this paper examines the association 

between intensity of commercial activity and urban elements through measurement of the activity 

intensity of commercial districts in comparison with urban physical elements such as accessibility to 

transportation routes, availability of public service facilities, and the location of the districts. The 

research objectives are set as follows: 

1) to define the commercial districts of Bangkok in the mid-nineteenth century; 

2) to identify the factors that encourage more commercial activities in an urban space, and 

3) to categorize the commercial district types in Bangkok during this period. 

2. Research Questions 

1) What are the urban physical elements that are associated with activity intensity of 

commercial districts in Bangkok in the mid-nineteenth century? 

2) How many types of commercial districts can be categorized by their association with 

influential urban physical elements? 

3. Urban Development and Commercial Districts of Bangkok in the Mid-nineteenth 

Century 

3.1 Urban Development of Bangkok 

During the mid-nineteenth century, Bangkok expanded to the eastern and northern areas. The 

expansion started in the reign of King Rama IV (1851 - 1868). Padung Krungkaseam Canal and five 

fortresses were constructed in order to expand the new boundary of the city. Charoenkrung Road, 

the first road was constructed in 1861 as a result of requests from foreign traders who wanted to 

use horses and carriages for transportation. The road was parallel to the south of the Chao Phraya 

River, and it connected areas between the Grand Palace and the International Quarter, providing 

Thai nobles and foreign traders with opportunities for doing business. As a result, shop houses were 

constructed along the road. and many vacant lands were infilled by these new developments. The 

areas became a new form of commercial space of the city. Furthermore, two other major roads 

(“Bamrung Mueang” and “Fueang Nakhon” Roads) were constructed and connected to 

Charoenkrung Road (Askew, 2002; Piromruen, 2012; Wongthes, 2012). Several modernization 

projects were also carried out during the reign of King Rama V (1868 -1910). Pream Prachakorn 

Canal was dredged for people who lived in the northern area of Bangkok. There were 120 altogether 

roads and lanes built by 1883 (Piromruen, 2012). 

3.2 Commercial Districts 

There were three major social and political changes in Thailand in the mid-nineteenth century. First, 

the country was more open to Western countries for trading because of colonial pressure (Webster, 

2004). Second, the hierarchical system was slowly reformed as a result of the abolition of slavery 
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and establishment of modern education (Buddasorn, 2013). Third, there was a prevailing influence 

capitalism in the country. King Rama V started the commodification of land by granting land titles to 

royal members and aristocrats. The system later developed into the new business of a land rental 

market (Askew, 2002). Several businesses emerged in the city, such as retail stores, banks, theatres, 

restaurants and gambling houses. Especially, the gambling houses and theatres were considered the 

most popular recreation places that were frequented by people from different classes. Meanwhile, 

retail stores and theatres could attract only nobles and foreign traders (Pisali, 2014). During this 

period, there were nine commercial districts in Bangkok. 

1) Sampheng was the first commercial district of the city. It was founded by Chinese residents who 

had moved from the eastern bank to the southern bank of the Chao Phraya River on account of 

the construction of the Grand Palace in the reign of King Rama I (Wongthes, 2012). During the 

early Rattanakosin period, the area served as the only commercial district of the city where all 

agricultural products from the hinterland were brought for selling (Webster, 2004). After the 

Bowring treaty was signed in 1855, the district became a commercial area that attracted many 

Thai and European traders (Pisali, 2014).  

2) Bamrungmueng – Fueng Nakorn was located in the central area of the city wall. The district had 

the Giant Swing as its landmark. Before the construction of Bamrungmueng and Fueng Nakorn, 

this area was known as one of the busiest and unorganized commercial districts. After the 

construction of the roads, the area became one of the most attractive places for buying and 

selling gold and accessories (Nawigamune, 2010; Plainoi, 2012). 

3) Inner Charoenkrung was a commercial district that emerged from the construction of 

Charoenkrung road in 1861. Many shophouses built along the road were favorable to Thai 

nobles for doing business (Askew, 2002; King, 2011).  

4) South Charoenkrung was located next to the Inner Charoenkrung district on the east side of the 

city wall. The district was an in-between area of Sampheng, International Quarter and the area 

inside the city wall (King, 2011; Plainoi, 2012). 

5) Talad Noi was an extension area from Sampheng district. The area was located on the east of 

Sampheng. The character of businesses inside the district was similar to Sampheng (Pisali, 2012). 

6) International Quarter was located along the Chao Phraya River in the southern part of Bangkok. 

The district was an area where embassies, trading companies and European residences were 

located. Charoenkrung Road was used as a major route that connected this area to the city 

center (Askew, 2002). 

7) Baan Mor was located on the south side of Inner Charoenkrung Road. The district was famous 

for selling pots and kitchenware. Although, there were few buildings in the district, it attracted 

many people because of its unique products that were only sold in this area (Plainoi, 2012).  

8) Bang Lumphu was located in the north side of the city wall. The area was a place where people 

came for trading their agricultural products (Askew, 2002). It had barely road accesses. Canals 

and the Chao Phraya River were the major transportation routes of the district. 

9) Tha Tean was located on the west side of the city wall next to the Grand Palace. This commercial 

district was founded by King Rama IV for serving people who worked inside the Grand Palace. 

The area was originally used as a settlement area for Thai nobles. However, all residences were 

later moved out by a huge fire during the King Rama IV period (Plainoi, 2012; Wongthes, 2012). 
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Unlike commercial areas in the early Rattanakosin period that were tied to the water transportation 

system, the commercial districts in the mid-nineteenth century were dependent more on land 

transportation. Roads created new opportunities for such business as a rickshaw service which was 

run by a Chinese group in the 1890s (Pisali, 2014). The construction of buildings was oriented 

towards road access. However, commercial areas that existed before 1861 could be accessible by 

canals or The Chao Phraya River. The city wall was an element that separated the city area into 

different parts. According to Bangkok map in 1887, the area inside the city wall and the east area 

outside the wall had higher density than the north and west areas outside the city wall. The inside 

area was a place where most of communities were located while Chinese merchants and foreign 

traders lived in the south area outside the city wall. The west area was a place where nobles and 

servants who worked in the Grand Palace resided. Meanwhile, the north area was an agricultural 

area. Most settlements were located close to temples. Moreover, some palaces and elite residences 

were also considered another form of community clusters. Huge structures that were built for 

religious and monarchical purposes such as fortresses, the City Pillar, the Giant Swing, and Sanam 

Luang had been recognized as landmarks of the city since the early Rattanakosin period. There were 

also new urban spaces that were created after the road construction. They were considered new 

landmarks, e.g., intersection areas and public parks. Furthermore, facility buildings such as schools, 

police stations and post offices became new social interaction places of the city. Finally, there were 

eight aspects of urban physical elements that were related to commercial activities. 

1) Accessibility of canals and the river refers to water transportation routes. They were 

considered the major transportation system of the city in the early Rattanakosin period. 

2) Accessibility of roads refers to land transportation routes, which are clearly shown in the 

map. 

3) The city wall is a defensive structure built in the early Rattanakosin period. The structure 

divided the city into three areas: the inside area, the west and east areas outside the city 

wall.  

4) Temples and religious grounds for Buddhism were considered communal areas for nearby 

communities.  

5) Palaces and elite residences were places where the royal family members and nobles lived. 

Each palace was considered a community center for each cluster of commoners who worked 

under its master.  

6) Landmarks are structures that are easy to recognize visually. They are grouped into two 

categories: traditional landmarks that were built for supporting religious and local activities 

(e.g., city pillar and fortresses), and modern landmarks that were built as a part of Western 

infrastructure (e.g., public parks and junction areas).  

7) Facility buildings were places that provided fundamental public services such as schools, 

hospitals, police stations and post offices. 

8) Places for attractive activities were used for business and enjoyment such as trading 

companies, banks, retail stores, gambling houses and theatres. Moreover, the gambling 

houses were not illegal business during this period (Pisali, 2014). 
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4. Research Methodology 

4.1 Research Data 

In order to find the associations between intensity of commercial activity and urban physical 

elements, the researcher gathered information for identifying commercial districts and measuring 

the intensity and physical elements from three data sources.  

1) Bangkok post office household records in 1883: These records give information about 

buildings that were located along the roads and canals, such as their owners and renters’ 

details (e.g., name, gender, race, class, occupation and affiliation), building type, and 

building use. 

2) The Bangkok map from 1887: It was the first map of Bangkok, and was made by means by a 

survey and documentation under the coordinate location system. It gives information about 

the location of the river, canals, roads, the rail system and buildings. However, some of 

household buildings, such as raft houses and wooden houses, were not included in the map. 

So, the map must be used together with the post office’s household records in order to find 

the total number of buildings in each district. 

3) Related research and studies: The data were particularly used to define the boundaries and 

locations of commercial districts, and the types of urban elements. They also provide a 

historical background, political dimension and specific details of each commercial district. 

4.2 Identifying Commercial Districts 

The locations of commercial districts, the Chao Phraya River, canals, roads, temples, palaces, elite 

residences, and facilities are digitized into a geographic information system (GIS) map (Figure 2) for 

defining commercial district boundaries and measuring urban physical elements. 
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Figure 2: The Map for analysis 

Source: Prepared by author 
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4.3 Measuring Variables 

4.3.1 Dependent Variables: Commercial Activity Intensity (Y) 

The activity intensity shows how many buildings were used for doing business in response to 

commercial activities in the districts. The variable is measured by calculating the percent of the ratio 

between the number of buildings that were used for commercial purposes and the total number of 

buildings in each commercial district. The number of buildings is defined from the 1887 map and the 

household records. Although, the 1887 map does not show every building in the districts, the 

researcher can use the household records to count the total number of buildings. The records group 

buildings by clusters of roads, canals, temples and palaces. So, the researcher can estimate the 

numbers by comparing the buildings of each cluster with the locations on the map. Moreover, the 

records also mention noticeable landmarks and intersections that the postmen saw while walking in 

the area. This helps the researcher to separate buildings that were not included in the map but 

located in the same group of buildings in the household records. 

The first step is to calculate the variable; all boundaries of each commercial district are identified for 

defining clusters of buildings (e.g., roads, canals, temples, palaces and elite residences) that were 

located inside the boundaries. Then, all the buildings inside each district are counted. After that, the 

total number of commercial buildings (such as retail establishments, groceries and workshops) in 

each district is calculated. Finally, the variable is calculated by using the formula below: 

Activity intensity = (Number of commercial buildings X 100)/Total number of buildings 

4.3.2 Independent Variables: Urban Physical Elements and an Age Factor (X) 

According to Table 1, there are 11 urban physical element variables and one non-physical element 

variable. The research includes the age factor as a non-physical element variable in order to explain 

if the commercial districts existed before or after the construction of the first road in 1861. Owing to 

the varied sizes of commercial districts, urban physical element variables are calculated as a ratio 

between the measurement result and the total area of each district. The measurements are done by 

using GIS software to digitize the Bangkok map of 1887 and generate measurements. For example, 

accessibility of water transportation routes (X1) is calculated by summing the total length of canals 

and dividing with the total area of the districts. Furthermore, the walking distance (400 m.) is 

determined from the length of existing walking paths in the early Rattanakosin period. The 

traditional landmarks (X6) are defined as landmarks that were built to support either the water 

transportation system or religious and local activities. Meanwhile, modern landmarks are defined as 

landmarks that were built to support either the road transportation system or foreign trading 

activities (X7). 
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Table 1: Independent variables (X) 

Aspect Variable Description 

Accessibility of water 

transportation routes 

X1 The ratio between total length of canals and total area of 

district (km/km2) 

Accessibility of roads X2 The ratio between total length of roads and total area of 

district (km/km2) 

The district location in 

relation to the city wall 

X3 There are grouped into three locations: the area inside the 

city wall, the west and north areas outside the city wall and 

the east and south areas outside the city wall. 

Temples X4 The ratio between total number of temples inside or within 

walking distance of a district and total area of district (per 

km2) 

Palaces and elite 

residences 

X5 The ratio between total number of palaces and elite 

residences inside or within walking distance of a district and 

total area of district (per km2) 

Landmarks  

(e.g., open spaces, 

public parks, 

monuments, and 

fortresses) 

X6 The ratio between total number of traditional landmarks 

inside or within walking distance of a district and total area of 

district (per km2) 

X7 The ratio between total number of modern landmarks inside 

or within walking distance of a district and total area of district 

(per km2) 

Facility buildings  

(e.g., School, bank and 

post office) 

X8 The ratio between total number of facility buildings inside or 

within walking distance of a district and total area of district 

(per km2) 

Place for attractive 

activities 

X9 The ratio between number of companies, banks and retail 

stores inside or within walking distance of a district and total 

area of district (per km2) 

X10 The ratio between number of gambling houses inside or 

within walking distance of a district and total area of district 

(per km2) 

X11 The ratio between number of theatres inside or within walking 

distance of a district and total area of district (per km2) 

Age factor X12 Differentiates the districts if they existed before/after 1861 

(the year of construction of the first road in 1861) 

4.4 Comparing Variables 

The comparison is done by plotting charts that show associations between the intensity and each 

urban physical element and factor of the nine districts in order to identify the elements that highly 

associate with the intensity. Then, the charts and tables that show measurement result are used to 

describe the intensity level of each district. Finally, the commercial districts are grouped by their 

association with the urban physical elements. 
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5. Research findings 

5.1 Dependent Variable: Commercial Activity Intensity 

According to Table 2, there were four districts (Sampheng, Banrung Mueng-Fueng Nakorn, Inner 

Charoenkrung and South Charoenkrung) that had a high level of intensity. Meanwhile, three districts 

(Talad Noi, International Quarter and Baan Mor) had average intensity level, and two district 

(Banglumphu and Tha Tean) had a low intensity level. 

Table 2: Activity of commercial districts 

No. District Total 

buildings 

Commercial 

buildings 

Activity intensity 

1 Sampheng 1108 778 70.22 

2 Banrung Mueng-Fueng Nakorn 610 399 64.41 

3 Inner Charoenkrung 213 110 51.64 

4 South Charoenkrung 478 245 51.26 

5 Talad Noi 660 325 49.24 

6 International Quarter 808 371 45.92 

7 Baan Mor 38 16 42.11 

8 Bang Lumphu 705 193 27.38 

9 Tha Tean 294 36 12.24 

Total 4914 2473 Mean = 46.16 

5.2 Independent Variables: Urban Physical Elements and an Age Factor 

Tables 3 and 4 show measurement results of the urban physical elements, and Tables 5 and 6 show 

the measurement results in ratio format. The results from Table 5 and 6 are later used in plotting 

charts to find the associations between variables. 

Table 3: Urban physical element measurements (1) 

No. District 
Area 

(km2) 

Total canal 

length 

(km) 

Total road 

length  

(km) 

Temple Palace 

1 Sampheng 0.455 5124.14 2419.28 5 3 

2 Banrung Mueng-Fueng 

Nakorn 

0.122 566.32 1451.7 8 5 

3 Inner Charoenkrung 0.0424 0 910.91 7 10 

4 South Charoenkrung 0.088 846.02 2139.97 5 6 

5 Talad Noi 0.150 1783.85 1210.51 2 0 

6 International Quarter 1.020 8146.21 4258.98 8 0 

7 Baan Mor 0.017 83.04 315.44 2 4 

8 Bang Lumphu 0.482 7809.18 397.68 4 1 

9 Tha Tean 0.078 975.51 0 1 7 
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Table 4: Urban physical element measurements (2) 

No. District 
Landmark 

Facility 
Attractive activities 

Traditional Modern Trade Gambling Theatre 

1 Sampheng 2 0 2 0 10 1 

2 Banrung Mueng-Fueng 

Nakorn 
6 3 3 2 4 0 

3 Inner Charoenkrung 2 3 2 0 0 0 

4 South Charoenkrung 1 0 2 0 3 0 

5 Talad Noi 1 0 1 0 4 1 

6 International Quarter 0 0 8 4 4 0 

7 Baan Mor 2 2 0 0 1 0 

8 Bang Lumphu 1 0 0 0 3 0 

9 Tha Tean 6 0 1 0 3 1 

Table 5: Urban physical element measurements in ratio (1) 

No. District 
Canal Road Wall Temple Palace 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

1 Sampheng 11.264 5.318 East 11 7 

2 Banrung Mueng-Fueng 

Nakorn 
4.635 11.881 Inside 65 41 

3 Inner Chareonkrung 0 21.469 Inside 165 236 

4 South Chareonkrung 9.642 24.390 East 57 68 

5 Talad Noi 11.918 8.087 East 13 0 

6 International Quarter 7.989 4.177 East 8 0 

7 Baan Mor 4.851 18.425 Inside 117 234 

8 Bang Lumphu 16.187 0.824 West/North 8 2 

9 Tha Tean 12.486 0 West/North 13 90 

Mean 8.775 10.508 - 51 75 

Table 6: Urban physical element measurements in ratio (2) 

No. District 
Landmark Facility Attractive activities Age factor 

X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 

1 Sampheng 4 0 4 0 22 2 Before 

2 Banrung Mueng-Fueng 

Nakorn 
49 25 25 16 33 0 

Before 

3 Inner Charoenkrung 47 71 47 0 0 0 After 

4 South Charoenkrung 11 0 23 0 34 0 After 

5 Talad Noi 7 0 7 0 27 7 After 

6 International Quarter 0 0 8 4 4 0 After 

7 Baan Mor 117 117 0 0 58 0 After 

8 Bang Lumphu 2 0 0 0 6 0 Before 

9 Tha Tean 76.7951 0 13 0 38 13 Before 

Mean 34.9339 24 14 2 25 2 - 
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5.3 Finding Associations Between Variables 

This process identifies associations between the intensity of commercial activity and 12 independent 

variables (Table 2 and Tables 5-6) by plotting charts that show associations between them. 

According to Figures 3 and 4, there are seven variables associated with the intensity of commercial 

districts (X1, X2, X3, X4, X8 and X10). There are five variables without any associations (X5, X6, X7, 

X9, X11) because few district elements were provided. The tables and charts are used to describe 

the characteristics of each district. 

1) Sampheng was one of the four districts that existed before the construction of the first road in 

1861. The district had the highest level of intensity (Y = 71.22%). It was located in the east area 

outside the city wall. It had a high ratio of total length of canals/river ratio (X1 = 11.26 km/km2) 

while its total length of roads ratio was low (X2 = 5.13 km/km2). Moreover, it was one of the 

three districts with theatres built inside the area (X11 = 2 buildings per km2). 

2) Bamrung Mueng – Fueng Nakorn was also one of the four districts that existed before the 

construction of the first road in 1861. The district had the second highest level of activity intensity 

(Y= 64.41%). It was located at the heart of the city. It had a high ratio of total length of roads (X2= 

11.88 km/km2), while its total length of canals/river was low (X1= 4.64 km/km2). Moreover, it 

had high ratios of numbers of trading companies/banks/retails (X9= 16 buildings per km2) and 

gambling houses ratio (X10= 33 buildings per km2).  

3) Inner Charoenkrung was located inside the city wall. It had a high level of activity intensity (Y= 

51.64%). The district had no canals/river access and no gambling houses. It had a high total length 

of roads ratio (X2= 21.47 km/ km2). Moreover, it had high ratios of numbers of palaces/elite 

residences (X5= 236), modern landmarks (X7= 71 landmarks per km2) and facility buildings ratio 

(X8= 47 buildings per km2). 

4) South Charoenkrung was located next to Inner Chareonkrung district in the east area outside the 

city wall. The district was an in-between area of Sampheng, International Quarter and the area 

inside the city wall. It had high level of activity intensity (Y= 51.26%) and high ratio of a gambling 

house number (X10= 34 buildings per km2). 

5) Talad Noi was an extension area from Sampheng district. The district was located on the east side 

of Sampheng. The character of businesses inside was similar to Sampheng. Its activity intensity 

was around an average (Y= 49.24%). The ratio number of gambling houses was close to average 

(X10=27 buildings per km2). Moreover, the district was one of the three districts with theatres 

built inside the area (X11 = 7 buildings per km2). 

6) International Quarter was located along the Chao Phraya River on the southern part of the city. It 

was a place where embassies, trading companies and European residences were located. 

Charoenkrung Road was used as a major route that connected this area to the city center. The 

district had a level of activity intensity around average (Y= 45.92%). Total length of canals/river 

ratio was around average (X1 = 7.99 km/km2). Meanwhile, total length of roads ratio was low 

(X2=4.18 km/km2) due to the lack of minor roads connecting to Charoenkrung Road. Moreover, it 

had a high ratio of a number of trading companies/Banks/retail stores (X9=4 buildings per km2). 

7) Baan Mor had around the average level of activity intensity (Y= 42.11%). The district’s total length 

of canals/river ratio was below average (X1 = 4.18 km/km2). Meanwhile, its total length of roads 

ratio was high (X2=18.43 km/km2). Moreover, it had the highest ratio numbers of traditional 

landmarks (X6=117 per km2), modern landmarks (X7=117 per km2), and gambling houses 

(X10=58 buildings per km2). 
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8) Banglumphu was one of the four districts that existed before the construction of the first road in 

1861. The district was located in the north area outside the city wall. It had a low level of activity 

intensity (Y= 27.38%). Moreover, road access was rare (X2=0.82 km/km2). So, canals and the 

Chao Phraya River were the major transportation route of the district (X1 = 16.19 km/km2).  

9) Tha Tean was located on the western part of the city along the river next to the Grand Palace. The 

district had the lowest level of activity intensity (Y= 12.24%). It had no road access in the district. 

However, it had a high ratio number of traditional landmarks (X6 = 76.80 landmarks per km2) 

because of its location close to the Grand Palace. It also had a high ratio number of gambling 

houses (X10= 38 buildings per km2). 

 
Figure 3: Charts of associations between the activity intensity of commercial activity and urban physical 

elements (X1, X2, X3, X4, X8 and X10) 
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Figure 4: Charts of associations between the activity intensity of commercial activity and the age factor (X1) 

6. Discussion 

According to Figures 3 and 4, there are four major independent variables that are associated with 

the commercial activity intensity: total length of road ratio (X2), the location with the city wall (X3), 

number of gambling houses ratio (X10), and the age factor (X12). 

6.1 Highly Associated Independent Variables 

1) The ratio between total length of roads and total area of district (X2) 

According to the X2 chart in Figure 3, the longer length of roads ratio is associated with a higher 

level of commercial activity intensity. However, there were some exceptions, such as Sampheng 

and Bamrung Mueng-Fueng Nakorn that had a high level of intensity although the lengths are not 

too long in comparison to the mean in Table 5. Sampheng and Bamrung Mueng-Fueng Nakorn 

were considered commercial districts that existed before the construction of Charoenkrung Road, 

the first road of Bangkok, in 1861 (the X12 chart in Figure 4). Moreover, the districts were located 

inside the city wall and in the east area outside the city wall. They are considered high intensity 

areas (the X3 chart in Figure 3).  

2) The locations in relation to the city wall (X3) 

The districts located inside or in the east area outside the city wall tended to have a high level of 

commercial activity intensity because most of the roads were constructed in these areas. On the 

contrary, the west and north areas with less road access tended to have a low level of intensity. 

3) The ratio number of gambling houses (X10) 

According to the X10 chart in Figure 3, a commercial district that had a larger number of gambling 

houses per square kilometer tended to have a higher level of commercial activity intensity. 

However, Tha Tean was the only district that had a low level of activity intensity although it had 

many gambling houses per square kilometer (38 buildings / km2). 

4) The age factor (X12) 

Most of the commercial districts emerged after the construction of the first road in 1861 because 

of the construction of shop houses along the streets. There were also four old commercial 

districts that existed before 1861, which can be categorized into two types: the districts that had 

road access, and the districts without road access. The pre-1861 districts that had road access 

tended to have a very high activity intensity (64-71%). Meanwhile, the pre-1861 districts without 

road access tended to have a very low degree of activity (12-27%). 
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There are three independent variables that are associated only with the activity intensity of 

commercial districts that emerged after the construction of the first road in 1861: total length of 

canals/river ratio (X1), a ratio number of temples (X4), and a ratio number of facility buildings (X8). 

According to X1, X4 and X8 charts in Figure 3, the higher ratio of these four variables are associated 

with a higher activity intensity. 

Finally, all nine commercial districts can be categorized into three groups.  

1) The pre-1861 commercial districts that had a high level of commercial activity intensity  

These districts, which existed before 1861, had a high level of commercial activity intensity with a 

high ratio of total length of roads (X2) and total number of gambling houses (X10). They were 

located inside the city wall and in the east area outside the city wall.  

2) The post-1861 commercial districts  

The districts were located inside the city wall and in the east area outside the city wall. They had 

moderate to high levels of activity intensity in association with the increase of five variables: total 

length ratio of canals/river (X1), total length ratio of roads (X2), the ratio number of temples (X4), 

the ratio number of facility building (X8), and the ratio number of gambling houses (X10). 

3) The pre-1861 commercial districts with low level of commercial activity intensity  

Their low level of intensity was due to their low ratio of total length of roads. They were located 

in the north and west areas outside the city wall.  

7. Conclusion  

The presence of a road became the major urban physical element that encouraged activity in the 

commercial districts of Bangkok in the mid-nineteenth century. Accessibility of roads in commercial 

districts was associated with higher level commercial activity intensity. This was especially true in the 

case of the pre-1861 districts (Sampheng, Bamrung Mueng - Fueng Nakorn, Tha Tean and Bang 

Lumphu) that had higher intensity than commercial districts that emerged after the construction of 

the first road in Bangkok (Sampheng and Bamrung Mueng - Fueng Nakorn). However, if the pre-1861 

districts lacked road access (Tha Tean and Bang Lumphu), their commercial activity tended to have 

lower intensity than earlier mentioned for the pre-1861 districts. Moreover, the pre-1861 

commercial districts were located near a cluster of canals and the Chao Phraya River. Meanwhile, 

the post-1861 commercial districts were located along the main roads. 

There were also three more factors that encouraged the activity of commercial districts. The first 

factor deals with the location in relation to the city wall. According to the 1887 Bangkok map, areas 

on the east and north outside the city wall were those with few roads, while the west area outside 

the city wall and the inside area had many roads constructed. The second factor is about gambling 

houses which was not illegal in the early Rattanakosin period. They were then gathering places for 

people from different classes. The third is the age factor, which divided the commercial districts into 

two periods of time: 1) pre-1861 commercial districts, and 2) post-1861 commercial districts. The 

activity of post-1861 commercial districts could be stimulated to a higher degree if the districts had 

good access to canals and the Chao Phraya River as well as certain numbers of temples, traditional 

landmarks and facility buildings in their neighborhoods. 

During the early Rattanakosin period, the commercial districts were areas where people gathered 

for selling their agricultural products. The trading activities took place in the open space near the 

canal or river occasionally, and only a few buildings in the districts were used for doing business. 
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However, Sampheng and Bamrung Mueng were exceptions. Sampheng district was actively used as a 

port area for international trade, while Bamrung Mueng – Fueng Nakorn was a high density 

commercial district that was located at the center of the city in the early Rattanakosin period. After 

the construction of the roads, commercial activities became more prevalent. People started to use 

their houses and constructed buildings for doing business. According to the discussion, commercial 

districts of Bangkok in the mid-nineteenth century can be categorized into three groups: 1) pre-1861 

commercial districts that had the highest activity due to their location in the areas with a lot of road 

access (the inside area and the east area outside the city wall), 2) post-1861 commercial districts 

that were located along the roads, and 3) pre-1861 commercial districts that had lower activity than 

other districts due to their locations in the areas with little road access (the west and north areas 

outside the city wall). 

Furthermore, this paper helps to classify the characters of Bangkok commercial districts in the 

mid-nineteenth century through an investigation on activity and urban physical elements in 

commercial districts. However, this study only focuses on the associations in one period, which is 

considered a preliminary to the whole process of city transformation. For further studies, the 

associations between commercial activity and urban physical elements from different periods should 

be also investigated in order to reach the complete findings on the potential urban physical 

elements that encourage commercial activity of Bangkok commercial districts. 
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Abstract 

In recent years, Thais are increasingly interesting in shopping on China’s e-commerce platform. 

Thailand's local e-business industry is developing, but the public cross-border online shopping is 

active, it’s an interesting phenomenon. In the process of online shopping, consumers need to 

communicate with sellers or service providers about price, type, shipping and so on. Language has 

become one of the obstacles to cross-cultural communication. Therefore, freight forwarders play as 

an intermediary to help Thailand consumers to shop smoothly and happily, which provide 

translation services, ordering services, payment services, transport services and so on. The 

objectives of this paper are to study the impact on the efficiency of language in cross-border 

e-commerce, identify the process of cross-border e-commerce that the language most effect on. The 

statement of cross-border e-commerce, the freight forwarders which operate cross-border 

e-commerce business, and the impact of language in cross-cultural communication is briefly 

reviewed. This paper intends to identify the critical factors effect on cross-border e-commerce by 

using Critical Success Factors (CSFs), which is particularly formed for e-commerce business. The 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to identify the influence level of language in all critical 

success factors, and the cross-border e-commerce process that language most affect. By using this 

method, the organization will notice the importance of language on the order-making process and 

its effects. Lastly, a numerical example is shown to illustrate the result. 

Keywords: Language; Order-making Process; Cross-border E-commerce; China; Thailand; Freight 

Forwarder 

 
 

I. Introduction 

In recent years, foreigners gradually interested in shopping on China's electronic commerce 

platform, which includes United States of America, European Union, ASEAN, Japan, and Thailand. In 

2015, ASEAN became China's third largest e-commerce importer, accounting for 11.4% (CECRC, 

2015). Thailand's local e-commerce industry is developing, but the public cross-border online 

shopping is active, it’s an interesting phenomenon. Thais can buy favorite items on China's 

e-commerce platform, through international carriers transport to the destination for consumption or 

retail. In the process of online shopping, buyers need to communicate with sellers or service 

providers about inventory, price, type, shipping cost, delivery time, after-sales and so on. Limited 
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language skills have become one of the obstacles to cross-cultural communication (Victor, 1992). 

Information which is not smoothly transferred may lead to longer time process and even lead to 

misunderstanding. Therefore, the organizations began to rise to help Thai people shopping on 

Alibaba or other e-commerce platform, exchange currency, and look for international carriers. The 

number and scale of organizations are increasing year by year, eventually developed into the 

cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder industry. Freight forwarders play as an intermediary to 

help Thailand’s consumers to shop smoothly and happily, which provide translation services, 

ordering services, exchange services, cross-border shipping services, and after-sales service and so 

on. The continual growth of cross-border e-commerce raises the need to understand more about 

cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder, especially identifying critical factors that affect their 

success. As cross-border e-commerce producer and customers from different region cannot 

communicate face to face, the limited language skills may become a barrier for negotiation, tracking 

logistics information, after-sales service, and resolving dispute. Furthermore, limited language skills 

may result in buying incorrect items, delayed delivery, or receiving questionable goods due to 

miscommunication with the producer. The impact of language on cross-border e-commerce freight 

forwarder cannot be neglected, so it is the right time to conduct a research of this topic. 

As such, this paper aims to study the impact on the efficiency of language in cross-border 

e-commerce, and identify the process of cross-border e-commerce that language most effect on. 

This paper proposes a critical success factor (CSFs) framework to identify the critical factors effect on 

the success of cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

model is used to identify the influence level of language in all critical success factors, and the 

cross-border e-commerce process that language most effect on. Since it is only a little study focus on 

the impact of language on working process of freight forwarder in cross-border e-commerce from 

China to Thailand, so this paper intends to bridge this gap. Such this paper hopes to call the 

organizations’ attention of the importance of language on the order-making process and its effects, 

and provide guidance for the development of relevant industries. Moreover, researching 

cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder development from the perspective of language is 

conducive to promoting the development of cross-border e-commerce small and medium-sized 

enterprise (SMEs) between Thailand and China. 

II. Principal and Literature Review 

Cross-border e-commerce, critical success factor, analytic hierarchy process, freight forwarder, and 

language are used as keywords to search for related English and Chinese papers in Scopus, 

ScienceDirect, CNKI, CQVIP and other database respectively. This paper briefly reviews the 

statement of cross-border e-commerce, the freight forwarder which operates cross-border 

e-commerce business, and the impact of language on cross-cultural communication, and research 

tools critical success factor (CSF) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) respectively.  

The Statement of Cross-border E-commerce 

By geographical range, e-commerce is divided into domestic and cross-border e-commerce business. 

Cross-border e-commerce is a new type of international trade, which means that the trading entities 

in different environments to trade, pay and settle business activities with the e-commerce platform 

(Sun and Wang, 2015). E-commerce business processes include online order placing and taking, 

electronic payment and receiving, and logistical system linking with courier service, across all players 

in strategic business networks (Bijayendrayodhin, Carroll & Sandow-Quirk, 2002). Cross-border 
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e-commerce have fewer links, lower cost, shorter cycle and other advantages. These superiorities 

help to won a place in international trade (Chen, 2016). With the development of e-commerce and 

the improvement of the consumption level of residents, many consumers are increasingly strong 

demand for cross-border online shopping. Moreover, cross-border e-commerce demand for 

multilingual talents is growing. 

The procedure of cross-border e-commerce is divided into 4 basic processes, which includes 

pre-order process, order-making process, transportation process and after-sales process (Ma, 2012). 

Pre-order process involves collecting products information, filling in orders in e-commerce platform 

system. Order-making process cover proposes of the ordered goods (ORDERS), response proposed 

purchase order (ORDESP), change purchase order (ORDCHG), transport instruction (IFTMIN), 

negotiation and payment. Transportation process includes shipping, customs clearance, and cargo 

tracking. After-sales process involves after-sales service, handling complaints, products returned and 

resolving disputes. 

The Freight Forwarders Which Operate Cross-border E-commerce Business 

International freight forwarding business refers to the international freight forwarding companies 

accept incoming and outgoing goods for the consignee, consignor or his agent’s commission, as 

principal or transact business in their own name, charged agency fees or commissions, issuing a 

transport document to fulfill the contract and payment of freight transportation and service fees 

(Wood, Barone, Murphy & Wardlow, 2012; Schramm, 2012). International freight forwarder has 

extra expertise in preparing documentation and processing customs and implementing activities 

related to international shipments. The forwarder does not transport the merchandise but acts as a 

specialist in the logistics network (Pope & Thomchick, 1985). A considerable part of the cargo agents 

master a variety of means of transport and storage of goods, conducting business activities, 

including land, air and sea freight.  

Online shopping need adopt logistics and transportation to be finalized. From China to Thailand, land 

transportation spends 3-5days, maritime transport spends 7-15 days. In 2008, some organizations 

began to rise to help Thailand’s customers conduct cross-border procurement on China’s 

e-commerce platform. At present, organizations in cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder 

industry have certain quantity and various size; most are SMEs. Freight forwarding company acts as 

a third party provide the shipping service and other auxiliary service for the producers and the 

buyers' transactions. With the thriving of Thai residents shopping in websites of China, this 

phenomenon has attracted the attention of scholars. This paper defines cross-border e-commerce 

freight forwarder as third-party import commodities from foreign country’s e-commerce platform 

into Thailand, through providing ordering service, online payment service, and cross-border logistic 

service. 

The Impact of Language in Cross-cultural Communication 

Language difference is an unavoidable problem in cross-cultural communication, people from 

different countries may choose use language of one country or the third country. In the field of 

industrial marketing and purchasing, suppliers’ language skill have influence in establishing a trustful 

relationship with foreign buyers (Cunningham, 1981). The difference in language is one of the 

elements of international business that usually noted as a barrier to effective communication across 

culture (Victor, 1992). Gomez-Herrera, Martens, and Turlea (2014) found that language as 

information-related trade costs become more prominent in online trade, which is benefitting to 

established long-term relationships in offline B2B cross-border trade environment. Limited language 
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skills may cause misunderstanding, leading to buying wrong items, and unresolved disputes of 

unreceived goods or questionable products. Language is a powerful business driver for increased 

cross-border e-commerce competitive advantage (Kraemer, Dedrick, Melville, & Zhu, 2006). 

Critical Success Factors 

Critical success factors is a management term that is necessary for an organization to achieve its 

mission. CSFs was primarily applied in data analysis and business analysis. D. Ronald Daniel of 

McKinsey & Company has developed the concept of "success factors” in 1961. John F. Rockart has 

refined the process into critical success factors between 1979 and 1981. Critical success factors are 

the few key areas where must be reliable to assure successful competitive performance and must be 

given extraordinary and continual consideration to achieve better performance (Bullen & Rockart, 

1981). Growth rate, sales volume, business stability, customer acceptance, and overall satisfaction 

were measured standard for the e-commerce entrepreneurs’ success (Sebora, Lee & Sukasame, 

2009). CSFs concept can use to aid an organization build guidelines for administer corporation’s 

activities, identify critical issues associated with executing strategic plans and improve performance. 

CSFs is a business-based, logical, time-sparing, inexpensive planning tool for line management.  

CSFs doesn’t have a standard set of measures to provide the necessary operating information. 

Critical success factors have five prime sources; they are the industry critical success factors, 

competitive strategy and industry position, environmental factors, temporary factors, and 

managerial position. Industry critical success factors are determined by the industry's competitive 

structure and economic, political and social environment. Organization’s key requirements is a part 

of industry key success factors. At present, interviews method is commonly used for the most critical 

success factors. The procedures of critical success factors application involve 3 vital steps. The first is 

identifying the strategic objectives of the enterprise. And then identifying all the success factors by 

analysis core factors and sub-factors influencing specific objectives and strategy. The last is 

identifying critical success factors. Critical success factors are usually controlled by five or six factors, 

which are determined by decision-makers (Bullen & Rockart, 1981). 

Analytic Hierarchy Process 

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a structured method for analyzing and managing intricate 

decisions, which was established by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s. It consists of an overall objective, 

a group of alternatives to achieving the objective, and criteria that connect the alternatives to the 

objective. A hierarchy is an abstraction of the system structure to study the components’ functional 

interactions and its impacts on the entire system. Hierarchy structure can easily adjust to fit many 

sized problems (Saaty, 1980). AHP can be applied in prioritization, choice, ranking, resource 

allocation, benchmarking, quality management, and conflict resolution when the decision maker has 

multiple alternatives or criteria. The steps of AHP process is given as: 

(1) State the problem, identify the objectives, the criteria for evaluating the alternatives, and the 

alternatives. Structure the problem as a hierarchy. 

(2) Making pairwise comparisons judgment matrix by using a nine-point scale which is given by 

Thomas L. Saaty. Enter pairwise comparison matrix and force their reciprocals. Synthesizing the 

priorities in one level concerning to their impact on next level. Pairwise comparison has the 

advantage of focusing exclusively on two objects at a time and on how they relate to each other 

since each object is methodically compared with every other (Saaty, 1980). 

A matrix is an array of numbers, arranged in a rectangle. The number 2,4,6,8 and their reciprocals 

are used to facilitate compromise between slightly differing judgments (see Table 1). 
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Table 1: Priority Scale From 1 to 9 

Numerical Rating Verbal Judgment 

1 I factor and j factor are equally important 

3 I factor is weakly more important than j factor 

5 I factor is strongly more important than j factor 

7 I factor is very strongly more important than j factor 

9 I factor is absolutely more important than j factor 

2,4,6,8 Compromise between slightly differing judgments 

Reciprocal The row of i meets the column of j, the column of i meets the row of j 

(3) Calculate matrixes, find out the eigenvector and maximum eigenvalue. The eigenvector provides 

the priority order, and the eigenvalue is a measure of the consistency of the judgment. If there are 

more than two levels, the various priority vector can be combined into priority matrices, which yield 

one final priority vector for the bottom level. 

(4) Check the consistency of the matrix judgments. Consistency is a central question in judgments. 

Consistency index (C.I) represented by (λmax-n)/ (n-1). Random index (R.I) is the consistency index of 

a randomly generated reciprocal matrix from the scale 1 to 9, which is reciprocal forced (see Table 

2). Consistency ratio (C.R) is the ratio of C.I to the average R.I for the same order matrix. A 

consistency ratio of 0.10 or less is considered acceptable (Saaty, 1980). 

Table 2: RI Value Table 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 

 

CI = ; CR =  

(5) Calculate the total weights and define priority of all success factors. 

Literature Review 

One of the most commonly used methods for studying the factors that affect cross-border 

e-commerce development is critical success factors. For this paper, CSFs of cross-border 

e-commerce freight forwarder refer to the limited number of specific elements of commerce 

implemented, they must meet the key requirements of businesses, as well as successfully compete 

against competitors in meeting the needs of customers (Sebora, Lee, and Sukasame, 2009). Success 

factors of cross-border e-commerce found in literature as a guideline to identify CSFs of cross-border 

e-commerce freight forwarder between China and Thailand. According to existing cross-border 

e-commerce literature, 18 success factors of cross-border e-commerce summarized from 75 English 

papers and 52 Chinese papers; foreign language is one of the success factors (see Table 3).  
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Table 3: The Success Factors of Cross-border E-commerce 

Success Factor QTY Author 

Cross-border logistics 48 Abdallah, F. 2014; Lendle, A., et.al, 2012. 

Online payment  36 Gomez, H., et.al, 2014; Mesut, S., et.al, 2014. 

ICT infrastructure  24 Aye, N., et.al, 2013; Desai, P., et.al, 2009. 

Credit system (Trust) 20 Aslam, M. A., 2013; Kai, Feng, 2015. 

Legal systems, IPRs 41 Bieron, B. and U. Ahmed 2012; Hertig, G. 2000. 

Customs clearance 20 Guy H. Gessner and Coral R. Snodgrass, 2015. 

Talent 14 Yimin, Z., et.al, 2006; Bao Xiaoxiong, 2012. 

Foreign language 14 Gomez, H., et.al, 2014; Jarrar, M., 2003. 

Government policy 18 Alexandru, Irina & Alice, 2014; Kraemer, K. L., 2006. 

Product and service 11 Mesut, S., et.al, 2014; Deng., and Wang, 2016. 

After-sales service  

(Dispute resolution) 

10 Cortés and de la Rosa 2013; Jarrar, M., Verlinden, R. and 

Meersman, R., 2003. 

Taxation 8 Agrawal, D. R. and W. F. Fox, 2016; 

Economic situation 4 Mesut S., Ahmet I., Sefer S., 2014 

Customer experience 4 Abdallah, F. 2014; Wang Dalin., 2015. 

Global business risk control 4 Arnold, V., et.al, 2012; Kraemer, K. L., et.al, 2006. 

Business process 4 Asosheh, A., et.al, 2012; Chen, N. and J. Yang, 2017. 

E-commerce awareness 4 Mesut, S., et.al, 2014; Chen Yunbo, 2013. 

cultural differences 2 Rudolf R. S., Mo Y., Matthias H.,2007 

Notes: QTY-quantity of relate paper 

Another method used in this paper is analytic hierarchy process. AHP is a powerful and 

understandable method that allows organizations or individuals to integrate qualitative and 

quantitative elements in decision-making process (Campbell & Ma, 2015). It is possible to elicit the 

hierarchy judgments by questionnaire. AHP is a scalable method and has no data intensive. Yimin, 

Keqing, and Zeshu (2016) built the talent evaluation model of cross-border e-commerce based on 

the AHP. Liu (2016) proposed the improved AHP algorithm to evaluate and study the service of the 

cross-border e-commerce logistics. Alharbi and Naderpour (2016) used AHP to analysis the problem 

structure and determining the weights of e-commerce development risk factors. Lokhande and 

Meshram (2016) applied AHP to find most probable web attack on an e-commerce site. Wang, Jia, 

and Guo (2016) studied on the function of computer technology in the e-commerce environment 

security and risk assessment. Wang, Liang, and Zhang (2015) researched online shopping satisfaction 

evaluation of e-commerce platform based on the factor analysis and AHP. Sun and Xue (2015) used 

AHP to verify e-commerce logistics distribution mode. Chen, Windasari and Pai (2013) utilized an 

AHP method to evaluate IT readiness priority which critical to support the adoption of e-commerce 

of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) in South-East Asia. Ramanathan (2012) proposed a 

new mathematical programming model for estimating the importance levels of performance criteria 

and application in e-commerce based on the AHP. 

In conclusion, the AHP is a measurement theory for handling quantifiable and intangible criteria in 

numerous areas (Tyagi & Kumar, 2014; Ugboma, Ogwude & Ogwude, 2006). It is an effective method 

in prioritization when the decision maker has multiple alternatives or criteria. Therefore, AHP is 

suitable to apply to determine the influence level of all critical success factors and examine the 

cross-border e-commerce process that most critical success factor most effect on. 
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III. Research Methodology 

This paper discusses methodology from both quantitative approach and qualitative perspectives (see 

Figure 7). This paper intends to identify the critical success factors by use critical success factor 

which is particularly formed for e-commerce business. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used 

to determine the influence level of language in all critical success factors, and examine the 

cross-border e-commerce process that language most effect on. By using this method, the 

organization will notice the importance of language on the order-making process and its effects. 

Lastly, a numerical example is shown to illustrate the result. 

This paper aims at Thailand's freight forwarding enterprises, which help Thai customers import 

commodities from China’s e-commerce platform. This paper focuses on entire process, which 

includes pre-order process, order-making process, transportation process, until the completion of 

the after-sales process. The interview and questioner are conducted with experts who come from 

various size enterprises including SMEs of cross-border e-commerce freight forwarders in Bangkok 

and surrounding area. The experts are key decision makers, owners, CEOs, or subordinates who tied 

directly to cross-border e-commerce strategies and implementation and have more than 3-year 

work experience of cross-border e-commerce projects. 

Study the effect of language on order-making process of 
freight forwarder from China to Thailand 

Success factors effect 
on cross – border 

e - commerce

 Critical success factors of 
cross-border e-commerce 

freight forwarder

Weighting all critical  
success factors 

The influence level of 
language in  all 

critical success factors

Literature review

 CSFs, Interview, key 
decision-makers

AHP, Interview, key 
decision-makers

Process  of
cross – border 
e - commerce

Weighting 4 basic 
process

The process that 
language most effect 

on

Literature review

AHP, Interview, key 
decision-makers

Conclusions & 
recommendations

 
Figure 7: Research Methodology 
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Identify the Critical Success Factors of Cross-border E-commerce Freight Forwarder 

1. Literatures from the fields of “cross-border e-commerce” are used to determine candidate factors 

that might influence the success of cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder. CSFs is a structured 

technique assist to determine the information most needs. Hence, critical success factors concept is 

used to explore the critical factors effect on freight forwarder success. 18 success factors of 

cross-border e-commerce are summarized from previous studies are used as a foundation to 

explored critical success factors. Base on the critical success factors and cross-border e-commerce 

theories, the 18 success factors are categorized into 4 components (see Figure 8). The four-prime 

sources that constitute the conceptual framework of critical success factors of cross-border 

e-commerce freight forwarding entrepreneurship are labeled as industry critical success factors, 

competitive strategy and industry position factors, and managerial position factors and 

environmental factors. Temporary factors cannot be considered in this paper, because they are 

characteristic, timed and changing in each different period. Industry critical success factors involve 

cross-border logistics, online payment, credit system, information communication technology (ICT) 

infrastructure, foreign language skills, and after-sales service. Competitive strategy and industry 

position factors cover service, global business risk control, and customer experience. Managerial 

position factors consist of talent, business process and e-commerce awareness of manager. 

Environmental factors comprise legal systems and IPRs, customs clearance, government policy, 

taxation, economic situation, and cultural difference. The overall perspectives for the conceptual 

model are inspected by the impact of those elements on the success of cross-border e-commerce. 

2. An in-depth interview is conducted with experts who come from cross-border e-commerce freight 

forwarder industry. Further, semi-open questions are used to investigate what factors interviewees 

believed were critical to the success of cross-border e-commerce. The criteria for evaluating the 

critical success factors are obtained by inquiring experts. Thus, the critical success factors and 

criteria of cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder are obtained. 

 
 

Figure 8: The CSF Model of Success Factors of Cross-border E-commerce Freight Forwarder 
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Determine the Related Process Activity 

1. Based on the results of CSFs and the synthesis of the expert's opinion, AHP conceptual model 

guiding the present study is developed to examine the effects of all critical success factors. The AHP 

is a powerful measurement in manage quantifiable and intangible problems. Firstly, the AHP model 

is designed to identify the influence level of all critical success factors. The pairwise comparison is 

applied to determine the weight of criteria and all critical success factors by using Satty’s 1-9scale. 

The experts from cross-border e-commerce freight forwarding company score each alternative and 

criteria within this range. The AHP model samples are shown in  

Figure 9.  

2. Calculate matrixes, find the eigenvector and maximum eigenvalue of all critical success factors. At 

the same time, check the consistency of the judgments of the interviewee. If the value of CR is larger 

than 0.1, it needs to give a score for pairwise comparison again until the CR is lower than or equal 

0.1. Thus, the priority of all critical success factors are obtained. The weight’s priority means 

important level of factors and which should be focus on. 

3. After the influence level of critical success factor is determined, another AHP model is designed to 

identify the process that foreign language most effect on. Base on the cross-border e-commerce 

theories and Ma Xiaorui’s (2012) opinion, this paper divided procedure of cross-border e-commerce 

from China to Thailand into 4-process, which include pre-order process, order-making process, 

transportation process and after-sales process. The key decisions maker in cross-border e-commerce 

freight forwarder will give each process a score according to the influence level of language. By 

computing the eigenvectors and checking the CR, the 4-basic process will be ranking through 

quantify the weight. 

The influence level of all critical success factors

Work 

efficiency

Customer 
satisfaction 

Cost 
reduction 

$$

Online payment

$

Customs clearance After-sales serviceLanguage Logistics 

Order-making Transportantion Pre-order After-sales service

The process that language most effect on

Performance 
growth

 
 

Figure 9: Conceptual Model for Examine the Influence of Critical Success Factors 
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Table 4: Example of Questionnaire of Criteria 

Criteria Saaty’s 1-9 scale Criteria 
Work efficiency 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Customer 

satisfaction 
Work efficiency 
 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Cost reduction 

Work efficiency 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Performance 
growth 

Customer 
satisfaction 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Cost reduction 

Customer 
satisfaction 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Performance 
growth 

Cost reduction 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Performance 
growth  

IV. Numerical Illustration 

The numerical example is given for better illustration the effect of language and other critical 

success factors. 

1. First, the critical success factors of cross-border e-commerce are determined by using semi-open 

questioner. The success factors which over 50% interviewees believe are critical factors will be 

selected as critical success factors. Thus, the critical success factors and criteria of cross-border 

e-commerce freight forwarder are obtained by interviewing freight forwarding operators in Bangkok 

and the surrounding area. Finally, according to the opinion of interviewees, 8 critical success factors 

and 4 criteria for evaluating them are obtained by interviewing 3 managers of cross-border 

e-commerce freight forwarder. The interview results of critical success factors are shown in Table 5.  

As shown in Table 5, the 8 critical success factors cover online payment, cross-border logistics, 

foreign language, after-sales service, ICT infrastructure, service, customs clearance, and talent. Some 

variables are eliminated, such as credit system, global business risk control, customer experience, 

business process, e-commerce awareness, legal systems and IPRs, government policy, taxation, 

economic situation, cultural difference. The 4 criteria include work efficiency, customer satisfaction, 

cost reduction, performance growth.  

Table 5: The Interview Result of Critical Success Factors and Criteria 

Success Factors Percentage Success Factors Percentage 
Cross-border logistics  100% Talent 100% 
Online payment 66.7% Business process 33.3% 
Credit system 0 E-commerce awareness 0 
ICT infrastructure 100% Legal systems and IPRs 33.3% 
Foreign language skills 66.7% Customs clearance 100% 
After-sales service 66.7% Government policy 33.3% 
Service 100% Taxation 0 
Global business risk control 0 Economy situation 33.3% 
Customer experience 33.3% Cultural difference 0 

2. After the critical success factors were identified, the hierarchy structure of the influence level of 

criteria and all critical success factors are developed. By using AHP approach, the pairwise 
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comparison judgment matrix of 4 criteria are entered and force their reciprocals. Finally, the weight 

of the criteria is prioritized, as shown in Table 6. The consistency ratio is 0.044, so the result is 

available. The customer satisfaction has the highest weight, follow by performance growth, cost 

reduction, and work efficiency. 

Table 6: The Pairwise Comparison Judgment Matrix of Criteria of Interviewee 1 

Criteria Work 
efficiency 

Customer 
satisfaction 

Cost 
reduction 

Performance 
growth 

Weight 

Work efficiency 1 1/3 1/2 1/2 0.123 
Customer 

satisfaction 
3 1 3 1 0.376 

Cost reduction 2 1/3 1 1/3 0.156 
Performance 

growth 
2 1 3 1 0.344 

Consistency ratio 0.044     

3. After calculating criteria weights, 4 decision matrixes are developed for 8 critical success factors 

concerning work efficiency, customer satisfaction, cost reduction and performance growth 

respectively, and then calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix (see Table 7, Table 8, Table 

9, Table 10). All the value of C.R is less than 0.1. Therefore, the results are considered acceptable. 

Finally, the priority of all critical success factors is obtained, as shown in Table 11.  

As the Table 7 shown, talent is in the first place of all critical success factors in work efficiency, which 

means that talent is most important for work efficiency. The ICT infrastructure and foreign language 

ranking after it. It’s clearl that talent, ICT infrastructure, and foreign language are most critical for 

improving work efficiency. 

The service has the highest weight of all critical success factors in customer satisfaction, follow by 

cross-border logistics and ICT infrastructure (see Table 8). Language is in the sixth place in customer 

satisfaction. It indicates that good service is beneficial to improve the customer satisfaction. 

Table 7: The Pairwise Comparison Judgment Matrix of Critical Success Factors in Work Efficiency of Interviewee 1 

Work efficiency 
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 Weight 

Cross-border logistics 1   1/2 3   1/2 3  1  2  1  0.136 
ICT infrastructure 2  1  3  1  3  1  1  2  0.169 
Online payment  1/3  1/3 1   1/3 1   1/3 1   1/3 0.056 
Foreign language 2 1  3  1  3   1/3 1  3  0.164 
Service  1/3  1/3 1   1/3 1   1/3  1/2 1  0.057 
Talent 1  1  3  3  3  1  1  3  0.198 
After-sales service  1/2 1  1  1  2  1  1   1/3 0.107 
Customs clearance 1   1/2 3   1/3 1   1/3 3  1  0.114 
CR 0.08 RI 1.41 CI 0.11     
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Table 8: The Pairwise Comparison Judgment Matrix of Critical Success Factors in Customer Satisfaction of 
Interviewee 1 

Customer satisfaction 
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Weight 

Cross-border logistics 1  1  5  1  1  1  5  1  0.169 

ICT infrastructure 1  1  5  1  1  1  2  1  0.151 

Online payment  1/5  1/5 1  1   1/3 1  2   1/3 0.068 

Foreign language 1  1  1  1   1/3  1/2 2  1  0.103 

Service 1  1  3  3  1  2  3  1  0.184 

Talent 1  1  1  2   1/2 1  3  1  0.132 

After-sales service  1/5  1/2  1/2  1/2  1/3  1/3 1   1/3 0.047 

Customs clearance 1  1  3  1  1  1  3  1  0.145 

CR 0.05 RI 1.41 CI 0.07     

As shown in Table 9, the talent has the highest weight of all critical success factors in cost reduction, 

follow by cross-border logistics and foreign language. In other words, talent is the most inevitable 

and indispensable to reduce the total cost.  

Table 9: The Pairwise Comparison Judgment Matrix of Critical Success Factors in Cost Reduction of Interviewee 1 
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Cross-border logistics 1  2  3   1/2  1/3 1  3  1  0.153 

ICT infrastructure  1/2 1  2  1  1  1  1  1  0.113 

Online payment  1/3  1/2 1   1/2  1/3  1/3 1/2 1  0.057 

Foreign language 2  1  2  1  1  1  1/2 3  0.147 

Service 3  1  3  1  1   1/2 1/2 1  0.137 

Talent 1  1  3  1  2  1  1  3  0.163 

After-sales service  1/3 1  2  2  2  1  1  1  0.142 

Customs clearance 1  1  1   1/3 1   1/3 1  1  0.088 

CR 0.09 RI 1.41 CI 0.12     

Clearly, service has the highest weight of all critical success factors in performance growth, follow by 

ICT infrastructure and cross-border logistics (see Table 10). It represents that the good service 

quality has a significant influence on performance growth of cross-border e-commerce freight 

forwarder. Language is in the fourth place in performance growth. 
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Table 10: The Pairwise Comparison Judgment Matrix of Critical Success Factors in Performance Growth of 
Interviewee 1 

Performance growth 
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Cross-border logistics 1  1  3  1   1/3 1  3  1  0.131 

ICT infrastructure 1  1  3  1   1/2 2  3  3  0.167 

Online payment  1/3  1/3 1  1   1/3  1/3 1   1/3 0.061 

Foreign language 1  1  1  1  1  2  1  1  0.125 

Service 3  2  3  1  1  2  2  2  0.208 

Talent 1   1/2 3   1/2  1/2 1  1   1/3 0.090 

After-sales service  1/3  1/3 1  1   1/2 1  1  3  0.101 

Customs clearance 1   1/3 3  1   1/2 3  1/3 1  0.116 

CR 0.09 RI 1.41 CI 0.13     

From the opinion of interviewee 1, obviously, service, ICT infrastructure, cross-border logistics and 

talent are in top four positions, followed by foreign language, customs clearance, after-sales service 

and online payment (see Table 11).  

Table 11: The Weight of Critical Success Factors of Interviewee 1 

 Work efficiency Customer 
satisfaction 

Cost reduction Performance 
growth 

Weight  
of CSFs 

Weight of criteria 0.123 0.376 0.156 0.344  

Cross-border logistics 0.136 0.169 0.153 0.131 0.149 

ICT infrastructure 0.169 0.151 0.113 0.167 0.153 

Online payment 0.056 0.068 0.057 0.061 0.062 

Foreign language 0.164 0.103 0.147 0.125 0.125 

Service 0.057 0.184 0.137 0.208 0.169 

Talent 0.198 0.132 0.163 0.090 0.130 

After-sales service 0.107 0.047 0.142 0.101 0.088 

Customs clearance 0.114 0.145 0.088 0.116 0.122 

4. After the weight of critical success factors of every interviewee was computed, the final priority of 

critical success factors is identified by calculating summary weight of all interviewees (see Table 12). 

According to the summary weight of all interviewees, it’s evident that service, ICT infrastructure, 

cross-border logistics and talent are top four critical factors of cross-border e-commerce freight 

forwarder. Foreign language is in fifth place, followed by customs clearance, after-sales service and 

online payment.  
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Table 12: The Priority Weight of Critical Success Factors 

 Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 Interviewee 3 Summary weight 
Cross-border logistics 0.149 0.154 0.148 0.451 

ICT infrastructure 0.153 0.158 0.189 0.500 

Online payment 0.062 0.058 0.057 0.177 

Foreign language 0.125 0.131 0.118 0.374 

Service 0.169 0.149 0.223 0.541 

Talent 0.130 0.137 0.110 0.377 

After-sales service 0.088 0.089 0.061 0.238 

Customs clearance 0.122 0.125 0.093 0.340 

5. After the influence level of critical success factors are determined, the hierarchy structure of the 

effect of language in working process of cross-border e-commerce is developed. AHP approach is 

used to make a pairwise comparison matrix and obtain the priority weights for working process with 

regards to the effect of language.  

Table 13: The Priority Weight of the Influence Level of Language in Working Process 

Language Pre-order Order-making transportantion After-sales Weight 
Pre-order 1 1/7 3 1/5 0.099 

Order-making 7 1 7 3 0.565 
transportation 1/3 1/7 1 1/5 0.055 

After-sales 5 1/3 5 1 0.280 
C.R 0.088     

The priority weight of the influence level of language in working process is shown in Table 13. 

According to AHP theory, the value of CR in this numerical example is 0.088, so the result is 

considered acceptable. As Table 13 shown, the language mostly effects on the order-making process, 

follow by after-sales service process, pre-order process and transportation process. 

V. Results and Discussion 

The cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder belongs to the service industry, which as a 

communication intermediate between China’s e-commerce producers and Thailand’s customers. 

Hence the service quality plays a most critical role in the development of the cross-border 

e-commerce freight forwarder industry. The cross-border e-commerce freight forwarder helps both 

sides to overcome the obstacles in language, online payment, cross-border logistics, and after-sales 

process. The freight forwarder act as a platform provides order-making service, transportation of the 

batch and scattering commodities from China to different destination in Thailand. The results 

illustrated that multiple language talent plays a demonstrably important role in order-making 

process and after-sales process. The multiple language talent is conducive to increase work 

efficiency and reduce false assembly. 

Therefore, in order to improve work efficiency and cost reduction, the managers should concentrate 

on the team management and training of employees, along with recruiting multilingual cross-border 

e-commerce talents. Moreover, the freight forwarder is supposed to pay more attention to 

improving the service quality, reduce cross-border transport time and cost, enhance ICT system 

performance continuously, so as to improve the customer satisfaction and performance growth. 
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VI. Conclusions 

This paper utilized CSF concept to determine the critical success factors of cross-border e-commerce 

freight forwarder, and proposed AHP approach to determine the influence level of language and the 

process that language most effect on. This paper synthesizes the priorities of criteria and critical 

success factors by using a nine-point scale. Pairwise comparison is used to determine the priorities 

of each pair of factors.  

The numerical example in this paper found that service, ICT infrastructure, cross-border logistics, 

talent and foreign language are top five critical success factors for cross-border e-commerce freight 

forwarder between China and Thailand. Thus, the organization should concentrate more on the 

importance of the critical factors and its effects. Cross-border e-commerce requires not only 

practitioners of e-commerce capabilities while requiring practitioners to master the relevant foreign 

language and cross-cultural communication. Multiple languages talents are an essential bridge of 

cross-border e-commerce, who can represent the company or individual to smoothly communicate 

with consumers and providers. 

This paper's findings provide new theoretical grounds to research the effect of language on working 

process of freight forwarder. Besides, this paper also provides an empirical assessment of the 

essential components in cross-border e-commerce and implications of the means to prioritize critical 

success factors.  

The future research can expand to more various companies and more various commodity categories, 

and implicate in real practice. The outcomes of this paper enable managers to make better decisions 

during framing strategies in improving cross-border e-commerce performance effectively. 
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Abstract 

Football in other countries may fully be business. It is different in Thailand, most of football teams 

are dominated by politicians. The turning point of Thai football league is not only from external 

factor from AFC as many people believe but it also relate to internal factor from Thai politics context. 

Especially after the coup in 2006, when politics was frozen. Those politicians have used football as a 

tool to maintain their popularity. Meanwhile political power is also greatly advantageous to football 

teams. For example, stadium, sponsor, etc. Therefore, Thai Politics and football are inseparable. 

Keywords: Thai Politics, Thai Football Clubs 

 

 

Introduction 

The new era of the Thai Premier League was in 2008 which rapidly gained the popularity from local 

fans around the country. The number of fans have been growing substantially from only a couple of 

hundreds spectators in each match into thousands of them. It has been estimated that each of the 

Thai Premier League clubs was likely to invest 10-100 million baht annually to build up their clubs. 

Each club hires not only Thai football players, but also includes many foreign players into the club 

(Katjinakul, 2017). Thailand national football club advanced into the final round of several 

continental tournaments. The growth of Thai football industry was preliminary assessed and a 

projected turnover from Thai football related business was estimated at 12 billion Thai baht for 2016 

(Thansettakij, 2016). While Thailand's domestic politics was the main internal factor influencing Thai 

football industry, Asian Football Confederation (AFC) was the main external factor that improved 

Thai football industry. The AFC had a plan called as Vision Asia programme 2008 with an aim of 

professionalism and a growth of Asian football as equivalent to those of European’s. There is an 

announcement of regulations for every football club to register a legal corporate or run as a 

business. This results in capitals gathered by each football club in order to reach the goal of 

professionalism for its club. Capital is a major factor for each club to create a sustainable 

environment and development. 

                                                           
*
 This paper was the revised version of its original paper: Politics and Football in Thailand. The revision was 

made with more current information added to make the paper more clear and concise. The purpose of this 
paper was to show that many Thai politicians, still today, have aligned themselves with football clubs, 
reflecting unique Thai society’s characteristics thought football. 
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Politicians and Their Football Clubs 

Before the inception of today’s Thai League, most of Thai League football clubs in the past were the 

organization of government authorities club that based in Bangkok and Metropolitan. The purpose 

of having a football club at that time was to promote the organizations. Meanwhile, the other local 

clubs were competing in the semi-pro league called the Provincial League and gradually were 

promoted to higher leagues. In 2017, there are total of 36 clubs in Toyota Thai League (T1) and 

M-150 Championship (T2). Among the 36 clubs (18 clubs in each league), 23 clubs are provincial 

teams which are 11 clubs from T1 league and 12 clubs from T2 league. Looking back in 2008, there 

were only 10 provincial clubs from both leagues altogether. 

There are 20 football clubs, more than half of all clubs in the T1 and T2 leagues, have either the 

politicians or their families as chairman of the clubs. These 20 clubs are Krabi FC, Port FC, Chonburi 

FC, Chainat FC, Nakhonpathom United, Nakhonratchasima Mazda FC, Bangkok FC, Buriram United, 

Prachuap FC, Rayong FC, Ratchaburi Mitr Phol FC, Lampang FC, Sisaket FC, Songkhla United, 

Samutsongkhram FC, Singha Chiangrai United, Sukhothai FC, Suphanburi FC, Angthong FC, and Ubon 

UMT United (for additional detail see Table 1.). 

The Thai Premier League also contains 7 government authority’s organization clubs, comprised of 

government agency’s clubs for instances Army United FC, Air Force Central FC, Royal Thai Navy FC, 

Kasetsart FC, Police Tero FC, and state enterprise’s clubs for instances Port FC, PTT Rayong FC. The 

rest of the clubs, in small number, belongs to private business investors.  

In particular, when we look at the highest league we can clearly see the increase in number of the 

clubs owned by politicians. Among the 18 clubs, there were 7 clubs owned by politicians in 2011 

(Kanparit, 2011, p. 147), 9 clubs in 2013 (Vititanon, 2014, pp. 132-136), and then 10 clubs in 2017. 

Numbers of Thai football clubs that are run by politicians or their families involve both local and 

national politics. For Example, Wittaya Khunpluem, chairman of the Chonburi FC Football Club, is the 

president of Chonburi Provincial Administrative Organization. He is a younger brother of Sonthaya 

Khunpluem, the leader of the Phalang Chon Party. Newin Chidchob, Buriram United FC’s chairman, is 

the leader of Bhumjaithai Party. Newin’s wife, Karuna Chidchob, is the president of Buriram 

Provincial Administrative Organization. 

More than any other parties, the Democrat Party has formed strong relationships with 6 football 

clubs. Pheu Thai Party has formed relationships with 4 clubs, and Bhumjaithai Party has form 

relationships with 3 clubs (see Table 1.). 

Among several government service positions, president of Provincial Administrative Organization is 

the most common position found running football clubs. The 5 presidents of Provincial 

Administrative Organization running football clubs are Sunee Sommee (Lampang), Anucha Nakasai 

(Chainat), Wittaya Khunpluem (Chonburi), Songkiat Limanurak (Prachuap Khiri Khan), and Niphon 

Bunyamanee (Songkla). There are 4 family’s members of presidents of Provincial Administrative 

Organization running football clubs. They are Miti Tiyapairat – a son of a former president of Chiang 

Rai Provincial Administrative Organization, Somsak Thepsutin – an older brother of a president of 

Sukhothai Provincial Administrative Organization, Newin Chidchob – a husband of a president of 

Buriram Provincial Administrative Organization, and Somkiat Kittidhrakul – a younger brother of a 

president of Krabi Provincial Administrative Organization. 

Political involvement is obvious in Regional League Division 2, Northern Region. In 2013, among the 
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total of 16 Northern regional clubs, there were 13 of them (more than 80%) having politicians as a 

club chairman. 11 of the politicians were directly working for political parties. 6 of them working for 

Pheu Thai Party, while the rest working for other parties. The only football club that has its politician 

chairman from The Democrat Party was Phrae United FC. These facts showed that football clubs in 

Thailand are still relying so much on politicians (Vititanon, 2014, pp. 137-138). 

Around 2 years before the significant changes of Thai football league in the lead to the new era of 

the Thai Premier League, Thai coup d'état took place on 19 September 2006 resulted in Thai Prime 

Minister Thaksin Shinawatra being forced out, 4 political parties were dissolved with the total of 220 

former party members banned from participating in politics for 5 years twice in a roll, in 2007 and 

2008. While waiting to get back into Thai politics again, many of these banned politicians have 

changed their focus into running football clubs instead (see Table 1.). 

The table below showed that 10 football clubs struggled with the impact of the coup. Eventually 

most of the clubs could fully ran their clubs again in late 2009. The table does not include those 

banned politicians who was running football clubs in different leagues, such as Euro Cake League Pro 

(T3), Euro Cake League (T4) or Regional League (Division 2) in the past. Some of the politicians 

running football clubs in these different leagues were Veerapol Adireksarn – a chairman of Saraburi 

FC (a younger brother of Pongpol and Yongyot Adireksarn), Wuttipong Chaisang – a chairman of 

Chachoengsao Hi-Tech FC (a younger brother of Chaturon Chaisang), Chaiya Angkinun – a chairman 

of Phetchaburi FC (a son of Bubpha Angkinun), and Sugarno Mata – a chairman of Yala United FC (a 

younger brother of Wan Muhamad Noor Matha). 

In case of leading football clubs abroad like in Premier League, La Liga, Serie A, Bundesliga, or Ligue, 

we have rarely seen the football teams owned by politician. One of the important cases was A.C. 

Milan, the Italian football club, which once was owned by Silvio Berlusconi, the former Prime 

Minister. 
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Table 1 

Club Name of Chairman/Political Position Payty/Political 

Organization 

Remark 

Krabi FC Somkiat Kittidhrakul - a younger brother of a 

president of Krabi PAO. 

Democrat Party  

Port FC Nualphan Lamsam - an advisory committee of 

Democratic Party 

Democrat Party  

Chonburi FC Wittaya Khunpluem - the president of Chonburi PAO Phalang Chon Party * 

Chainat Hornbill FC Anucha Nakasai - the president of Chainat PAO Bhumjaithai Party * 

Nakhon Pathom United Panuwat Sasomsub - a son of Chaiya Sasomsap Pheu Thai Party *, ** 

Nakhonratchasima Mazda FC Wannarat Channukul - the leader of Chart Pattana 

Party. 

Chart Pattana Party * 

Bangkok FC Nattaphon Teepsuwan - a former MP Democrat Party  

Buriram United Newin Chidchob - the leader of Bhumjaithai Party Bhumjaithai Party * 

Prachuap FC Songkiat Limanurak - the president of Prachuap Khiri 

Khan PAO 

Democrat Party  

Rayong FC Dechathorn Ropplekha - a member of Rayong PAO 

council 

Democrat Party  

Ratchaburi Mitr Phol FC Boonying Nitikarnjana - a former MP Bhumjaithai Party ** 

Lampang FC Sunee Sommee - the president of Lampang PAO Pheu Thai Party  

Sisaket FC Tanet Khruerat - a former MP Pheu Thai Party  

Songkhla United Niphon Bunyamanee - the president of Songkhla PAO Democrat Party  

Samutsongkhram FC Somchai Tunprasert - the Mayor of Samutsongkhram 

Municipality 

n/a  

Singha Chiangrai United  Miti Tiyapairat - a son of Yongyuth Tiyapairat Pheu Thai Party ** 

Sukhothai FC Somsak Thepsutin - the leader of Matchima group. Matchima group *, ** 

Suphanburi FC Warawut Silpaarcha - a former MP Chart Thai Party ** 

Angthong FC Somsak Pitsanananthakul - a former MP Chart Thai Party ** 

Ubon UMT United FC Veerasak Jinarat – a former Senator Matchima group  

 

*: The effects of the dissolution of political parties and the 1st revocation of the election rights in 2007 on oneself or the member of the family. 

**: The effects of the dissolution of political parties and the 2nd revocation of the election rights in 2008 on oneself or the member of the family 
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Patron-client Relationships in Thai Football Industry 

Although there was an announcement of regulations for every football club to register a legal 

corporate or establish as a company, football clubs in Thailand still very much involved with political 

power and Patron-client relationship. As we can see that many chairmen of Thai football clubs are 

politicians. 

In general football clubs have revenues through four main channels: ticket sales, TV broadcast deals, 

sponsorships and souvenirs. Top football clubs in Europe often have quite equal percentages of 

revenues from all channels, while Thai football clubs have only one major revenue, sponsorships. 

Stadiums 

One of major issues of Thai league clubs is that many football clubs do not have their own stadium. In 

the top Thai professional league, Thai League T1, there are only 6 football clubs that have their own 

stadiums which are Singha Stadium of Chiangrai United FC, I-Mobile Stadium of Buriram United FC, 

Leo Stadium of Bangkok Glass FC, SCG Stadium of Muangthong United FC, Mitr Phol Stadium of 

Ratchaburi Mitr Phol FC, and UMT Stadium of Ubon UMT United FC. Besides the 6 mentioned 

stadiums, many other stadiums are belong to Local Administrative Organizations. There are 10 

stadiums used in T1 and T2 league, are owned by Provincial Administrative Organizations (PAO) for 

examples, Chonburi Stadium - a home stadium of Chonburi FC, Thalay Luang Stadium - a home 

stadium of Sukhothai FC. There are 4 stadiums used in T1 and T2 league, are owned by Sports 

Authority of Thailand (SAT) for examples, The 700th Anniversary Stadium - a home stadium of Chiang 

Mai FC, Tinsulanon Stadium - a home stadium of Songkhla United FC.  

There are some interesting facts here. 1) In those provinces where the owners, politicians, of football 

clubs and the politicians from the opposition party have conflict of interests. Those clubs may end up 

not able to use provincial stadium as their home stadium at all. The provincial stadiums are under the 

custodianship of PAO. The football clubs cannot use the stadium or charge high price of a seat 

without PAO’s permission. Otherwise the clubs may have to find another stadium instead. This was 

the case for several Thai football clubs for examples Chiang Rai United FC, and Osotspa M-150 

Samutprakan FC. 2) When the politicians who own the football clubs are in power, in the government 

party, they may channel excessive state funds into developing their own rural provinces and football 

clubs including the provincial stadium. The clear example of this was The Suphanburi Provincial 

Stadium, a home stadium of Suphanburi FC. The stadium constantly received construction projects 

sponsored and funded by Sports Authority of Thailand 3) when the football clubs have good 

relationship with politicians in the government party, they may rent the provincial stadium with 

special lower rate such as Chiangmai FC, or some football club may use the stadium without any 

charge. This probably because the government employees hope for relationship-building with 

in-power politicians. 

Sponsorships 

As mentioned above, main income of Thai football clubs comes from sponsorships. The sponsorships 

often rely on personal connection which is a mutually beneficial relationship between sponsor and 

recipient. Those football clubs that have a chairman with high political position will find it easier to 

get sponsor for the club. One of the Thai politicians, Newin Chidchob, chairman of Buriram United FC, 
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admitted to this fact through an interview43. He stated that because of his political connections while 

he was in the government party, Thailand's most modern New I-Mobile Stadium was able to be 

quickly built for Buriram United FC’s home games to replace the old stadium (Khao Kradong Stadium) 

which owned by Buriram PAO. 

Top 5 football clubs that have the highest revenue from having the Chang sponsor’s logos on their 

jerseys are Buriram United FC, Sukhothai FC, Chonburi FC, Suphanburi FC, and Police Tero FC 

respectively. Among the 5, 4 of them are owned by politicians. Compared with England’s Premier 

League, most of football teams are supported by online betting companies. For many clubs, their 

sponsorship deals rely on close relationships with their sponsors for examples Nakhon Ratchasima FC 

and Mazda, Muangthong United FC and SCG, Ratchaburi FC and Mitr Phol, Chiang Rai FC and Singha, 

Sisaket FC and Muang Thai Insurance. Those clubs ran by private companies often receive 

sponsorships from one of the company’s owned businesses. For examples Bangkok United FC is 

sponsored by True Corp, Bangkok Glass is sponsored by Leo beer, and Thai Honda Ladkrabang FC is 

sponsored by Honda. 

Most of football clubs in lower leagues are sponsored by beer businesses. In 2012, approximately 

there are 33 clubs (28%), out of the total of 117 clubs, having beer company logos as their 

shirt-front-center sponsorships. This number has not yet included those clubs having beer 

companies’ logos on other parts of their jerseys than the center front. About 70% of the logos was 

Leo beer, Boon Rawd Brewery, while 30% was Chang beer (Vititanon, 2012). In 2016, when we 

specifically look at the clubs in Regional League Northern Division, 10 clubs (63%) out of the total of 

16 clubs are sponsored by beer businesses: 6 clubs sponsored by Leo beer, while 4 clubs sponsored 

by Chang beer (Vititanon, 2014, pp. 137-138). 

The football matches of those clubs sponsored by beer companies will only have the beer of that 

particular companies available for sale at football stadiums. This fact alone shows a close connection 

between Thai football and beer industries. However, selling beer around the stadium could become 

an issue, if the football clubs do not have their own stadium but instead rent or use government 

stadium. According to Thai law, the Alcohol Control Act, it is illegal to sell, buy, or drink alcohol at 

government offices or owned-by-government places. Once Phuket FC has lost sponsorship deal with 

Thai Beverage because of a ban on alcohol sales in and around the club's Phuket City home ground. 

For minor sponsorships (logos on other minor parts on the football club’s T-shirt), some football 

clubs are sponsored by government agencies or state enterprises through the connections with 

politicians who owns the clubs. For the football clubs outside of Bangkok, many sponsorships come 

from big or well-known businesses and companies in the provinces. 

Special Benefits 

Having a politician runs a football club may lead to using state resources for private benefit, which in 

fact is the cost that the club should pay for, for examples spending budget of local government 

agency on advertising boards, having hundreds of police officers as security or traffic police for a 

football match, providing transport to get the football fans to matches, and having government 

agency personnel come to cheer the club at a football match. 

                                                           
43

 For examples, “…I think the only experience helpful for running the football club was building up 
connections, or finding sponsorship deals for the club. It is not to use our power over others, but rather 
showing them that if they get involved in running the football clubs, what exactly will they get in return…”, 
From Newin Chidchob Created in Buriram, Creative Thailand Magazine, Vol. 3 No. 9 June 2012, 32, “…during 
my early years, I still had political connections. The connections helped me gain quite many sponsorship deals 
for the football club. However lately I have not been exercising any of those political connections at all…”, 
From Football a New Business in Thailand, Strategy+Marketing Magazine, Vol. 12 No. 136 July 2013, 60-81. 
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Football clubs in lower leagues rely more on patron-client relationships for many of them are not 

financially strong enough to survive and be profitable by themselves. It is harder for new football 

clubs to survive with no supports through politicians’ connections for stadium, sponsorship, security, 

public relation, traffic management and etc. 

Football as a Gaining Popularity Tool 

The establishment of a regional league, where the concept of localism: the one province one football 

club policy is brought in as the key strategy, has facilitated a connection of local and national wealthy 

investors, and drove the clubs to success. We can clearly see localism through the football clubs’ 

logos. For instances, Chiang Rai United FC uses rhinoceros beetle or fighting beetle as its logo, while 

Buriram United FC’s logo is Phanom Rung stone castle. Many of the football fans bought the football 

club car stickers that has the clubs’ logo on it. They bought football club jerseys and wear them on 

their everyday life. They spent their weekends at the stadium watching football matches. All of these 

become more and more common and can be seen everywhere in Thailand, especially on the days of 

football matches. Localism has attracted enormous interest from those who see the potential, 

including politicians, of making some serious benefit from the sport.  

In the paper of Dorsey and Sebastian (2013), they mentioned cultural and political traits that drew 

politicians into football. Those traits are as follows: 

1. Majority of clubs rely on local government funds to run their programs. 

2. Football remains a channel for politicians for creating a positive public image, mass 

mobilization, and a source of support for a general election. 

3. Majority of football fans are new potential voters in an election. 

Politicians who own or support football clubs may open their speech for a nomination to the fans at a 

football stadium during the half-time break or after a football match. Besides presenting personal 

qualification and policies, those politicians also show their football team performance for political 

campaign as well. Football has become a political tool for creating a positive public image. 

Football fans are potential voters and could possibly have a multiplier effect being able to influence 

their family members, relatives, friends and colleagues to vote for the politicians running their 

favorite football clubs. During election season, football fans assist candidates by running electoral 

campaigns, and putting candidate’s ballot number or name on all cheering equipment. 

Politicians who won elections will in return bring in funding and financial supports, from 

government's budgets, to the football clubs. However, in recent years, it has been difficult to do so 

because Thailand’s National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) is now in power since coup in 2014 

and has been strictly checking and controlling local budgets and spending plans. 

Siriwat (2012, pp. 38-39) mentioned the same way in her thesis that football has served political 

functions for those in power as the fan clubs provide as political bases for those in power. She has 

also pointed out that local politicians and local administrative organizations in Thailand were part of 

Thai football clubs’ success as they provided the clubs with their resources. She explained that 

Chonburi FC has become a sense of pride like never before. If viewed as a social system, the football 

club, Chonburi PAO and the community are agents, relying on one another to maintain and 

reproduce the structure of the community. 

The favor of using football as the political tool was first significantly originated by Thaksin 

Shinawatra, the former Thai Prime Minister between 2001 to 2006. He and his party had successfully 

used football to accomplish the popularity. As the head of the government, Thaksin had an idea of 
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investing in professional football team like Liverpool. 

When the 2006 coup occurred, Thaksin fled the country. In 2007, he bought Manchester City and 

owned the team for almost two years. Even though he got a lot of criticisms, he clearly got political 

advantage from this investment. Almost every match Manchester City played absolutely, as the 

owner of the team, the broadcast also showed his face. That means Thai people could see him as 

well. Including bringing some Thai national players to train with the club in England and selling shirts 

which had his name on, therefore he could maintain his popularity among Thais. All of his efforts of 

being recognized had become the role model for many Thai politicians.  

All the facts mentioned above has been characterizing Thai football industry in unique ways as 

following. 1) Different from other countries, Thai football fans cheer not only for players and 

managers of the clubs, but also for the club’s chairmen/politicians. The football club flags and 

marketing boards often have a portrait of the club’s chairman on them. For example, the flag of 

Sukhothai FC has a portrait of its president Somsak Thepsuthin with a word ‘The Hero’ on it. During 

the football matches, many football clubs’ chairman often sit with the players and coaches, not 

separately like we usually seen in Europe and other countries. 2) Political conflicts affect a football 

match in terms of number of spectators, atmosphere in the stadium, and football fans’ behaviors. For 

example, during the football match between Chiangmai FC and Buriram FC in 2010, violence erupted 

in the crowd as the fans started to yell and throw bottles and fireworks into the ground. This was 

because the Chiang Mai football fans who were Red Shirt supporters wanted to express their hatred 

of Nawin Chidchop as he shifted from the People Power Party (PPP) to the opposition Democrat 

Party during the 2008 Thai political crisis. 

Conclusions 

Thailand is among a very few countries in the world where football clubs are monopolized by 

politician in different contexts from other countries which run football as a business. In contrast Thai 

football is used by politicians to gain personal popularity before they involve in politics or to maintain 

their roles. Meanwhile, government power also supports the management of football club. All 

successful clubs have thrived by relying on state power. To run the club without any political power 

would be a difficult task because they are closely related inevitably. Therefore, football and politics 

are inseparable. This is Thai political feature that just happened in the post-Thaksin era. 
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Abstract 

In common with other mainland Southeast Asian countries, Thailand has historically been dominated 

by a primate city, Bangkok, in which all principal economic, social, political, religious and monarchical 

institutions have been concentrated. Awareness of the problems that this concentration has caused 

has been recognized in developmental plans since the 1950s, when efforts at decentralization were 

first introduced. Assisted by improvements in transportation infrastructure made during the Cold 

War period, initiatives such as the creation of the Northern Region Industrial Estate have been 

intended to develop other parts of the country to modify migration flows and reduce income 

inequalities which have become more marked through the years. The Board of Investment has been 

instrumental in offering incentives to foreign and domestic investors in industrial estates to the north 

of Bangkok in Pathum Thani and Ayutthaya, where good roads link the places of production with the 

markets of the capital and the main port of Laem Chabang. Currently, the border special economic 

zone policy aims, insofar as its objectives have been coherently stated, to promote development in 

border regions which can take advantage of cross-border trade and investment. In these efforts, 

success has usually been achieved when public sector agencies have provided what private sector 

interests wanted and this is likely to continue in the future. This paper explores the various economic 

spatial initiatives that have taken place in the country and attempts to analyses when and where 

these have been successful and what lessons failures have been able to provide. 

Keywords: Thailand, special economic zones, economic geography, regional development 

 

 

1. Spatial Initiatives 

Thailand has maintained spatial economic initiatives since the introduction of the five-year National 

Economic and Social Development Plans (NESDP) in the decades after the ending of WWII (see Table 

1 below). This period saw the beginning of the Cold War period and gradual decolonization. The 

British state began to withdraw from Malaya (now Malaysia) and Burma (now Myanmar) and, after a 

lengthy and bitter struggle, the French state withdrew from Vietnam, Lao PDR and Cambodia. The 

French were effectively replaced by the USA, whose military forces were only expelled after a ruinous 

war that brought about Communist revolutions in the three countries concerned. The perceived 

threat of Communism was greatly increased by the victory of the Chinese Communist Party in the 

civil war that ended in 1949. As an ally of the west, Thailand required development to buttress itself 

from following its own revolution and some measure of redistribution of resources would help to 

dissuade the poor from throwing in their lot with revolution. The spatial dimension to this situation 

had become increasingly important because of the primate nature of the capital city Bangkok, under 

which all important social, economic, political, religious and monarchical institutions are clustered 

together in one place (McGee, 1967). 
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National Plan Urban and Spatial Development Guidelines 

1st, 1961-6 No priority 

2nd, 1967-71 Recommended decentralization to expedite rural development in the Northeastern 

Region 

3rd, 1972-6 Emphasis on measures to control population size and migration from rural areas to 

Bangkok recommended development of new towns as satellite towns of Bangkok 

4th, 1977-81 Developed regional cities as centers for rural-regional decentralization; developed 

Bangkok as the self-contained polycentric metropolis so that the inner zone, the 

suburbs and the outer zone could have economic and social centers of their own 

5th, 1982-6 Initiated development of economic areas in Eastern Seaboard to divert economic 

activities from Bangkok Metropolitan Region (BMR); formulated structural plan of 

BMR and identified specific roles for each community; developed five regional cities: 

Chiang Mai, Khon Kaen, Nakhon Ratchasima; Chonburi and Songkhla-Hat Yai 

6th, 1987-91 Formulated development policies on urban and specific areas, e.g. growth 

management of Bangkok through fiscal and legal measures and the Regional Cities 

development programme accelerated development in the Eastern Seaboard area 

and preparation for new economic zones in Upper Southern Region, Songkhla Lake 

Basin and Pakpanang Basin 

7th, 1992-6 Formulated development guidelines for BMR by coordinating infrastructure 

investments together with land and environmental management; continued 

development in Eastern Seaboard area; launched industrial development policy in 

Upper Central region with Saraburi province as the centers 

8th, 

1997-2001 

Continued development in Eastern Seaboard area, Southern Seaboard area, Western 

Seaboard area and the BMR; emphasis on economic cooperation with neighboring 

countries under the framework of the Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle 

(IMT-GT), Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) and Bay of Bengal Initiative for 

Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) 

9th, 2002-6 Formulated strategy on restructuring of sustainable rural and urban development 

through empowering community; developing livable city and community; reducing 

rural and urban poverty; developing benign urban-rural linkage and formulating 

strategy on regional, sub-regional and community development; launched provincial 

cluster development policy 

10th, 2007-11 Emphasis on strategy to empower community as country’s foundation; focused on 

participation of all partners in every step of development, especially in clarifying 

roles of development partners to be used as guidelines in formulation of action 

plans; continued provincial cluster development policy 

Table 1: Thailand’s Spatial Strategy, 1961-2011; source: adopted from Kmonwatananisa 2008:6-9. 
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The 11th plan, covering the period 2012-6, includes among its objectives the restructuring the 

economy towards inclusive growth, strengthening the agricultural sector, building interconnectivity 

across countries in the region towards socio-economic security and managing future disaster risks 

(NESDB, 2011). Of course, the technocratic discourse in these plans is aimed at demonstrating that 

Thailand’s development has been a foreseen, planned, rational and coherent process when, in 

reality, a great deal of ideological and interpersonal conflict has taken place behind the scenes. For 

example, the extensive role of cross-border labor migration in the country is almost completely 

ignored.  

The road system has been improved and extended, initially with US help and subsequently with The 

Asian Development Bank’s Asian Highway Network, particularly to the northeastern Isan region, 

where the country’s poorest agricultural lands are located. This was done on the Haussmannesque 

principle that the roads will provide more convenient access to military vehicles. In terms of 

redistribution, some concessions were offered by making available land for foreign direct investment 

and the encouragement of factory creation. Foreign capital, principally from Japan, was used to build 

some regional centers where manufacturing could take place, as well as agroindustrial processing, 

thereby beginning labor history in the country. The location of such centers has depended on some 

resource access issues and, to a lesser extent, market access. Consequently, extractive and chemical 

industry facilities became concentrated on the Eastern Seaboard region next to the sea from which 

hydrocarbons were being transported, while low labor costs in the north of Thailand provided the 

logic for the Northern Region Industrial Estate based at Lamphun. As a middle class emerged in 

Bangkok, it started to make sense for factories to open for consumer goods production to the north 

of the city in Ayutthaya and Pathum Thani. At this stage, the Board of Investment (BoI) was 

established to offer various incentives to potential investors and to guide them towards certain 

locations. The Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEAT) was established to build and supervise 

industrial estates within the public sector and to coordinate activities within and between them. 

Private sector operations were also permitted and companies such as Amata were formed to offer 

such services. Workers moved from the agricultural sector to the industrial sector to take the better 

paying jobs that had become available and migrated to where the factories were located. This 

brought about various kinds of social change. 

So far, this historical development has followed an internal logic and replicates what might be found 

in other rapidly industrializing nations. However, in more recent years, different initiatives have been 

used with different and, sometimes, contradictory apparent purposes. This paper seeks to investigate 

these differences and try to explain their purpose and effects. It continues with a brief exploration of 

the theoretical framework of this use of economic geography and will then go on to highlight the 

development of secondary cities, border areas and other spatial initiatives. 

2. Theoretical Framework 

Lenin’s theory of uneven and combined development helps explain differential rates of development 

across geographic areas but perhaps might be supplemented by a greater awareness of the agency 

which both public and private sector organizations have to create new forms of nature (cf. Novack, 

n.d.). Initially, the uneven distribution of natural resources leads to the location of various economic 

activities: mining, for example, takes place where minerals may be found and markets will flourish 

where land and water routes cross. Population centers will be created where these markets intersect 

with sacred or kingly imaginings and artisans will gradually gravitate towards these areas. In the 

Mekong region, low population densities and a preponderance of difficult terrain meant that the 
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endemic warfare has been based on forcible capture and relocation of communities, preferably 

communities of skilled artisans. Population growth was made possible by surplus food produced by 

agriculture which enabled urban areas to be sustained and this followed the rice frontier (Baker & 

Phongpaichit, 2014). That is, wet rice paddy land spread along the banks of rivers and streams before 

large-scale irrigation projects was created. Consequently, human development was both shaped by 

natural geography and in turn also shaped the environment. Second nature represents the stage of 

economic development at which human endeavor has changed the land so as to make use of 

comparative advantages provided by the uneven distribution of resources (Smith, 2010). Third nature 

represents a subsequent form of economic development during which human endeavor modifies 

existing forms of comparative advantage and creates new ones that are related to more 

sophisticated types of production and consumption. For example, virtual connectivity is required for 

the acquisition and provision of many of the advanced services which become available as part of the 

knowledge-based economy (Walsh, 2013). As infrastructure has developed, it has become possible to 

locate economic activities in a wide range of locations because the transaction costs of 

transportation have declined relatively. Location designs for inward investment projects may still be 

influenced by basic incentives such as tax reductions and tariff rebates but are likely to become 

influenced by additional considerations, including complementarity of resources, ability to establish 

global value chains and the degree to which an investment facility is desired to be embedded within 

the local economy. Industrial estates then move to becoming special economic zones (SEZs) (various 

terminologies are possible) which offer more sophisticated mixtures of incentives which might be 

aimed at encouraging specific types of economic activity or help foster networks or clusters of 

companies within different sectors (cf. Porter, 1998). These effects are based on proximity which, 

since the time of Marshall (1890) at least, has been known to be linked with idea generation and 

enhanced creativity through sharing knowledge and ideas. 

At the same time, cities, even in primate city states, do develop in response to demographic and 

economic changes. They do so in different ways: “Market towns offer internal economies of scale. 

Medium towns present external economies of localization. Larger cities generate external economies 

of urbanization associated with diversity and innovation. City regions lead to scale, localization, 

urbanization, and networking economies (Mohanty, 2014:2). Cities are essential for economic 

development because it is only cities which can provide the combination of labor, markets, capital 

and infrastructure necessary to make possible the two central activities of such development, which 

are import substitution and innovation (Jacobs, 1985). However, these are not issues devoid of 

political context. Indeed, under neoliberalism, spatial initiatives are controlled by capital owners 

whose activities are privileged above those of the people. Where capital wills it, people are expelled 

from the system and forced to move elsewhere, to regions currently less favored (Sassen, 2014).  

Governmental attempts to recognize, redress or take advantage of these issues are referred to in this 

paper as spatial economic initiatives and they can take place at a variety of scales, from the national 

down to the community levels.  

3. Forms of Spatial Initiative 

The principal forms of spatial initiative that have been used in Thailand include the following: 

- Location of SEZs. Current government policy calls for more than ten SEZs to be built in border 

regions across the country. These SEZs will apparently include an industrial estate and a border 

trading zone, possibly incorporating duty-free trading. It is possible that day return migrant 
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workers will be used in factories which are supposed to feature value-adding activities. To date, 

very little progress has been made in building any of these zones (see Tables 2 and 3); 

- Infrastructure development. In addition to the Asian Highway Network led by the Asian 

Development Bank, the government has published numerous plans to build roads, waterways 

and railroads across the country, in some cases in conjunction with Chinese and Korean interests. 

Not much progress has been made outside Bangkok, although within the capital several projects 

involving new or extended line are progressing for the two public transport systems; 

- The East West Economic Corridor (EWEC) and the North South Economic Corridor (NSEC), in 

addition to the Eastern Economic Corridor which exists within Thailand only. These initiatives 

have a transnational provenance and aim to take advantage not just of adjustments to the 

capital-labor relationship but also to cross-border complementarities or arbitrage opportunities. 

The NSEC has been accompanied by free trade agreements with China and the ability to send 

goods by rapid transportation from Singapore in the south to Shanghai and beyond in the north 

and has been successful, albeit in the disruptive manner that capitalist developments tend to be. 

The EWEC has been less successful, since geography and history have determined that east-west 

connections in the Mekong region are much less practical and important than north-south ones 

(especially since the latter could take advantage of relatively convenient valley movement. The 

EWEC concept depended at least in part on currently unmet supply conditions in terms of 

infrastructure (e.g. deep sea ports on the southwest coast of Myanmar and the eastern part of 

Vietnam (building on Da Nang) and also demand conditions – what are the goods and services 

required from this economic area that are not available elsewhere? These various conditions 

have meant that the EWEC has been both problematic to build and to operate successfully; 

- Bangkok has been undergoing quite extensive gentrification since the coup of 2014. This has 

been accompanied by the forcible movement of various street vending area and the dispersal of 

various long-term but informal residential communities. This has also occurred in popular 

tourism destinations such as Phuket and Pattaya, apparently for aesthetic reasons, although 

state agencies have used a discourse of criminality. Attempts to reorganize the large number of 

public transport tourist vans have been part of this policy, which is being resisted through the 

politics of everyday living; 

- Some specific initiatives have been planned to meet local geographical conditions. For instance, 

many plans have been made but have not yet been approved or implemented to dig a canal 

across the Kra Isthmus. Such a canal would represent the largest earthwork construction in the 

world but would have considerable advantages for shipping, especially Chinese shipping which 

would no longer have to sail through the Straits of Malacca. The building of bridges across the 

River Mekong might also be seen as attempts to promote the new patterns of economic 

development; 

- Very limited decentralization of power has taken place and, where it has done, it is often the 

result of activities by local government authorities. For example, some agencies in the Isan region 

have been adding names of buildings and roads in local dialects in addition to the Central Thai 

dialect. 

In addition to planned initiatives, change has also arisen from successful forms of commercial and 

independent development in some of the emerging secondary cities of Thailand. In the case of Nong 

Khai and Udon Thani, cities have profited from the emergent Lao middle class in Vientiane who will 

cross the border for health, leisure and retail activities. Udon Thani now has a population in excess of 

1.5 million and has begun to attract Bangkok developers aiming to build large condominium projects 
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to house working people with higher levels of income (and also for those planning to sublease) 

(Katharangsiporn, 2013). Private sector operations also drive regional development. Tesco Lotus, for 

example, has developed an extensive range of retail stores of various sizes throughout Thailand and, 

to support effective distribution, has built large centers in important locations such as Pathum Thani, 

Ayutthaya, Khon Kaen and Surat Thani which are significant in creating jobs and increasing the 

demand for accommodation and related services (Jitpleecheep, 2015). It can also be the case that 

cross-border economic activities can lead to improvements in a local economy in terms of the 

residential and retail sectors. In Aranyaprathet on the border with Cambodia, for example, money 

earned in the Poipet casino complex seems to be largely responsible for the rapid growth of the city 

(Katharangsiporn, 2014). 

Other cities, such as Khon Kaen and Chiang Mai, have developed as regional centers. In other cases, 

there has been tourism-led development. More generally, enhanced connectivity through 

telecommunications and virtual networks has revolutionized many forms of work and made possible 

telecommuting and the footloose professional (Webster, 2006). That is, there is a set of professionals 

who can do their work outside of an office environment and can submit assignments or code 

electronically and be paid the same way. Such professionals might prefer to live in a salubrious 

environment such as Phuket or Chiang Mai and communicate via internet with their work-based 

networked stakeholders. There is a clear incentive for people to do this but it becomes problematic if 

people are working in Thailand (in this case) without paying taxes or having a work permit. Internet 

cafes which they might use to communicate with others would also be vulnerable to charges of 

breaking the law by facilitating such activities and some have run into trouble this way (and have also 

been raided with respect to the roles of users with respect to illegal gambling, child sex rings, 

potential acts of terrorism and acts of lèse majesté).  

As mentioned above, the border SEZ approach is being promoted by the current administration as a 

means of propelling the country’s economy forward, at a time when it is faltering for a variety of 

reasons. A two year, two phase plan for border SEZs was announced. In the first phase, they will be 

created at Tak (Mae Sot district), Sa Kaeo (Aranyaprathet district), Songkhla (Sadao district), Trat, 

Mukdahan and Nong Khai. The special zones will cover 10 districts and 36 tambons with a combined 

area of 2,932 square kilometers (Theparat, 2015b). Five or six additional provinces will be developed 

for the following year. In general, the announcements were met with little enthusiasm in the 

provinces affected, although in part this might be because of lack of understanding of what it will 

entail and, in any case, the land prices began rocketing very soon afterwards. Nong Khai is currently 

scheduled to be part of a second wave of SEZs to be launched as cross-border schemes within the 

next two years, along with areas in the provinces of Chiang Rai, Kanchanaburi, Nakhon Phanom, and 

Narathiwat. In the first year, the first phase is as follows: “Tak, Mukdahan, Songkhla, Sa Kaeo and 

Trat provinces which will span 10 districts and 36 tambons with a combined area of 2,932 square 

kilometers. The development plan, starting with Mae Sot in Tak and Aranyapathet in Sa Kaeo, will be 

carried out from 2015-6 (Post Reporters, 2015). To some extent, the SEZs will be used to house (in 

part) already existing or emerging agro-industrial clusters such as tea and saa paper in the north of 

Thailand (Apisitniram, 2014). 
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Province Neighboring Border Trade Value (billion baht) % change 

 Country 2011 2012  

Songkhla  Malaysia 603.21 557.72 -7.54 

Kanchanaburi Myanmar 104.36 108.71 4.00 

Nong Khai Laos 45.14 64.07 29.55 

Sa Kaeo Cambodia 38.22 51.32 25.53 

Mukdahan Laos  41.82 49.97 16.31 

Tak Myanmar 22.10 3937 43.87 

Chiang Rai Myanmar, Laos 34.01 39.24 13.33 

Trat Cambodia 21.91 24.94 12.15 

Ranong Myanmar 25.33 19.99 -26.71 

Ubon Ratchathani Cambodia, Laos 11.09 13.33 16.80 

  982.21 1,011.72 2.92 

Table 2: Leading Thai Provinces for Cross-Border Trading; source: Commerce Ministry.
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Province No. of 

Projects 

Value 

(baht) 

Principal Activities Principal 

Sources 

Tak 22 3.5 bn  Plastic packaging, underwear, 

sportswear, machinery 

China, Taiwan, 

Myanmar 

Songkhla 6 1.7 bn Rubber gloves, latex, ceramics, herbs Thailand, 

Malaysia 

Mukdahan 4 831.5 

mn 

Construction materials, plastic bags, 

animal feed, plastic packaging 

Thailand, China, 

Japan 

Sa Kaeo 3 1.3 bn Aluminium heat sinks, plastic products Thailand 

Kanchanaburi 2 639.6 

mn 

Shrimp feed, animal feed  

Nong Khai 1 310 mn Containers and pallets  

Trat 3 568.4 

mn 

Containers, plastic pellets, consumer 

goods 

Thailand, 

Australia 

Chiang Rai 1 16 mn Crepe rubber  

Narathiwat 0    

Nakhon 

Phanom 

0    

Table 3: Proposed Projects for BSEZs as of March 28
th

, 2017; sources: Theparat, 2016, 2017
45

 

The Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI), an influential government think tank, argues 

that the border SEZ concept is not guaranteed to be a success and does not inspire confidence in 

terms of how incentives and privileges have been determined. Insofar as the zones will be used to 

return to the low labor cost competitiveness approach, this is no longer possible (Rattanakhamfu, 

2015). The preferable approach is: 

 

                                                           
44

 Katharangsiporn, 2014. 
45

 Theparat, 2016, 2017. 
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“The government should turn SEZs, catered [sic] for producing low value-added products 

into SIZs [special innovation zones], designed for higher value-adding activities by 

encouraging more high-skilled foreign workers and professionals to work in Thailand, while 

upgrading the technological capabilities of the domestic workforce (ibid.).” 

It remains to be seen whether the current regime or any putative replacement will make these 

necessary changes and, if the current policy actually is implemented, how those projects which are 

less than successful will be handled. 

4. Governance Issues 

In general the BOI and IEAT remain influential players in formal public sector initiatives, although 

both were sidelined at one point when it was planned to take management of the border SEZ 

projects to within the Office of the Prime Minister. It is certainly notable that the customary 

empire-building and resource snaring of the Thai bureaucracy has been very evident with one 

exception – so much effort has been expended characterizing previous government activities as 

‘corrupt’ that now civil servants are very reluctant to take any actions at all for fear of falling foul of a 

similar accusation. 

In common with other Mekong Region and East Asian countries, people in Thailand have a general 

expectation that the government should and will take actions to solve problems within markets and 

coordinate actions between them. This is true even of people within the private sector, who also 

anticipate government support for their various activities. As a result, foreign firms find themselves 

having to deal with government interactions more commonly than they might expect or desire. 

Further, there is a common perception that proper planning will be capable of resolving any 

problems as long as sufficient resources are available for it. 

By contrast, there are some SEZs – whether they have that formal designation of it, in other parts of 

the Mekong region where control over governance has been given over almost entirely to investors. 

This has had predictable imports on industrial relations within those zones. 

Both the overly heavy and overly light presence of government support in the governance of spatial 

initiatives run counter to the assumptions of advanced capitalism, which supposes that economic 

activities will perhaps automatically attract the appropriate level of support. 

For the provision of infrastructure, new forms of public-private partnerships are being explored and a 

new law has been introduced to regulate these ventures. In some cases, state-owned enterprises 

have become corporatized in part so as to participate in joint ventures and new investment projects. 

For example, East Water has created a commercial component capable of signing contracts with 

government agencies to fulfill specific water-related projects. Auctions of large water management 

projects in the wake of the 2011 floods produced consortia of bidders, many of which were linked to 

the successful K Water Corporation from Korea.  

However, overall, the lack of progress in recent years has meant that understanding the practical 

issues of governance of economic issues has not developed. Much remains to be discovered about 

how these issues will be managed. 

5. Eco-Industrial Estates and Networks in Thailand 

The 2011 floods in Thailand took more than 700 lives and was one of the world’s three most severe 

economic disasters of that year. The incoming Pheu Thai administration, under PM Yingluck 

Shinawatra, faced its first significant emergency and was hamstrung by the limited ability of 
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government to act. There was little coordination between government efforts and those of the 

opposition-controlled Bangkok Metropolitan Administration and the army, which has long taken a 

role in disaster relief. Contentiously, provincial and peripheral areas were sacrificed to preserve 

central districts of Bangkok. Popular blame has fallen on the technocrat managers of the Royal 

Irrigation Department (RID), which manages the dams, as well as other unaccountable agencies and 

institutions. This has lent popular support to Pheu Thai’s strategy of broadening and deepening the 

scope of the democratically-elected government vis-à-vis unaccountable and unelected agencies. 

Decentralization of water policy projects is part of the plan to increase the numbers of legitimate 

political actors and the Committee for Water and Flood Management will advise the RID and require 

any decisions made to be transparent and accountable. Plans to introduce a Ministry of Water will 

see the disaster mitigation infrastructure overseen by government agencies. The city of Bangkok will 

be at the heart of this struggle, since many of the large infrastructure projects will be located there 

and, as a primate city, it would be unthinkable for many elements of society for it to be subject to 

what is considered to be outside control. The connectivity involved in this example centers on 

environmental issues and the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand, which regulates SEZs in the 

country and supervises private sector management, has sought to improve it by introducing 

Eco-Industrial Estates and Networks. According to the Master Plan being published, over the next 

few years a range of new eco-friendly projects will be launched and many existing projects will be 

converted to the new status. It is defined as follows: “Eco industrial town refers to a sustainable form 

of industrial development based on the balance between economy, environment, society, 

compliance with the law and technological feasibility.” Public participation in development decisions 

concerning these estates is incorporated at various levels and energy efficiency targets have been 

set. Above all, efforts are being made to ensure that companies operating factories within estates do 

not just abide by the regulations set but fully buy into the ethos that it is hoped will be instigated.  

The definition of an eco-industrial park (EIP) or village can vary somewhat. One useful starting point 

is that it “… is a community of companies, located in a single region, that exchange and make use of 

each other’s by-products or energy (Desrochers, 2001).” It is a part of the industry ecology approach 

that most commonly involves private sector operations that have developed over time in response to 

market-based signals, which provokes the question as to whether an injection of public sector 

control might be beneficial in this regard. 

Industrial ecology itself may be defined as “… a broad, holistic framework for guiding the 

transformation of the industrial systems. This will be a shift from the linear model (mine pit to 

producer to consumer to dump) to a closed-loop model more closely resembling the cyclical flow of 

ecosystems (Lowe, 1995).”  

A well-known example of the EIP is to be found at Kalundborg in Denmark. This grew as an 

unplanned industrial park that now has numerous contracts resulting from the symbiotic use of the 

material inputs. Principal organizations involved include the coal-fired power station, Asnaes, as well 

as an adjacent oil refinery, pharmaceuticals plant, a plasterboard manufacturer and the municipality 

of Kalundborg itself, which distributes power and water to some 20,000 people as a result (IISD, n.d.). 

The symbiotic relationships between these organizations have resulted in savings such as the 

following: 

“* yearly CO2 emission reduced by 240,000 tons; 

3 million m3 of water saved through recycling and reuse; 

30,000 tons of straw converted to 5.4 million liters of ethanol; 

150,000 tons of yeast replaces 70% of soy protein in traditional feed mix for more than 800,000 
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pigs; 

Recycling of 150,000 tons of gypsum from desulphurization of flue gas (SO2) replaces import of 

natural gypsum (CaSO4) (Kalundborg Symbiosis).” 

Several projects in Canada have sought to adopt similar benefits, albeit with a greater role for the 

public sector in designing the physical environment so as to promote both sustainability and 

connectivity. At the TaigaNova EIP, for example, there are measures to ensure pedestrian and bicycle 

connectivity, hybrid road cross-sections to permit alternative stormwater management systems and 

land use bylaws that help ensure an additional 25% of energy efficiency, reduction of environmental 

impacts during construction, product-by-product synergy and other measures (TaigaNova 

Eco-Industrial Park, n.d.). 

Singapore, as might be expected, leads the way in sustainable development in Southeast Asia. A 

primary example of this is the CleanTech Park, which links Nanyang Technological University, Jurong 

Eco-Garden and manufacturing hubs at the Jurong Industrial Estate. The location of these facilities 

has been designed not just for minimal environmental degradation and access to public 

transportation systems but also to enhance interaction and connectivity between people from 

different organizations by providing various physical spaces where people can encounter each other 

and interact together (JTC, 2014). The Singapore venture is led by a corporatized government agency 

given extensive resources to undertake defined developmental goals, which is another aspect of the 

EAEM. 

It is clear that the EIP concept is one that can be developed in a variety of ways that greatly exceeds 

the initial symbiotic use of inputs approach. Inevitably, as the scope and scale of such a project 

expands, there will be more opportunity for missteps to be taken. 

 

Area Means 

Use of energy Solar energy, energy-saving, building design 

Use of other resources Lean production 

Negative externalities Pollution controls 

Stakeholder relationships Public participation 

Governance Compliance with IEAT requirements 

Table 4: Areas of Environmental Concern in SEZs; source: Author 

The IEAT has identified a number of criteria for qualification as an eco-industrial park, including 

allocating 10% of total land as green areas and having zero complaints about illegal water use and 

waste disposal in the previous two years (Wongsamuth, 2014). It has been announced that new IEs 

(and indeed SEZs, in aspiration) will adhere to new, green rules and existing estates will be moved 

towards these criteria by 2019. Currently, more has been spent on advertising than has actually 

produced results. The same might be said for various other cluster based industries and the s-shaped 

industrial paradigm, which apparently will be linked to the Industry 4.0 Thailand concept. The s-curve 

model is also anticipated to be used in new industrial estates to be placed in the Eastern Economic 

Corridor. The concept is this: “The S-Curve is a model under which a new business with higher 
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technology and innovation is created at a time when the company’s growth reaches its peak and 

begins to taper or level off (Apisitniran, 2017).” The corridor consists of 30,000 rai in the provinces of 

Chonburi, Rayong and Chachoengsao which will have a focus on selected industries: next-generation 

cars; smart electronics’ affluent medical and wellness tourism; agriculture and biotechnology; food; 

robotics for industry; logistics and aviation; biofuels and biochemical; digital and medical services. 

This plan is rational in that these are sectors that offer promise of future growth and in which Thai 

individuals and organizations have in the past demonstrated ability. However, it suffers from the 

basic problem of top-down planning: it is based on the assumption of demand and supply conditions 

that have not been demonstrated in reality. A related scheme for an SEZ aimed at promoting the 

entertainment sector and related activities foundered on the reality that entertainers want to live 

and work where they want to live and work and not in artificially created areas that do not offer the 

forms of social and personal relations and experiences that they value and which they consider 

important to their performances and creations. 

6. Conclusion 

The rapid and drastic changes in government style from authoritarianism to democracy and back 

again poses considerable problems for the governance of important economic activities. Not the 

least of these problems is the management of transitions between different levels of transparency 

and accountability. Owing to hierarchical practices within Thai bureaucratic institutions, 

decision-makers tend to be clustered at the higher levels and so mid- and lower-ranking officials can 

only await new instructions and not anticipate events so as to improve efficiency. This results in 

unnecessary delays. More research is required to itemize and evaluate the other results. 

Regional development within a country is important in balancing supply and demand conditions for 

migration, for reducing tensions resulting from economic inequality and for basic issues of equality. 

The precise formulation of importance of these different issues within a policy mix is not really 

important – results are more important than reasons in a Theravadin Buddhist country after all. The 

issue is to decide what is effective and do what can be done to bring about desirable policy 

objectives.  
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Abstract 

Flooding provides a host of challenges throughout the Chao Phraya River Basin of Thailand. The 

devastating flood in 2011 served as a stark reminder of the fact that the communities in the central 

plain of Thailand are at-risk and should prepare themselves better. Despite the vast meteorological 

and hydrological data possessed by government technical agencies in Thailand, very little useful 

information could be derived from such information to help warn the communities that were in 

harm’s way. Data was in fact made available to the public, however, not all concerned stakeholders 

and the communities knew where to access the data and more importantly, how to interpret and use 

such data. Part of the Program for Reduction of Vulnerability to Floods in Thailand aims to address 

that gap. The program is funded by USAID/OFDA (USAID's Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance) 

and is implemented by Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC). The program identified pilot 

communities who were deemed at-risk from future flood and worked with them to increase their 

capacity in understanding flood-related information as well as the flood risk management overall. At 

the same time, the program also engaged relevant technical agencies, e.g., Thai Meteorological 

Department (TMD), Royal Irrigation Department (RID), and Department of Water Resources (DWR), 

who act as information generators and providers. The purpose of this engagement is to help the 

technical agencies understand needs from non-technical users such as the communities and help 

them tailor key messages that should be disseminated locally. This 2-way interaction was proven to 

be a success in bridging the gap between the communities and the technical agencies with local 

presence. In addition to increasing information exchange that are useful for flood early warning for 

communities, the program had created a functioning network of community leaders and 

representatives of the technical agencies that will ensure sustainability of the program intervention 

long-term. 

Keywords: Disaster Risk, Flood, Early Warning, Community 
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Introduction 

Flooding poses a host of challenges throughout the Chao Phraya River Basin of Thailand. The last 

decade has witnessed an increase in the frequency and intensity of floods in the country, but prior to 

2011, there was little capacity for proper flood preparedness among local authorities and 

communities at risk. As a result, major flood events like the one in 2011 caused widespread impact in 

the Chao Phraya River Basin, which in turn negatively affected the country’s economy. The 2011 

flood impacted more than 13 million people and caused 680 deaths (Meethom, 2013). There were 64 

provinces affected in the 2011 flood especially in northern and central regions. Ayutthaya Province, 

located in the downstream of Chao Phraya River Basin of Thailand, was one of the most affected 

areas with 15 out of its 16 districts inundated from September to early December. During that time, 

people received news, warning information from many sources not only from government agencies 

news but also from social media such as Facebook, Twitter, mobile applications (figure 1), and etc. 

However, even in cases where there were numerous sources of information there was limited access 

or use of that information in preparing or responding to the flooding events. 

 
Figure 1: Mobile applicatoins providing different information 

Sources: https://www.it24hrs.com/2011/app-thaiflood-appstore-ios/ 

The information which the public received from technical agencies was typically delivered in scientific 

formats which is difficult for the general population to understand, moreover, there was confusion 

and lack of integration between data and information received from the aforementioned sources. 

This was shown in a lack of capability to prepare the necessary mitigation measures and led to 

mistrust from the public in regards to the flood early warning messages which they were receiving 

(Health, 2012). Equipped with necessary knowledge and skills, the community can act as effective 

first responders to hazards such as flooding. In cases where the community possess the capacity to 

obtain information and have an in-depth understanding of community risks in advance, they should 

be able to cope with crises, including flooding, in a systematic way. This system can be developed by 

using a Community Based Flood Early Warning System (CBFEWS) which is a tool and integrated 

system based on people-centered, timely, simple and low cost technology. The CBFEWS is used as a 

means to bridge the gap between community and technical agencies as part of an overall early 

warning system. 
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Figure 2: Left picture shows the information flow of RID and right shows the coordinationa and information 

dissimination between RID and other departments during rainy season 

(Source: Disaster Prevention Measures Bureau, 2011) 

The Program for Reduction of Vulnerability to Floods in Thailand (PRVFT) supported by USAID/OFDA 

implemented from 2012 to 2017 was launched with the objective of increasing the capacity of 

technical agencies and community in flood early warning for community flood risk reduction 

resilience. Recognizing the importance of CBFEWS, the program had developed and implemented 

pilot CBFEWS in 3 (three) communities in Ayutthaya Province by engaging technical agencies 

including Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Department (DDPM), TMD, RID, and 

DWR in all program implementing phases through consultative meetings, forums, trainings 

development and facilitation, as well as CBFEWS planning. The ‘’community’’ in terms of program 

implementation refers to a village or ‘’Ban’’ in Thai. The pilot communities under the program are 

Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana in Tha Luang Sub-district, Tha Rua District and another one 

named Ban Koh Pra in Ban Pho Sub-district, Bangpa-in Sub-district. Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai 

Patthana in Tha Luang Sub-district located along the Pasak River and in the upstream of Rama VI 

Dam. These communities participated in the program implementation from 2012-2014. Ban Koh Pra, 

considered as island in the middle of Chao Phraya River, which faces annual flooding, participated in 

the program during 2015-2017. Both areas learned and implemented the CBFEWS in different years, 

however the program identified common factors which enabled the different communities to 

implement and develop the CBFEWS in their locale. These factors are (1) the use of a people 

centered approach, (2) the use of integrated technology together with local knowledge, and (3) the 

presence of a governance network. These three factors were noted as the significant drivers both in 

terms program implementation and also in program sustainability. 
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Figure 3: Location of two pilot areas 

Source: ADPC 

The purpose of this paper is to share the example of CBFEWS implementation in Thailand and the key 

lessons learned in order to increase public interest in developing and using flood early warning as 

part of community based disaster risk reduction (CBDRR) activities as well as to enhance the network 

governance for CBFEWS by engaging two key actors (community and technical agencies) to share 

information and exchange knowledge. In the past, the community used to be an information 

receiver, however, this paper will provide an example of community that changed their role to 

become the information provider. At the same time, the technical agencies who play a crucial role as 

information disseminator could be an information receiver and user, including data received from 

the community itself. The sample communities have expanded their information exchange platform 

to a wider network of flood early warning information and data sharing in the Chao Phraya River 

Basin. The lessons learned from program implementation can help further promote CBFEWS in the 

context of sustainable development and this knowledge shared in order to assist community flood 

resilience in other contexts.  

Research Methodology  

This study uses a qualitative research approach by gathering information from literature reviews, 

program implementation experiences, observations, and interviews with the pilot community 

representatives who had participated in PFRVF program implementation from 2012-2017. 

Early Warning Systems in Disaster Risk Management 

The disaster management cycle consists of three phrases; pre-disaster with mitigation and 

preparedness process, during-disaster with response and rescue operation and post-disaster (which 

is further divided into rehabilitation and reconstruction). Early Warning System (EWS) is considered 

as one of the most important elements in the pre-disaster phase. In this sense, early warning systems 

pay more attention to information and the processes which convey this information to the receivers. 
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In this sense, precise information will ensure that accurate and specific warnings can be provided.  

Additionally, UNDP (2014) gives a definition of EWS as an integrated system which analyzes 

disseminates information for individual, community and relevant actors at risk to appropriately 

prepare and response to disaster, or to, at least, reduce impacts and losses. EWS consists of four key 

elements (1) disaster risk knowledge; (2) detection, monitoring, analysis and forecasting; (3) 

dissemination and communication; and (4) people capacity in responding to the disseminated 

information (UNDP, Glossary of terms in disaster risk management in Thai, 2014).  

Recognizing its importance, ADPC has developed and implemented various EWS’s since the Indian 

Ocean Tsunami 2004 in partnership with international, national, local governmental agencies, 

together with at risk communities in the region (ADPC, ADPC, 2015). The EWS development program 

implemented by ADPC included the Establishment of the End- to- End Multi- Hazard Early Warning 

System in the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia which designed the national EWS in Bangladesh, the 

Maldives, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka. This program linked the international agencies through to the 

local level in terms of the system design, institutional arrangements, and capacity building. The 

Climate Forecast Applications (CFA) Program implemented in Indonesia, and Philippines was created 

to provide a sustainable end-to-end system by enhancing the community capacity in accessing the 

forecasting information and adapt into the water and agricultural sector. Moreover, the Program for 

Hydro- Meteorological Disaster Mitigation in Secondary Cities in Asia (PROMISE) aimed to minimize 

the impacts of hydro-meteorological events including flood. PROMISE targeted in the urban 

communities in 6 countries includes Bangladesh, Indonesia, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, and 

Vietnam (ADPC, ADPC Web site, 2008). 

Community-based Flood Early Warning System 

Notably, the term ‘community- based’ has been gaining more attention in the disaster management 

field. People are no longer focused only on rescue and recovery operations provided by the 

government, but also recognize efforts on strengthening capacity at the local community level 

because the community is the unit that is directly impacted by disaster.  

Community-based flood early warning systems (CBFEWS) have four key elements; risk knowledge, 

warning service, communication & dissemination, and response capability (UNISDR, Early Warning 

Systems in Context of Disaster Risk Management, 2006). Risk knowledge refers to risk assessment, 

which can be done at the community level based on people’s experiences in the past. Risk knowledge 

also includes mapping, which will enhance capacity to prepare for response. When the community 

has sound and solid risk knowledge, warning service is the following element in the EWS and 

concerns the sound scientific basis for the disaster prediction. At this point the support from 

technical agencies in terms of knowledge and equipment are very important in order to generate 

accurate warnings.  

Additionally, other essential elements of CBFEWS are communication and dissemination that focus 

on the understanding in warnings in addressing risks and responses toward risks. It is undeniable that 

clear and easy-to-understand information is the key of effective communication and dissemination. It 

allows people to think critically and logically prior to decision making on risks. Response capability 

element is the final component that strengthens EWS. Communities which possess a high capability 

to receive and understand warning services are typically less vulnerable and more likely to respond 

effectively to risks. At this point, capability and capacity can be built at the community level through 

both formal and informal education (UNISDR, Early Warning Systems in Context of Disaster Risk 

Management, 2006). 
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Figure 4: Four elements of CBEWS 

Source: UNISDR 2006 

Networking and Governance in Community-based Flood Early Warning System 

Networking and governance in CBFEWS are the keys to strengthening capacity for community on 

early warning and also preparedness for disaster, especially floods. Networking governance brings 

different stakeholders to work together, yet different actors pay attention to different elements. The 

basic goal of informal networks is to increase stakeholder engagement and allow information 

exchanges to take place more effectively (Laeni, 2015). Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) 

has successfully implemented pilot cases at the local level in terms of capacity building for 

communities in flood early warning systems. ADPC has brought together main technical agencies 

from government including Royal Irrigation Department, Department of Water Resources, Thai 

Meteorological Department and Department of Prevention and Mitigation and communities to 

create end-to-end early warning systems in flood risk prone locations.  

Key activities in the network include capacity building thorough training for pilot communities and 

flood forums where stakeholders share flood risk information. The ‘Mr. Warning’ initiative was one 

of the successful outcomes from creating networking governance in terms of flood early warning 

systems. Traditionally, people received information from the Sub-District Administrative Organization 

(SAO), however, with the advancement of technology, the stakeholders are able to create LINE 

application groups in order to exchange information regarding flood risks. This advancement also 

increases the capacity of Mr. Warning to reach more groups and individuals throughout the 

community. Laeni (2016) concluded that collaborative governance and networking helped increase 

awareness for both the technical agencies and communities involved. Moreover, it later successfully 

strengthened emergency support, besides from the preparedness and early warning processes. 

Pilot CBFEWS Activity under the Program for Reduction of Vulnerability to Floods in Thailand, 

2012-2017 

The Program for Reduction of Vulnerability to Floods in Thailand supported by USAID-OFDA has 3 

components including 1) Training and capacity building for technical agencies in national, provincial, 

and local government agencies, 2) Demonstration, and 3) Information and Networking. The pilot 
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CBFEWS was implemented under the demonstration component. The CBFEWS and governance 

network development was able to draw on the supplementary information, knowledge, and network 

from the two other components of this program as shown in figure 1 and details as below. 

 
Figure 5: List of relavant activities under the PFRVF during 2012-2017 

Training on Integrated Flood Disaster Risk Reduction for DDPM and Technical Agencies 

The project worked together with the DDPM Academy to develop the training course on Integrated 

Flood Disaster Risk Management (IFDRM) during 2012-2014. The IFDRM provided a platform for the 

officials from difference agencies from 19 provinces in Chao Praya River Basin to join the training. 

Participating agencies included DDPM from both national and provincial offices, Provincial Planning 

and Policy section, RID, DWR, local government, and Hydro Agro Informatics Institute. The training 

course was designed to cover Disaster Risk Management phases including preparedness, response 

and emergency, and recovery. EWS is one of the main sessions in this training and used a case study 

of the 2011 flood in the session discussions. The IFDRM was tailor made in 2013-2014 for RID, DWR, 

and TMD, which aimed to enhance the capacity of technical agencies in flood, risk reduction in terms 

of DRR. These training courses created a network between stakeholders located in the different 

provinces in the river basin and also between the relevant agencies. 

Flood Forums  
Under the PFRVF flood forums were convened at both international and national level. Both forum 

themes were to create the network on flood risk reduction at national and international level. This 

paper will discuss only the national flood forums, organized 3 times throughout 2012-2014. The 1st 

national flood forum was organized in 2013 focusing on Flood Early Warning Systems in the Chao 

Praya River Basin, including lessons learned and the way forward. Participants of this forum included 

DDPM, DWR, TMD, RID, BMA, and Industrial Federal Association. The 2nd national flood forum 

organized in Ayutthaya province focused in the Local Government Flood Early Warning Systems and 

standard operating procedures (SOP). This forum provided an opportunity to compare two samples 

of Flood Early Warning System SOPs in Ayutthaya province. The final national flood forum was 

designed to collect data and recommendations for improving the EWS in the basin with inputs from 

community, local government, and related national flood management agencies under the general 

theme of flood early warning system. 
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A Series of Consultative Meetings  

The program team conducted a series of consultative meetings with technical agencies including 

DDPM, RID, DWR, and TMD to explore their interest to participate in program implementation and 

gain information on their relevant activities related to CBEWS to be used in the training course design 

and improve the CBEWS in pilot areas. 

Curriculum Assessment Workshop on the Training of Trainers for Mr. Warning 

A curriculum assessment workshop was conducted with participation of representatives from DDPM 

and their provincial offices, TMD, DWR, RID, Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand and Office of 

the National Water and Flood Management Policy. The main goal of the workshop was to finalize the 

curriculum and resource persons for the Training of Trainers (ToT) for Mr. Warning1. The draft 

curriculum presented in the meeting covered 4 elements of EWS and focused on needs involving 

river flooding. The ToT was divided into 6 modules, including 1) basic knowledge and fundamental 

information about flood disaster, 2) flood and weather monitoring and forecasting notably in the 

Chao Phraya river basin, 3) EWS at the community level, 4) drills and tabletop exercises involving 

EWS, 5) how to be a good presenter, and 6) practice on curriculum development. 

The meeting also concluded that target participants should not only include DDPM officers but also 

representatives from technical agencies including TMD, DWR, RID, ONWFMP, and the National 

Disaster Warning Center. The training aims to build core trainers for Mr. Warning and also strengthen 

the network among flood related agencies for improved information sharing and technical-know how 

related to flood EWS. Participants of the first ToT would become trainers for Mr. Warning at the pilot 

sites of the program in 3 provinces. 

Training of Trainers for Mr. Warning  

The Training of Trainers (ToT) for community-level Mr. Warning46 was organized at the Disaster 

Prevention and Mitigation Academy, Pathumtani campus. The 4-day training course was designed to 

provide trainees under the Mr. Warning initiative with the required technical knowledge related to 

riverine flood early warning. The participants are from the offices of regional and provincial DDPM, 

provincial TMD, DWR, RID from the middle to downstream provinces of the Chao Phraya River basin, 

ONWFMP, and the National Disaster Warning Center who had been identified as possible trainers for 

Mr. Warning. Technical specialists from ADPC, TMD, DWR, RID, and ONWFMP were instructors of this 

ToT. The training course included lectures, exercises and group work sessions. After working through 

lectures on the technical substance and exercises. After the practice training sessions, participants 

discussed how they could adapt the training course to suit the capability of Mr. Warning as the 

designated person would be a community member. This process was deemed essential because most 

of the training sessions focused on technical knowledge and information that would be too advanced 

when used at the community level. The key observations from this brainstorming session were listed 

as follows: 1) the trainer or facilitator should collect the community basic information for specific 

training course design such as the community having access to the internet or not 2) hazard map 

development together with hazard profile should be a starting point of pilot training as a tool for the 

community and trainers to understand the community context, and 3) work with local government to 

ensure the EWS and knowledge transfer can supplement and add value to the current local EWS. 

 

                                                           
46

 Mr. Warning is a community based volunteer on flood early warning monitoring and dissemination . The 
volunteer on flood early warning is one of training courses of DDPM. 
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Community Based Flood Risk Reduction (CBDRR) Activities  

The CBDRR activities in the area focused not only the CBFEWS but also included other flood risk 

reduction preparedness and mitigation measures in the program. The CBDRR activity empowers local 

government authorities and communities to create their flood risk reduction measures and design 

their early warning systems. All community development programs need to understand the 

community context by building up a good rapport with the community and capture community 

context and profile, which will be used in planning and development of the initiative. The time to 

build up the familiarity and working relationship with the community can take more than 2 months 

and requires connecting with other stakeholders in the area, especially those engaged in flood risk 

reduction. Other stakeholders can be identified during the Participatory Risk Assessment process 

(PRA). 

PRA process: the program team together with DDPM provincial office facilitated the PRA (a process 

to analyze and understand the community hazards and its coping capacity). This process includes 

hazard assessment, vulnerability assessment and capacity assessment (Murshed, 2004). The PRA 

process conducted by using several tools including hazard mapping (figure 6), hazard profile listing, 

Venn diagram, Seasonal Calendar, and semi-structure interview, moreover, the program team 

designed new tools to use in this process which easy to understand their problem by using scenario 

based and discussion. The result of this process was used in the CBFEWS design and planning 

process. 

 
Figure 6: Hazard map developed by Ban Koh Pra Community in 2016 

 

Year 
B.E. 

Hazard Impact Remark 

2507 Flood Low impact  
2521 Flood Flood level 2 meters; The road was cut off due to flood 

Agricultural area partially damage from flood 
 

2538 Flood Agricultural area partially damage from flood  
2545 Flood Low impact  
2549 Flood Low impact  
2553 Flood Flood level 2 meters; The road was cut off due to flood, 

Agricultural area and some houses partially damage from flood 
 

2554 Flood Flood level 2 meters; The road was cut off due to flood 
Agricultural area and some houses partially damage from flood 

  

Table 1: Translated Hazard profile of Ban Hua Hin developed in 2012 
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Community Based Flood Early Warning System and Planning Development: two pilot communities 

defined their early warning system based on the PRA outputs which included structural and non- 

structural measures. The community identified their risk area based on the hazard mapping 

developed under the PRA process which considered flood effects and impact to people in that area. 

Vulnerable groups including persons with disabilities, children, elderly, and women were also taken 

into account when the community designed the CBFEWS and flood preparedness and response 

plans. The PRA process also facilitated the process of setting up the Disaster Management 

Committee at village level and initiating the flood mitigation measures, such as boats for evacuation, 

tents for temporary camps, installation of a water level gauge, broadcast system, flood warning 

board for warning purpose and etc., all of which were listed out during this process. 

 
Figure 7: CBFEWS and Planning Development in Ban Koh Pra in 2016 

Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana identified the location of staff gauges to be established in the 

temple for public access. On the other hand, Ban Koh Pra identified the staff gauge location in two 

places according to their monitoring capacity, the sample of community hazard maps with EWS 

equipment location and other mitigation measure decided by community (figure 8). Additionally, the 

community also uses the hazard map to identify appropriate monitoring and information 

dissemination methods. 

 
Figure 8: The hazard map and flood mitigation measures information of Ban Mai Patthana developed in 2014 
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Under the CBFEWS design and preparedness planning process, ADPC drew on their experience of 

CBDRR and EWS development to strengthen linkages between communities, local government 

authorities and technical agencies in the area by conducting consultative meetings with concerned 

agencies and stakeholders. Subsequently, EWS was designed based on outputs from these 

workshops. The consultative meetings held as part of this process underlined the essential need to 

engage local government authorities to involve in the system design and discussion and to ensure 

governance in the decision making process as well as to strengthen existing networks in the area. 

(Sajcha Bunjongsiri, B.E.2560). 

Setting up the Village Disaster Management Committee (VDMC): the VDMC was selected by the 

community members. The structure of committee could be designed depending on varies roles and 

tasks and based on the specific needs and capacities of the community. The VDMC of two 

communities selected EWS volunteers as the persons to monitor and disseminate flood warning 

information to other community members and to send feedback to local government and other 

concerned agencies. 

 
Figure 10: The VDMC structure as utilized in Ban Hua Hin established in 2013 

Training on Early Warning System and Mr. Warning Training: 

 Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana: communities in the two pilot areas participated in the 

EWS training in March 2013. The training was designed to cover all the identified needs in 

the case of each location. Prior to the organization of the EWS training, the needs of persons 

with disability on warning dissemination and evacuation was assessed through face‐to‐face 

interviews. The EWS training was participated by various groups of participants, such as 

females, children, disabled groups and senior citizens who were invited to ensure that 

vulnerable groups were taken into consideration during the warning dissemination and 

evacuation processes. The EWS training consisted of two parts; 1) presentation of end‐to‐end 

early warning system concept, and flood monitoring and warning system at local level 

presented by a representative from the RID regional office who are responsible for the Rama 

VI dam operation and participated in the training as a resource person. During the training, 
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the villagers had an opportunity to discuss with RID on the causes of flood and other flood 

related issues. The final part of the training was a role‐playing exercise. Additionally, 

representatives from these two villages received flood monitoring training from the 

hydrology experts on technology to be used to complement local knowledge which 

communities had used in the past to monitor flood levels by observing the water level in the 

river or waiting for the announcement from SAO. The training course covered the flood 

monitoring and forecasting by using the information from internet sources and also informed 

participants on how to read the flood staff gauge which was installed at the community 

shown in figure 10. 

   
Figure 10: Training on EWS at Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana 

 Mr. Warning Training: Representatives from Ban Pho Sub-District Authority and Ban Koh Pra 

participated in a Mr. Warning training course in 2016. The training curriculum had been 

designed for these particular areas, however, the program team and selected trainers from 

ToT of Mr. Warning courses and maintained the main concepts of the original training. 

Selected sessions were adapted to suit the local context, especially the flood monitoring and 

forecasting session on how to use specific information concerning upstream locations. During 

the training, the scientific information and data were explained to the participants and the 

representatives were able to discuss with the resource persons on flood management in the 

local area. At Ban Koh Pra, Mr. Warning, participants were selected by community members 

including vulnerable groups as well as taking into consideration that the selected persons 

should be capable of applying the knowledge to enhance the flood warning systems already 

in place. The participants including children and youth groups, VDMC representatives as well 

as community leaders. 

Figure 11: Mr. Warning Training at Ban Pho SAO 

The flood level staff gauges were installed in 4 specific locations of Ban Pho SAO including 2 staff 

gauges in Ban Koh Pra in the north and middle of the island shown in (figure 12). 
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Figure 12: Community Hazard map shows the staff gauges locations 

Flood Warning Dissemination, Communication, and Community Response 

The CBFEWS in three pilot areas use information mainly sourced from technical 

agencies’ websites, especially from RID for water level and TMD for weather 

forecast. Moreover, for the flood and weather forecast component of CBFEWS, 

Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana take advantage of the direct linkage that has 

been established between Tha Luang SAO and Rama VI Dam as a result of their 

engagement in the PFRVF program. In Thailand, the rainy season commences in 

mid-May. TMD provides a formal announcement about the beginning of rainy 

season via their website and other public sources. When there is tropical rain 

likely to affect the river basin, TMD sends out advisory notifications to RID and 

DDPM via phone, letter, and fax. RID starts the protocol of rainfall and water 

level monitoring and DDPM sends advisory notifications to its provincial offices 

and relevant local government authorities start their observation and local 

area data collection. 

At community level, after receiving the advisory notification about the 

water and rainfall levels, during the normal conditions, water level 

observations shall be taken one or twice a day. During inclement weather, the 

observations by community shall be made every four to six hours and when the 

water elevation reaches a particular reference point, the observation shall be made every 2 hours 

and EWS VDMC shall immediately inform the relevant local authority for their area. The information 

collection at community level will be placed at a community water level board and sent to the DDPM 

provincial office, other concerned agencies, and local government authorities through Line 

Application (figure 13). Table 2 shows the summary of flood warning dissemination method / 

channel, communication for flood water assessment level for community alerts and preparation 

measures for response.  

Figure 13: Water level 

observes at the staff gauge 

share in Line Application 

group 
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Table 2: CBEW process 

Community/ 
Flood Assessment 

Level 

Information Source Dissemination 
Channel to 
community 
members 

Community Response 

Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana 
Normal Internet, Line 

application, news 
from Local 

government, 
staff gauge 

Board Notice staff gauge and 
announcement from SAO 

Get Set Internet, Line 
application, news 

from Local 
government, 
staff gauge 

Board, public 
speaker, and face to 

face 

EWS VDMC Closely monitor the 
water level every 4 hrs. and 

community secure moveable 
belongings 

Critical/Emergency Internet, Line 
application, news 

from Local 
government, staff 

gauge 

Board, public 
speaker, and face to 

face 

EWS VDMC Closely monitor the 
water level every 2 hrs. community 

secure moveable belongings, and 
vulnerable groups prepare 

necessary belonging to evacuate to 
shelter at SAO office and Ban Hua 

Hin School 
Ban Koh Pra 

Normal Internet, Line 
application, news 

from Local 
government, 
staff gauge 

Board Notice staff gauge and 
announcement from SAO 

Get Set Internet, news from 
Local government, 

staff gauge 

Board, public 
speaker, and face to 

face 

EWS VDMC Closely monitor the 
water level every 6 hrs. and 

community secure moveable 
belongings 

Critical/Emergency Internet, news from 
Local government, 

staff gauge 

Board, public 
speaker, and face to 

face 

EWS VDMC Closely monitor the 
water level every 4 hrs. community 

secure moveable belongings, and 
vulnerable groups prepare 

necessary belonging to evacuate to 
shelter 

at community mosque 
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Simulation and Table Top Exercise (TTX) 

The exercise designed by the project team and DDPM provincial office drew on the experience of the 

2011 floods in three pilot areas, took into account the particular context and socio-economic details in 

each case. Participants from pilot areas used role-play as their exercise in addition to the TTX which 

was organized separately. The role- playing exercise raised the awareness of participants on the 

importance of vulnerable groups which need to be considered during the warning and evacuation 

processes while the TTX focused on the EWS and response of VDMC. The TTX also provided a platform 

to practice coordination among local government and the community in terms of EWS and response. 

The CBEWS and preparedness and response plans took the lessons learned from these exercises to 

revise the plan and EWS in the respective communities. 

Discussion 

The activities under the program reduced the gaps in knowledge and information sharing for EWS and 

flood risk reduction between the communities and technical agencies in the target areas. This was 

achieved using the CBEWS approach, together with community development with a focus on 

strengthening networking and governance. The CBEWS implemented in the communities took into 

consideration the social-economic context, culture and way of life, local government as well as the 

policies of agencies concerned with flood risk. Significantly, the initiatives at the community level were 

participatory in nature, engaging both community and technical agencies. 

The PFRVF designed the program implementation to engage the technical agencies especially 

provincial or regional offices who directly work in the affected areas. Consultative meetings, 

workshops, and trainings should be participated by representatives from different levels which the 

program aimed to fulfill as far as possible. The local government has a significant role to play in flood 

risk reduction both in institutional arrangement and policy implementation. Representatives at the 

national level were not engaged at the local level or in the field so these platforms were an important 

way to showcase the initiatives and feedback on the implementation experience to the national level. 

For initiatives which include participation from community means, the officers of SAO or human 

resource of local government are key figures for flood risk reduction efforts as part of CBEWS 

implementations. Co-ordination and clear focal points are imperative. The community must be able to 

interact with and easily approach their local government and relevant technical agencies to help 

ensure more efficient lead- times for warning dissemination and effective operationalization of 

response measures. Likewise, the authorities should be able to engage with communities who are at 

the forefront of exposure to flooding hazard risk for the most up-to-date and detailed information. 

The CBEWS could not have been implemented nor would it have been sustainable without the interest 

of community members and strong leadership at the local level in the target areas. The PFRVF has been 

implemented since 2012 and involved the stakeholders at all level in various activities and objectives 

which its experience in facilitating and implementing the program, the PFRVF have learned the lesson 

learned and challenges in implementing the PFRVF in strengthening the network and reduce the gap of 

EWS development and arrangement at community level and those points are summarized as below: 
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Institutional Arrangement and Policy Implementation 

The program team started activities by conducting a series of consultative meetings at national level to 

get a buy-in from management level. After selecting suitable pilot sites, DDPM, as the program 

implementing core partner, connected the program team with the DDPM provincial office, academy, and 

regional office to ensure the implementation could run smoothly and avoid duplication with other 

development projects and work by other technical agencies in the same areas. Additionally, the linkage 

of EWS arrangement and implementation required local government support. This was necessary for 

ongoing support to continue these kind of activities in the future. Moreover, the activities of PFRVF 

under component one (training and capacity building) and component three (networking and 

information sharing) use a river basin approach for program implementation. Flood hazard in the river 

basin can cover many jurisdictional areas means that institutional arrangements for flood forecast and 

dissemination should be linked with other local governments or provinces. The training course and 

forum created a platform for participants from upstream, middle stream, and downstream to share any 

limitations on flood management and needs in terms of EWS and response. The training course was 

designed to cover the DRM process from preparedness to recovery by using the river basin approach as a 

case study. 

At the pilot area, Tha Luang SAO where Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana are located, plan to continue 

the CBFEWS activity in other villages under its jurisdiction. During the implementation of TTX for SAO and 

the nearby sub-district which was invited to participated in the EWS TTX for the SAO and community 

leader levels found that the EWS was already in place but needed to strengthen the technical 

information knowledge and response capacity at community level which identified interest to organize 

the EWS training at for the community. For Ban Pho SAO where another pilot village is located the 

CBFEWS will be continued using SAO budget for the maintenance of EWS equipment received under the 

pilot program as well as engaging the VDMC to act as community trainers to train other communities to 

be able to use the EWS information in their own areas. From the program experience, feedback revealed 

that in order to ensure that sustainability of CBEWS and networking amongst relevant agencies and 

areas, the following measures can be taken: 

Empowering People at the Community Level 

There are various groups which comprise communities and it is essential to include all groups as part of an 
effective implementation process. The program team took into account this inclusiveness approach when 

facilitating the formulation of community EWS and response plans. The key challenges and lessons learned 

are listed below: 

 The engagement of technical agencies at national through to provincial level in all processes of 

implementation to provide an enabling environment for participation both at policy and 

implementation level. 

 Ensure common understanding among agencies, especially on the concept of CBFEWS and its 

application. At ToT of the Mr. Warning training course, the program design for training sessions 

covers DRM and CBDRM concepts by using a community case studies and linkage with other 

EWS component sessions. The participants are from the national, regional, and provincial levels. 

The training was designed for representatives from different agencies to have to work together 
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in the same group in order to draw on the different capacities of the various agencies in the 

CBFEWS training. This training course also provides the example of the importance of 

coordination for overall flood risk reduction efforts. 

 The technical agencies and local government can work as local based partners to ensure the EWS 

is effectively established in the local area. The lessons learned from bringing technical agencies, 

local government, and community together in the same activity like EWS training in Ban Hua Hin 

and Ban Mai Patthana is demonstrated by the example of changing the format and language of 

the flood warning letters issued by the RID to Tha Luang SAO when providing the notification 

about the possibility of flooding in this area. 

 Conducting regular training on CBFEWS for communities by the technical agencies and local 

government to ensure the sustainability of the interventions. 

 The development of standardized SOPs of technical agencies such as RID, TMD, and DWR about 

their role in CBFEWS would be useful when the responsible person has changed or staff turnover 

occurs. The steps for building up community rapport and understanding the community is the 

most important group in implementing CBFEWS at the community level. Whilst not a technical 

part of the process, this step should also be planned in a systematic way by identifying key 

informants and informal leaders of the community in target areas. 

 The inclusiveness approach is needed in EWS development, during the PRA process to assist in 

identifying the vulnerable groups and involving them in the CBFEWS development processes. For 

instance, in Ban Koh Pra youth groups and children were able to participate in the EWS training 

which utilized computer skills and technology for the purpose of flood monitoring. Young 

community members who were familiar with the technology were able to assist adults or elderly 

to reduce the skills gap amongst the group. On the other hand, the program also learned that 

the elderly in a secondary city like Ayutthaya Province are mostly retired. This group proved to 

be a key driver of CBFEWS in the community. In Ban Hua Hin and Ban Mai Patthana as many 

retired persons joined the activities and volunteered to be part of VDMC as part of the pilot 

implementation. The EWS training also encouraged elderly community members to practice 

using the computer and technical information. 

 It was important to acknowledge diversity within the target communities. The pilot communities 

were comprised of two religious groups (Muslim and Buddhist). The program team had to 

accommodate the differences in culture and way of life in the community, such as the different 

emergency response requirements and support during floods. Furthermore, it was important to 

motivate the community members from both faiths to engage as VDMC members to address 

their specific needs and help implement appropriate EWS and response plans.  

 Using the PRA process as a platform of assessing and identifying the community history and 

knowledge. The PRA is a process of assessing the community hazard risk in the same time it 

could be a tool of discussion about the local wisdom especially the community capacity or the 

community flood risk reduction characteristic such as Ban Hua Hin use the lowest area as their 

flood monitoring point which led the discussion after the PRA process about staff gauge 

installation location that could be the same or nearest to their prior flood observation area.  

 Establishing a sense of ownership: community participation and empowerment are the key 
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factors for the sustainability of CBFEWS implementation. The CBFEWS design and planning 

development processes, where the community used hazard maps and other PRA tools to discuss 

and design the mitigation measures, created a feeling of ownership which led the community 

members to continue engaging in the activity independently. In Ban Hua Hin, the community 

have continued their CBFEWS implementation using their own community funding. 

 The technical agencies work directly with the community to create an effective channel for 

communication and strengthen the EWS network. The forum, Mr. Warning training and TTX 

engaged the program stakeholders at different levels to share their needs and gaps in terms of 

flood information and forecasting. After the community received information from concerned 

agencies, the community would also send the flood monitoring information to the technical 

agencies to help the responsible agencies to understand the local situation and plan the 

necessary response and relief measures according to the situation. The feedback and 

information sharing directly helped to enhance the warning information provided to technical 

agencies for dissemination for at risk communities. 

Conclusion 

The implementation of CBFEWS can be seen to have created stronger linkages between the technical 

agencies and communities for enhanced community flood risk reduction. This was achieved via 

knowledge sharing through networks and capacity building activities which utilized a people- centered, 

inclusive approaches, along with effective network governance. The program observed that community 

rapport, engagement, and empowering people across different groups can help generate a learning 

atmosphere and created an effective sense of ownership which aided the program implementation and 

sustainability. In addition, the technical agencies need to continue the CBFEWS approach as part of their 

policy implementation and create the necessary partnerships in local areas to support EWS 

development. 

The process of linking the technical information to communities could not have been at the community 

level itself but required local government involvement too. The local government acts as a stakeholder 

for policy development and implementation, and according to the National Disaster Prevention and 

Mitigation Plan, the local government executive officer is the area command focal point when a level 1 

disaster occurs. 

Overall, effective network governance is created over an extended period of program implementation 

and in the pilot areas through program facilitation by engaging and working closely with local people and 

relevant representatives of local government and technical agencies. However, there are some 

outstanding additional factors which remain which can help the strengthening of such networks and 

CBFEWS to be considered for future study and implementation. These are: (1) current policy on flood risk 

management in Thailand does not fully acknowledge or pay adequate attention to CBFEWS, meaning 

that guidance for practitioners is currently unclear and should be improved to provide a more 

comprehensive and full set of policies for this area of concern; (2) in some cases informal communication 

methods like LINE application have gained popularity as formal communication channels for early 

warning. Whilst utilizing internet based applications for this purpose has many benefits it also poses 

certain challenges: there is greater potential for the failure of warning messages which means it is less 

reliable than traditional methods of telephone or SMS. The program team also noted the content 
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provided on such platforms often lacked important or complete details such as the exact source of 

information, location, dates and times which lessened the reliability and usefulness of the information. 

Reliance on apps as a channel for communication also tends to exclude those community members 

without access to the internet or mobile phones; (3) the community and local government focal point for 

such initiatives should aim to share and institutionalize knowledge by conducting lessons learned 

workshops or regular training with involvement from technical agencies. Likewise, new local government 

and technical agency staff should also engage and familiarize themselves with the local community, 

otherwise, the sustainability and long term value of the initiatives will be undermined by staff turnover 

and personnel changes. Lastly the local knowledge should be integrated with official information and 

technology by conducting workshops or interviews with community members to ensure elements of 

local wisdom such as effective methods of obtaining water level notification are integrated into decision 

making. 
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Abstract 

During the nineteenth century, the production and distribution of alcoholic beverages in Siam was in the 

hands of Chinese tax farmers and Western entrepreneurs. While the Thai state derived considerable 

revenues from both the tax farms on spirits and the customs duties on imported alcohol, a perceived 

increase in alcohol consumption and public drunkenness became a cause of great concern for the 

government. However, its attempts to control the alcohol trade were severely restricted by the limits on 

the kingdom’s fiscal and judicial sovereignty imposed by the unequal treaties with the Western imperial 

powers. Although the government managed to implement some regulatory measures, such as the 

promulgation of an excise law in 1889, and assumed responsibility for the collection of alcohol taxes in 

1909, the production and distribution of alcoholic drinks remained in the hands of Chinese 

entrepreneurs and Western businesses. Control of the alcohol industry in Thailand was thus deeply 

intertwined with concerns about national sovereignty and security. This paper will focus on the Thai 

government’s efforts to develop and indigenize the alcohol industry in the early twentieth century. In 

particular, it will examine how the Excise Department assumed direct control over the Bang Yi Khan 

distillery in Bangkok in 1927 in order to experiment with different production methods and how the 

government sought to nurture Thai businesses through the granting of distillery concessions in the 

provinces. In doing so, this paper will offer new perspectives on the longstanding debate over the role 

and impact of the Thai state in the country’s industrialization.  

Keywords: economic history, alcohol, industrialization, unequal treaties 
 

 

From the mid-nineteenth century on, Thailand (or Siam as it was known until 1939) experienced a broad 

range of economic, political and social transformations resulting largely from the country’s encounter 

with Western imperialism. After signing a series of so-called unequal treaties with the Western colonial 

powers between 1855 and 1870, the kingdom was incorporated into the capitalist world economy as a 

producer of foodstuffs, mainly rice, and raw materials, such as tin and teak, for export, on the one hand, 

                                                           
47 The research for this project was made possible by a seed grant from Mahidol University International College. I 
would like to thank Matthew Copeland for providing the cartoon on page 11. 
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and as a market for Western imported manufactures, particularly cotton textiles, on the other. 

Politically, the threat of colonization motivated the Thai royal elite to reform the traditional system of 

government administration into one based on Western models, centralizing state power in the hands of 

the absolute monarchy. At the same time, increasing numbers of people from China migrated to the 

country in search of opportunities for trade and work. Besides this Chinese commercial class and labor 

force, a Thai middle class of government officials also began to emerge in the late nineteenth century as 

a consequence of the state-building programme. The growing number of both Chinese and Westerners 

exerted a profound influence on Thai cultural practices and political ideas; indeed, the Western concept 

of civilization, or siwilai (        ) as it was transliterated into Thai, became the standard by which the Thai 

elite and, later, the middle class measured themselves. Lastly, and most significantly in terms of political 

development, military and civilian officials overthrew the absolute monarchy in June 1932 and replaced 

it with a limited form of constitutional democracy that gave way to military dictatorship during the 

Second World War.  

Despite all of these transformations, however, the Thai economy remained relatively undeveloped until 

the 1960s. As James C. Ingram (1971) concluded in his pioneering study, there had been considerable 

quantitative changes but no real qualitative change: the real incomes of the predominantly 

agrarian-based population remained roughly what they had been in the 1850s and the economy had 

experienced little improvement in terms of productivity or diversification. Although the government had 

attempted to promote industrialization through the creation of state enterprises from the late 1930s 

onwards, manufacturing represented just a small proportion of the Thai economy in 1950. The reasons 

for this lack of development were many and included external factors, such as the constraints placed 

upon the Thai government’s fiscal autonomy by the unequal treaties, and internal ones, such as the 

government’s failure to invest sufficiently in infrastructure and education. Ultimately, though, Ingram 

(1971) found external forces to be the most critical, casting Thailand as a ‘passive entity, adapting to 

changes and market influences originating in the world economy’ (p. 217). 

Ingram’s observations gave birth to one of the perennial debates in the historiography of modern 

Thailand as scholars have identified different reasons for Thailand’s underdevelopment (see, for 

instance, Sungsidh, 1983; Hewison, 1989; Sompop, 1989; Suehiro, 1989; Porphant, 2012). One aspect of 

this debate has focused on the role of the Thai state, particularly the absolute monarchy, in promoting 

industrialization. During the 1970s, a number of Thai scholars, the most prominent being Chatthip 

Nartsupha, adopted a political economy approach to explain Thailand’s relative lack of development. 

They highlighted how what they termed the sakdina (  ก    ) class, meaning the Thai royal and noble 

elite, monopolized the kingdom’s land, labor and capital. Rather than use these resources to promote 

economic development along capitalist lines, however, the sakdina elite chose to secure their political 

dominance instead. Government expenditure under the absolute monarchy thus prioritized defense and 

internal security over education, for instance (Chatthip & Suthy, 1981). Moreover, the sakdina elite’s 

predominance prevented the emergence of an independent capitalist class. Instead, the immigrant 

status of the country’s Chinese merchants forced them into a subordinate relationship with the sakdina 
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elite, in which they exchanged bribes and rents for connections and protection. From this alliance, there 

emerged a group of conservative-minded ‘bureaucratic capitalists’ that, because of their dependent 

position, were unable to effect the technological and institutional changes that might have led to the 

country’s industrialization (Chatthip & Suthy, 1981; Chatthip, Suthy, & Montri, 1981). While recognizing 

that other factors, such as the tariff restrictions on imports and the small domestic market, hindered 

industrialization, these Thai scholars laid the blame for the failure to industrialize firmly on the absolute 

monarchy. A number of domestic entrepreneurs did try to engage in manufacturing but most failed 

because of a lack of government support (Chatthip, Suthy, & Montri, 1981).  

In response to this analysis, Ian Brown (1988, 1997) has emphasized the significance of external 

constraints upon Siam’s economic development and, in doing so, gives a more sympathetic account for 

the relative lack of action by the absolute monarchy. For Brown, the critical determinant in the country’s 

underdevelopment was the threat of Western imperialism in Southeast Asia and the unequal treaties, in 

particular. These treaties placed heavy restrictions on the taxes the Thai state could impose and thereby 

curtailed its fiscal autonomy and resources. Moreover, the contemporary experiences of China made the 

Thai government reluctant to take out a foreign loan in order to finance large-scale infrastructural or 

developmental projects. With its limited financial means, the government had to priorities its 

expenditures; the threat of being colonized dictated that it invested in items such as railways and the 

armed forces that would strengthen its security first and foremost. Brown (1988, 1997) also rejects the 

assertion that the dependent position of Chinese capitalists prevented them from investing in economic 

diversification. Once more, the free trade provisions of the unequal treaties were crucial because these 

ensured that local manufacturers would be unable to compete with the flood of cheap, mass-produced 

goods from the West. Furthermore, the absolute monarchy was eager to work with Chinese capital in 

establishing new enterprises, such as the Siam Commercial Bank and the Siam Cement Company. While 

government support for both of these was important, it was by no means the only factor in their success. 

Indeed, the Siam Cement Company succeeded because its cement had a significant price advantage over 

imports, which carried high freight charges. 

Besides cement, the Thai alcohol industry was one of the most obvious examples of success in domestic 

manufacturing in the first half of the twentieth century. Indeed, the period witnessed the birth of two 

enduring and internationally recognized Thai brands: Singha beer in 1934 and Mekhong whisky in 1941. 

Interestingly, the former was the result of private capital investment in Thailand’s first brewery, while 

the latter was produced by a government-owned and operated distillery. During this period, the 

government also granted concessions for distilleries throughout the country to private entrepreneurs. As 

Nualnoi Treerat (2008) observes: ‘These concessions became one of the great engines of primitive 

accumulation for Thailand’s early capitalism’ (p. 130) and the families that have held them, including the 

Tejapaibul, Lamsam, Mahakhun and Sophonphanich, represent most of the great Thai business groups of 

the latter part of the twentieth century. Today, the two main Thai companies with substantial interests 

in the alcohol industry are among the most high profile and internationally successful of all Thai business 

groups. In addition to producing the beer after which it is named, the Singha Corporation has branched 
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out into food, fashion (Singha Life), hotels and hospitality, and property (Singha Estate PCL), to name just 

a few of its diverse business interests (Singha Corporation, 2016). Its main domestic rival, ThaiBev, 

produces both Chang Beer and Mekhong whisky and has distilling operations in Europe and China. Most 

significantly, ThaiBev became a major regional player through its acquisition of the Singapore 

conglomerate Fraser & Neave (F&N), with its interests in food and beverages, property and publishing, in 

2013 (Head, 2013). In light of these examples, it is worth considering to what extent the absolute 

monarchy was responsible for laying the foundations of the future success of the Thai alcohol industry. A 

close examination of government policy on alcohol production and sales in the early twentieth century 

will thus offer new perspectives to the long-running debate over the role of the Thai state in the 

kingdom’s industrialization.  

Western Imperialism and the Thai Alcohol Industry 

At the start of the twentieth century, two considerations largely dictated the Thai government’s policies 

on alcohol: revenue and security. Both of these concerns were closely connected to the unequal treaties. 

With regards to revenue, the Thai state had become increasingly dependent on tax farms on domestic 

production and consumption over the course of the nineteenth century as other sources of income had 

been abolished, such as the royal trading monopolies, or curtailed, in the case of customs duties. Under 

the system of so-called spirits farms, private entrepreneurs paid the state an annual fee for the exclusive 

right to collect and retain taxes on the production, importation and sale of alcoholic drinks, primarily rice 

spirits and wines, in particular areas of the country. These tax farms, along with the actual manufacture 

and sale of spirits, were under the control of ethnic Chinese (Sunthon, 1937/38). In the early 1900s, they 

were providing the state with about four million baht a year, which was roughly 10 percent of its total 

income (Paisal, 1994, p. 116; Ingram, 1971, pp. 328-29).  

By this time, though, the entire tax farming system had come under increasing strain and the Thai 

government had begun to replace certain farms with the direct collection of the relevant taxes by state 

officials. In the case of the spirits farms, their monopoly on the alcohol trade had been undermined by 

the unequal treaties, specifically the limits on import duties and the guarantee that Westerners and their 

Asian subjects could conduct trade on equal terms with Siamese. Initially, importers of alcoholic 

beverages only had to pay the three percent ad valorem customs duty rather than the various fees levied 

on domestically produced liquor, meaning their spirits could be sold more cheaply. This price advantage 

encouraged entrepreneurs to import increasing quantities of spirits from Hong Kong, Macao, Batavia and 

Singapore. By the 1880s, these imports were having a serious impact on sales of local spirits, the profits 

of the spirit farmers and the income of the state (Porchai, 1988). Even after the Thai government was 

able to renegotiate the treaty provisions regarding alcoholic beverages in the mid-1880s, importers still 

enjoyed a number of advantages. Although the government was now able to impose duties on foreign 

spirits equal to those on domestic ones, the resulting Excise Act C. S. 1248, promulgated in 1889, was 

poorly worded and contained numerous loopholes (Warren, 2013)48. The duty on all spirits with a 
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 The abbreviation C. S. is for the Thai term chulasakarat (     ก   ); it refers to the Burmese-derived dating system 

used in Siam until the late nineteenth century. 
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strength of 50 percent alcohol by volume (ABV) or less was fixed at 8 baht 37.5 satang per the (เ ), or 

roughly 2 baht per imperial gallon, regardless of origin; while that on stronger spirits increased in 

proportion to strength (Sathian, 1941, pp. 6, 50)49. The problem here was that limitations in the distilling 

equipment and processes used in Siam meant that local spirits could not compete with imported ones in 

terms of strength and cost. In the early twentieth century, wily entrepreneurs imported high-strength 

spirits of up to 90 percent ABV which, after having paid the duty, they watered down to the same 

strength as domestic spirits, commonly around 30 percent ABV, and sold them at a lower price (Sunthon, 

1937/38). In short, the price advantage derived from the unequal treaties ensured foreign spirits were a 

constant threat to the incomes the spirit farmers and, in turn, the Thai state received from sales of 

domestic spirits.  

Turning to the issue of security, the ready availability of cheap alcohol led to a perceived increase in 

public drunkenness and disorder from the late nineteenth century onwards that became a great concern 

for the Thai government. As one member of the elite put it in a letter to the Portuguese consul in the 

early 1880s, they might lose their country ‘like the Red American Indians did theirs’ (quoted in Porchai, 

1986, p. 48). To make matters worse, the extraterritorial privileges granted to subjects of the treaty 

powers made policing the smuggling and bootlegging of alcoholic drinks difficult. Under the treaties, 

Westerners and their Asian subjects in Siam were under the jurisdiction of their respective consuls rather 

than the Thai state, effectively granting them immunity from Thai law. Some entrepreneurs and 

criminals exploited their extraterritorial status to engage in the illicit production and distribution of 

spirits; if the spirits farmer or state officials should try to arrest these bootleggers then their consul 

would intercede on their behalf. Acutely aware of how the Western powers used such incidents as 

pretexts for colonial interventions, the Thai government would have little choice but to acquiesce to the 

release of the foreign subject. Furthermore, as imported spirits began to threaten the profits of the 

spirits farmers in the 1900s, some used the powers granted to them under the excise law to harass 

foreign importers and dealers of licit spirits. Such actions led to petitions from the relevant consuls for 

redress and meant the spirits farmers had become dangerous liabilities to the Thai government (Warren, 

2013).  

More generally, this fear of imperial intervention pushed the absolute monarchy to adopt conservative 

economic policies that emphasized balanced budgets, currency stability and the avoidance of foreign 

loans (Porphant, 2012). Indeed, the government often eschewed or delayed policies that might have 

promoted Siam’s economic development, such as reforming property rights in land, if those policies also 

carried the risk of facilitating foreign economic penetration (Larsson, 2012). These concerns overrode 

any wish to upgrade the alcohol industry through foreign investment and technology transfer. In 1908, 

for instance, the government rejected two separate proposals by Western businessmen to establish 

modern distilleries in Siam, despite being offered the right to take ownership of said distilleries at a 

future point in time (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/9, Memorandum: M. Fontaine’s proposal for distillery; NA 

ก.ค.0301.1.7/10, Memorandum: Proposed distilleries by M. Blondel). Clearly, Western imperialism and 

the unequal treaties, in particular, hindered the development of the Thai alcohol industry and dictated 

the related policy options of the Thai government in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
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 The the was a Thai unit of measurement equivalent to about 19 litres. 
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The Government System of Alcohol Administration 

In order to resolve some of the problems outlined above, the Thai government decided to abolish the 

spirits farms and implement a system of direct collection of alcohol taxes by the state in 1909. Since it 

already collected the customs duties on imported alcohol, the Customs Department (ก ม   ก ก ) 

assumed overall responsibility for administering the excise duties on domestically produced alcohol as 

well. Upcountry, government officials from the superintendent commissioners of the various monthon 

(มณฑ ) down to village headmen were given various duties, including actively promoting sales of 

licensed liquor and suppressing moonshine50. At first, this new system was implemented only in those 

monthon covering the northern, central and southern regions of the country. In the north-eastern 

monthon and remoter areas, the spirits farms were retained for some time (Ministry of Finance, 1931/2; 

Sunthon, 1937/38). 

With regard to the production of alcohol, the new system of distilling concessions bore strong similarities 

to the terminated spirits farms but with a greater degree of government control. Comprehensive 

guidelines for selecting the annual concession holders were laid down. As a rule, the government limited 

the number of such concessions per monthon to the minimum necessary to meet demand; thus, in those 

monthon where communications infrastructure made widespread distribution possible, there was just 

the one concession. Moreover, every distillery had to be located in an area approved by the government; 

in Bangkok, for instance, this was the long established site in Bang Yi Khan (         ) sub-district near the 

west bank of the Chaophraya River. Each concessionaire, meanwhile, had to sign a contract with the 

government that specified numerous conditions regarding the amount, price, quality, and strength of 

spirits to be produced; any infractions would incur a fine and the possible denial of a contract renewal. 

The government was particularly keen on ensuring that all spirits produced under license, commonly 

referred to as sura rong (       ), were of a uniform strength. This uniformity would ensure they could be 

sold anywhere in the country, while also discouraging their dilution and facilitating the detection of 

moonshine (NA  .5 ค.14.1. /31, เ     ก       เ    ; Chanthaburi to Chulalongkorn, 19 July 1909). If they 

were to compete successfully with imported spirits in terms of cost and price, the optimum strength for 

local spirits was between 28 and 30 percent ABV (Sunthon, 1937/38). 

Despite these administrative changes, the actual production, distribution and sale of local spirits 

remained in Chinese hands. Initially, at least, the distilling concessions went to many former spirits 

farmers; indeed, the government’s selection policy actively favored those farmers who had previously 

demonstrated their reliability over any other applicants (NA  .6 ค.7/3, Chanthaburi to Prachinkitibodi, 10 

April 1911). In those monthon where the government already owned distilleries, it tried to centralize 

operations in one particular location and began upgrading the equipment to improve the quality and 

quantity of spirits produced. It also encouraged concessionaires to follow suit, providing land on which 

they could build distilleries in exchange for the right to buy the establishment when the concessionaires’ 
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 A monthon was an administrative unit composed of several provinces under the authority of a 
Bangkok-appointed commissioner, in a system that had been established as part of the reforms of the Ministry of 
the Interior in the 1890s. 
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contract expired (NA  .5 ค.14.1. /31, Chanthaburi to Chulalongkorn, 19 July 1909). Besides investing in 

improving their distilleries, concessionaires were also expected to help promote sales by paying for the 

licenses of retailers in their area or to donate money for suppression efforts (Sunthon, 1937/38). Clearly, 

the government was not just interested in increasing alcohol revenue but developing the indigenous 

alcohol industry so it might compete with those of foreign countries. In particular, the government 

hoped that fixing the number of distillery concessions in each monthon would encourage innovation 

among incumbent and potential concessionaires. Both groups would, ideally, seek to become more 

efficient and reduce production costs in order to submit more competitive bids, for instance, or offer to 

reduce the price of their spirits in line with government policy. Just as importantly, this measure gave the 

government a firm legal basis for rejecting any requests by foreign companies to establish distilleries of 

their own because it could always claim that the number of concessions was already at its maximum 

limit (NA  .6 ค.7/4, Chanthaburi to Prachinkitibodi, 15 February 1912; NA  .6 ค.7/7, Chanthaburi to 

Vajiravudh, 22 January 1913). 

When security concerns came into conflict with development goals, however, the government gave 

greater importance to the former. In the early 1910s, for instance, Tom Ya, a Chinese entrepreneur and 

owner of a candied pineapple factory in Bangkok with the official title of Luang Chitchamnongwanit, 

experimented in producing a pineapple liqueur, with the aim of eventually securing a distilling 

concession for its mass production. Despite his claims that this liqueur could be produced more cheaply 

than rice spirits from the government-owned distillery and would be able compete on price with foreign 

alcohol, the government rejected his proposal. The basis for this decision was the policy specifying that 

any distilleries in the capital had to be located in Bang Yi Khan sub-district and there could be only one 

concession holder. Granting Tom Ya the concession would necessitate the closure of the Bang Yi Khan 

distillery and set a precedent that others, particularly Western capitalists, might try to follow (NA  .6 

ค.7/7, Chanthaburi to Vajiravudh, 22 January 1913). The unequal treaty provisions ensuring equality of 

treatment meant that if the government wanted to stop Western economic penetration, it had to create 

legal restrictions that applied to both foreigners and Siamese alike. As the above case shows, though, 

this may have hindered the development of the kingdom’s alcohol industry. 

The new system of government administration of the alcohol trade was an undoubted success in 

revenue terms. The state’s income from alcohol taxes, including duties on imported alcohol, almost 

doubled, from 3.21 million baht in 1908/9 to 6.32 million in 1909/1051. With the exception of 1912/13, 

alcohol receipts remained at over 6 million baht a year throughout the early to mid-1910s (Paisal, 1994, 

pp. 116-17). In the first year of operation, at least, the increase in sales of local spirits exceeded 

expectations, with shortages reported in some areas. Numerous reasons were given for this success, 

including the efforts of government officials in suppressing bootlegging and the greater availability of 

competitively priced local spirits (NA  .5 ค.14.1. /31, Chanthaburi to Chulalongkorn, 19 July 1909). 
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 Under the old Siamese calendar that was used until 1940, the year ran from 1 April to 31 March. Therefore, I 
have used 1908/9 to represent the Siamese calendar year that ran from 1 April 1908 to 31 March 1909 and similar 
formulations for other years. 
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Nevertheless, the import of high-strength spirits for dilution remained a threat and began to effect sales 

of sura rong from 1911 on (NA  .6 ค.7/12, Phromphong to Chanthaburi, 7 November 1913) 52.  

The main challenge to the government’s new alcohol regime came from the Société Française des 

Distilleries de l’Indochine (SFDIC), which was the main supplier of the state alcohol monopoly in French 

Indochina. This company was one of those that had previously had its proposal to build and operate a 

modern distillery in Siam rejected by the Thai government. However, the SFDIC did not abandon its goal 

of moving into the Thai market. In 1909, it established a branch in Bangkok so that it might import its 

spirits and build up a customer base in the country. According to its main agent in Siam, though, the 

company’s attempts to expand its operations into the provinces were obstructed by local government 

officials, in blatant contravention of its treaty rights. This led to a prolonged dispute between the Thai 

government and the SFDIC, supported by the French government, as each side accused the other of 

misinterpreting the unequal treaties and related laws on alcohol. The main problem for the Thai 

government was that the excise law was poorly worded and already out of date, having been drafted 

with the old system of tax farming in mind. For its part, the SFDIC was ruthless in exploiting loopholes in 

the law to press its advantage; in particular, it claimed that, according to the letter of the law, importers 

and wholesalers of foreign spirits were not required to have a license. Under significant diplomatic 

pressure from the French, the Thai government had to accept these literal interpretations and, in 

November 1911, it took measures to ensure they were understood and upheld by all officials (Warren, 

2015). This further enhanced the price advantage of foreign spirits because wholesalers who dealt in 

them solely did not have to pay any license fees. 

Ironically, in having forced the Thai government to recognize the rights of importers and wholesalers to 

operate without a license, the SFDIC unwittingly undermined its own position in the kingdom by making 

it easier for others to import spirits. In 1912/13, the amount of foreign spirits entering the country, 

particularly from the Netherlands East Indies, increased substantially. This led to a decline in sales of 

both government-licensed liquor and the SFDIC’s spirits. Additionally, since the Thai administration had 

been so focused on resolving the dispute with the SFDIC, it had devoted little time to ensuring local 

distillers and vendors followed the law or to suppressing bootleggers. By the mid-1910s, therefore, 

moonshine had made a comeback and was also affecting government sales, if not those of the company 

as well (NA  .6 ค.7/12, Phromphong to Chanthaburi, 7 November 1913). 

In the mid-1910s, the government decided to hire a Frenchman, P. Petithuguenin, as an advisor to the 

Customs Department to help improve tax collection and the regulation of foreign spirits (Sunthon, 

1937/38; Wanphen, 1983). In order to restrict the importation and dilution of high-strength spirits, the 

government issued regulations in 1917 that required all dealers to keep detailed accounts of the spirits 

they handled. This would enable excise officials to detect whether those spirits had been diluted and 
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 While Western wines and spirits grew in popularity among the Thai elite in the early twentieth century, the 

government was not overly concerned about these beverages as they did not compete directly with sales of sura 

rong (NA ร.6 ค.7/12, Phromphong to Chanthaburi, 7 November 1913). 
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then prohibit their transportation or sale on the grounds that they were now illicit (NA  .6 ค.7/14, 

Chanthaburi to Vajiravudh, 12 February 1917; Ministry of Finance, 1931/32). Despite these measures, 

however, the importation of high-strength spirits for dilution continued into the mid-1920s. Indeed, 

imports of all spirits increased by 28 percent between 1916/17 and 1925/26. Local liquor, meanwhile, 

remained uncompetitive in terms of cost and price (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/24, Opinion on rate of duty). 

Ultimately, success in developing the domestic alcohol industry depended on the government regaining 

its fiscal autonomy so that it could levy different tariffs on local and foreign alcohol. 

The End of the Unequal Treaties and the Revision of Tariff Rates 

The breakthrough in revising the unequal treaties and related customs rates came with Siam’s 

declaration of war against Germany and Austria-Hungary in 1917. In the long term, King Vajiravudh (r. 

1910-1925) hoped this move would build up goodwill among the Allies for renegotiating and eventually 

terminating the treaties. In the short term, meanwhile, it removed one of the obstacles to amending the 

duties on alcoholic beverages; unlike the other spirits conventions concluded with the treaty powers in 

the 1880s that allowed the government to amend these rates by just giving six months notice, the 

agreements with Germany and Austria-Hungary required the consent of their respective governments 

before any such adjustments could be made. With Siam’s declaration of war, all treaties with these two 

powers were void (NA  .6 ค.7/18, Chanthaburi to Vajiravudh, 9 March 1918). In May 1918, therefore, the 

Thai government was able to promulgate an amendment to the excise law, under which the threshold 

for incremental increases in the duty on spirits was lowered from 50 percent to 25 percent ABV (Sathian, 

1941, pp. 59-61). In other words, imported spirits of up to 50 percent ABV were no longer subject to the 

same rate of 8 baht 37.5 satang per the as local spirits of around 30 percent ABV. These new tariff rates 

had an immediate impact upon the state’s alcohol revenue, which jumped from 8.62 million baht in 

1917/18 to 10.5 million in 1918/19 (Paisal, 1994, p. 117). Nevertheless, as suggested above, other 

factors, such as wholesalers of foreign liquor not requiring a license, ensured that imports maintained 

their price advantage over domestic spirits. After sales of the latter and, concomitantly, alcohol tax 

receipts reached a high of 973,531 the (approximately 18.5 million liters) and 10.9 million baht 

respectively in 1919/20, both fell away in the early 1920s (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, Memorandum on 

administration of Excise Department; Paisal, 1994, p. 117). Pinpointing the impact of imported spirits on 

these declines is hard, however, as other factors, principally the failure of the rice crop in 1919/20 and a 

consequent drop in rural incomes, played a significant role. 

In 1920, Siam received its anticipated reward for entering the First World War on the side of the Allies 

when the United States signed a new treaty that restored the kingdom’s fiscal and judicial autonomy. By 

1926, the other treaty powers had concluded similar agreements and Siam was now free to impose 

differential tariffs on imported and domestic alcoholic beverages. Consequently, the government issued 

the Customs Duties Act B. E. 2469 in March 1927, along with an amendment to the excise act53. Imported 
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 The abbreviation B. E. is for the Buddhist Era, the dating system still used in Thailand today. 
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alcoholic beverages, with the exception of beer and wine, were taxed at a rate of 2.5 baht per liter of 

pure alcohol (with a minimum of 70 satang a liter), compared to an equivalent rate of 2.25 baht (and a 

minimum of 63 satang per liter) on all domestically produced alcohol. These new rates amounted to a 

modest increase on the previous joint rate of 60 satang per liter of pure alcohol. The duty on imported 

beer and wine, meanwhile, was fixed at 12 percent ad valorem (Sathian et al. 1934/35+, vol. 39, p. 585; 

Sathian 1941, p. 66). However, there was no separate excise rate for local beer and wine, presumably 

because neither type of alcohol was produced in Siam at the time. The limited nature of these measures 

and their effects tend to support Ingram’s (1971) assertion that the government intended the new tariff 

rates to increase revenue rather than promote domestic production. Indeed, alcohol revenue rose to a 

high of just over 12 million baht in 1927/28 before declining to 10.5 million in 1929/30 (Paisal, 1994, p. 

117). Excise officials attributed this decline partly to the impact on people’s spending power caused by 

bad harvests in the late 1920s (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/25, Excise report, 17 June 1929). When alcohol revenues 

then dropped precipitously during the worldwide depression years of the early 1930s, reaching a low of 

5 million baht in 1933/34, the government resorted to further tariff increases in order to maintain its 

income (Paisal, 1994, p. 117). In February 1931, an amendment to the customs act doubled the duty on 

the spirits favored by the well-off, such as brandy and whisky, to 5 baht per liter of pure alcohol (with a 

minimum of 2.5 baht per liter) and raised that on other alcoholic beverages with a strength greater than 

5 percent ABV to 3.5 baht per liter of pure alcohol (with a minimum of 1.05 baht per liter) (Sathian, et al. 

1934/35+, vol. 43, pp. 292-93).  

Working out the precise impact of these tariff increases on sales of imported and local alcohol against 

the backdrop of economic distress in the late 1920s and early 1930s is difficult. Nevertheless, some 

general trends in overall consumption are clear. After the first tariff increases, imports of spirits 

decreased from 3.37 million liters in 1926/27 to 2.47 million liters in 1927/28. With the collapse of 

worldwide trade during the depression years, imports of spirits then fell to under 500,000 liters a year by 

1931/32. A decrease in Chinese-style rice spirits made up the largest proportion of this overall decline 

(Customs Department, 1929, p. 142; 1932, p. 148). Sales of government-licensed spirits also fell during 

this period: from 879,000 the (approximately 16.7 million liters) in 1926/27 to 385,000 the (roughly 7.3 

million liters) in 1931/32 (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/48, Necessity for strong measures). Government officials 

disagreed as to the impact of the 1927 increase in excise duty on this fall. One report stated that this 

increase had led to a rise in the price of licensed spirits (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/25, Excise report, 17 June 

1929), while a later examination dismissed such concerns by claiming that it had not affected the 

consumer. Specifically, since both the amount distillers had to pay the government and the size of the 

measuring glass used for retailing spirits had been reduced, the price had remained the same. According 

to this latter report, the real reasons for declining sales were that people were seeking alternatives to 

licensed spirits, principally moonshine but also legal substitutes, and government control mechanisms 

and personnel were inadequate (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, Memorandum on administration of Excise 

Department). The only alcoholic beverage that benefitted from the increase in duties was beer, as 

imports doubled from 625,328 liters in 1927/28 to 1.32 million liters in 1931/32 (Customs Department, 
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1932, p. 148). According to Makoto Nambara (2004), upper- and middle class Thais began to drink 

increasing amounts of beer as the price of imported spirits rose. Japanese brands such as Sapporo were 

the main beneficiaries as the new rates made these low-price beers more competitive than European 

ones. Even when the duty on beer was increased to 15 satang per liter or 30 percent ad valorem, 

whichever the greater, in October 1931, imports only suffered a one-year dip to 1.08 million liters in 

1932/33 before recovering once more to around 1.4 million liters in the mid-1930s (Nambara, 2004, pp. 

11-15). One lesson to be drawn from this discussion of the increases in customs and excise duties was 

that these rates could be manipulated to encourage consumers to drink certain beverages. The absolute 

monarchy, however, seems to have been more concerned with maintaining its revenues rather than 

using tariffs in a protectionist manner in order to promote domestic manufacture. 

Enforcement and Prohibition 

Besides imported spirits and beer, the other main rival to government-licensed spirits was illicit liquor. As 

already suggested, excise officials perceived a widespread increase in bootlegging and moonshine during 

the late 1920s and early 1930s to be one of the main factors behind the decline in sales of licit spirits (NA 

ก.ค.0301.1.7/45, Memorandum: Desirability of changes in excise policy). Between 1926/27 and 1931/32, 

offences against the excise law doubled from 7,315 to 15,716 cases (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, Memorandum 

on administration of Excise Department; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/48, Necessity for strong measures). This rapid 

rise provides some evidence of the increase in illicit stills but also suggests some improvements in 

suppression efforts. Nevertheless, there were some serious defects in the Thai state’s preventive 

capacity. First, the penalties for excise offences were just small fines, which could easily be covered by 

the proceeds of bootlegging. Second, provincial authorities often commandeered excise officials for 

unrelated tasks such as assessing the land tax and suppressing banditry. This latter situation was 

exacerbated by cuts in the number of provincial preventive staff in 1932 as part of the government’s 

economy drive (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/25, Excise Report, 17 June 1929; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, Memorandum on 

administration of Excise Department; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/48, Necessity for strong measures). Ultimately, 

the government realized that if it were to maintain sales of licensed spirits then it needed to ensure they 

were affordable so that people were not drawn to moonshine instead. However, there is no evidence 

that the absolute monarchy decided to cut the price of domestically produced liquor in this period. 

Throughout the 1920s, people also sought other alternatives for government spirits that were not 

covered by the excise law. These substitutes included medicinal spirits (ya dong/     ), palm toddy 

(particularly in the south of Siam) and even imported, denatured alcohol mixed with another beverage to 

make it palatable (NA ก.ค.0301.1.4/3, Customs report on Foreign Office letter; NA ก.ค.0301.1.2/7, 

Proposed tax on toddy; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, Memorandum on administration of Excise Department). 54 

Given the popularity of medicinal spirits and palm toddy, their domestic production had the potential to 
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 Denatured alcohol, also called methylated spirits, is ethanol that has been produced for industrial purposes such 
as a solvent or fuel. Various substances are added in order to render denatured alcohol unfit for human 
consumption.  
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develop into significant business enterprises and become another source of state revenue. In 1923, for 

instance, the intellectual provocateur Narin Phasit made huge profits from manufacturing and selling his 

A Pair of Doves (   กเ  ค  ) brand medicinal alcohol (Koret, 2012). Rather than encourage these nascent 

industries, however, the government chose to protect its existing alcohol revenue. In September 1924, it 

passed an amendment to the excise law that effectively prohibited the production and sale of these two 

forms of alcohol (Sathian, 1941, pp. 62-65). This ban was ineffective in restricting the consumption of 

palm toddy, however; leading some officials in the Ministry of Finance to suggest that the beverage be 

legalized and taxed in 1927. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the Excise Department rejected this proposal, 

arguing that, since palm toddy was so easy to make, its legalization would impact heavily on revenues 

from licensed spirits (NA ก.ค.0301.1.2/7, Revenue Department’s scheme for taxing palm-trees; Proposed 

tax on toddy). 

Economic Nationalism and the Alcohol Industry 

The 1924 ban drew some sharp criticism from members of the Bangkok literati and media, for whom it 

was evidence that the absolute monarchy was prioritizing its own interests and those of foreign capital 

over the wellbeing and development of the Thai nation. As Narin put it in one of his many publications, 

‘it truly looks as if it is the Westerners themselves who are drafting the laws [of our country] for the very 

purpose of not allowing any of our products to have a chance of success. In this way, Siamese people will 

be forced forever to buy the products that they produce’ (quoted in Koret, 2012, p. 96). Similarly, the 

Bangkok kanmuang (   ก กก  เม   ) newspaper carried a satirical cartoon depicting King Vajiravudh 

chasing some anthropomorphized bottles of spirits representing the small-time local entrepreneur into a 

trashcan, while foreign bottles of spirits look on happily (see Figure 1). Such criticisms were part of a 

broader nationalism that emerged among the middle class in the 1920s and contributed to the general 

feeling of discontent with the established order that culminated in the overthrow of the absolute 

monarchy in 1932. Here it is worth noting how these criticisms predicted those of the Thai political 

economy scholars outlined in the introduction. 

 
Figure 1: Cartoon from Bangkok kanmuang, 25 September 1924. 
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Besides the absolute monarchy and Western business interests, another target of nationalist discourse 

was the country’s Chinese population. Indeed, anti-Chinese sentiment was promoted by the Thai royal 

elite itself as King Vajiravudh sought to fashion a Thai nationalism centered on the idea of the monarchy 

as protector of the nation. In the king’s writings and those of other members of the elite, the Chinese 

were cast as economic parasites exploiting the Thai peasantry and competing unduly with indigenous 

entrepreneurs (see, for instance, NA ก.ค.0301.1.30/15, Chao Phya Yomaraj’s letter to the King on Chinese 

question). Unsurprisingly, the dominance of Chinese businessmen and traders in the alcohol industry 

became an issue in the 1920s. At a meeting of the Supreme Council of State (      ม       ) in February 

1931, for instance, Prince Boriphat Sukhumphan observed that distilling was the work of chek (เ  ก), a 

derogatory term for Chinese people in Siam (NA  .7 ค.6/7, Report on Meeting of Supreme Council of 

State, 3 February 1931). Despite this rhetoric, though, the absolute monarchy did not implement any 

policies designed to curb Chinese control of the alcohol trade. 

Both these anti-Chinese and anti-Western sentiments came to the fore when another French company, 

La Compagnie Générale des Colonies, proposed building a modern distillery in Siam in the mid-1920s. 

Interestingly, the company recruited M. Petithuguenin, the former French adviser to the Siamese 

government on excise matters, to present its case. In his proposal, Petithguenin argued that the 

distilleries in Siam were of such primitive design that it was easy for bootleggers to replicate the flavor of 

licensed spirits. Since this moonshine was indistinguishable from licit liquor, it was impossible for excise 

officials to detect contraband by taste alone. The proposed distillery would use the new amylo process 

to produce alcohol from rice that would be superior in quality and cheaper to manufacture than that 

made with existing methods. Citing the experience of French Indochina when the amylo process was 

introduced, Petithuguenin claimed the new rice spirits would make detection of moonshine easier and 

lead to the elimination of bootlegging. Consequently, state alcohol revenue would rise but with no 

increase in consumption. The new distillery could also produce rectified and absolute alcohol for 

industrial and medical purposes. Lastly, a certain proportion of shares in the company would be reserved 

for Thai nationals. In return, the company wished to operate the distillery for a fixed period of fifteen 

years, after which the government would have the right to take over the distillery upon paying 

appropriate compensation. The government would also guarantee a fixed amount of annual sales for the 

company’s spirit (NA ก.ค.0301.1.4/3, Alcohol under national control; NA  .7 ค.6/1, Note explaining 

advantages).  

One of the principal proponents of the scheme in the Thai government was Prince Charoon, the Siamese 

ambassador to France. He framed his support in nationalist terms, specifically the regaining of control 

over the alcohol industry from the Chinese. Allowing the French to invest in the distillery in Siam was 

preferable to continued Chinese predominance as the French ‘are few and have not a strangle hold of 

the interior of our country’. Indeed, the Chinese were ‘the greatest danger to our existence as a Nation’. 

The prince also argued that establishing a ‘French interest will counteract the interests of the other 

powerful neighbor’, meaning the British empire in Southeast Asia (NA  .7 ค.6/1, Memorandum by Prince 

Charoon). While recognizing the need to improve distilling methods in Siam, most of the relevant 
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government officials were against the proposal, though. They felt that the financial conditions imposed 

on the government would be too onerous and allowing any foreign capitalists to have a stake in the 

alcohol industry would hamper regulation efforts. If a new distillery were really necessary then the 

government could build one itself (NA ก.ค.0301.1.4/3, Customs report on Foreign Office letter; NA  .7 

ค.6/1, Stevens to Traidos, 2 March 1927). The company’s case was not helped when the French 

threatened to withhold the signing of the new convention between Siam and Indochina if they did not 

get the distillery. Raymond B. Stevens, the American foreign advisor to the Siamese government, 

warned: ‘If […], this French syndicate is sufficiently powerful in France to control the action of the French 

Government, it would be a conclusive and final argument in favor of rejecting their proposal’ (NA  .7 

ค.6/1, Memorandum on proposal of French syndicate). Unsurprisingly, the Thai government rejected the 

proposal in March 1927. In light of this, the criticism of Thai middle-class nationalists that the absolute 

monarchy chose to safeguard Western interests over national ones is hard to sustain. Once the unequal 

treaties had been terminated, the Thai government was able to take a harder line with foreign capital. As 

one government report on the French distillery proposal put it: ‘times have changed, […] Siam no longer 

desires to purchase treaties or conventions, or even another nation’s goodwill, by giving doles, 

concessions, monopolies, or other bribes, to the nationals concerned’ (NA ก.ค.0301.1.4/3, H.H. the 

Minister, 2 February 1927). 

The Absolute Monarchy and the Promotion of the Alcohol Industry 

Nevertheless, the French company’s claims as to the primitiveness of the distilleries in Siam in the 

mid-1920s does raise questions over the extent to which the absolute monarchy actively sought to 

develop the industry. According to a 1926 Customs Department report, there were 70 distilleries in total 

in the kingdom, all of which were owned by the government. Of these distilleries, five were large 

factories located in the central region, twenty were medium-sized ones found in the provincial centers of 

the rest of the kingdom and the remaining were small operations serving remote areas. All of these used 

the same distilling process, which was common knowledge among bootleggers as well and thus confirms 

Petithuguenin’s claim as to the difficulty of detecting moonshine. Moreover, all the annual distillery 

concessions had changed holders since the government had established the concession system in 1909. 

The competitive nature of the bidding process does seem to have stimulated some improvements in 

distilling methods; for instance, some of the larger distilleries had converted their Chinese stills to more 

efficient steam-powered ones that could produce spirits of up to 50 percent ABV. However, local spirits 

were still more expensive to produce than imported ones because of the higher cost of raw materials, 

specifically rice and molasses. In turn, the higher price of local spirits meant that the concessionaires had 

to subsidize retailers by paying for their licenses (NA ก.ค.0301.1.4/3, Customs report on Foreign Office 

letter; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/24, Opinion on rate of duty; Sunthon 1937/38).  

A large part of the problem lay in the system of concessions itself. The one-year duration of the 

concessions would have encouraged the holders to stick to their tried and trusted methods in order to 

fulfill the terms of their contract with the government and guarantee a renewal, rather than experiment. 
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Furthermore, the process for selecting concessionaires favored the incumbent as the government would 

forward them the proposals of any other person wanting to take on that concession and then invite 

them to make a better offer through, for instance, lowering their prices. These provisions would have 

encouraged concession holders to focus on maximizing their short term profits (NA  .6 ค.7/4, Supphayok 

to Mahitthon, 7 February 1923; เ            ม   ก   ). Ultimately, the government was more concerned 

with safeguarding its revenue and controlling who might become a distiller than it was with encouraging 

innovation among domestic entrepreneurs. In this context, the characterization of bureaucratic 

capitalists by Chatthip, Suthy and Montri (1981) is particularly apt: 

The capitalists enjoyed short-run profits through monopoly under the Sakdina protection. They 

lacked initiatives and hardly expanded their businesses. Their aim was to realize immediate 

profits not economic development. Moreover, a large part of the profits had to be handed over 

to the Sakdina partners, leaving little for reinvestment. (p. 22) 

Overall, the French company’s assessment of the concessionaire system as ‘an unsuccessful compromise 

between the old Chinese farming system and an attempt to adopt western [sic] lines of Government 

control’ seems fair (NA  .7 ค.6/1, Note explaining advantages).  

Starting in the late 1920s, the government initiated some significant changes in its alcohol 

administration. In July 1929, it established an independent Alcohol Department (ก ม    ), which assumed 

responsibility for collecting excise duties from the Customs Department, within the Ministry of Finance. 

Within a year, however, this new department was merged with the Revenue Department (ก ม     ก ) 

since the two had similar duties. This arrangement was also short lived, though, as it was found to be 

ineffective and the responsibilities were too great for one department head. Therefore, the Alcohol 

Department became independent once more in February 1931 and, after it assumed responsibility for 

collecting taxes on other domestic manufactures such as matches, was renamed the Excise Department 

(ก ม      ม  ) in February 1932 (Phichai, 1985; Sunthon 1937/38). 55 Additionally, a new foreign advisor 

for excise matters, Whitham D. Reeve, was hired in 1931. While these changes no doubt led to 

improvements in efficiency and expertise in the long term, they must have caused some severe 

disruptions in the short term. 

As increasing numbers of people sought to get involved in the alcohol industry, the government also 

made the tendering system for selecting distillers and wholesalers more competitive during the late 

1920s and early 1930s. Whereas before the government had exercised a degree of discretion in the 

selection process, it now granted distilling concessions and wholesale licenses on the basis of who would 

provide the greatest income to the state. As Reeve noted in 1931, ‘The main idea seems to be to squeeze 

as much as possible out of the distiller before giving him his contract’ (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/34, General 

principles of excise control). This proved to be counterproductive, however, as potential distillers and 

                                                           
55 The department had long been referred to as the Excise Department in English and I follow this 

practice in this paper (NA ร.7 ค.6/7, Minister of Finance to Prajadhipok, 2 February 1932). 
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wholesalers would submit unrealistic bids to win the auctions and, when they were later unable to fulfill 

the terms of their contract, would then ask the government for assistance by, for example, letting them 

increase the price of their alcoholic beverages. Some might also seek to maximize their profits through 

dishonest means, such as adulterating licensed spirits with moonshine in the case of wholesalers (NA 

ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, Memorandum on administration of Excise Department; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/46, Letter from 

D. G. Excise Department, 19 June 1933; Sunthon, 1937/38). Reeve caught the essence of the problem 

once more when he observed that ‘the whole of the trade is “nursed” by the department and initiative is 

taken away from the manufacturer and distributor. The whole idea of the department seems to be to 

increase sales and so get more duty’ (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/34, General principles of excise control). 

Given these observations, it is unsurprising that the only real improvements in the alcohol industry were 

due to the government becoming directly involved in manufacturing. In the late 1920s, the Excise 

Department started producing spirits itself at the Bang Yi Khan distillery in Bangkok as a means of 

obtaining information, such as the costs of production, for more effective control of the distilling 

concessions. By the early 1930s, this government distillery had proved to be a success through both 

producing good quality spirits and making a significant profit (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/34, General principles of 

excise control). Besides the regular licensed spirit, it also experimented in producing some of the 

Chinese-style spirits that were popular at the time with the aim of reducing imports of said liquor. 

Following the tariff increases in 1931, meanwhile, various businesses that used pure alcohol in their 

products such as apothecaries and perfumeries suggested the Excise Department start producing alcohol 

of 95 percent ABV. After the department’s experiments in producing such high-strength alcohol proved 

successful, this led to a debate within the government about whether the manufacture of such alcohol 

should be done by the government or be left to private enterprise (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/26, Excise’s proposal 

to manufacture alcohol for sale; Director-General of Revenue to Minister of Finance, 27 October 1932). 

Upcountry, meanwhile, many of the smaller distilleries had been closed. In some of those that remained, 

the government had upgraded their apparatus so that they could also produce Chinese-style liquors and 

blended spirits. As before, the concession holders tended to be ethnic Chinese (NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/33, 

Memorandum on administration of Excise Department; NA ก.ค.0301.1.7/50, Memorandum: Excise 

Adviser’s comments on distillery; Sunthon, 1937/38). 

The most obvious and celebrated example of the absolute monarchy’s support for the alcohol industry, 

however, is its assistance in helping Phraya Bhirombhakdi (Boonrawd Setthabut) set up Siam’s first 

brewery company in the early 1930s (Sungsidh, 1983; Hewison, 1989). In January 1931, Bhirombhakdi 

applied to the Ministry of Finance for a license to brew beer. While Finance was in favor of the proposal 

because it would help develop domestic industry, the rate of duty to be imposed was a sticking point. 

The existing rate on beer was calculated on the same basis as that on domestic spirits and amounted to 

63 satang per liter. As Bhirombhakdi noted, this rate was higher than the cost of producing beer and 

would render his enterprise unprofitable. Predictably, Finance was concerned about how locally 

produced beer would impact upon the revenue from the duties on local spirits and imported beer. When 

negotiations reached an impasse, Bhirombhakdi used his royal connections to gain an audience with King 
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Prajadhipok (r. 1925-1935) and win his support. The king proposed a much reduced rate of duty that was 

agreed on by all sides. However, the overthrow of the absolute monarchy in June 1932 complicated 

matters once more as the new constitutional government did not want to uphold the previously 

negotiated rate. Fortunately for Bhirombhakdi, Prajadhipok still retained sufficient influence to help 

secure a duty of 10 satang per liter of beer, in contrast to the 15 satang or 30 percent ad valorem levied 

on imports. The king’s assistance did not stop there, however. After Bhirombhakdi had established Boon 

Rawd Brewery Co., Ltd. in 1933, he faced a severe shortage of funds and had to request the king’s help 

again. Prajadhipok duly lent him 150,000 baht from the Privy Purse (Sungsidh, 1983). In 1934, the 

company produced the first bottles of Singha beer, which went on to become the market leader in 

Thailand by the 1940s (Nambara 2004). It is fair to say that the monarchy’s assistance was crucial in 

ensuring that Boon Rawd Brewery was a viable business in its first years. 

Conclusion 

From the foregoing discussion, it should be clear that external factors played a critical role in the 

development of the Thai alcohol industry in the early twentieth century. In particular, the unequal 

treaties opened up Siam to the import of cheap spirits from Western colonies in Asia, over which the 

Thai government had little control and with which local spirits could not compete effectively. Meanwhile, 

the constraints on the Thai state’s revenue raising capability and the fear of Western capital being a 

vehicle for colonial intervention led the absolute monarchy to see the alcohol industry in terms of 

revenue and security. Consequently, the government prioritized safeguarding its income from the 

distillery concessions and preventing Western businesses acquiring a foothold in the country over 

promoting innovation and diversification. Even after the termination of the unequal treaties, revenue 

concerns remained a key determinant of government policy. In the late 1920s and the worldwide 

depression of the early 1930s, the government used tariff increases on alcohol to bolster its income 

rather than afford some protection to domestic manufacturers as it even raised the excise duty on local 

alcohol. 

The conservative approach of the absolute monarchy undoubtedly hindered the development of the 

alcohol industry as it subordinated the interests of local entrepreneurs to those of the state and gave 

them little leeway for innovation. Indeed, the government often considered new initiatives by the 

private sector in terms of the impact they might have on existing alcohol receipts rather than the 

potential future rewards. It is not surprising, therefore, that perhaps the greatest advancement in the 

industry during this period, namely the founding of the brewery company that would produce Singha 

beer, was in a product with which the government had had the least involvement. Support for this new 

enterprise came primarily from King Prajadhipok acting as an individual rather than the government 

itself, which under both the absolute monarchy and the post-1932 constitutional regime took a hard line 

towards the brewery proposal in terms of taxation until the king intervened. 

Besides Bhirombhakdi’s brewery, the other major development was the state becoming involved in 

manufacturing itself when the Excise Department started to distil spirits at Bang Yi Khan in the late 
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1920s. This state enterprise would go on to produce the first bottles of Mekhong whisky in 1941. It was 

also a forerunner of the other state enterprises manufacturing products such as cigarettes and matches 

that the government of Luang Phibun Songkhram (1938-1944) established during the Second World War. 

Similarly, the anti-Chinese and anti-Western rhetoric of the absolute monarchy anticipated the economic 

nationalist policies of Phibun that actively sought to limit the involvement of foreigners in the Thai 

economy. Clear continuities in alcohol policies between the absolute monarchy and its successors can 

thus be seen. While its actual achievements in promoting the alcohol industry were modest, the absolute 

monarchy did, nevertheless, lay some important foundations. Ultimately, though, in assessing the role of 

the absolute monarchy in developing the alcohol industry one must judge it by its time and 

circumstances. Economic orthodoxy in the early twentieth century did not advocate a strong role for the 

state in the economy and, even if it did, the absolute monarchy’s hands were tied by the unequal 

treaties and the colonial threat for most of the period. 
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Abstract 

This article is a narrative study of Thai grass root women groups, whose works are supported by women 

wellbeing and gender justice program under the Sexuality Study Association. In between 2013 – 2016, 

the author has worked closely with the program as the main internal evaluator and facilitated the lesson 

learned process. This study explores empowerment factors, which support the women movement 

powerfully, provide intersectoral participations and made a valuable change. Samples women groups are 

selected from 7 accomplishment projects. As a result, these 5 success factors for empowering based 

working procedures are recommended: (1) The core team comprises of problem owners and empathized 

supporters, whose collaboration cultivates equal partnership. (2) Shared vision of “Anti-oppression 

Spiritual-based Feminism” and work practice of “nonviolence”. (3) Collaboration with ones who have 

power-over could diminish resistances and achieve faster. (4) Using of various dialogue processes to 

develop perception/participation among communities’ members/organizations about gender justice, 

and (5) The purpose of change remain connected from individual and family level to 

community/organization/society level. 

Keywords: Gender Justice, Empowerment, Grass Root Women, Social Justice 

 

 

This article is a lesson learned summary about empowerment in capacity building initiative for people 

working with women issues for gender justice in Thailand. All participants are government officials, 

NGOs, grassroots leaders and problem owners occupied with two issues: gender based violence against 

women and unintended pregnancy. These lessons are derived from the work of Women wellbeing and 

Gender Justice Program by the Sexualities Study Association, which granted various projects to local 

communities, government organizations and state enterprises between 2012 and 2016. 

By the sexual violence topic, 7 accomplishment projects are selected and classified into 4 groups based 

on different context. The first group is based on two minority case studies: Hmong ethnic group in 

northern Thailand and Thai Muslim in southern Thailand. Its main interest is the cultural change of 

relationship between men and women in family. The second group is the project within a large 

organization: Bangkok Mass Transit Authority (BMTA). Its purpose is the policy and operation procedure 

development for prevention and resolution of sexual harassment in the workplace, which involves 

13,500 personnel. The third group is two government officer organizations: police women and personnel 
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in state hospitals’ One Stop Crisis Center that can create special education curriculums for their staff to 

improve gender sensitivity, understanding with empathy and can offer empowering counseling to the 

victims of gender-based violence. And the last group is two local communities in Amnat Charoen and 

Songkhla province that can create new powerful collaboration among teenagers, parents, teachers, 

community leaders, Community Health Promoting Hospitals and District Hospitals for prevent 

unintended pregnancy in teenagers effectively. 

As internal auditor of the Women wellbeing and Gender Justice Program, the author has conducted field 

works, interviews with key personnel, focus group discussions among projects beneficiaries and two 

self-assessment workshops by half and the end of the program. Lessons learned, which related with 

success factors for gender justice works, are explored from these processes. Five critical factors are 

introduced and discussed in this article. 

Success Factor 1: The Core Team Comprises of Problem Owners and Empathized Supporters, 

Whose Collaboration Cultivates Equal Partnership. 

To guarantee that the purpose and work process focus on the benefits and empowerment of the persons 

affected with problem, equal expression of power are encouraged within the working group. Based on 

their own experiences, the problem owners will provide information from their perspectives. By the way, 

identification of their own needs and recommendation for the solution by themselves enable their 

self-confidence. Moreover, most of supporters as team members, who have more potential to access 

knowledge, funding resources, relationships, policy network and authorities, become additional source 

of power for the problem owners. 

A case study of the Hmong ethnic group demonstrates this as well. In the past, married women were 

excluded from the family permanently. The achievement of the project is that: all of the Hmong families 

in Thailand accept the new tradition of allowing divorced women to return to their families. The working 

core group is consisted of women with domestic violence experiences, women leaders, male local 

community leaders, who are relatives of the first two groups and male Hmong university lecturers. 

Another case study is development of a friendly and fair health service system for unintended pregnancy 

in Songkhla, which is the largest province in southern Thailand. Lecturers of the Faculty of Nursing, 

Songkhla University, which is the largest university in the region, cooperate with nurses of district 

hospitals, directors of District Health Promotion Hospitals and the village health volunteer team, who 

announce their phone number publicly for consultations service. Other key partners are lecturers from 

the Faculty of Medicine, who work in obstetrics and gynecology in the university hospital. The core group 

has changed the local communities’ behaviors. They could understand, accept, and talk more and openly 

about prevention and resolution of unintended pregnancy issues. As a result, the rate of unintended 

pregnancy has decreased significantly. After that the working scheme becomes one of the best practices 

of the District Health System (DHS) of the Ministry of Public Health. 

The essential condition behind the success of team work is the “power-sharing” culture. The equal 

power begins with the formation of collective leadership from various sectors. To provide supportive 

working environments for shared power, some ground rules are generated such as regular meetings 

attendance, brainstorming and decision-making. In conflict situation or any tendency of power 

monopoly, program officer as internal auditor could intervene by using advisory, counseling and group 
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facilitation tools. By the worst case, in which conflict could not be resolved, project termination would be 

optional. 

Success Factor 2: Shared Vision of “Anti-oppression Spiritual-based Feminism” and Work 

Practice of “Nonviolence”. 

One of basic requirement for receiving granting support from the Women wellbeing and Gender Justice 

Program is that all project grantee have to participate in the training workshop based on the conceptual 

framework of "Anti-oppression Spiritual-based Feminism". 

This concept was developed by Ouyporn Khuankaew, an important feminist trainer of Thailand. Since 

2007, this thought model was commonly implemented within women movement, who works with HIV, 

sexual diversity and reproductive health issues. After that, the idea was distributed among problem 

owners in grassroots level. Recently, with support of the program, the extended target groups are 

government officers, especially multidisciplinary team in the hospital and the female police. 

By self-research, working experience with several international social activists such as Riane Eisler, 

Joanna Macy, Starhawk, Paulo Freire, George Lakey and Thich Nhat Hanh and her own experiences of 

domestic violence, Ouyporn developed a spirituality based feminist concept for social justice. 

Furthermore, as a trainer to grassroots women in neighboring countries for a long time, she has listen to 

a lot of suffering cases, with which most women have been facing.  

By combining the gender equity lens with the social justice lens, this concept shifts the direction of 

working more inclusively. The important of participation from other sectors, not only women, are 

enhanced. With the shared vision of just society, which has power-with culture, human dignity, human 

value, gender justice, solidarity, sharing, caring and individual empowerment, more actors are invited. 

With the missions of (1) structural change to reduce the power-over of the oppressors in patriarchal 

society, (2) healing and empowering power-within of the oppressed such as women and other 

disadvantages to liberate themselves and (3) transform social relationship towards power-sharing 

culture, everybody could become the alliance for just society and/or gender justice movement. 

Based on those vision and missions, nonviolent strategy and action plans could be designed 

implemented. From holistic well-being perspective, to achieve good life of both individual and society, 

nonviolence practices are required. Mindfulness, interconnectedness and system thinking are integral 

parts of nonviolence. Practicing mindfulness enables self-healing from suffering and power to help 

others. Interconnectedness, which is emerged from experience based group learning, provides 

understanding and awareness of other change agents in numerous sectors. Through power theory, root 

causes analysis of social problems and marginalization/mainstreaming concepts, system thinking 

supports deep and wide understanding of social complexity. 

While most of women related issues have to deal with a lot of cultural frictions and scope of works often 

overlaps with male authority in the area or organizations, nevertheless most of the working team 

members are women. In community level, most of women were confined to cultural roles. They were 

told that good women must obey, follow and support families and communities. As well as in the 

organizations, most of them are low level workers with fewer opportunities to participate in any decision 

making processes for organizational change. Therefore, when the working team starts working in their 

communities, they begin with seeking for alliances by organizing the training for local leaders or targeted 
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group based on those concepts.  

Their self-liberation through mindfulness, open-minded for collaboration through interconnectedness 

viewpoint and strategic change through social complexity understanding are critical capabilities for 

success. 

Success Factor 3: Collaboration with Ones who have Power-Over Could Diminish Resistances 

and Achieve Faster.  

To achieve gender justice faster and easier, widespread collaborations should be established, especially 

with the decision-makers in the policy level. Always, their influences among community leaders, religious 

leaders, organizational leaders and government officers shape people opinions and emotion in both 

communities and organizations. The supportive attitude of the authorities could reduce the social 

barriers that working team are facing with. Also, it is the initial diminishment of mainstream patriarchy in 

Thai society.  

Hmong women group is the first one who understands this crucial point. Continuously, they organize 

meetings for male Hmong leaders, where the vulgar crying sounds of suffered women are heard, and 

their alliances increases. A leap forward occurs when a shaman groups and several clan leaders approved 

the change of traditional practice. The shamans assure that the ritual of getting divorced daughters back 

to the family can be conducted, because it was allowed in the past. In many areas, this group of shamans 

travels with the Hmong working team to host numerous family reunion ceremonies. Simultaneously, the 

clan leaders, who support the change, formally announce at the annual family convention that their 

clans welcome divorced daughters back to their families. Gradually, other clan leaders adopt this new 

practice in the following 1-2 years. 

Muslim women group is the next one who applies these findings into their project work on domestic 

violence in rural Pattani as well. At first, they invited religious leaders and community leaders in the area 

to attend the training workshop, which facilitated shared vision and introduced the theory of change for 

both advantaged and disadvantaged groups. Some of them are fathers, brothers or husbands of women 

in the working team. These male leaders become alliance for change. While religious leaders began to 

teach more about roles and right duty in the family, the community leaders made an announcement to 

support the working team. It is the first time in Muslim culture that the family affecting the problem was 

visited by the assembly of women, religious leaders and community leaders. This kind of collective 

leadership encourages the victimized family and solves the problem more pragmatically. Another major 

by-product is renewal the atmosphere of trust and solidarity within the community, after the long period 

of mistrust because of the insecurity issues, which led to abundant deaths by bombs and assassinations. 

Within Bangkok Mass Transit Authority (BMTA), the labor union has initiated initiatives to prevent and 

address sexual harassment in the organization. Then, the program persuaded the chief executive to work 

with the unions through the training workshop activity. Unlike other issues, after the management level 

understand the concept, they can work with the unions without conflicts. The progress of work is quite 

rapid. BMTA is the first organization that declared corporate policies and guidelines on prevention and 

resolution of sexual harassment. Related training manual and workshop for new recruitments are 

developed. After the cabinet resolution on June 26, 2015, government agencies have to take the sexual 

harassment measurement in the workplace. BMTA turns out to be the learning platforms of this issue for 
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others. It is still the only one large organization with strong commitment with this subject. 

In the case of training workshop for female inquiry officers and Hospital’s OSCCs, the project manager is 

the middle level executive, whose authorities allow decisions making in a specific policy level, and still 

depend on the upper level management level. Challenge is to convince both superior bosses and inferior 

agency chiefs, who would support their personnel, how the training could benefit the staffs and 

organization image. 

However, too much dependency of policy’s makers has a weakness as well. The BMTA case reflects this 

flaw quite good. Recently, the new leaders of labor unions and the new chief executive team want to 

replace some of project working members with their own personnel. Even though they are people who 

initiated the work. The prevention and resolution of sexual harassment in the workplace project was 

restrained because of the political change in the organization, despite the fact that it is the national best 

practice. 

Similar situations could be found in other projects with different degrees. Another case is the unintended 

pregnancy matter within farmer community in Amnat Charoen Province. After the former sheriff, who 

understood and supported the working team, was moved to other place. The core group consisting of 

parents of unintended pregnancy children, whose attempt is to prevent and solve this problem, has to 

bring a flower basket to the new sheriff and inform about their previous works. One more case is the 

unintended pregnancy issue in Songkhla. Once the medical lecturer, who gave support to the working 

team, decided to move to Bangkok for study purpose, the project work related with pregnancy 

termination was moderate, because he was the only one medical doctor in the province, who conducted 

the abortion for people in need.  

Success Factor 4: Using of Various Dialogue Processes to Develop Perception/Participation 

among Communities’ Members/Organizations about Gender Justice. 

To introduce new concepts and idea to community, topics of conversation could challenge traditional 

belief of men and others. Using of dialogues tools provide participation process for every stakeholders. 

Although collaboration with policy’s makers enable achievement faster, but sustainability could become 

another concern. Hence, participation from all interested party is required. The working team tried to 

develop conversations subsequently using various tools such as continuous dialogue group and mass 

communication.  

Hmong women group conduct dialogue group constantly, to heal suffered women. Parents in Amnat 

Charoen facilitate dialogues among parents and youth for listening to opinions and youth sexual 

experiences in every village. At the same time, mass media for change are produced. For examples: 

Hmong women created clip video about ritual that welcome divorced daughters back to her family, with 

supportive announcement of spiritual leaders in communities. It is distributed in Hmong language to 

Hmong communities in many provinces. Additionally, other activities are communicated via Facebook in 

Hmong language. Homehug group, which is consisted of parents and youth, conducted evening radio 

programs for communities. Conversations topics like reproductive health, birth control and sexual organ 

caring, provoked disagreement from community leaders. The working team of unintended pregnancy in 

Songkhla used mobile cars with loudspeakers to promote the issue in open market and tradition 

ceremonies. Large plate in front of health service unit said that people affected with unintended 
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pregnancy are welcome. Stickers with contact information for consultation were everywhere in the 

village. These are innovative communication tools in Songkhla. 

Furthermore, the Feminist Participatory Action Research (FEMPAR) are introduced and promoted among 

the working project teams, communities and organizations. Apart from situation analysis and resolution 

developments, FEMPAR turns out to be important empowerment tool for researchers. Women and 

other sexual oppressors could have more self-confidence and gather into group for negotiation with 

unfair structure and institutions. They solve problems by themselves and breakthrough the wall of biases 

and learning disability of people with more authorities. Transformation of cultural obstacles into learning 

process provide understanding for communities and organizations that women’s problems belongs to 

communities and organizations too. As long as women suffer, men are unhappy as well, because women 

are their daughters, their mothers, their wives and theirs sisters. 

Hmong women group called their project as research project and invited others to “conduct research 

together”. Therefore, more engagements were provided. In Songkhla, FEMPAR is implemented in a 

district hospital. It is founded that bias and labeling people affected with unintended pregnancy were 

from both villager and health service officers. That’s why the health service with gender sensitivity is 

developed and implemented to provide more choices for people in need. 

Moreover, public seminar is another communication tool recommended by the program. Every projects 

organized public seminars in almost every levels such as community, district and province. In seminars, 

leaders and policy’s decision makers were informed and expressed their opinions to the projects works. 

By scaling up perception and participation through information and conversations, network of alliances 

are expanded. For examples: The district hospital in Amnat Charoen connected parents, who are active 

with unintended pregnancy issue, with civil society in the province. As well, district hospital and some 

TMPHs in Songkhla begins to implement and apply the health service for people affected with 

unintended pregnancy. 

Besides, journalists were invited to participate in public seminars of larger projects. Addressing and 

prevention of sexual harassment within BMTA and among female police officers gained extra interest 

from the press. Hmong culture’s issue was new and unusual for them as well. New media topics expand 

conversations space about gender justice in the society. News, which are publicly distributed, come back 

to organizational and community leaders in positive way. As a result, project works receive more support 

from them.  

Success Factor 5: The Purpose of Change Remain Connected from Individual and Family Level 

to Community/Organization/Society level. 

The main theme and core value of the program is the “women wellbeing”, which means that women 

happiness or positive life experiences in 4 dimensions: physical, emotional, social and spiritual health, 

are connected, balanced and holistic. It is related with and result of gender and sexual justice, which is 

the society that support everybody to access all social/economical/political opportunities/ 

services/benefits equally and just. Their basic right and freedom are guaranteed and protected. 

Negligence, exclusion and discrimination because of gender and sexuality are inacceptable.  

Every projects supported by the program are designed for capability building and strengthening 

purposes. Staffs and working team are provided opportunities to become change agents, who could 
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create social innovation based on their works. Dr. Varaporn Chamsanit, the program manager described 

that “To make a change towards gender justice, women must have strength within themselves and make 

a change by themselves. Inequality could disappear, only when the problem’s owners fight against it. 

They could have alliances, but the advantaged people never initiate the change. People who affected by 

the problem, in this case are women. To make a change, women has to change herself first, before 

changing external structure. Changing of mental model is hard work. It takes time. Output is qualitative, 

not quantitative. Priority change begins with attitude, not with the system. It is software, not hardware.” 

(Interview, 5 February 2016) 

By evaluation at the end of the program, findings are 3 behavioral changes of all grantees.  

The first one is that they take care of their body, mind and spirituality better. Their power-within 

increases. Meditation is an essential tool to cultivate mindfulness, attention and inner security. Many of 

them have more courage to face more challenges. More often, awareness and self-reflection are 

practiced. More self-understanding, as the result of family and society’s factors, could liberate 

themselves from patriarchal culture and gender injustice within Thai society. More justice sensitivity 

provides sharper equity lens, which could detect inequity and injustice issues more. 

Secondly, relationship with other and working style are changed as well. Implementation of heartfelt 

listening and nonviolent communication in real life nourish better relationship with close one, colleagues 

and service clients. Power-with culture is applied to working with co-workers and service clients too. 

The last one is change of social attitude and working purpose. They can link their actual work to gender 

inequality and social injustice. Therefore, the new purpose is working towards a just society. Seeking 

alliances enables more working in team or networks. Many of them said that they felt more joyful and 

hopeful, additionally, they were never disheartened and tiresome as previous time. 

By the police case, after senior female police officers already organized the training workshop for the 

graduated female cadets, they established the female inquiry officers club with the purpose to change 

working structure within the National Police Office, which supports the protection of children and 

women. 

In Pattani, after working in community level achieved, scaling up to province level is implemented. The 

Provincial Islam Commission are asked to review religious rules, which could be applied to prevent and 

resolve domestic violence issues. 

Besides in Songkhla, the next milestone is upgrading of friendly and equity health service for people 

affected with unintended pregnancy to provincial level. 

In the previous ten years, women wellbeing and gender justice movement in Thailand become new 

independent movement, which proposed various intersectional topics such as cultural change, new 

education, political participation as active citizen, environment and ecosystem protection, animal 

protection, spiritual development towards new consciousness, women and sexual diversity as human 

right. However, to accomplish the goal, there is still a long way. 

Normally, women and gender matters are marginalized in every social working context. In the beginning, 

each project has to face with both internal struggles and shortage of external support. Because most of 

working staffs are female and newcomers of project management, they lack essential skills such as 

project proposal development, project administration, teamwork and working result report writing. 

Moreover, confrontation always occurs after interfering with sensitive sexual issues, which were hidden 
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undisturbed in Thai society for a long time.  

Nevertheless, working with marginalized topics has some advantages. Staffs have freedom to design and 

try in working area, which has less control and rules. New order could emerge from these chaos 

situations to handle with the unknown future. 

Although the Women Wellbeing and Gender Justice Program granted only projects for period of 6 – 24 

months, whose outputs were limited by scope of work, but subsequently funding for the new projects 

increased output both quantitative and qualitative. In addition to budget support, knowledge, 

administrative skill and working process design are provided as well. Other empowerment and learning 

tools are project monitoring and evaluation, participatory lesson learned, new project development 

based on former works and involvement of all stakeholders.  

Under the umbrella of the program, with shared vision of women wellbeing in just society with more 

gender justice and missions of policy and structural changes, all intermediary outputs of various projects 

were linked with long term outputs of the program. To assure above logical framework, the 

empowerment and result-based monitoring and evaluation are implemented within the program. This 

tool support working staffs to achieve their objectives both in short and long term, expand alliances 

network, increase knowledge and collect small success in each steps as further working resources for the 

next milestones. Working staffs could avoid the trap of project working, which focuses only activities 

accomplishment and forget the long term objectives. 

Conclusion 

Those five factors, based on gender justice work in Thai society, are introduced as crucial success 

features, which could apply to other women related issues. 

In the beginning, starting from problems owners and empathized supporters is highlighted. After that, 

working team is empowered with new paradigm of women wellbeing and gender justice. As well, the 

concept of individual happiness, which interconnects with social justice, provides deep understanding 

with ourselves, social complexity and other stakeholders. Expanded collaboration, which involves 

advantaged group or privilege class through public communication tools, opens more space for possible 

future and changes. Lastly, intersectoral and intersectional working could be strengthened.  

Change as the result of work progress could be classified into 5 levels as following: 

1st Level: Emerging of new knowledge, especially experiences based understanding and shared 

vision for change between working team and target group. 

2nd Level: More individuals or group with more information, knowledge, paradigm and basic 

skilled for working towards gender justice and social justice. 

3rd Level: Existence of strengthening teamwork capable of working for change. 

4th Level: Presence of system and working mechanism to produce and increase more drivers for 

create or improve community rules/operation procedures. 

5th Level: Incidence of supportive social atmosphere, which is aware of importance of gender 

justice and social justice, and existence of widely working participation. 
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All of these have the same goals, which are making a change toward happiness and justice, healing and 

liberating the oppressed, empowering them and working together for me, for you, for us and for all of us 

in the society. 
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Abstract 

‘Rong Wongsuwaan is a major Thai literary figure of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 

He wrote dozens of memoirs, novels, and wrote columns for the Siam Rath newspapers. In recognition of 

his writing and photography, ‘Rong Wongsuwaan was named a “National Artist” in 1995. But little of 

what ‘Rong Wongsuwaan wrote has been translated into English. 

My students and I have undertaken a translation of ‘Rong Wongsuwaan’s book “On the Back of the Dog,” 

which is about his travels in California in the 1960s and 1970s. The book is a unique Thai look at the 

cultural history of California at a time of social upheaval. ‘Rong Wongsuwaan provides a Thai perspective 

on issues like advertising, food likes, racial tensions, and the tension between older and younger 

generations. 

This paper will discuss the significance of ‘Rong Wongsuwaan in Thai literature, as well as his potential 

significance in the English-speaking world. 

Keywords: 'Rong Wongsuwan, Thai Literature, California 

 
 
‘Rong Wongsuwaan (young man!) is a major Thai writer from the second half of the twentieth century. 

His published work began in the 1950s with a photo-essay of the people living in Bangkok’s dump, and 

continued until his death in 2009. And through it all, he signed his name as “young man!” in the belief 

that he had stopped aging at age 28. As with all great writers, his work dealt with the human condition as 

he encountered it, whether in Bangkok where he got his start as a writer and photographer, or in San 

Francisco where he went as a correspondent for the Siam Rat in the 1960s, or later here in northern 

Thailand where he closed out his career by even writing in the local language, Khammuang. This paper is 

about how we (i.e. my class at Payap University and I) translated ‘Rong’s idiomatic English into idiomatic 

Thai. 

I often try to describe ‘Rong’s writing to my English-speaking friends. And the closest English word I can 

find to describe it is “Gonzo Journalism,” a term that was used to describe the American journalist 

Hunter S. Thompson who developed an “energetic first-person participatory style” in which the writer is 

both a third person narrator, and a first person participant. ‘Rong’s writing meets both of these criteria, 

though I think he would prefer a comparison to Hemingway, whose portrait is still in his office. But in fact 

‘Rong’s style is peculiarly suited to the Gonzo description, even though he in fact also uses an older Thai 
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fashion in which dialog drives the story. ‘Rong uses this approach critique of whichever society he 

observes. Most of this critique of course is about his native Thailand. But the work I am going to talk 

about today is not about Thailand, but my home state of California, which is the setting for ‘Rong’s book, 

which is roughly translated, Astride the Greyhound Dog: The Golden Sunshine. 

The original title of this Thai Studies Conference paper referred to difficulties in translating ‘Rong’s Thai 

into English. I will return to this subject briefly at the end of this paper, but for the bulk of the paper, I 

will instead describe how we are to translate ‘Rong’s book for the first time to an English-speaking 

audience.  

The Story of the ‘Rong Translation Project 

I was a Peace Corps Volunteer in the early 1980s in Phrae. While there, I learned speak “street Thai” well, 

and also read a bit. While here also, I became aware of Thai literature through translation which, in the 

1980s, was pretty hard to come by. The first major literary translation into English was Botan’s Letters 

from Thailand (translated by Susan Kepner) which was published in 1969 in Thai, and in the late 1970s in 

English.  

Thai Literature in Translation 
I started revitalizing my Thai again only in 2010 when I made my first extended trip back to Thailand 

since the 1980s. I was pleased to see then that Suriwong Book Center had a number of Thai novels 

translated since Letters from Thailand. A number of novels and short stories about the movement from 

the farms into Bangkok, such as Child of the Northeast, and The Happiness of Kati. Perhaps most 

important, Kukrit Pramoj’s masterworks, Many Lives, and Four Reigns, were also translated into English, 

by Meredith Borthwick and Tulachandra, respectively. Finally of course, there is Khun Chang Khun Phaen, 

which appeared in English only in 2010, a masterpiece in the translation by Chris Baker and Pasuk 

Phongpaichit. 

Still, the shelf of translations from English to Thai at is still quite small, particularly considering the vitality 

of Thai literature. With this in mind, on moving back to Thailand, I sought out a “translation project” for 

myself. I had read a reference to Kukrit Pramoj’s Farang Sakdina, in which it was described as a take-off 

on Montesquieu’s 1721 novel The Persian Prince (see Anderson 1985, and Reynolds 2006:115). I also had 

Thai friends who insisted that “anything Kukrit” was a good idea, so I started casting about for a way to 

translate something like that.  

In January 2016, I was pushed in the direction of Rebecca Weldon, the museum specialist who now lives 

in Chiangmai. She did not discourage me from translating Kukrit, but insisted a writer I had not heard of, 

‘Rong Wongsuwaan was the way to go, since noting he wrote was translated into English. She had 

personally known ‘Rong and his wife Tim since the 1980s, and pointed me back to the Suriwong to see 

which of his 100+ books would be appropriate. I found the ‘Rong section and purchased three, including 

two skinny books, and a fat book which had pictures from his trip to California which intrigued me. I took 

the books to show Becky—thinking one of the short ones would be most appropriate. She disagreed, and 

pointed me to the fat one, which is the reason I am here today talking about the first half only—that is 

how far we have gotten with the translation. Just over 200 pages of a 432 page book! 
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Why it is “We” Translation 
Beginning last August, the English Department at Payap University humored my fantasy of becoming a 

Thai-English literary translator. They did this by giving me an 8 a.m. class of first six Thai students, and 

then the next semester nine. During the two semesters, we did a rough translation of all 188 pages of 

Farang Sakdina, and about 200 pages of ‘Rong Wongsuwaan. The two works stretch across the breadth 

of Thai social criticism; one is social philosophy, and the other Gonzo journalism. What they share in 

common is the touchstone of Thai Buddhism, and a passion for an indirect form social commentary on 

modern political issues. They also have what must be for the Thai reader, a pretentious tendency to 

break into either Old English (Kukrit), or 1970s English slang of California popular culture (‘Rong). How 

Thai readers deal with this truly mystifies me. 

 
What Were Those Writers Thinking? English for a Thai Audience 
Both Kukrit and ‘Rong were newspaper writers, for the Siam Rat. I’ve often wondered, what were they 

thinking? Kukrit after all was writing in Old English for a throw-away newspaper. Did anyone really 

understand him? ‘Rong’s book was not originally written for a newspaper (though he did plenty of 

newspaper writing), used California idiom about “Finding Myself Generation,” the fine art of whiskey 

consumption (let the ice melt), tucked between references to Thai Buddhism. 

 
‘Rong Sojourns in California, early 1960s and 1976 
‘Rong Wongsuwaan’s first book was a book of photography “Children of the Garbage Dump” published in 

1956. At this time, he also attracted the attention of Kukrit Pramoj who hired him to work for Siam Rat. 

This resulted in ‘Rong being sent by California as a “foreign correspondent” for Siam Rat in 1962. But 

Kukrit did not pay that well, and ‘Rong ended up making a living in California tending bar in San 

Francisco, while always observing people, looking for stories in what he called the “Concrete Jungle” 

(Guardian 2009). 

Anyway, after being tempted to stay on in California, ‘Rong headed back to his home in Bangkok in 1967 

where he resumed his writing career. It was then that he wrote his 1969 book (still untranslated) The 

Smell of Ganja, which is perhaps his best known book in Thai. 

After returning, from California ‘Rong married Sumalee (Tim), a northeastern girl. He wanted to show her 

California and introduce her to the source of so much of his writing. And this is what the 200 pages we 

have translated are about. 

 
Astride the Iron Greyhound 

By ‘Rong Wongsuwaan 

 

Translated by: Jiranan Sirikunpahisan (Taew), Airin Horatschek (Airin), Kwanjira Wiwattana 

(Palm), Mayweya Koryaklang (Fang), Kuansiree Suanek (Meaw), Supon 

Phonchatchawankun (Su), Thirawit Pueng-ngam (Thor), Krittaporn Ruankaew (Yo), Hande 

Yilmaz (Hande), Sasithorn Katika (Cake), Nattaporn Chantajitpreecha (Nati), Chris Benson 

(Chris) 
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1) The last day in the last week of June, 1976 

It was 102 ° F in Los Angeles. Your humble writer told Malee it was time to quickly escape 

from the hot weather. Not the kind of hot which came from lying soaked with sweat next 

to a Thai canal, but the kind of hot that challenged anyone to walk naked into the concrete 

jungle. So after two minutes of thinking, I chose to travel by the Greyhound bus. It was a 

charming and speedy iron horse that gave a smooth ride for so many years of roving 

around California. I did not love or hate it—like other vehicles. 

“Just leave the driving to us” as the television jingle went…. 

 

This advertisement worked quiet well. 

 

Driving your own car can cost the state more than one million dollars per mile to build, 

which is one kind of challenge. This State of California was so proud of its expensive roads 

and taxes! Americans have a car culture. If it is possible, they will exchange their car every 

year—it would be worth the money to them! And that 6 percent sales tax was immediately 

charged whether drinking coffee or buying shoes. 

 
In the earlier paragraphs it seems like I didn’t quite yet revive from my wine. After all, 

airplanes are the transportation that saves time and money; it takes only 50 or 55 minutes 

from Los Angeles to San Francisco by air. Most Americans usually use the plane due to the 

hurried nature of their lives, but there is really no scenery; we can see nothing except 

clouds and the underwear of stewardesses. Airline companies in this country compete 

with each other aggressively, and they try to attract customers in order to make more 

profit. Some companies intentionally or not, design seductive uniforms for their 

stewardesses in this competition. 

Americans in fact are accustomed to being naked, and even talking or discussing “sex” 

openly at dinnertime, or on the bed. But, for some strange reason, that little peek at the 

stewardess is still a provocative sensuality. 

The next reason your humble writer wanted to travel by bus is that I wanted Malee to see 

the western states of America through a pane of glass that has the movement, not just 

clouds. So, I chose to ride the Greyhound. 

 

I hope that the audience will not hate Malee when she takes some action in this story. 

However, I will not let her appear on paper more than necessary. I guarantee that Malee 

will not interfere with the story in a fashion that the audience can blame her for ruining it. 

After all she’s just the wife of the writer, and not that of someone like the prime minister. 

‘Rong and Malee’s Trip to California in 1976 

On the 1976 trip to California, ‘Rong wanted to show Malee his old stomping grounds—while also 

explaining to his readers in Thailand what it is that makes the Americans so strange to the Thai eye.  
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He uses this trip to describe American parenting, nutrition habits, style of business, race relations, Peter 

Fonda’s “Easy Rider,” the exploitation of Mexican workers, and the consumption of popular culture. In 

doing this he brings a Thai Buddhist sensibility to his subject. Meaning that the law of karma and 

suffering underpin what he is writing about.  

But to get to the laws of karma, ‘Rong takes his Thai reader on a long trip through not just the culture of 

1970s California, but a brief history of California itself. By doing this, he reveals his special affection for 

San Francisco with its Spanish and Mexican history, Bear Flag Rebellion, Mark Twain, Emperor Norton of 

the United States, the Great Earthquake, Bohemians, Beatniks, and eventually ‘Rong’s own question, 

asked in the third person, is the writer ‘Rong Wongsuwaan a proper San Francisco hippie or not?  

Now I just re-read the last sentences. As a proper baby-boomer Californian this does not even make 

sense to me, as ‘Rong wrote it. Beatniks, hippies, yeah, that works. Even Peter Fonda and Easy Rider 

works well, though I had to check Wikipedia. Same for Emperor Norton. But there is still a mystery for 

me. How did ‘Rong’s Thai readers understand it? The fact that this book has been a best-seller in Thai 

would seem to me to mean that it somehow appeals. Or as ‘Rong said “In the earlier paragraph it seems 

like I didn’t quite yet revive from my wine.” I guess not everything needs to make sense. 

Listen, or rather read, ‘Rong’s tale of the advertisement describing a Maryland chicken farmer who 

slaughters and sells more chickens than anyone else in the world. I am told by my Thai students and 

colleagues this is nothing more than a satire on the CP Corporation’s Jaran Chiaravanont. Here is what 

‘Rong wrote in 1978 about the “chicken farmer” who is the founder of what is today (2017) Thailand’s 

biggest industrial conglomerate. 

 
The man in the ad was already old man at the age of 56 with a thin shape but healthy 

looking (like his chicken skin). He was bald and his big nose was hooked like a hawk 's beak. 

This man challenged every woman to pinch his chicken meat in order to prove whether it is 

fresh or not. 

 

“It is the only way to prove that the chicken meat was not preserved by freezing process. 

When you pinch the meat, it should not be stiff…” 

 

This meant to gently knead the meat–and let the softness of it run through your fingers. 

 

That man killed 1.6 million chickens per week at his farm in Maryland (and many other 

branches). Wall Street looked at him with admiration because of the $180 million sales 

each year. He was the chicken professional knowing everything from its droppings to its 

heart. He knew how to profit from the chicken, in a way that made him enormously rich. 

 

He had a blue Mercedes-Benz, wore a necktie designing by Paris Fashion Institute, loved to 

play tennis, and had more than 3000 workers. 

 

He also spent $1 million each year on advertising. Anyway, I thought such an amount quite 

humble. 
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 “Nothing can push your spoiled products out onto the market as quickly as a good 

advertisement” he shared in a fashion that helped the listener jump to any conclusion he 

wanted. 

 

He also made motivational speeches. For example, 

 

“Only strong people can make their chicken meat soft!” or, 

 

“Chickens in my farm consume better food than the food you eat!” 

 

This last sentence might cause Thai people to feel angry, and make them want to kick him 

in his mouth, but for Americans it was clever.  

 

American people are very hard to understand (‘Rong, 1978, p. 37). 

It is important to remember that ‘Rong’s 1978 Thai audience is a population is already aware of the push 

of modernity, whether from CP with its marketing tricks, the urban poverty of Bangkok’s alleys and 

garbage dumps, or on the rural farms where CP developed its exploitative chicken rearing practices 

among poor farmers who were wrestled with drought, and the risks the capitalist markets. CP’s response 

of course was to lend these same farmers the money to by CP’s chicks, feed, and antibiotics, and then 

promise to return later to purchase the mature chickens at whatever price “the market” then offered, or 

not. The result of such practices, of course was often debt peonage when the money paid for the mature 

chickens was not enough to pay of CP’s loans. This is of course a story of debt and risk that played out 

across Thailand, and around the “developing” world. 

‘Rong’s chicken farmer story is straightforward satire which might have come out of critiques by a French 

post-modernist simulacrum—but without those pretentions! After all, ‘Rong is also writing about the 

allure of advertising and consumption for its own sake. There are other writings of this sort sprinkled 

throughout the book, such as a lament about Peter Fonda and the “Easy Rider” culture of Hollywood’s 

elite, meditations on Mexican farm workers and their diet of tacos (try rendering “taco” into Thai), and 

always the tensions between the various levels of society, particularly those of the conflicted middle 

class.  

While such vignettes are straightforward, ‘Rong still paints a much more complex picture of American 

society from inside of “Joe Chung’s Cocktail Lounge,” where he describes the relationship between a 

young successful black man, a 35 year-old white “cougar,” and the Chinese bar-owner. In the dialog, the 

conclusion comes back to how Thai and American are different, a conclusion that ‘Rong highlights by 

reaching back into an odd mix of Marxist focus on the power of money, and a Buddhist views of karma. 

 The conclusion is going to be wow!, we are really very different creatures than these Americans, and it is 

the empathy that makes “us” Asian, and the loneliness of individualism that makes “them” American. 

But to get to this rather neat conclusion, ‘Rong takes some pages. Here is what he wrote about Joe 

Chung’s Cocktail Lounge, and 891 Market Street, San Francisco. 
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By ‘Rong Wongsuwaan 
  

Your humble writer sat at Joe Chung’s Cocktail Lounge frequently during Happy Hours 5.00 pm. 

– 7.00 pm. The whisky and cocktail were sold for less than the normal price, i.e. for 60 cents 

rather than 70 cents. Even just 10 cents is not much, but it gives meaning to the relationship. 

So, drinkers are more likely to come and relax than at other times, and it makes it easier for 

friends and acquaintances to meet, because they know about this hour. 

 

The bartender was Chinese, with small elliptical eyes shaped like a sesame seed featured 

prominently on his face. Among the American faces he was different. He wore a dark blue 

Chinese pants and a dinner jacket, He also wore an outer red jacket trimmed in gold, maybe 

just to show off his wealth as a Chinese, more than for any other reason.  

But being Chinese also means that the costs of doing business are to be avoided, and kept 

down and profits up. No other group can copy this Chinese method of doing business. 

The young black man sat down on the left side of the counter He is a not older than 

twenty-three years old. 

“Scotch whiskey!” His manner indicated that he had little experience with the protocols of 

drinking. 

 

He does not select the type of whiskey, but trusts the judgment of the bartender. And in such a 

case he absolutely will get the cheapest whisky in the bar. This bar doesn’t care more about its 

customer than it does profit.  

 
Your humble writer peeps at the man again. He drinks a lot, and he doesn’t wait for the 

whiskey to be cold enough. Rather he swills it down his throat before the ice can melt, and he 

continues with a second shot, not even a minute later. 

 

No, he doesn’t get angry! His face is so happy, and there is a smile on his dark face. He has just 

never learned how to love whiskey. So, he hurries to drink it. He drinks it as if it were an enemy 

to be endured. I tell myself that he still needs to learn about whisky, and how to be a friend 

with it. 

 

Then whiskey will be his very good friend….  

 

“He looks like Sammy Davis” Malee whispered. 

 

Sammy Davis’ dark skin was like that of every black, and your humble writer shrugs his 

shoulders. 

 

He looks with excitement for a chance to flirt with a girl who sits next to him.  

 

"The wind is might strong tonight!" he said.  
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It's strong like it is every day in San Francisco. You must come from another place?" 

 

"New York!"  

 

"Well look. People from here don’t speak like that. They begin the conversation much more 

coyly." 

 

"I didn't know what I should say."  

 

"But you can say lots of things."  

 

"I feel lonely. .." The young black man put his glass down on the bar, and told the bartender to 

fill it again. 

 

"You wanna have someone to drink with?" she asks. 

 

"What are you drinking?.." he asks rather than answering. 

 

"Vodka Martini " she looked away "To be honest, I don't drink vodka that someone else buys 

for me"  

 

"I don’t think you should refuse, " he said, forcing the question. 

 

"Actually-you may think I am annoying and look down on you. But I have never thought about 

the nature of skin color."  

 

"Vodka martini for her," the young man with the ebony skin told the bartender. 

 

"On the rocks"  

 

She adds this, explaining precisely what she wants. 

 

That lady is over 35 years old, your humble writer guesses, but probably not 40 years. She has a 

reddish face that said she loved alcohol more than water or milk. She looks so hot, like the girls 

I saw in the bars in the brothel districts of Patpong in Bangkok or around Bang-Lamphu Square’s 

bar, she would had called ‘cougar’ or whatever. 

 

But now that I meet her in Joe Chung’s Cocktail Lounge, she’s in this story at first sight. 

 

“How long have you been here?” she asked. 
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“2 months.” 

 

“Do you like San Francisco?” 

 

“I’m not really sure…” 

 

“I bet that you won’t go anywhere else. People who come to San Francisco usually want to 

spend their whole life here.”  

 

“Are you from here?” he asked. 

 

“I was born in Oakland but I really love it here in San Francisco, so I moved across the bridge.” 

She said this with a smooth and moderate tone. 

 

“Have you ever visited New York?” 

 

“Nope, I’ve never been further than the Reno, just three hours to the east, in Nevada.” 

 

“Did you go to play cards there?” 

 

“If not to do gamble, why would I have gone Reno?” 

 

“Some go to get married there,” he pointed out. 

 

“You’re right…” she said while sipping Vodka Martini, “but I never got married in Reno. 

 

“Just playing cards in Reno?” 

 

“I played every gambling game there-blackjack, keno, roulette. Except I didn’t play the slot 

machine. I hate the slot machine--it is a bastard thief with one arm.” 

 

She is describing the “one-armed bandit” the nickname of the of the slot machine.”…. 

 

“Perhaps, next Friday I will ride that iron Greyhound to fight against that one-armed bandit.” 

 

“Why don’t you invite me to go with you?” 

 

“Would you mind….?” 

 

“No! I don’t mind help from a pretty boy like you.” 
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“I’ll tell you once a woman shouted at me ‘Piece of shit! just because I am black.” 

 

“I’m sorry for you, but that was not me.” 

 

“You are a good girl.” 

 

“No, I’m just a combination of good and bad.” 

 

“People in the church say that I am bad, but the homeless living on the street say I am good.” 

 

“I see what you mean.” 

 

“But as we are going to Reno together, I beg you-please don’t be jealous.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“I have been there-getting a divorce from two of my husbands.” 

 

The man just shrugged his shoulders and whistled. 

 

She went to the restroom which was located behind the bar. 

 

The bartender poked his face over a counter, and spoke to that young inexperienced black 

man.  

 

“I don’t want to intrude on your business, but you must know some facts about life. Some 

women are o.k. to take out for dinner, watching a movie together, and making love, but they 

not suitable to ask for marriage. Some are even more terrible, they are not suitable for 

anything. Listen to me, that woman is a blood sucking leech; you should hurry to go back home, 

because it is better than dating her.” 

 

At that moment, San Francisco heard a young black man cuss…. 

 

“Leeches! I have heard that Chinese people like to eat them, is it true?” 

 

The end of that sentence, it sounds like he is scoffing at the bartender. 

 

“Sorry, I just thought that we are friends..” the bartender mumbled. 

 

“Thanks, Charlie! But I feel lonely.” 
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Americans, black or white, they prefer to call Chinese people Charlie, which is a reference 

perhaps to the old Charlie Chan movies, or the war in Vietnam. It seems like it has a 

contemptuous meaning, just like the word “Chink.” 

 

Your humble writer does not have any reason to hate black people. The many black people I 

knew are wonderful friends. Some of them are doctors of high esteem. Some of them are 

musicians who create the world of jazz. Some are very charming bisexuals that your humble 

writer spent time with in the gay bars without knowing whether it was day or night. Some of 

the black people are poets who like to explain about the trash and flowers at the same time, as 

well as much else. … They are friends who help each other when in need... 

 

Some novels refer to goodness of the black people, and their yearning for freedom. It is the 

special condition that Americans admire equality for all before the law, and it is part of the 

constitution of the nation... 

 

It is also the conflict underpinning society. 

 

That white “cougar” is back from the toilet. 

 

The cheap perfume she wears is sweetly scented. 

 

"Shall we go together, honey?" She said it as if she had slept on the same pillow with him last 

night. 

 

"Do you not drink more?” he asked. 

 

"Yes....." 

 

"One for the road!" 

 

He used this as an explanation for one last drink. 

 

It is the last shot at Joe Chung’s Cocktail Lounge. 

 

“I never refuse alcohol “ 

 

“I believe that…” 

 

But the Drama is not over yet. 
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Black and white look deeply into each other’s eyes, through his glass of water and blended 

Scotch whisky, and her vodka martini, without even knowing each other’s names. But that’s not 

necessary. 

 

The bartender shrugs his shoulder. 

 

A lonely horny guy and an alcoholic woman. She is hungry. What misfortune hit her? Or 

perhaps she doesn’t have money for the cheap room rent in the slum? Is her kid sick and 

staying in a poor hospital? Is her husband disabled by the war? Anyway, the pension is not 

enough to blow away the coldness and loneliness in her life. 

 

She can be fill any one of these roles…. 

 

But the bartender is shaking his head because he’s bored. As with the psychiatrist and the 

police, a lot of people are at his bar. If he were a writer he would have a lot stories to tell.  

 

So your humble writer drinks a cocktail called a Gibson. It is a mix of gin, dried vermouth, 

topped with a pearl onion. 

 

It cost 60 cent per glass during Happy Hour.  

 

Change is 40 cents and it is better to leave that as a tip for him, though not for every glass. Still 

he thanks us again and again. Because of the money, he opens his mouth to speak to me, the 

man with the strange face. 

 

“Linda is dangerous woman,” He said. 

 

“Linda!” 

 

“She named herself after Linda Lovelace the movie star. This woman calls herself Linda in her 

honor.” 

 

He is referring to the movie called “Deep Throat.” This movie was so scandalous that it shook 

the church, the court, the monks and the censors. After fighting in court to be allowed to meet 

the letter of the decency laws, the film was permitted to be shown publicly. Still, the Americans 

were worried. They were concerned about the problems of morality, and what that meant for 

the country. But the nation’s erotic mood was edgy, and people were frustrated to the point 

that in some cases they became mentally ill. And so the film was plainly obscene for anyone 

who was pessimistic about the state of society’s morality. And the more optimistic view was 

that the film reflected the capacity of a more liberal society to throw aside old ethics.  

But to find that second answer you must be indifferent to the relationship between sin and 
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merit.  

Still for the second group of people, those optimists, you could almost hear them exhale. So 

your humble writer promised to take Malee to go see the film on a night we were both free in 

San Francisco. 

 

“Do you think that she is a blood-sucking leech?” I asked the bartender. 

 

“I don’t want to gossip about anyone. But in the garden in which she plays with men, that is the 

thing that is true.” 

 

“Is Linda a liar?” 

 

“Worse than that…”  

 

“Perhaps an incorrigible bullshitter? Tricky?” 

“… I’m just saying that the bitch’s gonna take whatever she wants. She wants money, and will 

get money if she can.. If she doesn’t get any money she will get a ring. Got no ring, take a 

watch. If she could take off the man’s shoes, she would, I think. Anyway, I feel like my mouth is 

always butting into others’ business where it does not belong. I’m feeling pity on that poor 

black calf.” 

 

“Blacks don’t want any pity- do they?” Your humble writer offered this thought. 

 

“Everybody all over the country is the same, all throughout the country, whether they are black 

or white. It’s an American thing. But as for me, I am different. I do not have the feeling that I am 

a person unto himself. I am an Asian, so I empathize with others.” 

 

“I understand your feeling, Charlie.” 

 

“But think again. Tonight, that dirty slut Linda will surely have money for tomorrow.” 

 

“Have you known her for a long time?” 

“Since her name was Marilyn,” he shrugged. “Marilyn on the sidewalk. Marilyn who never was 

the playful lover of a person like President Kennedy. But her ass is unbeatably beautiful.” 

 

“Leech?” 

 

“Yes- she is.” 

 

“I am also thinking about the superstar agencies in Hollywood. They’re also leeches.” 
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“It’s similar but not the same. These leeches have different kinds.” 

 

“She’s a beautiful woman. Hmm, I mean, she was,” I said. 

 

“Many people have said the same that you do. Let’s face it, her life is sad. and horrible.. If it had 

been someone else’s life, that person would kill themself. But Linda never gave up. You know 

what? On some nights when she isn’t able to get a man, she sells her blood down on Mission 

Street. Some weeks she is thin like a zombie. 

 

“This was her destruction... .After donating blood, the money she received os used to buy just a 

few glasses of whiskey. Then she walked out and fell down in the street.” 

 

“She was told that the place where the blood was purchased is a gift for the hospital. But it was 

really just a private business operated for profit,” she continued.  

 

Along Mission Street is found the transcript for poverty. Pawn shop, cheap grocery stores, and 

a rented room where big rats with wet fur run from the pipe hole to the ceiling. Thieves and 

starving people walk by in opposite directions. Pickpockets wait for the victim in the building 

corner and so forth. The blood purchasing clinic is situated in this dejected atmosphere--in 

order to suck blood from the poor to help the rich. 

 

So, the poor had no choice, they had to sell their blood for food. 

 

Blood in this way was turned into a sausage, vegetables, and bread which is eaten. Some 

portion then turns to shit in the gut, some turned into energy and what was left turned back 

into blood. It is the infinite cycle, one that does not end until the last drop of blood evaporates 

from the corpse. 

 

“May Satan himself protect this woman.” 

 

I heard myself praying 

 

Linda dirty bitch! Your humble writer will not forget the spark that is still inside her eye. 

 

Her sad smile reflects crying. She still has a lust for life, while still becoming accustomed to the 

punishment of being human. 

 

Her price is cheap! But somehow she is still worth more than the Buddhist nun who does not 

keep her strict precepts, and who uses religion as a mask to cover her face, but who still 

wanders along the street begging for money--seeking friends in this world who will share her 

suffering. 
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Tomorrow, your humble writer hopes to meet her again. (‘Rong 1978, pp. 94-104). 

With all that drinking and drama, it seems like it is 2 a.m. but it is really only 7 p.m., which is the end of 

Happy Hour at Joe Chung’s Cocktail Lounge, 891 Market Street, San Francisco. But this hour is not only a 

chance to ask for 10 cents more per drink, it is also a chance for ‘Rong and the bartender finally get to 

know each other a bit, and begin to philosophize about what they had seen transpire, while identifying a 

shared commonality as Asians in America. 

 
By ‘Rong Wongsuwaan 

Yellow Chow Mein Noodles, Chinese-American Taste 

Ten minutes went by, and the customers have left the bar and I am alone with Malee. Her 

watch told us that it is now 7 p.m., which is the end of Happy Hour. The price of whiskey 

changed back into the normal price, which is 70 cents per glass. 

 

The Chinese bartender whistled in a fashion that was not really a song. 

After the fifth Gibson we are becoming familiar with each other, and the tips are the fiber 

linking our relationship. His eyes look hesitant and doubtful. He cannot figure out whether I am 

a Mexican off the corn farm, or a fisherman from Naples. 

 

“Where are you from?” 

 

Just asking the question relieves his worries. 

 

“Everywhere except hell,” I respond. 

 

His face changed, to one more suitable for friends, perhaps because he concluded I was not a 

Mexican or from Naples. “Is this your first time in San Francisco? ” 

 

“No, years ago I was nearly a San Franciscan.”  

 

“Why aren’t you still?” 

 

“I think I’m not suitable for any other place except Bangkok.” 

 

“Bangkok!” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“Nothing. We are both Asian.” 
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“Do you know Bangkok?” 

 

“I’ve read about it in the newspaper. One of your generals fled to Taiwan because of politics. 

He was rich wasn’t he? 

 

Your humble writer shrugged in response. 

 

“Are you from Taiwan?” 

 

“That has nothing to do with me anymore. I’m from there from before Chiang Kai Shek came to 

rule the island.” 

 

Malee saw somebody’s hand came out from a small room at the back of the bar. The hand had 

fried rice with fried bean sprouts on top and a piece of fried pork... The chair in front of the bar 

is empty. The bartender asked me, did I want another Gibson? I nodded and when he brought 

the booze for me, he went to have dinner 

 

But he ate while standing and watching for a new customer, ready to leave his meal 

immediately if one arrived. 

 

He ate with a fork instead of using a spoon or chopsticks. 

 

“I am starving!” 

 

So in leisure, I finished the night’s last Gibson, put down the tip, and waved to the bartender. I 

walked out of Joe Chung’s bar and went to the cafeteria which was next door. (‘Rong, 1978, pp. 

105-107). 

Translation Tricks for ‘Rong’s Book 

I started out this essay by assuming that it would focus on translation tricks from English to Thai. This is 

the proposal I wrote for TSA. But the deeper I get in the essay, the further this subject drifts from that 

original attempt. As ‘Rong wrote, it seems that I maybe had a little too much wine when writing the 

above pages. But I like the preceding pages, because they are starting to distil the essence of this book 

for the English reader. So I want to leave it as it is. 

But I will here briefly return to the subject of my proposal, as this is one which many Thai have 

commented to me about. There is the idea that what ‘Rong writes is so unique and colloquial that it is 

“untranslatable” in its entirety because the subtleties of pathos and humor are not transferable from 

Thai into any other language. And this is undoubtedly true—as every translator knows, as the shopworn 

idiom asserts, something is always “lost in translation,” 
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What is Lost in the Translation from Thai to English? 

‘Rong’s Thai is often colloquial, and very reflective of Thai nuance. For example, Thai is notorious for the 

complexity of its pronouns, so that seems like a good place to start.  

After that I will briefly discuss ‘Rong’s capacity to switch between English and Thai, his references to 

Buddhism, and his references to smiling. There could of course be many more issues, but in the limited 

space I have here, this seems to be the best way to start. 

Pronouns 
Thai is a language rich in pronouns—and English is not. Going back almost to Shakespeare, English 

restricted itself to simple variations on first, second, and third person, singular, plural, gendered in the 

third person only. Some declension based on sentence structure (nominal, possessive, accusative) is also 

found. 

Pronouns in Thai, in contrast, reflect a variety of qualities, especially relationships, but also the quality of 

the relationships. ‘Rong the narrator thus calls himself Khapajao (which we often but not always, 

translate is “Your humble writer”), but in dialog refers to himself as the more conventional Phom. And in 

the few times he talks to Malee, will become Chan. His free translation of Pink Floyd’s song “Money” at 

one point translates the word “you” into Thai as the insulting “Meung” (p. 148). His translation of Pink 

Floyd’s “Eclipse” (pp. 145-146) uses two or three different forms of “you”. It is indeed a playful addition 

by ‘Rong to songwriter Roger Waters’ English. 

Another original way that ‘Rong uses pronouns is when he uses dialog to have Americans argue, 

particularly fathers and sons. ‘Rong puts in their mouths affectionate pronouns like the first person Chan, 

and the third person Gae, (p. 55) pronouns which express affection, even as father and son discuss the 

need of the younger generation to “find myself,” and dress sloppily, a concept that everyone of my Thai 

student translators found absolutely appalling! 

‘Rong typically refers to women in the third person as Hlon, which we typically translate as “her,” a word 

rarely used in my “street Thai,” but which has some currency in Thai soap operas, and other venues of 

Thai popular culture. In translating such terms into English (or translating ‘Rong’s translations of English 

into Thai, back into English), I tried to ask myself what the native Thai reader would hear, and often 

learned a lot about the subtleties of the Thai pronouns from my students. I am sure that the English 

language’s poverty of pronouns leads to meaning is lost in translation. 

The Interplay between English and Thai is also Lost 
‘Rong himself was very well-read in English, and frequently inserts English words into the text, though 

using the Thai alphabet. I often wonder how much a 1980s Thai reader would understand when 

confronted with English words like “Finding Myself,” “Easy Rider,” “Concrete Jungle,” the names of 

cocktails, and other idiomatic English which ‘Rong presumably learned while bartending in San Francisco. 

 For this reason, I am surprised that this book has done so well in the Thai market; its ready use of English 

would I think be confusing to many Thai. However, for the emerging market of well-traveled and 

English-savvy Thai, it is accessible—and funny. This interplay is of course lost completely in our English 

translation which has few Thai words.  
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The Buddhism is obscure to the English reader—but sharp for the Thai 
References to karma and suffering infuse what ‘Rong writes about California. For the English reader, 

references to karma, Nirvana, respect for elders, the duties of Buddhist nuns, and horror at the chaos 

caused by the concentration of wealth and attendant selfishness, are obscure. But for a Thai reader it is a 

reminder of an ancient world-view which is contradicted by the chaotic American life ‘Rong saw in 

California. Or in ‘Rong’s description of the “cougar” Linda he met in the bar:  

Her sad smile reflects crying. She still has a lust for life, while still becoming accustomed to the 

punishment of being human. Her price is cheap! But somehow she is still worth more than the 

Buddhist nun who does not keep her strict precepts, and who uses religion as a mask to cover 

her face, but who still wanders along the street begging for money--seeking friends in this 

world who will share her suffering. 

The Thai Smile 
Which brings up my last point, now that my paper is beyond the word limit of the International Thai 

Studies Conference! And this is the subject of the Thai Smile, and the difficulties of translating this into 

English. As modern advertising says—Thailand is the land of smiles, probably more so than other nations. 

But the other nations smile for limited purposes. As any translator of ‘Rong quickly finds out, there are 

many reasons for the smile. There are a plethora of smiles which communicate and express meaning in 

silent ways that are clear to the Thai audience, but not so perhaps to the English-speaking audience. 

And with that, I would like to smile warmly (a distinctly English type of smile), and thank you for your 

attention, and reading this far! 
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Abstract 

In Thailand, Buddhist monks have a very close relationship with Thai people because the monks are from 

their locality and have been and still are part of their community. The community is an informal support 

source for Buddhist monks as to they are generally dependent on the community for the necessities of 

life such as food, clothing, lodging and medication. However, a changing society in Thailand has been 

affecting the lifestyle and behavior of monks. This qualitative study was designed to explain how this 

changing society has affected the health of the Buddhist monks in San Sai Mahawong sub-district, 

Saraphi district, Chiang Mai province. The results revealed that the changing society has forced people in 

the Sansai Mahawong community to go to urban cities in order to find jobs. Consequently, the 

traditional pattern for preparing food to give to Buddhist monks is tending to break up and the relatives 

of the Buddhist monks are the main means of support. Buddhist monks are now receiving food which is 

either relatively easy to prepare or commercially available from local shops. In addition, there is a trend 

for Buddhist monks to be physically inactive because lay people brought food offerings to them at the 

Temple. To counter the problems associated with the lack of exercise increasing physical activity among 

Buddhist monks using physical devices was recommended. However, this idea is unpopular with lay 

people who refused to accept the principle due to issues of decorum. Therefore, the changing society 

may have a negative impact on Buddhist monks’ health especially in so far as they are the victims of 

non-communicable diseases. 

Keywords: Buddhist monks’ health, Thai community and Buddhist monks, changing Thai society, Thai 

monks  
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Introduction 

In Thailand, Buddhist monks have a very close relationship with Thai people because the monks are from 

their locality and have been and still are part of their community (Buates, Chantachon, Paengsoi, 

Kangrang, & Sarakham, 2010). Buddhist monks play an important role in spiritual support, a role which is 

a key factor in the Thai community (Kuramasuwan et al. 2013; Larpthananon, 2014). One example of 

their role is that they share knowledge with the villagers and community members about how to live 

according to Buddhist principles (Atipanyo, 2011). 

The community is an informal source of support for Buddhist monks, the community being part of the 

temple (Buates et al., 2010). The temples link the individual and the environment in the context of social 

issues, economics and resources available to the community members while the temple being 

established in line with their beliefs and faith. 

Buddhist monks generally depend on the community for the necessities of life such as food, clothing, 

lodging and medication (Kuramasuwan, Howteerakul, Suwannapong & Rawdaree, 2013; Larpthananon, 

2013). Focusing specifically on the issue of food, the volume 5 of Vinaya Pitaka in Mahavagga, Part 2, 

states that Buddhist monks cannot prepare and cook the food (Payutto, 2003) but they can consume a 

normal diet before twelve o’clock noon (Buates et al., 2010). After that, they cannot eat anything except 

Panaa (strained fruit juice) which must be consumed before the following dawn. Therefore, Buddhist 

monks depend on food from food offerings. One study revealed that lay people select the food for food 

offerings according to their beliefs (Srimanee et al., 2013). For example they may believe that food can 

bring good fortune to their life so they will prepare a rich dish for the monks, or that if they prepare a 

dish that their passed away relatives particularly enjoyed, these relatives will be pleased with the food 

offering to Buddhist monks and again they will gain merit. 

Changes in society from an agricultural economy to an industrial capitalist system have led to 

urbanization and modernization in Thailand (Khaewwan, nd). These changes have been affecting the 

lifestyle and behavior of the Thai people (Phuphaibul et al., 2012) and hence have also affected the lives 

of Buddhist monks. A study showed lifestyle changes resulted in time limitations for preparing and 

cooking food for monks (Angkatavanich et al., 2014). Therefore, the food that people often select for 

their offerings would either be relatively easy to prepare or commercially available (Angkatavanich et al., 

2014; Srimanee et al., 2013). Curry and deep fried foods are most commonly found in almsgiving sets, 

the set usually having a high calorific content from coconut milk or is very rich in oil from the preparation 

process (Angkatavanich et al., 2014). As a result, most of the foods offered to the monks are more likely 

to be high in calories, salt and sugar and low in protein (Angkatavanich et al., 2016; Kuramasuwan et al., 

2013; Srimanee et al., 2013). 

As regards physical activities among Buddhist monks, Buddhist monks cannot exercise in the same way 

as the general population do because all parts of the Vinaya Pitaka (the basket of Buddhist discipline) 

were established with the view of controlling the Buddhist monks’ behavior (Srimanee et al, 2013). 

Therefore, Lord of Buddha allowed alms-gathering (walking for food offerings in the morning), sweeping 

the temple court and cleaning the lodge (Kuti) and walking meditation (Buates et al., 2010; 

Kuramasuwan et al., 2013; Larpthananon, 2013) as the recommended physical activities for Buddhist 

monks. A previous study indicated that Buddhist monks still have a tendency to be physically inactive 
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which leads to associated health problems. The study by Kuramasuwan and colleague (2013) 

demonstrated that 49.9% of Buddhist monks can be considered as living a sedentary lifestyle. However, 

to date, the literature about social change involved studies concerning Buddhist monks from the central 

region in Thailand but the research did not cover Northern Thailand. The objective of this study is to 

investigate and explain how the changing society affects the health of Buddhist monks in Northern 

Thailand. 

Methods 

The qualitative study aimed to examine how the changing society affects the health of the Buddhist 

monks in San Sai Mahawong sub-district, Saraphi district, Chiang Mai province. The study involved five 

focus groups with 34 participants which included 8 lay people, 8 churchman’s guides, 3 healthcare 

providers, 88 village health volunteers and 8 community leaders. Content analysis was used to analyze 

the data.  

Results and Discussion 

Social and Cultural Aspects of Caring for Buddhist Monks 

Originally, Sansai Mahawong had a society, culture and language which were rooted in the Northern Thai 

tradition. The people have traditionally been living near their relatives and were in form of the extended 

family. Most of the community residents were located on the basin and along the banks of the Ping 

River. People worked in the agricultural sector as Longan and vegetable growers.  

The relationship between the Buddhist monks and their community is based on the temple. 

Communities surround the temple geographically as families and individuals established their 

community before or at the same time as the temple was established (Buates et al, 2010). The temples 

link the individual and the environment in the context of social issues, economics and resource 

availability as the temples were established by community members in line with their beliefs and the 

abbot and monks came from the community members. 

This study showed that the community residents in Sansai Mahawong have high respect for the Buddhist 

monks. Community residents were expected to look after their monks so as to gain merit. Therefore, 

they support the necessities of life for the Buddhist monks such as food, clothing, lodging and 

medication. 

The culture around the health care of Buddhist monks is related to support from their community in a 

similar relationship as they would have to a relative. There are five groups of people who take important 

roles in the health care of Buddhist monks. The churchman’s guide is the merit leader who acts as a 

coordinator between the monks and the people in their community. The churchman’s guide is informally 

responsible for the health of Buddhist monks including the monitoring of, for example, the preparation 

of food in the food offerings or to give medicine when the monks are sick. Healthcare providers provide 

an annual checkup and they can give medication and advice to Buddhist monks who have health issues. 

Lay people are also important in the lives of Buddhist monks because they provide food and medicine 

and can send Buddhist monks to the hospital when they have severe illness. The village health volunteers 

(VHVs) are the representatives of the community members who provide care and health advice to 
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Buddhist monks. Finally, community leaders are the headmen in the villages that act as coordinators 

between the government and their community.  

Social Change and Preparing Food Offerings for Buddhist Monks 

In previous years community residents prepared food for food offerings to Buddhist monks. They offered 

food that they believed could bring good fortune to their life so they will prepare a rich dish for the 

monks or that if they prepare a dish that their passed away relatives particularly enjoyed, these relatives 

will be pleased with the food offering to Buddhist monks and again they will gain merit. Moreover, the 

relatives of the Buddhist monks prepared food that they knew their family member preferred, again a 

food which is high in calories. In addition, community resident together, with the relatives of Buddhist 

monks organized their day to prepare food that they would prefer but now, however, economic 

development has brought great changes in recent time. Low agricultural incomes have forced people in 

the Sansai Mahawong community travelling every day to urban cities in order to find jobs so their time 

was more limited. Consequently, the traditional pattern for preparing food to Buddhist monks is tending 

to break up and relatives of Buddhist monks are the main preparers and suppliers of the food offerings. 

“I am a relative of Buddhist monk; I am the main preparer of food to him. I know what he likes” 

“Nowadays, less people offer food to the monks, thus, I always prepare food for monks because 

he is my nephew” 

The beliefs about food offerings to monks such as the preparation of a dish their passed away relatives 

particularly enjoyed are still current. Participants believe that the Buddhist monks are the mediators 

between the dead and the living.  

“My father passed away last year. He likes Hang-le curry and curry with coconut milk. I offer this 

food to Buddhist monks because I believed that monks are the mediators between the 

dead and the living”. 

“I know that my relative like Northern style chilly dip and streaky pork with crispy crackling. 

Thus, I offer this food to the monks for my relatives so will get these dishes too.” 

Regarding the belief that the food will bring good fortune in life, participants also offer food that they 

believe will make their life better or a dish which has a good standing such as Larb Moo (Spicy minced 

pork). 

“When I celebrate the new house, I offer Larb Moo (Spicy minced pork) to Buddhist monks 

because Larb mean I will receive money or belongings in my life.” 

In some cases there is a tradition of offering Central region traditional foods which has led to changes in 

eating style. The offering of Central region traditional foods to Buddhist monks was done because they 

thought that this food was excellent. Sometime the people thought that Buddhist monks lost the 

appetite for Northern region traditional food therefore they offered Central region traditional food to 

Buddhist monks. 
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“I offered Central region traditional food to Buddhist monks because this food enriched the 

meat and it so delicious”  

“I think that Buddhist monk lost the appetite for Northern region traditional food because 

when they were invited to commit to this religious life and I offered Northern region 

traditional food, they ate too little. Therefore, I offered Central region traditional 

food because it has been new food for them.” 

When participants have a religious ceremony, most of them offered food which they thought was 

excellent so they offered meat and fewer vegetables. They thought that the meat was a better food 

because it was more expensive than vegetables.  

“When we have a religious ceremony such as a Buddhist Holy Day or Visakha Puja Day, we 

offered excellent food which was prepared from meat because it was more expensive 

than vegetables. I think that meat is excellent ingredient for offering to Buddhist 

monks.” 

In addition, some participants have a job in the urban city which leads to limitations on the time for 

preparing and cooking food for the monks. Therefore, they often offer food which is relatively easy to 

obtain and is commercially available. Many people selected curry and deep fried food, these are most 

commonly found offerings in almsgiving sets.  

“Because my time is limited and I have to hurry to get to work, I choose the food for 

almsgiving sets from the local shops for offering to the Buddhist monks” 

Physical Activities among Buddhist Monks and the Belief of Community Residents 

Buddhist monks cannot exercise in the same way as the general population because the Vinaya Pitaka 

guidelines were established with the view of controlling the behaviors of the Buddhist monks. The results 

showed the daily activities of Buddhist monks were alms-gathering (walking for food offerings in the 

morning), sweeping the temple court, cleaning the lodge (Kuti), walking meditation and cutting grass for 

between 30 and 60 minutes per day. 

“In the early morning, I saw Buddhist monks were walking for food offering” 

“In the morning or afternoon, Buddhist monks were cutting the grass and someone was 

cleaning their lodge” 

As regarding increasing the physical activities carried out by Buddhist monks, the results showed that the 

use of sports equipment to do this was unpopular with lay people who refused to accept the principle 

due to issues of decorum and was considered to be against the Buddhist discipline.  

“It is not appropriate for Buddhist monks because it is not polite. 

“I think that it is not polite and against the Buddhist discipline” 
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“In my opinion, Buddhist monks should not use sports equipment; I have never seen Buddhist 

monks using the sports equipment” 

In addition, some of Buddhist monks were not seen to exercise or increase physical activities.  

“My relative who was a Buddhist monk, after he had lunch, he always sleeps at noon and does 

not exercise” 

“In the temple that is near my home, Buddhist monks had sedentary lifestyle”  

In summary, to increase physical activity among Buddhist monks, physical devices were recommended. 

However, this idea was refused by lay people due to the issue of decorum and against the Buddhist 

discipline. 

The Health of Buddhist Monks and Social Change 

Social change has had an effect on the health of Buddhist monks. The sedentary lifestyle and unhealthy 

food are now associated with the lifestyle of Buddhist monks and are also the major risk factors for 

diabetes. There are a total of 14 monks in the San Sai Mahawong community, nine of whom are at risk of 

diabetes five being identified as obese and overweight, and four who have been diagnosed as 

pre-hypertension. Seriously, one of monk died from the diabetes complication. These results are 

evidential that diabetes prevention is a serious issue for Buddhist monks and their community. 

Conclusion 

At the present time economic development is bringing great changes to what has recently been a 

traditional Northern Thai society. The culture around the health of Buddhist monks involves support 

from their community similar to that associated with a relative. As regards food offerings, the relatives 

always prepare food that the monk prefers. Belief about the food offered bringing good fortune to their 

life; a dish their passed away relatives particularly enjoyed, time constraints on food preparation and a 

change to Central region traditional food has led to changes in eating style. Consequently, curry and 

deep fried foods are most commonly found in the offerings many of which are very rich due to the 

coconut milk or the high levels of oil which are used in the preparation process. As a result, most of the 

foods offered to the monks are more likely to be high in calories, salt and sugar.  

As regards physical activities among Buddhist monks, the main exercise for Buddhist monks involves 

alms-gathering and cleaning the temple. However, the level of exertion is not enough for the 

maintenance of health. The lay people refused to countenance the use of physical devices due to issues 

of decorum so in addition to issues of poor diet the sedentary lifestyle increases the risk for diabetes in 

Buddhist monks. As a consequence, the health status of monks in Sansai Mahawong is a very high risk for 

type 2 diabetes.  
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Abstract  

Kai Noi Village in Mueang Kai, Mae Taeng District, Chiang Mai is a predominantly Khmu highland 

community situated near the Center for the Royal Project Foundation in Mon Ngor. Agriculture is the 

major occupation of the community, and the primary crops are fermented tea leaves for chewing and 

variety of modern cash crops to supply the Royal Project Foundation. One of the village’s unique forms of 

heritage is a woven craft made from the bark of branches of a local palm (Livistona speciosa) called 

“Khor.” With the help of local agencies, a weaving craft group was created to produce sticky rice boxes 

and trays made of Khor bark. However, the weaving group could not meet the high volume of orders, 

since only a few villagers were willing to join the group to produce these crafts. This research studied the 

problem of the village’s weaving crafts by undertaking in-depth interviews with local members to analyze 

all aspects of the weaving process, including time required for production and expenditures involved in 

making the products. The researchers learned that the sale of traditional weaving crafts failed to provide 

enough revenue and investment return so it was not attractive for villagers to join the group. The 

research team analyzed the situation and provided 3 solutions as follows: 1) to redesign more modern 

weaving products, 2) to develop weaving skills for products with a higher value, and 3) to reduce the cost 

of raw materials, such as changing materials to bamboo for some products. As a result, more villagers 

joined the group, increasing from 5 to 12 members. With higher standards and more modern designs, 

the weaving products of Kai Noi Village were presented at both international and national art and crafts 

events.  

Keywords: Local History, Baan Bor Luang, Rock Salt, Bor Kluea, Cultural Heritage  
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Introduction  

The Meaning and Value of Craft  

The meaning of craft has changed significantly throughout history. During the medieval period in Europe, 

for instance, craft referred to a broad range of skilled trades which required an amalgamation of 

intelligence, skill and strength (MacDonald, 2005, 34). Moreover, before the 18th century, there was no 

clear separation between “crafts” and “art,” and in fact, the Latin term ‘ars’ denoted a particular skill or 

craft. However, during the era of the Enlightenment, the meaning began to change, and handicraft was 

degraded as it was based on technical skill for financial benefit in oppose to fine art of genius and free 

spirit according to Kant’s Critique of the Power of Judgement. Painting, sculpture, architecture, music 

and poetry became highly recognized as fine arts (Beaux Arts), thus separated from the common crafts 

and decorative arts (Kristeller, 1990, 165).  

Ideas about craft shifted again in the mid-19th century, as the crafts and decorative arts were recognized 

as being as valuable as fine arts by a renowned British art critic, John Ruskin (1819-1900) and the 

designer, William Morris. John Ruskin argued that any great art, including paintings and sculptures in 

famous churches and palaces, could be considered as a part of the decorative arts.56 William Morris also 

maintained that the “lesser arts,” which included “the crafts of house-building, painting, joinery and 

carpentry, smiths’ work, pottery and glass-making, weaving, and many others,” should not be detached 

from the higher arts of painting, sculpture and architecture.57 Their strong argument to value crafts on 

par with the fine arts inspired the Arts and Crafts movement in England, which flourished in Europe and 

North America from 1880 to 1910.58 William Morris also established a firm, Morris & Co., to bring artists, 

designers and architects with complementary skills to work on decorative art projects. Morris & Co. 

became a highly successful craft business bringing craft production to the level of art. However, by 1850, 

the industrial revolution had transformed the British economy and spread throughout the world. The 

domestic utilitarian goods produced by craftsmen were replaced by mass produced commodities 

(MacDonald, 2005, 36,37). Once again, the crafts declined when the avant-garde and modern movement 

replaced the Arts and Crafts movement by the 1930s. While modern and avant-garde art became a 

mirror of contemporary issues and social and political trends, handicrafts became a symbol of nostalgia 

and romantic ruralism. Whereas modern artists used technology, chance, spontaneous assemblage and 

originality in their work, the crafts became a separate domain associated with the continuity of traditions 

and materials of craft practice.59 Moreover, beginning in the 20th century, there were various scholars 

working on historical, critical and theoretical studies of modern art, while there were few critical studies 

on the development of craft. It was not until 1971 that a Crafts Advisory Committee was created in 

United Kingdom, to provide grants, loans, exhibition and education about craft, thus stimulating critical 

discourses on contemporary crafts instead of fixed ideas of tradition and nostalgia. Finally, a Crafts 
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Magazine launched in 1973 to promote critical thinking on contemporary crafts and provide an area for 

academic debate.  

Handicraft in Thailand 

In general terms, according to Cohen (2000:8), the crafts in Thailand can be categorized into two 

overlapping spheres of ‘court arts’ and ‘folk crafts’ by the detail of craftsmanship, distribution methods 

and major patrons or users. The court arts were mostly produced by highly skilled crafts people for royal 

ceremonial and ritual purposes at the palaces or temples, including gold and silversmithing, nielloware, 

lacquerware, silk and brocade weaving. On the other hand, the folk crafts were made of local materials 

for common purposes in everyday life such as basketry, mat-making, woodwork, bamboo work, 

ironsmith, stone cutting and many types of vegetable fiber weaving. 

Crafts in Thailand have a different history and meaning from that of Europe. In contrast to the craft 

guilds of Europe, within the traditional context of the “mandala galactic polity” in Southeast Asia 

(Tambiah 1976:102-131), most of the royal crafts were produced by war captive slaves from neighboring 

kingdoms who were resettled around the capital (Cohen, 2000:7). Therefore, the early arts and crafts of 

Thailand developed by borrowing and adapting from Cham, Khmer and Chinese sources (Warren & 

Tettoni, 1994). Pensiri (2013) has argued that Thai handicrafts became a symbol of the civilization of the 

country in its struggle against colonialism, and in that context, the ruling elite sought to display and 

exhibit Thai craftsmanship internationally, such as at the exhibit at the court of Versailles in 1686 (Galois, 

1971).  

During the 1960s and 1970s, tourism boomed as a result of the US involvement in Vietnam War, and 

handicrafts were also promoted further and became a symbol of the identity of Thai culture. In addition, 

the Cold War context and communist threat also prompted the Thai government to stimulate new 

development and the market economy in the countryside. State authorities were also very active in 

promoting development in the hill tribe areas of northern Thailand during this period, in order to stem 

the illegal opium cultivation.  

Economic and infrastructural development also brought western, industrialized products to villages. 

Western goods entered the countryside since the turn of the 20th century. As Thailand rapidly 

transformed from an agricultural into an industrially-based economy in the 1980s and early 1990s, 

foreign investment poured into central Thailand to produce export goods (Pasuk, 1996:143-170). 

Industrialization and major road expansion since this period led to the introduction of industrially 

produced good and products into the rural areas. As happened in Europe one hundred years before, in 

Thailand everyday goods produced with craft skills were threatened by cheap, mass-produced goods. 

The decline of crafts was more severe in the central plain Thailand near Bangkok than in the north, 

northeast and the south of Thailand (Cohen, 2000: 9-10). 

While in England, the Arts and Crafts Movement and Crafts Advisory Committee was established to 

support crafts, in Thailand, the Foundation For the Promotion of Supplementary Occupations and 

Related Techniques under the Royal Patronage of Her Majesty the Queen (SUPPORT) was founded in 

1976, in order to develop handicrafts as supplementary income for poor farmers in remote areas. One of 
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the missions of the foundation is to prevent the decline and disappearance of Thai handicrafts.60  

Handicrafts in Northern Thailand 

In the northern Thai context, crafts people in the royal court of the Lanna Kingdom (years) were also 

from ethnic minorities villages brought to the region of Chiang Mai as war captives in the 19th century 

(Bowie, 1993:148). With its unique mountainous geography, handicrafts of the northern Thai region can 

be divided into two broad geographical categories of highland and lowland crafts. According to the Tribal 

Research Institute, the hill tribes are comprised of 9 groups, namely: Karen, Hmong, Mien (Yao), Lahu 

(Muser), Lisu, Akha Htin, Khamu and Lawa (Lua) (Kunstadter 1983, Lewis and Lewis 1984). Historically, 

the hill tribes mostly maintained their isolation from lowland society but, as a result of Cold War politics, 

problems with refugees, the communist insurgency and the practice of opium cultivation, Thai state 

authorities began to govern and intervene in the hill tribe areas from the 1960s onwards and sought to 

incorporate hill tribes into Thai society (Cohen, 2000:12). Although hill tribes began to lose their cultural 

identity as a result of these policies, the northern mountainous area became a popular attraction for 

foreigners searching for ‘primitive’ culture. Hill tribe crafts became commercialized by both tourism 

businesses and non-governmental organizations involved with some tribal groups who were refugees 

from neighboring countries, particularly Laos. Lowland crafts, in contrast, gradually grew in the area 

surrounding Chiang Mai, the capital city of Lanna Kingdom, to be well-known craft villages such as Bo 

Sang for paper umbrellas, San Kamphaeng for silk and Wualai for silversmithing, but they either faced 

urbanization or became modernized with a greater variety of products in response to high demand from 

tourists (Cohen 2000:15).  

In the local context of two craft communities producing basketry and woodwork in Chiang Mai, Cohen 

(2000: 275-294) found four major factors leading to decline in village basket crafts. The first was 

changing patterns of livelihood that used craft products as tools in the field. Secondly, the industrial and 

urban development in drew young generations to industrial employment instead of practicing the crafts 

learned from an older generation. Thirdly, the cost of raw materials escalated or were harder to find in 

the area but the value of products remained low. Finally, crafts people were unable to adapt and develop 

skills to meet new demands and changing markets such as exports and souvenirs for tourists. 

This research paper focuses on the development of basketry made from special palm bark and bamboo 

crafts in one of the hill tribe villages in Chiang Mai Province that is still relatively isolated and not yet 

impacted by tourism and market penetration. However, livelihood patterns and practices have been 

altered by state authorities and non-governmental organizations associated with the Royal Project 

Foundation since the 1960s, as cash crop cultivation and fruit orchard production was introduced. 

Modern agriculture gradually expanded and the traditional tea plantations declined. The handwoven 

baskets used in everyday life for tea cultivation was replaced by industrial produced baskets, and there is 

still no demand for woven products for export or tourist products.  

The research mainly has explored how academic institutions, communities of artists and designers can 
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engage with local craft producers to enrich their skills and products in the context of northern Thailand. 

The research describes the development of woven crafts into creative design installations exhibited 

internationally. The research asks how local craft makers of Kai Noi village can benefit over the medium 

to long term from collaborating with designers and artists in art installation projects and international art 

exhibitions, apart from gaining a position in contemporary art world. Moreover, in which direction 

should the group of crafts producers develop to further adapt to the new market and demand in modern 

society? 

Research Approach 

King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi (KMUTT) and Rajamangaka University of Technology 

Lanna (RMUTL) have a shared mission of integrating excellence of research, academic service and 

teaching advancement in order to serve marginal communities, and as such, our research approach 

followed a “Socially Engaged Scholarship” approach. This research for social engagement reverses the 

normative pattern of academic research that starts from basic research to applied research and 

translational research that can be developed into final product. Basic research creates academic impact 

first and has only secondary interest in public impact. By contrast, this research study sought to 

collaborate with community at the start, in order to develop a research project aimed at 

problem-solving, creating user impact first and academic impact afterwards.  

Research Methodology and Process  

In this study, we employed participatory action research with members of the weaving group and all 

stakeholders involved in this handicraft project. We conducted the research focusing on engagement 

with community in 3 stages. At the first stage, fieldwork was undertaken in order to understand the 

broader community context, in part by interviews with all the key stakeholders and community 

members. Moreover, we tried to understand the meaning of crafts as well as the process of production 

in this village, and therefore analyzed all stages and costs of production including the payment for skilled 

labor. The fieldwork created trust between our researchers and the villagers.  

In the second stage, weaving group members and researchers jointly created the process to solve the 

problems, pinpoint the location of difficulties and develop weaving products systematically. These 

discussions led to the realization that weavers of Kai Noi village in fact needed to develop new designs 

that could fit with a new market, increase value and bring more profit to the crafts community. The skill 

of crafts people also needed to be enhanced for crafting various finishings and forms. Another issue that 

arose was related to the availability of “Khor” palm branch bark was available only during the rainy 

season. Given this limited availability of raw material, costs associated with weaving were higher in the 

dry season thus there was less opportunity for villagers to practice. The villagers agreed with us to shift 

materials to bamboo strips, which is more abundant and cheaper.  

The final stage of research had to do with managing the organization of the weaving group to make sure 

that part of profit was redistributed to community social welfare. Our research found that it was 

necessary to control and improve the quality of weaving products as part of the group’s self-assessment 

and to maintain well-being of members of the group. With quality control, the group has greater 
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confidence to pursue the new suitable market segments that generate more income for the weaving 

craft group.  

Weaving Products at Kai Noi Village  

The location of this research study is the highland village of Kai Noi, Mueang Kai, Mae Taeng District in 

the north of Chiang Mai Province on the major route to Pai District of Mae Hongson Province. The 

research team from RMUTL-KMUTT Collaborative Center for Royal Project Foundation and Academic 

Activities was asked to visit Kai Noi village by the Mon Ngor Royal Project Development Center to assist 

the village’s basketry weaving group. Kai Noi community is a settlement of multi-ethnic groups, but the 

Khamu were the first to settle down in this region as logging labor for Bombay Burmah Company who 

received a concession from Thai government. Soon, Lua, Karen, Hmong and Shan tribes as well as Thais 

from lowland areas moved to settle in the area. In 2011, the Kai Noi River flooded and mudslides 

following a depression storm wiped out the entire village. Fifteen houses disappeared and there were 

ten casualties. With the assistance of state authorities, the village relocated into the National Reserve 

area under the aegis of Mon Ngor Royal Project Development Center and currently repopulated to 60 

households with 144 members.  

The resettlement was hard as most community members had to set up a new farming system with new 

kind of crops. They faced a period of income shortage before harvesting time. The young and 

middle-aged population left the village to work in another province or the city of Chiang Mai. The elderly 

with weaving skills were left in the village, and comprised 41 percent of the population. The advantage of 

the new settlement is its unique landscape vegetation. Eighty percent of the new village territory was 

covered with a special kind of palm tree locally called Khor. The local palm (Livistona speciosa) leaves are 

utilized as unique roofing materials in the vernacular architecture of this region.  

The supplementary income from selling Khor leaves as roofing averages around 800,000-1,000,000 Baht 

for the entire village or around 20,000 baht per household. Local government agencies and business such 

as resorts and stores in the region of Chiang Mai, Lamphun, and Maehongson annually order Khor leaves 

to replace the old roofing during the rainy season in order to prepare for special winter festivities. Kai 

Noi community became a hub of distributing Khor leaves in the upper Northern region of Thailand. 

Moreover, Khor is also a versatile plant in that every part can be used in everyday life of community 

members.  

For example, the trunk of Khor can be used as firewood for cooking and steaming tea leaves. Its bark can 

be boiled as herbal medicine for diarrhea. Its shoots can be cooked as a curry which is popular for local 

festivities and important ceremonies. Cooking with Khor shoot signifies the highest level of important 

events such as weddings, funerals and community merit making ceremonies, since it is necessary to cut 

the whole plant down for getting its shoot. Khor curry therefore is the symbol of the community’s unity 

and community participation. Khor curry cooked and served for guests also demonstrates the 

community’s great honor to visitors. Khor fruit also can be lightly boiled for a snack. The leaves of 30 cm 

by 120 cm are usually stitched together with bamboo sticks and used for roofing. 

As previously discussed regarding the supplementary income, we found that the price of one leaf is 10 

baht. So it means that around 80,000 to 100,000 Khor leaves were cut annually and it means the same 

amount of Khor branches were cut. However, only 3,000 barks from branches were used as strips for 

weaving basketry while the rest got moldy and decomposed. If these 77,000 barks could be peeled to 
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approximately 770,000 strips, it could be woven for producing more basketry and possibly earn more 

income. Usually, the local community would not cut Khor branches in summer or winter since there was 

no order for Khor leaves, and this would waste the leaves.  

The core of the Khor branch can be used as hardwood and the bark can be peeled to make traditional 

household kitchen utensils such as trays, sticky rice boxes, mats, bowls and various forms of containers. 

With its aesthetic quality of naturally-polished texture and elasticity, the community was asked to supply 

700 large trays to the Office of Highland Research and Development Institute for the price of 100 baht 

each within the period of 3 months. With the assistance of Mon Ngor Royal Project Development Center, 

Kai Noi weaving group was created and 17 members were recruited. However, the group failed to deliver 

the products on time since 12 members left the group. Only 4 elderly and 1 adult committed to work. 

The major reason was the low payment which was insufficient for their labor and time. Moreover, they 

also failed to find enough materials to make strips for weaving.  

Kai Noi as a Project-based Classroom  

With KMUTT’s research approach of “Social Lab”, the first workshop was launched as a short-term 

operation to bring the team of 32 students from various faculties of KMUTT under the Gifted Education 

Office (GEO) to the area. They brainstormed with Kai Noi craftspeople to seek a solution to major 

problems of insufficient materials, and in spite of the short period of a 2-day visit, they were able to 

arrive at some feasible suggestions and solutions. One had to do with preservation of Khor barks. The 

students proposed that Khor barks should be preserved and protected from mold by two different 

processes and approaches: first, a dry heating process and second, a chemical coating process. However, 

both solutions need long-term research and precise testing from both RMUTL’s laboratory in food 

development and KMUTT’s chemical engineering department. The dry heating process needed to build 

an oven and test for its temperature that Khor strips could be dried but still durable for weaving. The 

chemical coating process needed to explore the right chemical substance that could protect Khor strips 

from mold and preserve the quality of Khor.  

After the workshop, another KMUTT “Social lab” classroom was launched to exchange knowledge among 

the craft group of Kai Noi community, students, lecturers in Industrial Design Program of School of 

Architecture and Design, KMUTT, and the faculty of Industrial Design Program of Faculty of Art and 

Architecture RMUTL. The group of 8 students and 2 lecturers from School of Architecture and Design of 

KMUTT visited the community to learn the local contexts and problems of the crafts group and weaving 

process as a part of KMUTT’s crafts design course. The class also consulted with Associate Professor 

Vassana Saima of RMUTL who has a long history of working with several craft communities in Chiang 

Mai.61 The workshop was organized to exchange knowledge between younger generations of urban 

students and the village elderly. The students learnt techniques how to form the product from strips 

made of bamboo or “Khor” palm leaves while the elderly craftsmen learned new design from young 

students. The result of the short-term activities initiated a mid-term operation for design research and 

                                                           
61

 The course was operated by Assistant Prof. Woranooch Chuenruedeemol and Assistant Prof. Nanthana Boonla-or 
of School of Architecture and Design, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi. Associate Prof.  Vassana 
Saima is currently the head of Industrial Design Department of Faculty of Art and Architecture at RMUTL. Prof. 
Vassana is also renounced designer using bamboo strips to formulate very distinctive designed chandeliers and 
other products. Her works were highly appreciated in international arena.  
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development. After students understood the local context and problem of Kai Noi community, they 

created new designs and processes of weaving craft in order to generate new products that could bring 

higher income. In this stage, students and lecturers also brought new products to discuss with craft 

groups and the community also suggested some techniques of weaving for new designs. 

From the “Social lab” classroom and workshop that brought students to understand the problems and 

context of the area, students not only created new products or solutions for problems but found the 

methods and tools for improving the weaving process, which is a medium-term project as well. A KMUTT 

Industrial Design student who designed a new bamboo backpack from an old basket for collecting tea as 

a part of her 2-month internship project found that the size and proportion of baskets were slightly 

different since each craft maker has different weaving skill and aptitude. She proposed to develop the 

mold for assisting the weaving process as her final exit project. The mold was designed to help each craft 

maker to weave the object in the same proportion and reduce the time of weaving product. The mold 

can be detached and composed in diverse shapes enable craft maker to standardize different forms of 

baskets. The final exit project of KMUTT Industrial Design student reduced the production time and 

increased the standard of the weaving product.  

The field-based activities with academic institutions for skills development led to a greater variety of 

products than the traditional sticky rice boxes and trays. Moreover, KMUTT students developed methods 

for quality control by using a mold for forming the weaving product. Surprisingly, as a result of these 

innovations, the younger generation and teenagers expressed interest in joining the group to learn more 

about weaving baskets. With more members, the group started to use bamboo ribbon strips as a main 

material to practice making the product since the price of bamboo is lower and more abundant in the 

area. The woven bamboo products were sold and created more jobs in the community and thus the 

number of members in the weaving group increased from 5 to 12 and the products from community of 

Kai Noi were exhibited at international and national exhibitions. The group of crafts makers in 

community are now eager to produce the new merchandise and develop new skills. However, they still 

faced the problem that the expenditure was still high and there is an unclear market demand.  

Kai Noi Craft and the International Art Exhibition 

Through a network of international designers teaching at KMUTT, the craft group from Kai Noi Village, 

along with other 30 Thai craftspeople, were selected to demonstrate basketry weaving at the Thai 

Factory Exhibition of Setoushi Triannal 2016—a famous art event at Takamatsu Port on Shikoku Island, 

Japan. From exchanging ideas with Japanese visitors and other crafts producers at the exhibition in 

Japan, the craft group leader became more confident to create new products. For instance, the bamboo 

chicken coop was adapted to be plates and a cover for serving dessert at formal meetings at the local 

government head office.  

The experience at Setouchi Triannal 2016 also became the village crafts group’s reference for designers 

and customers in Thailand and abroad. Through the network of KMUTT and RMUTL alumni and lecturers, 

the bamboo work and skill of Kai Noi village was brought to the attention of young designers of the 

SUPPORT Arts and Crafts International Center of Thailand (SACICT) which is a public organization aiming 

to support crafts development in Thailand. Kai Noi crafts group began to collaborate with SACICT for 

displaying indigenous weaving work at various international art shows.  

The first exhibition event for which Kai Noi craft group collaborated with SACICT was the Chiang Mai’s 
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Design Week 2016, which took place from 3rd to 11th December. Kai Noi Craft group produced 100 

bamboo boxes for Mr. Piboon Amornjiraporn, an exhibition designer of SACICT, composed them 

together with specific lighting as an installation art project called “Realm Pavilion.” This art installation 

was displayed at the Three King Monument, the main entrance to this event. Moreover, the bamboo 

chicken coop was redesigned to be the lamps at Setoushi Triannal 2016 and bamboo boxes at Chiang 

Mai’s Design Week exhibitions created an attractive lighting atmosphere. As a result, the craft 

community received several orders for making bamboo lamps from resort business owners who 

experienced the exhibition. The community needed to order more bamboo strips for the production of 

lamps and found that the cost of bamboo including labor cost was lower than Khor palm bark while they 

were sold at the same price of about 100 Baht. The Khor palm also was available only short period of 

rainy season and got moldy easily. 

The 5,000 barb fish trap made of bamboo from Kai Noi craft group was also composed as a part of 

intallation art at the main stage of the biggest music and art festival in Thailand, the Wonder Fruit 

Festival Pattaya, which ran the music event from 16th to 19th February, 2017. The installation art called 

“Whale: the Cross-Cultural Craft Collaboration” was designed by four artists: Vassana Saima and Piboon 

Amornjiraporn, Saruta Kiatparkpoom, and Naomi McIntoch. The art project was supported by The British 

Council of Thailand. The festival drew many celebrities who posted themselves with Kai Noi’s art 

installation images on social medias. This event boosted strong confidence on craft products in the 

community. The younger generation of Kai Noi felt inspired to learn more weaving technique with their 

parents and elderly. 

Through the connection of SACICT, Kai Noi craft group participated in the International Innovative Craft 

Fair 2017. The original baskets made from Khor bark from Kai Noi Village were displayed among 

handicrafts from other parts of Thailand and other countries. Moreover in this event, Kai Noi craft group 

was one of the 4 groups that supported bamboo crafts for Mr. Marvin Saima, a young artist, to compose 

an art installation titled “Theepa Malee” for the Innovative Craft Award 2017 (ICA) in SACICT Craft Trend 

Gallery 2018 Exhibition. The work received 4th Prize from 220 competitors.  

Conclusion 

The aim of this research was to explore the right process and methods to support local community 

handicrafts. The work started with identifying methods to preserve the unique material of Khor bark for 

making strips for weaving. However, while the research about Khor as a material was time-consuming, 

village crafts needed to be developed both in terms of the skills of artisans and product design. The crafts 

group and researchers agreed to adopt bamboo as a material for continuing to explore new methods 

and to practice weaving skills and establish their reputation. Furthermore, it was agreed that only the 

premium and high quality products would be made from Khor bark, which was harder to prepare and 

seasonally limited. Bamboo production activities helped with exploring new designs, functions and 

developing technical skills of weaving, thus generating income and attracting younger generations to join 

weaving group. The key of this study is the consideration for not only preserving the indigenous 

handicrafts but also enhancing the ability of all involving parties in thinking about crafts as open to 

adaptation and change according to new markets and demands. Academic activities and workshops also 

boosted confidence, developed processes of production, and enhanced skills and quality control. The 
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participation in international art exhibitions and festivities opened opportunities to practice with similar 

groups of professional interest, explored the potential for craft forms with contemporary lifestyle and, 

most importantly, generated diverse thinking for new design and markets among crafts makers. The Kai 

Noi craft group has developed from producing traditional handicrafts to creating integral forms and 

structures for modern designs and contemporary art installations. However, Kai Noi community still 

needs to demonstrate its capability to adapt to changing markets and real demand that constantly 

require new products for modern lifestyles.  
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Abstract 

The Mlabri were historically a nomadic ethnic group who lived in the forests of Nan and Phrae Provinces 

of Thailand. Commonly known in Thai as “Phee Thong Lueang,” the Mlabri relocated their settlement 

when the leaves in their roofs turned yellow. As a result of a hundred years of deforestation in northern 

Thailand and the establishment of national forest in 1960s, the Mlabri tribes were prohibited from 

continuing their hunting and gathering practice. They were forced out of the forest, heavily exploited as 

poor farming laborers, and dehumanized by other tribes and lowland people. In 2008, because of the 

limited land, a group of young Mlabri relocated from Baan Huay Hom, Rong Kwang District in Phrae 

Province to the area set up by Phufah Phatthana Center under the Royal Patronage of Princess Maha 

Chakri Sirindhorn in Bor Kluea District, Nan Province. King Mongkut University of Technology Thonburi 

(KMUTT) was asked to work with the Mlabri group to improve their quality of life. This research paper 

focuses on how KMUTT’s faculties, students, and researchers have gradually engaged with the Mlabri in 

replacing their hunting and gathering practices by introducing modern cultivation with more sustainable 

methods. Through this project the university has sought to create and foster: 1) a partnership with 

community: 2) a symbiotic relationship between human and nature and 3) a community of life-long 

learning. The aim of the project is to support the Mlabri in developing their self-sufficient living 

conditions in modern society while also still preserving their pride in their indigenous identities and 

cultural heritage.  

Keywords: Mlabri, community partnership, life-long learning  
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Introduction: History of Mlabri at Phufah Phatthana Center  

Historically the Mlabri were a nomadic people living in the rich natural resource area of the forests in the 

northern region of Thailand, bordering Chaiburi Province in the Lao PDR. They were occasionally in 

contact with other hilltribes resettled in the adjacent area during the 1910s through 1980s. The timber 

logging concession started in northern Thailand at the beginning of 1900s and changed the life of 

nomadic tribes in the forest. For instance, the Hmong became laborers for logging companies and 

continued to practice swidden cultivation on the land around deteriorated forests after logging 

companies moved out. From this period onwards, the Mlabri became laborers for the Hmong, harvesting 

in exchange for rice, steel and clothes (Ikeya and Nakai, 2009). As the forest area reduced significantly, 

Mlabri began to move out of the forest and were in contact with Hmong who settled down in the area of 

Phrae Province. They built small temporary shelters in the vicinity of a Hmong village at Huay Hom as it 

was convenient to get hired as labor on Hmong farms. Research shows that one Hmong family usually 

employed 3-4 Mlabri laborers and each Mlabri person could have worked with 3-4 different Hmong 

families (Ikeya and Nakai, 2009). From the 1960s to 1970s, the Thai government attempted to settle the 

nomadic hilltribe populations around the forests for the purpose of national security in a Cold War 

political context (Walker, 1992).  

From 1973 to 1984, Hmong, Lua, and Khamu tribes were the first groups to receive government 

allocated land along the border of national forests for settling permanently. From 1985 to 1986, 

government agencies began to map the roaming patterns of the Mlabri tribe in northern Thailand. The 

Department of Public Welfare and Forestry Department collaborated to start a housing and settlement 

project for the Mlabri. Firstly, state agencies conducted fieldwork, learned the Mlabri language and 

provided medical service. In the following years, Mlabri were also persuaded to learn how to cultivate 

land, raise livestock and undertake some household industries (ironsmith, basketry, and pottery). The 

state also hired Mlabri as laborers for government development projects in the area and built a road 

around the forest area where the Mlabri were roaming. In 1988, the Mlabri were also moved to a 

government village which provided land allocations and public facilities. By 1993, private and public 

organizations introduced tourism to several hilltribe villages. Moreover, the New Tribes Mission, an 

international evangelical group, were also involved with the government for developing the Mlabri 

settlement, buying land and helping to found the village at Baan Boonyuen Village, Phrae. However, a 

small group of Mlabri families planned to leave the settlement on the grounds that they desired to be 

more independent from the missionary group. This Mlabri group believed that they could live, travel and 

work by themselves but the missionary disagreed and felt that they were not ready to be fully 

independent as they were occasionally exploited by other hilltribe groups. In 1997, a preservation and 

development center for Mlabri was established at Baan Luang District, Nan Province. However, the 

establishment was opposed by local communities in the area. Another group of Mlabri in Nan forest also 

moved to Baan Huay Yuak, near a Hmong village which practiced cash crop cultivation in 1999. Fifteen rai 

of land were donated to form the new Mlabri community. However, similar a pattern happened that 

they also were exploited and fell in debt under the control of the Hmong at Baan Huay Yuak. In 2007, 

Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn paid a visit to the Mlabri community at Huay Yuak. In 2008, Mlabri from 

Huay Hom Phrae relocated to Phu Fah Phattana Center under the Royal Patronage of Princess Maha 
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Chakri Sirindhorn, in Bor Kluae Nan Province. The Royal Initiative Project started providing aid for Mlabri 

in 2009 and in 2012, King Mongkut’s University of Technology at Thonburi (KMUTT) was asked to support 

the Mlabri group for developing skills in agricultural practice. Researchers from KMUTT started their 

involvement with the community in April of 2012, and have continued working until today. 

Synchronously, the Department of Forestry and Department of National Parks established a Mlabri 

village at Baan Huay Loo and entrusted them with 2000 rai of land.  

The earlier research on Mlabri showed interest in only describing cultural, behavioral, tradition 

characteristic and history of Mlabri (Benezik, 1938; Boeles, 1963). This pioneer research had objectives 

to expand knowledge and understanding of Hunting and Gathering tribe in general terms. Surin (1982) 

studied about Mlabri but as a contemporary measure of the comparison between the past and present 

of hunting and gathering tribes through the analysis of archeological artifacts to understand the human 

behaviors in pre-historic period. Some researches about Mlabri lately focus on the consequences of 

modern development that generated impacts on Hunting and Gathering tribes in present time as a part 

of social and economic system (Sakkarin, 2005; Sakkarin, 2012; Shu, 2015). Most of them viewed Mlabri 

from the perspectives of outsiders aiming at creating ethnic data for academic purposes but lacks 

involvement in community.  

Research Objectives  

This paper investigates the working process and collaboration between KMUTT researchers and the 

Mlabri community at Phufah Phatthana Center over a three-year period (April 2013-April 2016) as part of 

the master plan for improving living conditions of the Mlabri community. KMUTT researchers helped to 

develop agriculture practices and adjust their everyday life activities to cope with modern Thai society 

while also aiming to preserve some of their unique cultural practices. The three areas of focus of this 

research are as follows:  

1) Analyzing how KMUTT researchers collaborated with the Mlabri community to transform 

everyday life patterns and worldviews associated with hunting and gathering to be more suitable 

with modern agricultural practice.  

2) Analyzing factors that affected the collaborative work between the KMUTT team and the Mlabri 

community at Phufah Phatthana Center. 

3) Comparing the collaborative work with Mlabri to the Community of Lifelong Learning Model. 

Research Framework and Methodology 

This research reflects the experience of KMUTT researchers who have collaborated with around 40 

members of the Mlabri community, teachers of the Non-Formal Education Center and Phufah Phatthana 

Center from April 2013 to April 2016. The researchers conducted their study using in-depth interviews, 

observation and discussion in focus groups. For working with the Mlabri, the research team used a 

collaborative approach with the community by employing Participatory Action Research (PAR) and Soft 

System Analysis (SSA) from concept of Life-long Learning Community (Khanchit, 2011).  

Participatory Action Research is a research practice and methodology that strengthens the role of the 
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community since all members are expected to participate at all levels and dimensions of work from data 

collecting, factors analyzing, problem- solving, implementing and evaluating results together. Community 

members are the ones who brainstorm for solutions, implement them, analyze results and synthesize 

the work together, while the researchers act as coaches or facilitators. This method enables researchers 

to see the real problems in the community. The solution to problems will be generated from local 

wisdom, academic knowledge which is suitable, and available technology in the area. The participatory 

action research (PAR) is not different from other scientific researches in principle, but PAR objectives 

focus on solving problems in development. Moreover, these types of research continue with the 

contribution of the community and colleagues in terms of both the research process and long-term 

benefits from the research (Kamol 1997:8).  

Life-long Learning Community Development is a development framework that focuses on facilitating 

community dialog to develop processes of critical thinking and analysis, in order to solve problems and 

improve their social and environmental conditions (Khanchit, 2011). Soft System Analysis (SSA) Is a 

technical method used in the Life-long Learning Community Development concept. SSA is employed. In 

this method, researchers must integrate themselves to be a part of community and plan future work 

together with the community. SSA derives from the idea that development in the community is often 

stimulated by external forces outside community without consideration for the perspectives and 

opinions of community members. Although development projects might fulfill their stated objectives, 

the benefits are often only short-term. Therefore, projects for the community must be developed based 

on the real needs of community. Outsiders must trust community thoughts and opinions (Thanaphan, 

1997). Three core principles of SSA are as follows: 1) Every human being has dignity and identity and a 

right to determine the direction of his or her way of life. 2) Humans can learn, change perspectives and 

develop capabilities for higher social responsibility. 3) Everyone has power for innovation, leadership and 

creativity hidden inside and if rightly encouraged, one can develop and use this power.  

SSA has a few key approaches which constitute codes of conduct. Firstly, the method to discover the real 

underlying problems is by talking, asking questions and learning about the concerns of the community by 

being part of the community. The situation can be discussed and views exchanged with mutual respect. 

The second step is that recommendations from the discussions on how to proceed must be reached 

collectively. Thirdly, community members, researchers and state agencies need to debate and discuss 

these recommendations and list them in order of priority. Fourth, all members discuss to determine the 

direction to proceed to the proposed scenario. Finally, everyone needs to develop a detailed plan, 

implement the plan and evaluate the result.  

Royal Initiated Project and KMUTT’s Framework 

Understanding Mlabri’s World  

In the original context of hunting and gathering society, Mlabri hunted wild animals and collected forest 

products. Moreover, Mlabri had beliefs which embedded their lives with nature. The tribal rules, 

everyday life and settlement patterns all were a reflection of their respect for nature. Spirits of the forest 

or “Phee” and tigers were also important symbols in Mlabri’s relationship with nature. Their beliefs 

influenced the Mlabri way of building shelters and migrating pattern.  

The Mlabri relocated their settlement constantly when their roof leaves turned yellow, as they believed 
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that forest spirits would send tigers to attack and destroy their families if they settled permanently. Since 

they relocated regularly, Mlabri did not live in large groups as required to practice farming. Mlabri 

hunted and gathered food on a day to day basis, without knowledge of food preservation or planning for 

the future, since the tropical forest was abundant with wild food resources in the past. They usually built 

temporary shelters in the terrain midway between the ridge of mountain ranges and river valleys to 

avoid the roaming pattern of tigers that walked along the ridgeline and hunted prey in the river basin. 

Mlabri stayed in their shelters at dark since tigers roamed at night. Mlabri would have to evacuate 

promptly when they found any evidences of tiger such as footprints, carcass of preys or if some 

members got attacked. Mlabri also paid great respect to the spirits of the forest as they were obligated 

to inform forest spirits before starting a journey. Mlabri local wisdom for collecting forest products 

reflects sustainable living with nature. For instance, Mlabri collect honey without destroying the entire 

beehive. The honeycomb is left intact and larvae can grow and reproduce honey again. Mlabri also 

gather wild tuber vegetables without uprooting the entire plant so they can sprout and be collected 

again. 

Mlabri are generally peaceful. They mostly avoided conflict with others by walking away instead of 

confrontation or, in worst case scenarios, running away to hide in the forest. The Mlabri communal 

system is uniquely strong. Traditionally, Mlabri social structure was a single family living in proximity to 

other relatives as a community in the same area in order to watch out for any danger. The community 

would take turns to take care of the houses and look after children. From their folktales, Mlabri could 

leave their children and household with neighbors in the village at the time of hunting for food in the 

forest and they shared products they collected afterward. The Mlabri had strong bonds with their 

neighbors and relatives would say that all Mlabri in Thailand and other parts of world know one another. 

Lowland peoples and other tribes referred to them with the pejorative name of “Phii Tong Lueang” or 

“spirit of yellow leaves,” which offended the Mlabri’s feelings since the Mlabri also feared spirits or 

“phii” in the forest. The term “Phii Tong Lueang” also suggests that they are not human beings. Mlabri 

said that “Phii” means the dead., Other tribes also referred to them with pejorative names.  

Working with the Mlabri in Transition  

There are currently 20 households of 78 Mlabri living at the area of Phufah Phatthana Center as a new 

community. They relocated from Baan Huay Hom, Rong Kwang District in Phrae Province to Phufah 

Phatthana Center in 2008. They abandoned the ancestral practice of cyclical relocation of their houses in 

the forest to establish a permanent settlement. Some of them began to practice farming on the land 

Phufah Phatthana Center allotted for them and some also worked as paid laborers on local farmland.  

The team of researchers from KMUTT have been collaborating for 3 years with 40 members of the Mlabri 

community primarily in assisting them for developing skills for working in modern society and improving 

their quality of life while preserving their indigenous practices with the natural forest. The Mlabri still 

continue to practice collecting wild honey, weaving ivy bags and gathering forest products with limited 

forest resources, since other local communities also gathered forest products in the area.  

The social structure of the community was analyzed and categorized into 3 groups according to their 

ability to communicate with researchers in Thai. The first was the group comprised of those who could 

communicate in Thai and the local dialect of Northern Thai. This group was around 20 percent of the 

Mlabri community, and they were mostly leaders in the community and the village committee. The 
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second group was comprised of those who partly understand Thai and the Lanna dialect. They were the 

majority, or about 60 percent of the community. The third group was about 20 percent, who were 

unable to communicate in Thai or northern Thai. At this stage, researchers met with a small group of 

leaders in the community and the village committee who could speak Thai and the northern Thai dialect, 

in order to introduce agricultural techniques and household resource management skills, such as food 

security reserves. The village committee and leaders understood and agreed to work with the assistance 

of researchers. Some who did not understand or were unsure walked away.  

Researchers adopted the working principle of “reach-understand-develop” to work with the Mlabri. 

From 2008 to 2009, KMUTT researchers spent time with the community learning Mlabri language, and 

they sought to understand their problems and participate in village activities. For those who walked 

away, the KMUTT team sought out their relatives for consultation so they gradually gained their trust. To 

build more trust with some of Mlabri, the KMUTT team always came to work together with them on the 

vegetable farm. If they asked for help, KMUTT team provided 24-hour on-call support so that Mlabri 

could ask for emergency assistance. KMUTT team and Phufah Phatthana Center worked specially with 

Public Health Department of Bor Kluea District to send doctors and nurses to the community 

immediately in need of medical care. With tireless support, the KMUTT team gained trust from Mlabri so 

that most of Mlabri referred to KMUTT researchers as “Ar Thoeng” in their language which means “one 

of us.” More members of the community including those who walked away at the first stage gradually 

followed the village committee to practice and participate in the subsequent meetings with KMUTT. 

Finally, KMUTT researchers could organize the community meeting where the majority of members 

participated.  

Researchers respected the opinion of the community and recognized the freedom of members to follow 

or disagree with KMUTT’s suggestion and assistance. The content for working with Mlabri included 

exercises for thinking about the cultivation process, observing, recording data and calculating for 

household expenditures and revenue. Moreover, researchers also tried to encourage the community 

members to think about the future and social security of their settlement but, for some members, they 

were unaccustomed to making plans for the future. The land allocated by Phufah Phatthana Center was 

limited and could accommodate more than 100-120 residents. Not only was adaptation to work in 

modern society but also planning for future growth was important for the Mlabri to learn. As of today, 

Mlabri population growth is increasing at the rate of 4.5 percent per year. The community could reach 

the limit in the next ten years--therefore Mlabri community has to not only increase their ability to 

produce enough food but also to consider family planning.  

From 78 members of the Mlabri community, there are 33 men and 45 women. Thirty three of them are 

children and teenagers (age of 0-14) while the working age group (15-59) comprises 41 people. In terms 

of education, two-thirds of 30 members of the young working group finished at least primary school and 

one third completed secondary education and one-third that did not have education at all. As of 2016, 

most of the Mlabri’s children attend school provided by a special unit of the Highland Educational Center 

of the Non-Formal Education Department.  

For the annual household accounting record, the community received a royal subsidy from Phufah 

Phatthana Center for more than half of their revenue (475,200 baht out of 856,323 baht). The revenue 

for the sale of wild honey was 200,000 baht. Most of the expenditures were for food and half of the food 
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expense was for meat products while about one quarter was for rice. Mlabri community members also 

are in debt for purchasing food and building materials at the early stage of resettlement since they no 

longer can collect materials from forest such as “Khor” palm leaves for roofing and bamboo for building.  

The village committee agreed that they have to develop their ability to cultivate rice and raise livestock 

for sustaining their daily consumption and reducing expenses in order to survive without royal subsidy. 

They also wish to work and earn more from agriculture, tourism, services and handicrafts. Management 

of forest resources is also a task for them to regulate all members to share the work to process forest 

products such as bottling wild honey and sharing the food from hunting.  

Since the Mlabri group are already unique for their strong bonds with neighbors and relatives in the 

community, participatory methods are suitable for their social structure and help motivate them to 

complete tasks. KMUTT researchers organized a meeting atmosphere that supported participation 

among the working groups in the Mlabri community and thus generated a working process where 

researchers could collaborate with community members at all levels. First, the Mlabri community 

learned new knowledge, interpreted data and worked together. They shared labor, knowledge and 

profits together at second level. They also brainstormed for new work, calculated cost-benefit and 

investigated errors. Finally, they were able to repeat successes and correct problems.  

Five Mlabri men now can grow 6000 kilograms of rice on the 16-rai farmland and could possibly expand 

to another 10-rai to sustain the rice demand of the community at 10,000 kilograms. They also learnt skill 

for operating a tractor machine and managing rice fields. Sixteen women can operate a vegetable farm 

including maintaining a work schedule and packaging for sale. Three of them can calculate cost-benefit 

and prepare seedlings. They can raise 2000 fish in total of 200 kilogram and can increase to 3000 fish and 

produce 1000 kilograms in the following year of 2016. The group also can produce 138 kilograms of 

strawberry from 2500 plants. Community members collectively worked together to raise 50 local 

chickens selling 12 of them to others and maintained 50 plants in a fruit orchard. All of these working 

projects were documented and calculated for expense and benefit.  

Research Outcome 

Format of Participatory Action Research KMUTT Conducted with Mlabri Community 

Principles for participatory work KMUTT researchers employed are as follows;  

1. Freedom of expression. In the meeting, all members of the community can express their 

opinions and all opinions are equally important for moving forward to improve community.  

2. Consideration of hardship. The team focused on assisting those who might be facing more 

serious problems and need help as first priority. For instance, the family with less labor force or 

with more children would get more support and share of income.  

3. Participation practice. The collaborative team of KMUTT and Mlabri conducted a monthly 

meeting after finishing the project open to reflecting on errors and solving problems together.  

4. Value creation. In early stages of work, the researchers asked for Mlabri’s knowledge and 

previous experience in a similar project. If they used to work in similar tasks, researchers asked 

how they had done it. The advantage of old experience and new methods should be discussed 

among the group and researchers. 
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5. Survey and practice. Researchers assisted community members with collecting data and 

analyzing it, such as household accounts for expenditure and revenue, community database and 

data of community fresh produce.  

6. Creating new knowledge. The community and researchers can synthesize old experiences and 

new knowledge from what they learned in theory and practice in order to generate better 

quality of work.  

The working processes that KMUTT researchers undertook were as follows:  

1. 1.Community background information. The researcher conducted fieldwork to learn community 

background information such as population, culture, education, health and life patterns, using 

interviews and literature reviews in order to understand how Mlabri live, think, work, and 

practice.  

2. Building relationships. The researchers established trust among community members by sharing 

some thoughts, engaging in conversation, participating in community rituals and agriculture 

work, understanding their perspective of life, and building a similar standpoint to motivate their 

collaboration.  

3. Survey and crosschecking. The team engaged in conversation with community leaders to 

crosscheck information such as household accounts of expenditures and revenue, daily 

expenditures, and analysis of activities.  

4. Action and reflection. The researchers implemented follow up activities and discussion with the 

community to review information, analyze performance and revise the working process after 

launching project.  

5. Building knowledge. The researcher generated new knowledge from the action and reflection 

that can be used for the next phase of development.  

6. Change and transition. The Mlabri group developed their ability to collect data during the 

working period and learned to operate environmental friendly technology for agriculture. Mlabri 

were able to revise and develop their work by learning from textbooks, recommendations and 

their past experiences with KMUTT researchers.  

Researcher Characteristics  

1. Upholding principles. The researchers were able to provide enough knowledge and expertise to 

analyze situations, apply principles and justify responses during the working period they 

conducted activities with Mlabri community.  

2. Creativity. The researchers were able to remember stories or social contexts of the Mlabri 

community and created various suitable methodologies for collaborating with Mlabri.  

3. Understanding. The researchers can understand their Mlabri co-workers’ perceptions and 

feelings toward work. The team adjusted the tasks and short-term goals depend upon situation 

in their families and community.  

4. Reality. The researchers worked together with the community in the field and listened to their 

conversations. Therefore, the team was able to understand their everyday life situation and the 
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origin of problems in the working process with community.  

5. Ambition. The researchers were ambitious to achieve their end goal. They also passed this 

ambition to their co-workers and the Mlabri community to accomplish their tasks for the 

improvement of their living conditions with self-reliance on food, secured income and stable 

environment.  

6. Resilience. The researchers were not discouraged by mistakes or misunderstanding but used 

these as lessons to develop better work with the Mlabri. For instance, at an early stage of work, 

some Mlabri who did not understand or agree with the researchers walked away, but 

researchers sought them out and tirelessly supported them over a long period. For instance, the 

researchers continue to talk to the wives or husbands of those who walked away. As a result, 

they gradually returned to the meeting and collaborated with researchers. The number of 

participants grows from only 20 senior and leaders of the group in 2013 to 40 at the end of 2015.  

Within a participatory framework, the Mlabri community created a working process with regulations for 

checking members’ conditions, strengthening members’ skills and improving the public benefit. The 

village committee regularly investigated for good quality work. The production process was recorded and 

analyzed together members of the community. For instance, all households in the community 

participated in gardening every Monday in order receive their portion of vegetables. The Mlabri 

community was able to develop skills and train each other to accomplish their tasks. Community 

members who already succeeded helped other members to work and develop similar working skills. For 

the public benefit, the community organized a cleaning day every Saturday so that members could work 

together for the community orchard, chicken coop and garden. 

Factors Affecting KMUTT Collaborative Work with Mlabri 

Internal factors within the community were as follows: 

1. Healthy family relationships. Mlabri have very strong bonds with extended family and the entire 

village is related. Traditionally, Mlabri respect the elderly and express generosity to their 

neighbors and share food together.  

2. Strong collective leadership. The village committee has a strong ambition to develop the villages 

into self-sufficient communities with skills in agriculture, service and craft. The committee and 

members learned and practiced together to improve their skills for better quality of work.  

3. Awareness and consciousness of limited resources. The Mlabri community used to run away 

into the deep forest when they encountered problems and disagreed with other tribes. 

However, with permanent settlement at the present location and strict laws on utilization of 

national forest, Mlabri have to employ their knowledge in working efficiently together. They 

must realize that they rely on limited natural resources.  

4. Public benefit. In a working group for agricultural production, members must share 

responsibilities and work together. The result is greater benefits for all, such as cheaper and 

more abundant food to share with other members in the community.  
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External factors for the success of development are from state agencies and non-governmental 

organization as follows: 

1. The office of H.R.H. Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn’s Projects supported infrastructure and 

coordinated with other state agencies to provide the support for the settlement of Mlabri 

community at Phufah Phatthana Center.  

2. Department of National Parks also employed the Mlabri community for reforestation, seeding 

and citrus gardening projects which improved skills in agricultural work for them. 

3. The Center for Education of the Highland Community at Phufah Phatthana Center, Office of 

Non-Formal and Informal Education, provided flexible, fundamental education for the young 

generation of Mlabri. Moreover, the office also assisted the KMUTT research team in translation 

and communication with the Mlabri community. 

4. Office of Public Health also provided special health care for Mlabri in case of emergency and 

knowledge for healthy environment.  

5. Private businesses such as local shops and resorts also supported Mlabri by purchasing wild 

honey and vegetables from community members, so Mlabri earned enough revenue to continue 

their farms.  

Comparing KMUTT research on Mlabri collaborative work with the Lifelong Learning Community 

Concept 

The work that the KMUTT research team had conducted with the Mlabri is compatible with the Lifelong 

Learning Community Concept as researchers adopted the Soft System Analysis method to develop the 

capacity of the community. The Soft System Analysis method can be implemented in the community in 8 

steps as follows:  

1. Identifying the problem. Researchers collected fundamental data with the Mlabri by living with 

families and working alongside Mlabri in the community. Therefore, they learned about 

problems through engagement and conversations with Mlabri.  

2. Understanding problems together with the community. Researchers brought data to the 

meetings with the community to facilitate in-depth discussion about the problems with the 

community.  

3. Creating goals together. Community members and researchers looked at the core of their 

problems, such as the large expense of buying food. They then set the goal to substitute this 

expenditure by cultivating rice, vegetable and raising livestock.  

4. Maintaining direction to work toward goals. Researchers and the Mlabri community regularly 

discussed and evaluated the project’s progress and surveyed limited resources.  

5. Agreement to determine objectives. Community members and researchers organized village 

meetings to facilitate working and learning together.  

6. Planning to work together. The community agreed to separate into small groups and to 

accomplish goals accordingly.  

7. Implementing the plan. The community implemented their work following the plan and 

monitored their progress weekly and monthly. 
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8. Evaluating results. Researchers and the community regularly held meetings with the heads of 

project activities to evaluate the outcome and consequences of work.  

By working with the community according to the SSA method, the KMUTT research team were able to 

establish a clear workplan with the full support of the Mlabri community. The community was able to 

contribute savings from their revenue to establish a village fund with a savings account of 50,000 baht. 

Community members also learned to make environmentally friendly food products such as rice, 

strawberries, and vegetables and earned income to continue to invest in small businesses. Some also 

were trained to work with tourism businesses and handicrafts. Moreover, the establishment of a village 

committee helped organize more fruitful activities and suitable education in the community.  

Conclusion  

The working process of the KMUTT team involved capacity-building for transitioning a hunting and 

gathering community to agricultural production. All in all, the project was a success due to the following 

factors: 

1. The working process between KMUTT researchers and the Mlabri community emphasized 

participatory action research with a long-term objective of community self-reliance and 

sustainability.  

2. Internally, the community had strong bonds among family and relatives within the community, 

as well as resilient group leaders with an awareness and consciousness of the need to support 

activities for collective benefit. Externally, state agencies, NGOs and networks of private 

businesses both in and outside Nan province also provided support for the Mlabri to strengthen 

their capacity for self-reliance.  

3. When comparing KMUTT’s work with the Lifelong Learning Community Development concept 

and its procedures, researchers found that KMUTT had embraced eight steps of SSA, which 

indicate the possibility that the Mlabri community at Phufah Phatthana Center could achieve the 

goal of being a self-reliable and sustainable community. From this study, the KMUTT team’s 

working process helped to build capacity for the Mlabri to transition from hunting and gathering 

to successful agricultural practice. The Mlabri community at Phufah Phatthana Center could soon 

be economically independent if the members continue to work in this direction and it could be 

model for Mlabri communities in other areas of Nan and Phrae provinces.  
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Abstract 

Prototype theory refers to the graded categorization in which some members are more typical than 

others. Since it was formulated by the scholar Rosch in the 1970s, it has been widely applied into the 

field of linguistics with researches ranging from grammar, lexicon analysis to sentence structure. 

However, few attempts have been made on the application of this theory into the contrastive study of 

vocabularies at the basic level among different languages. This paper aims to make a contrastive study of 

vocabularies at the basic level category in Chinese and Thai languages through a survey, that is, to find 

out the similarities and differences of vocabularies at basic level between the two languages and also dig 

out the reasons for the differences based on the data collected from the survey, and finally explore how 

to apply the prototype theory into real classroom-teaching. During the survey, three tasks are assigned 

to 50 Chinese college students and 50 college students speaking Thai language as their mother tongue 

with a view to obtaining the first-hand data. Based on the research results, this paper concludes that 

vocabularies of the basic level category between Chinese and Thai languages vary a little in animal, fruit 

and cooking utensil categories, and prototypes of each category in these two languages are different, 

that is, some members are more typical than others, which are the results of different cognitive models 

influenced by different cultures. This research is expected to be meaningful in two aspects. First, it will 

provide insights into the teaching of Thai language in China as lexicon is the basic unit of a language. The 

teaching of vocabulary in Thai language will be more effective if the teacher is aware of the similarities 

and differences about basic level vocabularies between Chinese and Thai languages. In addition, it will 

facilitate cross-cultural communication as the awareness of the differences will avoid misunderstandings.  

Keywords: comparative study; prototype theory; basic level category; Chinese; Thai languages 

 

 

Introduction 

As we all know, vocabulary plays an important role in the language learning and the appropriate use of 

vocabulary is a key to learning a language well. This paper strives to explore the differences between 

Chinese and Thailand vocabularies at the basic level category from the perspective of prototype theory, 

with an aim to providing some implications on the teaching of Thai language in China. The prototype 
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theory, the theoretical framework of this research, is one of the most important theories in cognitive 

linguistics, which provides new and creative perspectives and methods for researchers and scholars all 

over the world to explore how people cognize things and understand the world. It centers on two 

important concepts: categorization and prototype. Categorization is one of the basic ways for human 

beings to understand the world, which will lead to the stratification of members in a category. These 

stratifications are further divided into super-ordinate category, basic level category and the subordinate 

category by Rosch (Rosch, 1978). According to her, categories at the basic level are those used with the 

highest frequency in daily lives and it is at the basic level category that people cognize things more 

quickly and easily. That is the reason why the vocabulary at the basic-level category will be compared in 

this paper. And prototypes refer to those which are recognized easily in a certain category and have 

shared the most common attributes compared with other members. As to the relation between 

prototype and categorization, this paper will adopt what F. Ungerer and H. J. Schmid said. As they put it, 

“prototype categories most fully develop in the basic level while the vocabularies at the basic level only 

function as they do because they are structured as prototype categories” (Ungerer, F and H. J. Schmid, 

2001). 

I. Literature Review 

The prototype theory is an important component in cognitive linguistics, which has drawn attention from 

many scholars abroad, such as Berlin, Kay, Labov, Lakoff, Langacker, Taylor. They have made great 

contributions to the development of the prototype theory. At the same time, the efforts of the 

researches and scholars who have devoted a lot to the development of prototype theory in China cannot 

be ignored. The studies on prototype theory at home mainly focus on the following aspects: review and 

analysis (Yang Zhong, Zhang Shaojie 1998; Zou Zhiyong 2000; Wu Shixiong, Ji Yuhua 2004; Shi Wenbo 

2010, etc.); the application of prototype theory in the field of translation (Wang Renqiang, Zhang Yihua 

2004); experimental study of applying prototype theory to classroom polysemy teaching (Zhao Yan fang, 

Zhou Hong 2000; Wang Zi chun 2006);researches on the semantic ambiguity and limitations of the 

theory (Yu Jianbing, Huang Hebing 2008). From the literature review, it can be seen that the prototype 

theory has seldom been used to do the contrastive study of vocabulary at basic level category. 

Therefore, it is of significance to carry out study in this respect. 

II. Methodology 

2.1 Research Question 

In this survey, two questions will be dealt with. One is to dig out how vocabularies at the basic-level 

category are presented differently in Chinese and Thai language from the perspective of prototype 

theory and to find out the reasons for these cognitive differences. According to Roach, prototypical 

members in each of the categories should be more easily recalled than the non-prototypical ones and 

produced with the greatest frequency. Therefore, this paper adopts the notion that the members having 

the greatest frequency and being recalled first by subjects should be considered to be the prototypical 

members of a category. The other is to explore what implications it will have for the vocabulary teaching 

and cross-cultural communication. 
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2.2 Research Subjects 

In the survey, 50 Chinese junior college students and 50 Thailand college students of the same grade are 

chosen as the subjects. The 50 college students who speak Chinese are randomly selected from Chengdu 

University in Sichuan, while the 50 Thailand college students are found with the help of the author’s 

friends who study in Maejo University of Chiang Mai. The author of this paper choose these subjects 

mainly for the reasons that college students are a group of people whose cognition is at a comparatively 

high level and these subjects are growing up in their own county without being influenced by other 

cultures.  

2.3 Research Method 

The methods involved in this survey are questionnaire fill-out and personal interview, which are used to 

find out the differences about the vocabulary of basic-level category. In the questionnaire, subjects are 

required to finish three tasks altogether. First, they need to write down the attributes of three categories 

respectively, including animal category, fruit category and cooking utensil category. The reason why 

these categories are chosen to be analyzed here is that the differences among these categories in the 

two languages are mostly striking, and comparison can be made. And that these categories are closely 

related to people's daily life. In addition, the three categories contain the most common (defined by 

word frequency) categories of concrete nouns in both Chinese and Thai languages. Task two is to ask 

subjects to list as many vocabulary of basic level category as they can within 5 minutes. This task is to 

test how the subjects of different language backgrounds think of these basic levels differently in their 

minds and what the relations are the vocabularies at the basic level have in their life. Last, having listed 

the vocabularies at the basic level, the subjects also need to list the subordinate level categories of each 

basic level category within 10 minutes and put the categories in order from the prototypical ones to the 

non-prototypical ones. In this step, we can see by what standard the subjects cognize the subordinate 

level categories, by color, size, types or anything else. The three tasks are controlled within a certain time 

to make sure what the subjects write down on the questionnaire is what appears first in their minds.  

2.4 Research Results 

100 questionnaires are allocated to subjects with different language backgrounds. To make sure the time 

is well-controlled and the questionnaires collected to be effective, the whole process is controlled by the 

experimenters in person and all the requirements and the purpose of the research will be clarified to the 

subjects at the very beginning of the survey. What follows below will deal with the results in detail.  

2.4.1 Basic Level Category in Animal Category 

As is mentioned above, three steps are involved in the research of each category. As to the attributes of 

animal, both Chinese and Thailand students write something similar, for example they can breathe, 

breed, need food, and so on. Table 1 below shows the total number of categories given by subjects. 
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Table 1: The total number of categories given by subjects 

Subjects Chinese Thailand 

Number of animals at the basic category 
level 

18 23 

Number of animals at the subordinate 
category level  

87 74 

Table 1 shows the total number of animal categories both at the basic level and subordinate level given 

by the two different kinds of subjects. There is little difference about the total numbers at each level, 

with 5 differences at the basic level, 13 differences at the subordinate level. And differences about the 

exact category number can be shown below. 

Table 2: Animal category members given by Chinese subjects 

Category member Dog Sheep Chicken Pig Cattle 

Frequency of 
appearing 

44 41 38 35 33 

Category member Cat Bird Fish Snake Rabbit 

Frequency of 
appearing 

29 29 25 18 17 

Other animal category members: 
Monkey (14) elephant (11) panda (11)tiger (10)duck (10) rat (9) dolphin (7) lions (7) 

We can see from Table2, dog, sheep and chicken are the top three listed by Chinese subjects. And dog 

has the highest frequency of being listed at the first place. Therefore, dog is considered more typical 

examples of an animal category than snake and rabbit are from the perspective of prototype theory. The 

other seven animal category members listed with high frequency are pig, cattle, cat, bird, fish, snake and 

rabbit. These animals listed at the basic level category live closely with human beings and are quite easy 

to be seen by the people living in Chengdu. In Table 2, other animal category members listed by Chinese 

subjects include elephant, kangaroos, turtles, wolves, penguins, bees, peacocks, gooses, snakes, bears，

monkeys, deer, donkey and giraffes. Among them, monkeys, elephants and panda have higher frequency 

of being listed. 

Table3: Animal category members given by Thailand subjects 

Category member Elephant Dog Pig Snake Buffalo 

Frequency of 
appearing 

35 34 29 26 22 

Category member Fish Horse Cat Bird Chicken 

Frequency of 
appearing 

22 21 19 19 17 

Other animal category members: chicken (15),insect (15),scorpions (9), bear (9),duck (8),sheep (8),butterfly (4) 

The Table 3 shows that the top three animals are elephant, dog and pig. And like Chinese subjects, dog 

has the highest frequency of being recalled first by Thai subjects. Thus, dog can be regarded as the 

prototype of animal category. And the other seven animal category members listed that are in the top 

ten lists include dog, buffalo, fish, horse, bear, bird, cat, etc. It is easy to find that compared with Table 2, 

the top ten animal category members listed by Chinese subjects vary little with those listed by Thailand 

subjects, except horse, elephant and rabbit. The similarity partly lies in that both China and Thailand 
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belong to Asia, except that China is in the east of Asia while Thailand in the southeast of Asia, which 

cause small difference of the varieties of animals. Moreover, although the tropical weather makes 

Thailand have its special species, they rarely appear in people’s lives. Take the panda in China as an 

example. As we all know, Sichuan province is home to pandas, and there is a panda research center in 

Chengdu, which means panda is quite special for Chengdu people. However, panda appears with lower 

frequency compared with dog, sheep and cat in Table 2. That is simply because panda are a little bit far 

away from people’s daily lives compared with other animals even though it has won great popularity 

around the world. The results prove that what will be presented at the basic level category is neither too 

general nor too specific and category members that the subjects list are familiar to them and are close to 

their lives. In addition, we can see the vocabulary at the basic-level category is less limited with specific 

cultures and can reflect more common features shared by different languages.  

In the end, the subjects are required to accomplish the last task, that is, to write down the subordinate 

categories of the animal category as many as possible within 10 minutes. The Table 4 and Table 5 below 

are some extracts of what the Chinese and Thailand subjects wrote down respectively.  

Table 4: Subordinate level listed by Chinese subjects 

Superordinate level basic level  subordinate level 

Animal Dog little dog, chow-chow, husky, black dog, pug, labrador, collie, 

teddy 

 Sheep goat, lamb, small sheep 

 Chicken cock, hen, yellow chicken 

 Bird pigeons, lark, oriole, jade birds, parrots, starlings, thrush 

Table 5: Subordinate level listed by Thailand subjects 

Superordinate level basic level  subordinate level 

Animal Elephant baby elephant, bull elephant 

 Snake small snake, python reticulatus, python bivittatus, oriental 

whip snakes, golden tree snake 

 Cattle kho chon, cow, calf 

 Dog labrador, teddy, puppy dog, samoye 

From Table 4 and Table 5, we can find that there exist great differences about the subordinate level 

categories that are listed by the two kinds of subjects even though the vocabularies at the basic level are 

almost the same. With the same animal, two types of subjects will present different amount of 

vocabulary at the subordinate level. This is attributed to multiple reasons. Firstly, some subjects are not 

familiar with what subordinate level categories are. In addition, the subjects have limited knowledge 

about the category required. According to the personal interview, we find that the subjects who write 

the most category members of the dog category are dog-lovers themselves. They know the specific type 

of a dog instead of categorizing by means of the color of their skin or size. So we can conclude that in 

terms of the animal category, there are great similarities between the vocabularies at the basic level 

category listed by Chinese subjects and Thailand subjects, but prototypes are not the same. For Chinese 

subjects, dog, sheep and chicken are prototypes of the animal category, while elephant, snake and pig 

are prototypes of the animal category for the Thailand subjects. Differences also exist at the subordinate 
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level in which the vocabularies subjects listed greatly depend on how much they know about the 

category and it has something to do with their living surroundings.  

2.4.2 Basic Level Category in Fruit Category 

In addition to animal category, the fruit category is also explored in this study. When it comes to fruit, 

the attributes like being juicy, healthy, sweet and being a good source of fiber and vitamin C are all 

mentioned by two kinds of subjects. As fruit is cheap and nutritious, almost every subject has an access 

to it, so the total numbers of the fruits given by the subjects are large, as given in Table 6 below. 

Table 6: The total number of fruit category given by subjects 

subjects Chinese Thailand 

Number of fruits at the basic category 

level 
21 27 

Number of fruits at the subordinate 

category level  
107 121 

As is shown in Table6, the total numbers of fruit categories listed by the two different kinds of subjects 

vary little from each other, with 107 category members by Chinese subjects, and 121 category members 

by Thailand subjects, which may indicate that the fruits the two kinds of subjects know are rich in variety. 

Even so, the vocabularies about fruits at the basic level category listed by the two kinds of subjects are of 

some differences.  

Table 7: Fruit category members given by Chinese subjects  

Category member Apple Orange Pear Peach Banana 

Frequency of 

appearing 
43 42 42 41 41 

Category member Grapefruit Strawberry Grape Watermelon Mango 

Frequency of 

appearing 
38 38 37 32 29 

Other fruit category members:  

Lemon (23) cherry (21) pineapple (19) kiwi (19) pomegranate (15) blueberry (15) durian (14) persimmon (11) 

Table 7 shows that apple, orange and pear are the top three fruit category members listed by Chinese 

subjects in this survey. In addition, 82% subjects think of apple first. And the other seven fruits category 

members listed in the top ten lists include grapefruit, banana, peach, strawberry, grape, watermelon and 

mango etc. All these fruits are common to see in Chengdu. We can conclude that apple is the most 

prototypical member of the fruit category, which are used with the highest frequency and first 

understood and recalled by subjects within the time limits. 
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Table 8: Fruit category members given by Thailand subjects  

Category member Mango  Coconut Banana Pineapple Rambutan 

Frequency of 

appearing 

37 41 38 35 33 

Category member Durian Papaya Orange Pomelo Mangosteen 

Frequency of 

appearing 

29 29 25 18 17 

Other fruit category members: 

watermelon (17) dragon fruit (14) pear (13) jackfruit (10) lychee (9) tamarind (8) custard apple (7) 

It is well-known that Thailand has a plentiful supply of fruits due to its fertile soil and tropical climate, as 

well as its hot and humid temperature. The questionnaires for the Thailand subjects are assigned and 

finished in Chiang Mai of Thailand, and the fruits listed by the subjects are tropical fruits. Thus, it 

confirms that the vocabularies at the basic level category listed by these subjects have close relationship 

with their living surroundings. And also, mango, coconut, banana are the top three fruit category 

members having the highest frequency of being listed, and mango is recalled by 86% of subjects first, so 

mango is more representative of the fruit category than other fruits from the perspective of cognition. 

Comparing Table 7 with Table 8, there are few overlapping except banana, orange and mango. The main 

reason lies in that the subjects involved in the survey are local people who are influenced less by the 

outside culture and their cognitions reflect the true environment around them to a great degree. 

Chinese subjects are from Chengdu where most days throughout the year are cloudy, foggy and humid, 

while Thai subjects from Chiang Mai enjoy sunshine most of the year. Different climate breeds different 

fruits. Therefore, although the vocabularies at the basic-level category in different languages share great 

similarities, they will not be the same all the time due to different cultures, living environment and 

modes of cognition, as is shown in the fruit category.  

Like the animal category, subjects are required to write down the subordinate categories of the fruit 

category. The Table9 and Table10 below are part extracts of what the Chinese and Thailand subjects list.  

Table 9: Subordinate level listed by Chinese subjects 

Superordinate level Basic level  Subordinate level 

Fruit Apple red apple, Fuji, little apple, red star apple 

 Pear Korla pear, fragrant pear, acid pear, shuijing pear, apple pear 

 Peach juicy peach, honey peaches in Longquan, crisp peach 

 Orange sweet orange, ugly orange, blood orange, navel orange, citrus  

Table 10: Subordinate level listed by Thailand subjects 

Superordinate level Basic level  Subordinate level 

Fruit Banana red banana, baby banana, lady finger banana, imported banana, 

wild banana 

 Mango small mongo, big mongo, aroemanis, okrong, native mongo 

 Pear fragrant pear, snow pear, banana pear, sour pear, juicy pear, sugar 

pear 
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As we can see from the above, vocabularies at the subordinate level within the fruit category share some 

common features which overlap but many specific and highly distinctive features are highlighted and 

these are what make it possible to distinguish, for example, the features of bananas of China from those 

of bananas of Thailand. 

2.4.3 Basic Level Category in Cooking Utensil Category 

The animal and fruit category mentioned above belong to the natural category, the artificial category will 

also be explored in this research. As cooking utensil category is created by humans to meet daily needs, 

it is classified into artificial category in this paper. The two kinds of subjects view the cooking utensil as 

the small tools used in the kitchen for cooking and food preparing. The table below shows the total 

number of the cooking utensil categories. 

Table 11: The total number of utensil category given by subjects 

Subjects Chinese Thailand 

Number of cooking utensil at the basic 

category level 
15 18 

Number of cooking utensil at the 

subordinate category level 
43 34 

As is seen in Table 11 above, the total numbers of the kinds of utensil categories listed by the two 

different kinds of subjects vary little among the subjects within a given time, with 43 category members 

listed by Chinese subjects, and 34 category members by Thailand subjects. Chinese subjects listed 9 more 

utensil than Thailand subjects. 

Table 12: Cooking utensil category members given by Chinese subjects  

Category member Wok Bowl Chopsticks Plate Basin 

Frequency of 
appearing 

35 34 34 32 32 

Category member Cleaver Pan Rice cooker Cutting board Knife 

Frequency of 
appearing 

29 27 27 21 21 

Other cookware category members: 
presser cooker (14) Scoop strainer (11) mortar and pestle (10) meat grinder (9) steaming baskets (8)whisk (7)  

As is seen from Table 12, wok, chopsticks and bowl are the top three cooking utensil category members 

listed by Chinese subjects. Moreover, the majority of subjects think of bowl first when it comes to 

cooking utensil. In other words, bowl can be regarded as the prototype of the cooking utensil category. 

And the other seven cooking utensil category members listed that are in the top ten lists include plate, 

cleaver, basin, pincers, pan, cutting board and rice cooker, which can be seen in the kitchen of almost 

every Chinese family. These are the typical members of the cooking utensil category. It is interesting to 

see Chinese subjects think of basin as a kind of cooking utensil here. Unlike Chinese people, a basin in 

Thailand usually serves as the function of washing rather than being used as a utensil, while basins have 

larger volumes compared with bowels, so some Chinese subjects like to use basins to hold a larger 

amount of meal. This example shows that subjects’ classification standards for a category were different. 

It can be seen that not all subjects agree on which member should belong to a certain category or not. 
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Besides basins, steaming baskets also appear on the list. In the traditional Chinese family, steaming 

baskets are used with a high frequency during cooking, which are often used in conjunction with a wok 

with different sizes. They make dishes possible at the same time by stacking layer upon layer of these 

baskets. In summary, the top ten cooking utensil categories shows that they are the basic cooking utensil 

category members in Chinese subjects' daily life. Similar to the animal and fruit category, the cooking 

utensil category Chinese subjects list are based on their lifestyle and have close relationships with their 

daily life. 

Table 13: Cooking utensil members given by Thailand subjects  

Category member Spoon Plate Fork Pot Microwave 

Frequency of 
appearing 

37 41 38 35 33 

Category member Strainer Spatula Chopping Block  Steamer  knife 

Frequency of 
appearing 

29 29 25 18 18 

Other cooking utensil category members: 
cutting board (16) cleaver (11) stove (10) mortar and pestle (10) peeler (9)banana leaf (7)  

From Table 13, we can notice that spoon, rice cooker and fork are listed with the highest frequency by 

Thailand subjects. In addition, fork ranks the first when the frequency of members in the first place of 

the category is concerned. Therefore, fork is the prototypical example of the cooking utensil category. It 

is apparent that Chinese and Thailand subjects have different prototypes in the cooking utensil category. 

And the other seven utensil category members listed that are in the top ten lists include pot, strainer, 

and spatula, microwave, steamer and bamboo strainer. The utensil category members listed by Thailand 

subjects have some overlapping with those listed by Chinese subjects. Chinese people like to eat with 

chopsticks while Thailand people used to eat with fork, which is the reason why Chinese list chopsticks at 

the first place while Thailand people list the fork. And plate is mentioned by both types of subjects, but 

plates are mainly used by Thai people to eat rice and Chinese use them to serve to meal. It is interesting 

to find that banana leaf is also listed by some Thai subjects as the cooking utensil. As banana trees can be 

seen everywhere in Thailand, the leaves of it are usually used to wrap steamed foods, so it can be served 

as one of the containers in the kitchen. In a summary, the subordinate level categories the subjects listed 

are mostly restricted to people’s living surroundings, which also make the evidence stronger that people 

cognize things based upon their experience in their life and cognition of the environment they live in. 

Table 14: Subordinate level listed by Chinese subjects 

Superordinate level Basic level Subordinate level 

Cooking utensil Pan braising pans, frying pans, baking pan 

 Chopsticks bamboo chopsticks, chopsticks made of stainless steel， 

 Bowl soup bowl, rice bowl, wooden bowl, small bowl, ceramic bowl, 

soup bowl, finger bowl, sugar bowl, flower bowl 
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Table 15: Subordinate level listed by Thailand subjects 

Superordinate level Basic level Subordinate level 

Cooking utensil Spoon wood spoon, ceramic spoon, slotted spoon, dessert spoon, 

coffee spoon 

 Pot curry pot, rice pot, steaming pot, Thai hot pot 

 Fork wooden fork, salad fork, big fork, stainless steel fork  

The above figures show that these cooking utensils at the subordinate level have clearly identifiable and 

detailed features, which vary in materials, size and function. They also show that there are more 

subordinate level categories listed by Thailand subjects than those listed by Chinese, which indicate 

different types of food eaten by Chinese and Thailand subjects. Meanwhile, the subordinate level 

categories Chinese subjects list are more based on the function or application of the utensils, while 

Thailand subjects tend to list these category members by standards of materials and size of category 

members. We can conclude here that the vocabulary of the basic level category in the cooking utensil 

category listed by Chinese and Thai people are of some variances and these differences are caused by 

different eating styles and cultures within different languages. The utensil category members that have 

high frequency of being listed by the subjects are the ones are common to be used in their daily life and 

are closely related to their living environment.  

III. Implication of the Research 

3.1 Implications for Vocabulary Teaching 

Vocabulary teaching is of great importance in the teaching of a second language. Therefore, efforts 

should be made to explore effective teaching method in order to help students memorize words as fast 

as they can. The data collected above provides us with some insights on how to teach Chinese college 

students to learn Thai vocabulary well, that is, the method of focusing on the teaching of vocabulary at 

the basic level category and then move to learn the vocabulary at the superordinate level and 

subordinate level, which is more effective for the students who are at the preliminary stage of their 

second language acquisition. The reasons lie in that vocabulary at the basic level is not only the easiest to 

recognize and memorize, but also used with the highest frequency in daily lives. In the real classroom 

teaching, teachers should bear in mind that vocabularies of the basic level category between China and 

Thailand are almost the same, but some members are more typical than others. Thus, teachers should 

try to let students know what the prototypes at the basic level category are in Chinese and Thailand 

language respectively, which will make the learning of vocabulary more effective. In addition, the 

diagram used by Rosch can be employed in the teaching of vocabulary.  
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As is shown in the diagram, the words “food fruit orange sweet orange” in line represent four category 

levels, which can show the attributes of the items and the words “mango, orange, durian, banana” in 

row belong to the category of “fruit” and “sweat orange, green orange, tangerine” belong to the 

category of “orange”, which can show different categories. In this way, the words are related with each 

other instead of being separated. With this diagram in mind, students will learn words in an organized 

way. According to the rules of word-formation in Thai language, most words derive from the vocabulary 

of basic-level category. In other words, the vocabulary of basic-level category has the strong power of 

forming a new vocabulary. The more vocabulary of the basic level category students know, the more 

possible for them to master more new words. For example, if a student knows the word เ   , there will be 

a great possibility for him to learn the words เ     เ   ก     เ         well. In the cognitive sense, the word 

เ    at the basic level category can be regarded as a prototype. The author also finds that the way of 

asking students to list the basic level category and its subordinate level provides students a chance to 

sort out the vocabulary they have learned and form a framework in their mind. It will be more effective 

when it is used to review what has been taught.  

3.1 Implications for Cross-cultural Communication 

Chinese government put forward Belt the Road Initiative, which stresses the regional cooperation between 

countries along the ancient Silk Road trade route. Under this initiative, China and Thailand will carry out 

more communications in the fields of education, tourism, energy and business, etc. With more contacts, 

some problems of communication between people will be unavoidable due to the cultural differences. And 

language is the carrier of culture and vocabulary is the basic unit of language. Moreover, vocabulary at the 

basic level category is at the maximum number, so it is important to know the cultural differences behind 

the vocabulary at the basic level category in order to avoid misunderstanding.  
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From the tables above we know that Chinese subjects have cognitions different from Thailand subjects in a 

certain category. Take the animal category as an example. Cattle are listed by both sides at the basic-level 

category. In other words, when it comes to animals both Chinese subjects and Thailand subjects will think 

of cattle. However, according to the personal interview, we know the images of cattle are different in their 

minds. For cattle, a Chinese subject thinks of a large bull kept on farms to do some farm work, such as 

plowing, while a Thailand subject has water buffalo in their mind. In Thai language, the buffalo is a symbol 

of stupidity and a person is seen as stupid and stubborn if he is called a buffalo. In contrast, cattle in China 

have long been viewed as a farmers' best friend since it provides a sustainable source of farm labor, which 

is often used to describe a person who is hard-working and diligent in China. In the teaching of the word 

cattle (ค   ), teachers need to remind students that even though cattle is listed at the basic-level category 

both by Chinese and Thai people, that is, cattle is one of the prototypes in animal category, the word has 

different cultural connotations in two countries. The reason for this is that different subjects living in 

different environment and speaking different languages are exposed to different animals, and what they 

are familiar with is they see in their daily lives. With these differences in mind, students will avoid 

misunderstanding when they are communicating with people who speak different languages. In summary, 

different cultural connotation behind prototypes or the vocabularies of the basic level should be taken into 

consideration in order to avoid misunderstandings in cross-cultural communication. 

Conclusion 

Based on the theoretical framework of prototype theory, this paper has made a contrastive study of 

vocabulary at the basic level category between Chinese and Thai language. The findings will be 

summarized as follows. Firstly, vocabularies that the subjects list at the basic level have close relation 

with people's daily life and living environment. For example, Thailand subjects from Chiang Mai think of 

mango, coconut and pineapple as the prototypical members, which are more common to see in tropical 

places, while Chinese subjects from Chengdu list apple, orange and pear, which have close connection 

with their daily life. Second, even though the basic level categories of each category vary little between 

the two languages, differences indeed exist with some distinctive category member being listed with a 

higher frequency in a certain category. Of the three categories, fruit category and cooking utensil see a 

marked contrast between the two languages, and the animal category sees little variances. Last, 

differences of the subordinate level categories that the subjects write down reflect that different 

subjects have different criteria of categorizing subordinate level categories. These findings have 

implications both in vocabulary teaching and cross-cultural communication. As the vocabulary at the 

basic level category is closely linked to people’s daily lives even though different language have its 

variants, so great attention should be paid to the teaching vocabulary of basic-level category in teaching 

Thai language to Chinese students. In addition, teachers should help students know the different cultural 

connotation behind prototypes or the vocabularies of the basic level in order to avoid misunderstandings 

in cross-cultural communication.  
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Abstract 

The paper is set in the context of the internationalization of education in Thailand. In this context, more 

Chinese students now choose to study in Thailand. After they finish school, their lives have undergone 

great changes in an earth shattering way, or they have been struggling with a new life full of frustrations. 

The aims of the paper, based on interviews with 6 returnees from Chengdu University who once studied 

in Thailand, are to explore (1) how those returnees' experience in Thai higher education has contributed 

to their after-school life; (2) new opportunities and challenges returnees face after they leave school. 

Qualitative method by using in-depth interviews is used in this paper to find out the significance of 

studying abroad in Thailand.  

Keywords: returnee; internationalization; experience; opportunities; challenges  

 

 

1. Introduction 

Under the background of globalization, more people further their study abroad. With the establishment 

of the “the Belt and Road”, more emphasis is put on the cooperation between China and the countries 

along the Silk Road and around China. Thailand is one of the countries that are of great strategic 

importance both economically and academically. According to a piece of news from the Internet, 

approximately 40,000 students go to Thailand for further study every year, among whom Chinese 

students account for 75%. Nowadays, more and more Chinese choose to study in Thailand due to 

different reasons. This influx of Chinese students does have positive impact on Thailand, economically, 

culturally and academically. The previous study is mainly focused on Chinese students’ study in Thailand. 

It seems that when the students finish their study in Thailand, everything is done. Once Alberts & Hazen 

reported in their article, “Upon completing their study abroad programs or degrees, most international 

students feel torn between the U.S. and their home country, yet the majority report intentions to return 

home within a few years” (Albert & Hazen, 2005; Hazen & Albert, 2006). It’s true of the Chinese students 

studying in Thailand. There is no specific figure to show how many Chinese students from Thailand have 

returned, or have gone anywhere else, but statistics show that the number is on as steady rise. (Liu 

Zewei) Chinese students are often the least adjusted group among all international students, due to their 

high levels of stress, neuroticism, and perceived cultural distance (Galchenko& van de Vijver, 2007; 
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Hazen & Alberts, 2006). Based on a piece of news from news.xinhuanet.com, around 75% oversea 

students choose to return China after their graduation. Students in Thailand also choose to leave or go to 

other countries to work or further their study after their graduation. Therefore, the life of the returnees 

should not be ignored.  

Going abroad to study is becoming more and more popular in Chengdu too. Take Chengdu University as 

an example, the joint cooperation between Chiangmai University and Chengdu University has been 

established for about a decade. More and more students choose to further their study in Thailand after 

their graduation. Even some teachers choose to study for their PhDs in Thailand too.  

Therefore, in this study, the author interviews a group of four people who have returned after their 

study in Thailand (some are my colleagues and some are my students). Then the paper discusses their 

motivation to return, their self-identities and their adaptation back in China from social and economic 

perspectives. This study seeks to look for answers to the following questions:  

1. What are the opportunities and challenges facing Chinese returnees from Thailand? 

2. How do Chinese returnees’ perceptions of their education in Thailand affect their future work 

and study in China? 

3. What are these returnees’ reasons to return to China after their graduation from Thailand? 

4. Do returnees think that it’s worthwhile to go to Thailand to study? And why? 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1 The Motivations for Chinese to Study in Thailand  

Going abroad to study has been a trend in China. According to an article titled Growing number of 

Chinese students study in Thailand from People.cn in China, low fees, cultural similarities and the variety 

of interesting courses on offer contribute to the growing trend for people to further their study in 

Thailand. Also, according to one of the interviewee’s opinion, Chiangmai University is abundant in 

academic resources, promotes international communication, advocates the use of English in most of 

their courses and pays attention to staff’s development. According to my own observation, it’s easier to 

get admitted to Chiangmai University as a post graduate than it is in China. The competition to pass the 

entrance examination of different universities to further their study as a postgraduate nowadays is 

becoming fiercer; therefore many students who cannot pass the examination here in China choose to 

study in Thailand.  

Chengdu University has established the academic cooperation with Chiangmai Universities for a long 

time. Both teacher and students benefited a lot of from all kinds of joint programs. Some students 

choose to further their study through these joint programs. Likes the students and teachers I know from 

the Foreign Languages and Culture School, they changed their majors when they furthered their study in 

Thailand. Their advantage is that their English is good but it might be difficult for them to study a new 

major. Some of the students know more about studying in Thailand from their alumni who once studied 

in Thailand. Due to the reasons mentioned above, these students also finally decided to study in Thailand 

but they applied for different universities in different cities in Thailand. Most of them chose to study in 

Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand instead of Chiangmai.  
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2.2 The Adaptation of Teachers and Students in Thailand  

(1) Interpersonal relationship  

This is a problem related to interpersonal networks. Living and studying in a totally different and 

unfamiliar environment where most of the people speak in Thai, it is not east to quickly get integrated 

into the new environment, especially at the very beginning. For some of the returnees, they tend to mix 

only with other Chinese students or immigrants there. Even in school, some of them only interact with 

their classmates (some of their classmates are Chinese too). Fewer of them like to make friends with 

locals and people from other countries. Eric Forbush（2016）noted that for international students 

studying abroad, social support received from their social networks may play an especially important role 

in alleviating a number of the aforementioned acculturative stressors, which, in turn, may lead to more 

positive adaptation. In my understanding, social media, like Wechat, Instagram and Facebook are really 

important in all these interviewees life in Thailand. It greatly helps them to have a better self-adaptation. 

However, on the other hand, too much use of social media may also hinder them from making friends 

and having more interaction with locals there in Thailand. For the ones who make friends easier, they 

have a better adaptation in Thailand. Who are the ones who can easily make friends? Here comes the 

second aspect: personality.  

(2) Personality  

The interviewees fall into two categories according to their personalities, the extravert and the introvert. 

For the extravert, it’s easier for them to establish interpersonal relationships, particularly in Thai 

universities where Chinese enrolments are low. For the extrovert, over time, their friends circles 

expands, and they become acquainted with people from other countries. They take active parts in 

sports, recreations and all kinds of activities both on campus and off campus. For returnees with 

introverted personalities, they have unhappy experiences of encounters. They spend most of their time 

staying at home with themselves, so it’s harder for them to get integrated into a new environment.  

(3) Physical Environment  

Thailand is actually a pretty special country due to its hot weather all year around. Some interviewees 

did complain about the weather there. Hot weather also serves as an obstacle for students and teachers 

there. Luckily, universities are equipped with AC. Some of the interviewees thought that eating in 

Thailand was also a problem for them. They do not like Thai food. It’s harder for teachers and students 

from Sichuan to get used to the food in Thailand. At the very beginning, they all have a novelty towards 

almost everything in Thailand. Yet, when novelty is worn out, they will calm down and face all the 

problems and think about all these problems to see whether they can overcome them and stay or not.  

(4) Language Ability  

All the interviewees are English majors. Even though most of them couldn't speak any Thai, they could 

use English to communicate with their teachers and students. They don't fact language problems on 

campus, but off campus, they do have some problems in communication with locals, because not all the 

Thai people can speak English, especially in Chiangmai. Some of them learn some simple Thai during 

their communication with Thai locals. For the ones who have better commanding of oral English can 

have a better adaptation in Thailand at the very beginning. However, for the ones who are comparatively 
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shy and whose oral English is not that good, they need more time to get used to the life there. 

Nevertheless, all of them will finally get integrated into the life in Thailand.  

2.3 The Significance of Studying Returnees  

In contrast to expatriate research, repatriate issues received less attention (Chiang et al., 2015: Suutari 

and Brewster, 203, Hyder and Lovblad, 2007). The reason for the under researched repatriate topic is, 

that repatriates are assumed to know and understand the culture and habits of their home countries as 

well as common work practices in the business field. However, recent studies suggest that repatriation 

might be at least as problematic as expatriation, as many repatriates have to deal with the so called 

“reverse culture shock” (Kraimer, et al., 2012; Hyder & Loveblad, 2007; Bossard Peterson, 2005; Morgan 

et al. 2004).  

The better understanding of the difficulties of these returnees will encourage further academic 

exchanges between China and Thailand and help all the returnees to have a better adaptation too. From 

the perspective of economy, Chinese companies aim to employ more foreigners to achieve 

internationalization. However, nowadays, some changes might take place. Haigui (the Chinese version of 

returnees) have been popular for many years. Local companies, universities, institutions, organization 

and societies can also send their staff to get trained in the foreign countries to become more 

international. The working environment is becoming more international too. The returnees may have 

better opportunities to be hired since they have been living in other countries and gaining much more 

living experiences. Obviously, returnees have attracted much attention from the whole society. 

Generations of foreign-educated Chinese returnees, as promoters of international integration, advocates 

of advanced cultures and technologies, social and cultural transformers, and the driving force of the new 

economy, have played a critical role in shaping modern Chinese history, Chinese politics and 

international relations (Wang et al., 2011). An increasing number of returnees, as members of think 

tanks for different levels of the Chinese governments, state-run or private companies and enterprises are 

“shaping the public discourse” (Li, 2009, p.1). Some have become key players in China’s high-tech 

industries, education, economics, sociology, political science, and international studies (Wang, 2005; 

Yang & Tan, 2007). Some returnees act as models for others to emulate and inspire more people to go 

abroad and them come back home. 

In terms of psychological and social adaptation, for these returnees, they will meet the so called “reverse 

culture shock”. Fujiwara et al.’s (1985) study revealed three types of returnees. The first group tried hard 

to adjust to Japan and was conscious of the differences between Japan and their host country. Although 

they were not necessarily completely satisfied with their current situation, they tried hard to fit in. The 

second group consisted of children who adjusted back to life in Japan without any particular effort. The 

third group consisted of those who experienced adjustment problems. They felt like strangers in their 

own land and were very conscious that they were returnees. For some returnees, this discrepancy has 

led to a conflict between their internal and external self. Thus, many studies have reported identity 

issues as being central to the returnee experience (Kanno, 2000; Onoda,1988).  

It is of great significance to study these returnees because they play a more important role in many fields 

and bring much advanced or maybe novel and unfamiliar experience, technology and knowledge 

consciously or subconsciously.  
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3. Reasons for Returning China  

(1) Employment-related Reasons  

As I have mentioned above, it is easier for the returnees to get hired by big companies because of their 

living and working experience in Thailand. Compared with Chengdu University, Chiangmai University is 

more internationalized. As one of the interviewees, Fujing said:  

“The textbooks used in Chiangmai University can be the ones from foreign countries. 

International curriculum is set up in Chiangmai University and most of the classes are 

taught in English. Students and teachers can participate in all manner of exchange 

programs which open their eyes. Academic exchanges with top universities in the west 

are frequent. Take library for example, students and teachers can get access to all the 

resources in the whole world. Each school has its own library too.”  

Students going to study there will learn in a completely new academic environment. Everything in Thai 

Universities like Chiangmai University is very westernized. They will meet famous scholars and professors 

from all over the world. They have access to more new stuff. There are forced to use English to 

communicate with teachers and staff in Thailand. Their language competency will get dramatically 

enhanced. People with bilingual abilities are greatly needed in China. Therefore, they will become more 

competitive when they are back to China. It’s easier for them to find a job in a foreign company.  

In addition, there are cases showing that some returnees choose to go back to China because of some 

irresistible reasons. An earlier study by Hsiao et al. (1994) noted that return migration is due to global 

economic recession, and the continuing rapid economic growth of East Asia which offers many job 

opportunities that have attracted high-tech personnel to return to the sending countries. China is now 

one of the biggest economies in the world, so China market is abundant with job opportunities 

compared with Thailand market Also, some entrepreneurs who encountered a 'glass ceiling' that 

hindered their upward mobility in Thailand big companies. The lack of employment opportunities and 

relative difficulty of being promoted in Thailand was a factor mentioned by one of the interviewees. One 

of the interviewees, Liu Dongmei mentioned:  

“Thailand is a country for tourism and agriculture. There are not many big companies 

there, especially in Chiangmai. People there easily get satisfied with some jobs that I am 

not interested in, such as working for a hostel, serving food for people at restaurants or 

working as a tourist guide. So I choose to go back to China.” 

Even though China and Thailand are both Asian countries, they share similar cultures but also boat 

different cultures. As for cooperation culture, Yuanquan (2016) noted in his paper that there existed 

conflicts in cooperate managements and cooperate values. One of the interviewees said:  

“It’s not that difficult for us to adapt to the life in Thailand, but we are still aware of the 

cultural differences between these two countries where I once worked as a part time 

staff. There is still a huge gap.  
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For example, they will talk with each other sometimes in Thai, and I cannot understand 

what they are talking about. I will feel pretty embarrassed and marginalized.” 

(2) Physical and Environmental Reasons  

Bock’s (1977) noted that there are at least three levels in people’s adaptation to a new situation: (1) 

physical/environmental adaptation, (2) social adaptation (human relationships), and (3) internal (self) 

adaptation.  

As one of the interviewee, Peng Yankun said: “I come back because of my physical problems.” Besides 

that, another interviewee, Xie Siyu said: “I don't like the weather here. It’s just so hot all the year round.” 

For tourists, Thailand is an appealing country with beautiful beaches and blue sky. However, for oversea 

students, they spend years studying there. It’s hard for them to adjust to the weather in Thailand 

completely, even though AC is available in Thailand. When people get sick when they are in foreign 

countries, they miss their home very much due to the loneliness they have at that time. The lonely 

feeling definitely pushes them to go back after their graduation. Peng mentioned that she gave up her 

study in Thailand because of her health. She is the only interviewees who did not finish her study. Even 

though she likes the slow living pace in Thailand, and feels that Thai people are patient and slow which is 

what she really likes, she still has to come back.  

(3) Relationship with Families and Work  

Two of the interviewees are my colleagues. Fujing, one of my colleagues, really likes almost everything in 

Thailand, like the clean air, good food and the slow and relaxing life style. However, she still mentioned 

in my interview the following:  

“I have my family and my job in Chengdu. China is my country where I belong to, so I still want 

to come back after my graduation.”  

Peng Yankun said: “it is because of my health, I have to come back to China.” During her say in Thailand, 

we sometimes talked through Wechat. She actually likes Thailand, but she is apt to all kinds of illnesses. 

She has to come back to China to have a better rest.  

For both of them, they work in Chengdu University in China. In China, jobs like teachers, government 

officials are called “iron bowls” which means that they are stable. Therefore, it’s not easy for people to 

resign. Even some colleagues who went to Europe or the U.S., they still chose to come back to continue 

their teaching here. One of the former students, Xie Siyu mentioned: 

“My major is not Thai. I can’t speak any Thai. Therefore, I never think about finding a job in 

Thailand even though I am now studying in Chiangmai University. I just want to go back home 

and find a job in Chengdu.” 

In the parts discussed above, I focus on employment, identities and relationship with one’s family and 

work. Overtime, students gradually adapted to life in Thailand, but they still returned due to different 

reasons. When they are back to China, for some of them, everything might look like familiar as it was 

before, but for some of them, everything may sound different. A return to one’s hometown means new 

opportunities but also new challenges to face.  
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4. Research Methodology  

The method used in this paper is a combination of literature review and interview. Literature research 

mainly refers to do the research by collecting identifying and reorganizing exiting literature, and then 

come up with a scientific cognition of the research topic. The value of Literature is embodied in two 

aspects. One is that researchers can obtain new arguments, perspectives and ideas during the research. 

The other is that researchers can obtain some revealing and disclosing of some form of truth or 

knowledge from the previous study. In our study, we use literature research method to collect the 

precious study results and analyze these results, then come up with the idea that adaptation of the 

returnees is of great significance to study which will further influence these returnees’ life back in China 

and at the same time influence the people who want to further their study in Thailand.  

In this study, I also interviewed four returnees who are my colleagues and former students coming back 

from Thailand. The focus is on self-assessment of their social and academic integration and identity in 

Thailand, hoping to provide some valuable references for further cooperation and academic exchanges 

between Chengdu University and Chiangmai University. Due to limited time, I sent all the questions to 

these six interviewees through email and they sent me back their answers to each question.  

5. Adaptation of the returnees  

(1) Reverse culture shock  

Back to China means back to a different environment. They find it difficult to get integrated into the 

“new” environments. Their major problems are contained in the following statements:  

“The air quality is bad in Chengdu, especially in winter. Just miss the blue sky in Thailand, even 

though a little bit hot.”  

“So many people here in Chengdu and feel pretty noisy, especially in public areas.” 

“Spitting is almost everywhere.” 

“More resources for my study in Thailand, but here, when I am back to Chengdu University, it is 

pretty difficult to access academic resources abroad.” 

“Drivers will stop when I cross the street, but here the drivers won’t let the passengers go first. 

Everybody seems in a hurry every minute.” 

“The pace is slow in Thailand but very fast here in Chengdu.”  

“People are polite in Thailand always having a smile on their faces. People in Chengdu look very 

serious.”  

“Sometimes I feel I become a little bit like a Thai person in China. But when I was in Thailand, I felt I 

was a Chinese.”  

From a social and cultural point of view, sociocultural adjustment is closely related to psychological 

adjustment. Everyone back from Thailand meet certain degree of reverse culture shock because the 

social and cultural environment has changed. They will unconsciously make a comparison between the 

things in China and the things in Thailand. Especially for the ones who have had a very good adaptation 

in Thailand, their degree of reverse culture shock will be higher. They feel more intense, depressed, 
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angry, and confused particularly at the very beginning of their return. According to one of the studies 

done (Tomoko Yoshidaa et al., 2002), factors, including self-reflection/expressiveness, adjustment 

difficulties, self-affirmation and negativity were especially interesting in that they not only showed that 

returnees differed in their assessment of their experience (positive or negative), but that the relative 

impact of the experience also varied from individual to individual. For some it did not induce 

self-reflection nor did it have significant impact on their lives. However, reverse culture shock happens 

on every returnee, but its influence varies from person to person. 

(2) Identity as a Chinese  

Social identity theory in its meaning claims that every human being is defined by social relationships 

(Oho, et al., 2014; Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Van Knippenberg et al., 2007). The theory implies that an 

individual sees and defines him/herself to a certain extent or even completely as a part of a structured 

society, through group membership, or by subscribing to the values and meanings of a group, a society 

or an organization (Stets & Burke, 2000). Cultural Openness refers to the degree to which an individual is 

open to different cultures. It is based on an individual’s degree of an open mind and includes a person’s 

degree to respect and/or adapt to other cultures and situations in general. This open mindedness 

includes customs, beliefs and values against that of people from different countries (Bebenroth & Ismail, 

2014). 

Some young returnees who identify themselves with Chinese culture return to their home country. For 

this group of people, their degree of Cultural Openness is comparatively lower. They already get used to 

everything in China and do not want any changes. They might also be pretty sensitive to even some 

minor things that are different from those in China. One of the interviewees, Peng Yankun mentioned:  

“Thai people like to go to pubs after work, but I am a person who do not like hanging out 

with people to these noisy places and drinking. At that time, I always feel I am pretty 

Chinese.”  

For her, she is pretty happy to be back. She has her family and friends here. It does not take her a very 

long time to live a normal the same as the one was before she left for Thailand.  

Also, China is a big country with a long history. Nowadays, China is one of the biggest economies in the 

world. Returnees have much more confidence in our country and they feel more proud as a Chinese. In 

the past, some Chinese worshipped and had blind faith in foreign things and some of them even 

forfeited national dignity. With the development of China’s economy and civilization, more returnees 

understand to learn from foreign countries is entirely different from worshipping everything foreign.  

On the other hand, some interviewees seem quite used to the life in Thailand and still miss the days in 

Chiangmai. Fu who adapted pretty well to the life in Thailand, she said:  

“Chiangmai University is pretty international. I do not only communicate with Thai people. 

I met people from all over the world. There is an unofficial international code of conduct 

that everyone will abide by.”  
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Therefore, she still feels that she is pretty Chinese among all her colleagues and classmates in Chiangmai 

University.  

(3) Opportunities and Challenges Returnees Face  

In this part, the interviewees fall into two different categories. One group is students who have never 

had any working experience and did not have a job when they were back. The other group consists of 

teachers who are my colleagues and they had a job. For student returnees, they faced more challenges 

than opportunities; the biggest challenge is that they had to look for a job at the very beginning. 

However, for teachers, they were faced with more opportunities when they came back to Chengdu 

University.  

One of the participants in Mingsheng Li’s study mentioned:  

There have been many media reports about the negative stories concerning returnees. Of 

course, there are some true elements in them. Many children of rich people go to study 

overseas. When these people return to China, they do not have anything valuable to 

contribute, nor do they have any desirable character, professional knowledge, and 

interpersonal communication skills. They belong to the liuxuelajie category. They have 

changed the public perception of returnees formed in the past when only a very small 

number of elite could study overseas and they returned to become the pillars of the 

society. 

It’s easy to find that not all the returnees have a good commanding of both language and skills needed 

for their future jobs. For these returnees, they face more challenges. Yet, returnees belonging to the 

liuxuelajie category really account for a small percentage. Generally speaking, all the returnees will be 

back at least having a comparatively better commanding of languages.  

Compared with students who have never been abroad, the returnees from Thailand have an obvious 

advantage that is their language ability. However, compared with the returnees who have been to 

European countries and the U.S., the English communication skills of these returnees from Thailand 

improved during their stay in Thailand. However, their language ability is not as good as that of the ones 

from European countries and the U.S. Meanwhile, due to globalization, students who stay in China can 

also practice their English with foreigners through the Internet or by making friends with foreigners in 

china. Xie Siyu mentioned in the interview that he thought that it’s easier for Chinese students who 

major in Thai or who can speak Thai to find a job in Thailand. Students like him who cannot speak any 

Thai; it is not easy for them to find a job in Thailand. Therefore, most of them will choose to go back to 

China. For students like Xie Siyu, even in Thailand, they face huge challenges. Foreign credentials are no 

longer a guarantee to better employment and higher income. Therefore, the biggest challenge for these 

returnees is that they have to find a job.  

On the other hand, for the returnees with a job, they face more opportunities than challenges. Peng said 

that during her study in Thailand, she knew how to utilize Internet well to obtain all kinds of information 

that she needed for her academic study. Fu mentioned that she always felt very proud when she 

participated in joint programs with other countries. China is a big country, and universities are equipped 

with advanced technologies and facilities, which is our advantage. Her experience in studying in Thailand 
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helps her to start cooperation with other universities in other countries. 

(4) The Significance of Studying in Thailand 

The interviewees, no matter they have happy memories or sad ones, all agree that they gain more than 

they have expected from their study in Chiangmai University. It is worthwhile going to Thailand to study.  

Fu, who is now our vice dean in our School of Foreign Languages and Culture mentioned in the interview:  

“It is definitely worth going to study in Thailand. However, it depends on what kind of 

university you study and your own personality.”  

Fu’s statements indicate that there are prerequisites for going abroad. Besides what kind of university 

students choose to study, and their personality, there are still other factors that should be considered 

before they go, such as whether their family can afford the tuition fee, whether they can stand 

loneliness, whether they can acquire knowledge and gain experience that they need, etc. nevertheless, 

due to the internationalization of Thai universities, like Chiangmai University, the free academic 

atmosphere and some other factors, it is worthwhile to go to Thai universities to study.  

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the author does a research on the adaptation of the returnees from Thailand through a 

combination of literature study and interview of the returnees from Chiangmai University. Returnees, 

without exception, do meet reverse culture shock of different levels. However, all of the interviewees 

think that it is worth going to study in Thailand to further their study.  

Education is the priority for many students. They do not want to go to work immediately after their 

graduation in China. They also want to get rid of the stereotype teaching in China. With a desire to learn 

something new and different and due to some other factors mentioned before, some graduates choose 

to study in Thailand. As the study suggests, they come back not because of their bad adaptation to the 

life in Thailand, or have totally “failed” in Thailand, but because of better employment opportunities in 

China and their identity as a Chinese. Similar findings are obtained by Ip (2006) regarding Chinese 

migrants who moved back from New Zealand to China.  

Portes (1997: 812) noted that "often bilingual, move easily between different cultures, frequently 

maintain homes in two countries, and pursue economic, political and cultural interests that require their 

presence in both." For all the returnees, they strive to utilize well of both resources in China and Thailand 

also they try to make full use of their backgrounds in such a globalized world. They had difficulties in 

Thailand, especially at the very beginning. They are having reverse culture shocks when they are back. 

They need to adapt to their home culture which sounds ridiculous for people who have never been 

abroad. Nevertheless, they all survived in Thailand. When they are back, they all cherish the happy 

memories and keep the sad experiences deep in their heart. It is worth going to Thailand to study there. 

All the interviewees agree that they benefit a lot during their study there. They learn more than they 

have expected. Even though the diploma obtained in Thailand cannot guarantee a bright future, they do 

not regret going to Thailand. Some of returnees’ successes also encourage more graduates from 

Chengdu University to go to Thailand.  
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The author here does not claim that the interviewees represent all the returnees. No generalization is 

done in this paper. The author wants to raise people’s awareness of the returnees’ life which is usually 

forgotten and ignored by researchers. At the same time, the author hopes that this study will provide 

references for the future study on returnees.  
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ความเหมือนและความแตกต่างของเรือนพื้นถ่ินไทเขิน: เชียงใหม่ เชียงตุง 

(Similarity and Difference of the Tai-Kern Vernacular Houses:  

Chiang Mai and Keng Tung) 

ปาณินท์, อรศิริ 

คณ        ก  ม       ม          เก          

จิระทัศนกลุ, สมคิด 

คณ        ก  ม       ม               ก  

สิริเกียรติกลุ, พินัย 

คณ        ก  ม       ม               ก  

ซ่ือภักดี, ดวงเงิน 
คณ      ก     ก   ม               ก  
-------------------------------------------- 

Abstract 

This research article emphasized on the similarity and difference of the Tai-Kern Vernacular houses 

between Chiang Mai, Thailand, and Kengtung, Myanmar, which stressed on the way of lives and the 

environment. The sites for Comparative studies were selected in Sansai, Doisaket and Sanpatong District 

in Chiang Mai together with Yanglaw and Kardfah District in Kengtung. Triangulating data from 

documentary researches, fields surveyed and in-depth interviews were adapted for the analysis and 

synthesis of the conclusions. It was found that the Tai-Kern in both places applied their traditional 

irrigation system on sloping terrain to their agricultural way of living which reflected on the village 

physical plan, and also clearly influenced the spatial organization of the public and private space in the 

community. Grouping of houses defined their kinship system. Water way still be the priority of 

settlement of Tai-Kern Kengtung, while Tai-Kern Chiang Mai preferred road. The houses form of both 

places are different but almost similar on the spatial organization of houses plan. The usage of local 

materials are still existed in both places. Sustainable qualities of their houses are mostly occurred in 

Kengtung than in Chiang Mai because they still have the traditional way of living which highly respected 

and protected their natural environment.  

Keywords: Similarity, Difference, Tai-Kern, Vernacular houses, Chiang Mai, Kengtung 
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การแสดงออกของการผสมผสานทางวฒันธรรมในบา้นเรือนลาวเวียง 
ในภาคกลางของประเทศไทย 

(Expression of Cultural Assimilation in Lao Viang Houses in Central Thailand) 

พินิจวรสิน, วนัดี 

คณ        ก  ม       ม          เก           

ปาณินท์, อรศิริ 

คณ        ก  ม       ม          เก          
-------------------------------------------- 

Abstract 

Lao Viang is one of ethnics who migrated from Vientiane in Laos to live Thailand, especially in Central 

region for more than 200 years ago. To live in different contexts, they have had to adjust themselves in 

order to survive and to continue their ways of dwelling. However, within the stream of Thailand 

development over the past sixty years, many scholars asserted that Lao Viang communities have 

revealed significant changes in their dwellings and their ways of life in comparison with other ethnic 

groups. This raises a question whether socio-cultural significance of Lao Viang people from the culture of 

their origin was appeared in their dwellings? Or has still remained? Materials for discussion were derived 

from the research project entitled “Ontological study on the adaptation of Tai-Lao ethnicity within 

different wider contexts in the river basins of central Thailand” conducted in 2009-2012. Because of 

remaining vernacular houses and their environment, the houses of Lao Viang in Tambon Ban Lueak of 

Ratchaburi province were selected, and examined by comparing with existing vernacular houses in 

Vientiane of Laos, and other related literatures. The study revealed that the houses and the ways of life 

of Lao Viang in Tambon Ban Lueak have always changed. Their houses and various architectural 

components reflected their ways of transmitting and assimilating their cultural essence from Vientiane 

to blend with central Thai culture since in the past. This pattern has been practiced and transformed by 

keeping some socio-cultural essences in the later generations. However, this will potentially be 

eliminated in the future. 

Keywords: Lao Viang, Vernacular house, Cultural transmission, Assimilation, Adaptation 
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                ก     ก       เ    2      
       เ            ก  ใ เม   เ           
    เ   เม            ธ  ณ        ธ               ม ม กก          
      เ             ม ก  เ                     ค  มเ   เม        ม ก 
   เ        ก     ก  ใ              ก  ใ ม  (New thinking)      ก   ค    1986 เ      ม     ม      
      เ    2550)          เ    ม ก  เ              มก  ก  ม                  เ               
           2542) 
    ม      ก  ธ           เ            ใ  ค     เ               ม ก    เ   ก    กก        เ            ใ
  ค     เ               ม                ม ก          ม     ใ  ใ ก    ก        ค  มเ   ใ  
เก    ก    ก ณ    เ            ใ เม   เ             ม   ก 2        ม        กม   ก        “เ         
ใ เ  เ                    ” 62     เ   ก    ก      Sophie Clement-Charpenter and Pierre Clement 
(1990/ม       ม            ม   กก          ค   ม       เ                 ม     ใ  ก  เ   ก        
  ก     ก ณ   ก  ใ ค       เ   ก         ม           ก       เ            ก     
     กก              เ          กม                      
ใ  ค     เ                 ม ก    ก            เ    ใ  3            ก                  เม     ธ    
                                                           
62

         “เ        ใ เ  เ                    ” เ             เก    กก    ก      Sophie Clement-Charpenter and Pierre 

Clement          เ              . . 2511      ก    ม  ค      กเ            เ      ม  ใ     . . 2533     ก         ก   ม เ          ใ    
 . . 2546   .เก     ก  เก             ค  ม    ธ           ก       เ            ก       ใ             . . 2548 

          ก   ม         ก   ค  มเ              ม    ก     . .        ม   
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           เม                        ค   เม              
          เ            ก  ใ    เ ณ   ม      คก    
    เ           ม ค  ม          ก              ก   ม     เ          ม กใ    เ ณ   ม           
   ม     ม ก          ม    เ                ก  ก            ใ             ณ      ค   ม เ        
                   เ  ม            คณ  ,2547) 
  กก                 ม     เ         ใ เ           ก    ก               ก                  ม      
         เ    ใ                ค ม ก    ก              เ ณ            เ   เ ก  ก ณ        ธ  ม   
ก   ม                ม  ม         เ                    ใ     ก    เ       
ใ  ม            เ      ใ    คม เม             ม     ใ  เ        ก ณ     เ  ม     ม      เ     
      ค   ก ณ         ม เ        เ                 ม ก             ก        ก    ก           เ   ก  ม   
   เ    ใ          เ   ก    เ    ธ   ม               เ            ก  เ       ก  ม           เ   กเ    
   เ ณ           เ  ม          ใ ก                      เ         กก        เม   ก    200   ม      
   ม        เ   ก       เม           2334)         ใ         ม   3          
เ         ม     เก   ก ม ก      เม   เ     เ    ก          ใ     กใก  เค           ณ       มณ        2547: 
136)ใ                  เ   กเ                  ม        ม                เ        ม ก           
เ   กเ                  เ    ใ ก        ก       ธ  ม   มก  ก   ม       ธ                         
  ก  ก     กก        ใ            ใ     ก   เ    ธ   ม    ก    มก   ม                        
เ          ค     ใ  เ        ก ณ           ก  มเ                   เ         ม ก 
   เ    ใ    เ ณ        ม   1              เ             ค  ม ก       ก    ก   
       ก   ม  ก ณ     เ                  ค    เ             เ    ใ              ก    ก            
ก          กเ      กใ          เ   ก    ก   ม           ม    ใ        เ    ใ  เก  ค  มเ   ใ    ก  
     ม           ธ  ม           ก  มม          ใ        คก         เ        ม ก      ก     

                                                              

เม   เ                     เ ณ  ม        ม         
   ก     มก     เ ณ           ค  เม            ก        เ      ธ        ณ   ก              ก    
       ใ  ม   มเ      เ      เ    ธ     เม           2102 (                    2547) 
    ม      ม เ   ก  ณ เก          ค     เม   เ          ก    ค   ก    ใ  เ   เม             ม         เ      
         ธ          2543;                     2547;                ก           ก           ก   
ม                 ม    ใ         เม   เ          ค   ค  ม            ม  23,820      ก   เม   
   ม ก      เ  ก   กค     กเ    2      ค   
 ค     เ                 เ                ม    เ  เ             ม     ใ   เ         ใ ก        
ม   เ                         ก    ม  ม           ค   ค    ม          ม       ก 
    ม       มเ       กก    ก  ค  มใ           ใ  ม    ค   ก        ธ  ม   เ    เ   ม                      
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เ                                      เ             ก   เ   ม              เ       
                          มเ    ก                 ค ใ         ม       
                         2551: 223) ก        ค      ณใ ก  เ   ก   เ                      
         ก                      m      เ                   ม ม       เ          ใ ก        
            ก                ม   ก ณ เ   ก   ม    เ                      ม                ก              ม
 กม กม ก        มก  เ   ก   ม           ม  ใ     เม               ใ           ม  เ   ม      
                  ก  เ   ม ก     ม      กม ก     ก    ม ก    ก   เ                   ก  ใ ม  
   ม ก    ใก     เ ณ  ม     เค           ใก  ก              กก    ม   ณ        ก        
ใ       ก       ก                เ          เ                  ก    ใ   เ       เ      
   ม                ก     ก        ใ     เ     ก      เ                  กเก     ใ      
   เม     ใ          กม       ใ  ค กก  เ            ก   ม  ก ณ ก          ก                    
ม ก  เ                       ม ณ    ค    1998 เ       กก                      เ ณ  ม   
  ม   ก  ม          ใ    เ ณ  ม          เม       10 ก            ม         เ                  เม     ธ    
  ก ณ ก              กเ      เ                                     2 
ค    ใ                            ค   กเก     ใ  ก        เ                       เ                   
    ม        ก  เ    ก       ก  ก   เ       กก          ค  มเ   เม      ก  เ    เ         
เ    ก     เ              ใ            เ       ม ก                    เ   มม ก     
          ก             ก    ม ก     เ    ก  เ      เ   เ    ก  เ           ใ เม    
            ใ        เ      เ       เ             ใ                 ก            เ         
เ       Sophie Clement-Charpenter and Pierre Clement (1990/ม     219-222)  ธ        
ใ      ก   ม      ก  ก     ก      เ      ก              ม            ก               1) 
       ม   ค    ก     ก ค                  
                    ม เ    ม  ใ ก                  ใ          ม       ก    ก   
   ม ก  ก         เ    ใ  เ                  ใ เ          มใ ก     ก  ก  ม                   ใ  เ      เ 
ก  ก ณ    ค  มเ       เ              ใ  เก  ก    ม   ค ณค         ธ  ม       ม     ม                 
          ใ เ           ก       กค  ม  ม ใ                    เ      เ    ใ          เก  ค  ม    
มใ  ณ              ก         เ    เ        ม        ณ            เ            เ        ก        
             เ           ค  ม    ก          ใ เ                   
   ก      ก             ม กม                 เ                                                  ม ก 
      กเ                   เ    ใ            เม     ธ                       ใ      เม   
   เ ณ                       กเ    ใ                1-               เ  ก ม ก   ม เ     ใ    เ ณ        
            ม เ     ม               เ             เ                 เ             ม   เ ม  
    ก          เ    ม ก      มก  เ   ก   ม   เค                  เ        ก   ก        ใ  ค  มเค    
    ก     ก   ใ   ก ณ ใ      ค        ก  ใ   ก         เ         ใ    เ    ก   
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   เ              ก     มม ก   ใ   ก ณ                          เ         เ    (Chapenter & Clement, 
1990/ม  , 227) ก      ก   ม    เ    ใ   ก ณ          ก    เ  ใ     ม                    
เม                     1-     ใ ก   ม       เ   เค       ม กม             เ    ใ     มก   
   ใ    เ ณ               ม กม            ม           ม         
       ก            ก   เ      ก     เ            ใ เ   ค     เ                ก    ก      ใ   ม     ใ
        ม ณ 40-60        ม ม   ก ณ เ   เ     ม  กเ      ใ         เ       ใ      เ    ม ก   ก       
        เ   เ    ค                      ม          เ    ใ    ม กม       ม    3    เ      
ม ก     ม                  ก-      ก      ม         ม     ม                  ค           ค  
   ใ                       กเ    3      ค       ก                ก         ก                     - ม   
                เ             เ     ใ       ก      ค   เ    
            ก   ม        ก             เ          ม                    2-a     
    เ             ค                    ก          ก         ม      เ   -  ก 2 
   เ    ม   ก         เ  เ  ม กใ  เ               ก   ม              ก             เ ณเ    ก        ม 
  ใ       เ    ก   ก      2-a                  ม          1-3          2-b       

  

 (a)       (b) 
    1   ก ณ      ม        ม              ใ ก        
(                 เม             ใ         2551 -   ม  ม   ก ณ ก    ก       เ        มเ                ม         ม    
(                เม     ธ    ใ        2553 -   ม  ม   ก ณ ก    ก          เ       ม          ก   ม       ม               ก   
   ม  http://www.earth.google.com 

N 

วดัศรชีม
ชื่น 

หอผบีา้น 
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(a) (b) 
    2   ก ณ    เ         ค    ก  ก  ใ      

(a) เ                  เม     ธ           เ     (ก-  )    ก               เ      ค   ใ เ          ค ม            ใ    เ ณ            ; 
(b) เ                  เม                    เ     (b-  )    ก               เ   ค         เ     

   ม  (b-             ก Sophie Clement-Charpenter and Pierre Clement (1990/ม     65) 

 
 
 
เ    ค                         
   เ    ม   เ     ม   กเ  เ    ค   ม        เ             ค     ม       ใ      ค เ    ก            เ   
      เ   เ    ค     ก      3-c)   เ ณค   ม กม    เ           ม                 ก       ค    
     ก     ม                          เ    ใ      เ    ค   ม กม        ก              ก   ใ            
        ม   ก ณ เ              เ   เ    ม   ก  ค      ม กใ  เ                 ก              กก  ค        
   ใ          ม ก  ก   เ           ม      เ     ก         กค      เ   
  ก  ก   ใ    เ      ม   ค    ก  เ   มเ  ม เ      เ                ม     ค ค  ม      
เ        เ      ม ก  ค  ม        ค    เ          เ     ม กม         ใ ก                    ก     เ     
   เ      เ ณ           เ          เ     ก  เ              ก   ม          ม    
Sophie Clement-Charpenter and Pierre Clement (1990/ม     ก        
ก  ค  ม    ค    เ ณ          เ  ม        ก ณ           เ            เ    3   ก ณ       3-a) ค   1) 
เ         มเ         เ      ใ     ค เ    ก  ก           2) 
เ       เ  ม     ค    เ     กค  ม  ก  ก  ก            เ    ใ         3) 
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เ          ม     เ    ใ      เ         
      เ ณเ      ก     ใ  เ   เ          ก ณ  ค          เ       เ    ใ เ        ค     เ   เ     
2      9 เ       ค            ม ก  ก   ก  เ  ก   เ     
   ม ก  เ   ค  ม   -           ค                  เ         เ        ก ณ เ       เ    ใ เ   ค  
   เ            ก  ก     กเ       ม   ค    ก    เ       ค  ม    ค    เ          เ     
เ   มเ  มก   ม             เ    ใ  ม   ก ณ   ก        เ   ก        3 b)
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 2 3 

 
เรอืนทีร่วมเอาพืน้ทีเ่ซยอยู่ในหลงัคาเดยีวกนักั
บหอ้งนอน 
เรอืนทีเ่ซยมหีลงัคาลาดเอยีงปกคลุมแยกออกจ
ากเรอืนนอน หรอืเรอืนใหญ่ 
เรอืนแฝดทีม่ที ัง้เรอืนใหญ่และเรอืนน้อย 
โดยบรเิวณเซยจะถูกสรา้งใหเ้ป็นเรอืนน้อย 

(a) ลกัษณะการคลุมหลงัคาของเรอืนแบบไมม่รีะเบยีง 

 
 2 3 

เรอืนทีม่รีะเบยีงโดยเซยและหอ้งนอนอยู่ในหลงั
คาเดยีวกนั 
เรอืนทีม่รีะเบยีงโดยเซยมหีลงัคาดเอยีงแยกออ
กจากเรอืนใหญ่ 
เรอืนทีม่รีะเบยีงหน้าเรอืนใหญ่และเรอืนน้อย 

(b) ลกัษณะการคลุมหลงัคาของเรอืนแบบมรีะเบยีง (หรอืเทบิ) 

 
 1 2 

 
 3 4 

พืน้ทีท่ าครวัถูกรวมอยู่ภายใตห้ลงัคาเดยีวกนักั
บพืน้ทีห่อ้งนอน 
พืน้ทีค่รวัคลุมดว้ยหลงัคาลาดเอยีงแยกออกจา
กตวัเรอืนใหญ่ 
เรอืนครวัคลุมดว้ยหลงัคาหน้าจัว่แยกออกจากตั
วเรอืนใหญ่ 
เรอืนครวัคลุมดว้ยหลงัคาหน้าจัว่แยกออกจากตั
วเรอืนใหญ่โดยมนีอกชานคัน่กลาง 

(c) ลกัษณะการคลุมหลงัคาของพืน้ทีค่รวั 
    3   ก ณ ก  ค  ม    ค            เ             ค    

   ม  Sophie Clement-Charpenter and Pierre Clement (1990/ม     130-132) 
 

       ก   ม  กก               เ            ใ เ      ค     เ          ใ         ม  
ก  เ             
    ก  เ        ก     ม     ม   เ         เ    ม เ   ก    ม     ม     ม        ม     
ก      เ      ก  ใ        ใ เ     ก  เ          ก  ใ          เ       เ ณ    ค  
   ก  ก                  ม   เ ณใ         เ    เ   ม       ใ      
  ก  ก           ใ    เ    ม ก         ค       เ    ค    
    เ            เ  ม   เ ณ       ใ              ใ  เก    ม เ    เค   ค         เ  ม      4) 
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รูป 4 การปรับเปล่ียนลกัษณะเรือนท่ีบา้นห้องคา้ เมืองจนัทะบูลี  

บริบทสภาพแวดล้อม และความเป็นมาของชาวลาวเวียงในต าบลบ้านเลือก อ าเภอโพธาราม 
จงัหวดัราชบุรี 

        เ        ใ    เม       ใ    ม ค  ม   ค  ใ     เม           ใ ก       ก  ค  ม ม  ก      
   เ                      เ         กก       ใ  เ   ม              มก  ก   ม         ก   ม       ธ         
        ม  ก   ธ         ม       ก                           ธ    2541;       ก    ค  ม  ก    2541;         
เ    ม         2545) 
          ก     ม    ก    ก      ม ก          เ   ม   ก      เ    ใ        ม        เ           ค เม   เ
                             ม            ก เ   ก   มใ                  ก เ           ใ  
ก   กค    “   ก       ก      เม          ”     ม ก          ใ  ม     ก      4 (      ณ       มณ        
2554)   ก   ก        ก       เ    ใ        ใ  ม    ก ม ก                    เ ณ  ม ม      ม ก    
  ก   เ ณ   เ                    เ    ธ   ม     เ  มเ   ก      เ  เ   เ ม                 ณ      
2550)   ม ใ  ม     ก      1 ( ม                    ม      ม          ใ  ม ก         ม   7 เม    
เ   ม               เ ณ  ม ม      ม ก       เ      เ ณ         เ                   เ                      
 เ         ใ               ม ณ 2 ก   เม      เ                 ก    ม      ม ก    
                          เ            เ     ม    เ           เ    ม ค  มค   เค ม กก           ก    ค  ม  ก    
2541;     ธ  ณฑ                      2544;       ณ       มณ      , 2547; 
     ค ก   ม           เ   ก, 2552)          เ   กเ                        เ    ม                   ใ      
         ก        เ                       2400    ม         “    เ   ก”         ม     ก      5 
เ       กเ  ม  ม         เ      ค   เ   กม        ค  เ    เ     ใ  ใ    ก  ใ              ม        ค   ค  ม  
 ม ณ 12      ก   เม      ม   ก ณ เ            มก     
   ม     เ                         ก      ม                   ก                      ม     เ   ก  ก    ก 
  เ            เ                         
เ      ใ     เ         ม               ค                        ใ  เ        ใ ก           เ            ใ
  ก     ค     ก       เ ณ     ม    เ   เก ม   เก        ใ ม         
   ม ค        เ             ค                      เ              เ        ใ             ก  ก   ใ    เ ณ
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               ม    ม ฮ         ค                  ใ                 ก  ม        เ  ก       ใ        
               ใ              เ ณ  ม   เ   เก ม       เก        ใ ม  
        ม ก   กค      เ              เ   ก    ก       ม           ม  9  ม            5) 
   ม      ก                10,162 ค  3,728 ค   เ    63 
     ก    ม เ       เ         เ        ใ       ใ  ม   1-6     ม   8        ม   6 
  ม         ม             ม   7 เ    ม         ม                ม   9 
เ    ม            ใ                   ก          5        ม  3     เ               เ         ก           
 ใ         ม   1)        เ   ก  ใ         ม   3)               ใ         ม   8)      ก 2     ค         ม ก     
 ใ         ม   7) เ            ม                      ใ         ม   9) เ         ค     

 
รปู 5 การแบ่งเขตของหมูบ่า้นในต าบลบา้นเลอืก (หมายเลขแสดง ชือ่หมูบ่า้น) 

ทีม่า ปรบัปรุงจากแผนทีต่ าบลของเทศบาลต าบลบา้นเลอืก 

ค  มเ   ม    ก                      เ         7 
 ม      ใ          เ   ก     ม    ก    ก         เ     ใ    เ ณ                      2           
6)      ก ค   “        ”      “        เ      ”          เม          2322                   ใ       ม   ม   
3             ก        เ    เ                            ณ               เ         เ      เค       ก 
ค       เม   เ             เ    เ         เ            ใ     ก    ค  มค     ก    ใ             มเ   เ       
      ค ก   ม           เ   ก  2552) 

                                                           
63

    ม  เ    ก ม     ธ  2554    ม  เ              เ   ก    เ    ธ   ม                 เ         ม  เม     2560. 

http://www.banlueak.go.th/. 

N

. 
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ศาลปู่โท่ง ในพ้ืนที่หมู่ 4 

 
ศาลปู่ตา ในพ้ืนที่หมู่ 3 

    6 ก   ม    ใ    เ ณ         เ   ก ใ     . . 2455                                           
 ม  เ    เ ก                    เ  ก   กค      เ          .เม     .  ธ   ม  .                 ก ม          เม     . . 2455 

   ม       ม  เ            

               ค   “          “      “          ”            เ ณ                           ก       เ   ก 
( ม   4)    ม       ก   ม    ม ใ    
            ก   ก    เ                             ก         เ     ก    ค  มค          
   ก     ม   ก       ก    ใ                กธ  ม     เ   เ    ก               ใ            
เม     ธ    ใ เ   ค     เ            กก     ก                               ใ                  
   เ ณ  ม           ( ม   3)        เ   ก ( ม   4) 
     เ          ใ ก                      เ    ใ    เ ณ         เ   กใ       ก  
    ม     ม ก        เ          ใ    เ    ธ   ม (       เ      ก, ม  .) 
        ม ก              ม    ก  ก   เ ณ       ก        ม  ใ    เ ณ         เ   ก     ก      
        ม  ม   ก       ใก  เค       เ     ม   2 (       ก   )     ก      เ    ม          เม       . . 2457 
    เ  ม        ม   2    เ   ใ ก                 ใ              เม         ใ ก              เ     
ใ    เ ณ        เ   มม ค  ม                 ก           เ         ณ                

                                                                    

    ธ  มค  มเ                เ                เ   กใ     ม ค  ม  ม   ธ   ก  ก     ก  เก    
        ใ   ม         ก ค   ก                        เ           (ณ  ค  ธ        ,2502) 
เ  ม           ใ             เ           ม ก         เ   ก  ใ           ใ ค   เ       ใ      
(     ธ           , 2546)       ก        ม   เ ณ   เ   ม   เม   ม ก        เ  ก     
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         ก       เม                    เ     ก (   ม ณเ         คม)        ก       เ   ม         
       เ         คม   ม        เม       เ   ม  ก     ม   ธ         ม      
   ม   ธ  ก        เ            ก    เ      ใ        ม ค  ม   ม ม   ณ    ก  เก  เก               
ใ     เ         ก   -ธ    คม       ก              กก  เก  เก        ก   ม ก              เ ณ     
      ก                        เ  ใ     ก              ม  ม  2   ก ณ   ม   ม ณ     ก    ค   
ใ ก ณ ม    ม ณ          ใ    ธ ก          เ       ใ ก ณ ม    ม ณ    ม ก  ใ         ใ ก         ใ   
เ     กเก     ใ        ก         ม ก      ก    เ            ค   เ    ใ  ม      เ    ก   
เ        ก  ใ ก  ก  ม      เ                       เก  เก        ก                เ       
ใ                    ม     กเก  เ                   ม ก       ธ            ก   ก         เ        
    ก  เ       เ             กม     ใ          กก               ม กม ก     ก             เ          ก    
  ก         ก      เ      ก     ก     ก   ม กเ          คก  เ   
       เ                    ม ก    ก          กก    เ            ม              ม               
  กเ      กก       ค                ม            ก  ก      ม ก       ก     ก         ม             
เ       ก    เ  ม  กค   เ      ม ก         ก          ม ก     ก ม   เ       มใ    เ ณ        ก       ก 
เ       ม    เ   เ          ใ  ก  เ  ใ ค   เ          ค    ก ใ  เ        ก  ก               ใ                
เ   ก    ก   64      กใค ม เ   ม กก            ม  ก  ก          เ                
ใ      ม    เ       เ        ก  ก   ม   เ       ก  ม       กเ         ค  เ   ม ใ  ม       
     ม ค                    ม   ม   ม          ม   กก                             เ ณ       
ม ก     มก                  ม ก    เ      ใ   ม    ม    เ          ก  เ       ก  ม   
ก ม ก        ธ   ม         ก  เ       ธ  มค  มเ                เ    ใ          เ   ก 
ม ก  เ                  เ                   เ     ม   กก     เ              ค          ก        
  ม  ม ก  เ               ม ก เก      ค      กใ  ม    ม    .       ค  ม เ      ก   ม     ( . .2481 
– 2487)     ม              ม   ม        เ    ก     เ           ค    ใ  เ             เ   
      ใ  เก  ก   กเ  ก    ธ  ม                  ก      ก   ก          
   ก  ใ                              ใ ก          เ       ค   ใ          ม  
   เ    ก     ก    ก       เ  ค  มเ                 
        ใ      ธ  ม                   ก          เ ณ    เค               ธ  มค  มเ         ก 
 กเ  ก                เ       ก            ใ         ม เ    ก   ม             ค        ก   ค     
               เ       เ             เ       ก   กเ  ก    เ       ม      ก  เ                   
  ก ณ                      เ      ม      ใ                           เ    ก        
ม ก  เ               ม กใ        ม ณ    . . 2532-2533 (ใ  ม          เ ก          ณ    ณ 
เ      ก   ม    )ก     เ               ใ           ใ        ใ              ม   ค    ม ก   เ    ใ    เ

                                                           
64         ธ        “ก   ”  ม      ก  ม    ก       ม ก   ก                 ก   เ      เ   ค       ม ใ               
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 ณ   เ    ธ   ม    ม    เ   เก ม                  ม ก  ก   ใ  ก                 ก  กเ     เ       
                   เ   เ     ม   กก                          ใ        เ    ใ          เ   ก 
    ใ   เ         ใ  ก        ใ         ม        เ                  ค    ค        เ     ใ ก   ม   ม     
  เ    เ                 ค      เ      ม กเ                 ม กเ   ก            เก  เก        ม   
      กก   ม         เ          ค ม       ม ก ม         เ      เ   ก  ใ  เ               
       ม ก   เ     เ   ค   ก                      ใ ก   ม   ม ก          
                    ใ เ     ก                         ค            ม    ใ            ม       เ          
            เ ณ      ธ ก  ม   เก    เ             เค        ใ              ก กเ  ก  ใ               เ    ใ
          เ   ก   ก             ก     
    ใ      ก                             ก         ม            ก   เ     ก      ม       ค      
   ก  ธ  ก       เ      เก   ก  ม   เ           ก  เ              
       ก   ม      เ    ใ          เ   ก   ค ม ก    ม      ก   ม ค  มเ       เ ม           
      ค ม ก  ก  มก          ม   เ ณ       มก              ม   เ ม       เ ณ       ค       ม       ก  
                           ม         ก            ก                เ  ก                   
(ก         ก        )         ก      เ        ก  ก      ม    เ ณ ก                     ม เ     
    เ   ก  ก  ม      ค        ค ม        เ    ใ          เ   ก             เ    ใ     เ    
     ก   ค   ม เ         เ       ใ         เ                  ใ        มก      ก  ใ    เ          
   เ            (    7)    ใ                ก            ม ม   

  

    7 ก      ก           เ    ใ     เ  ก              เ ณ  ใ          เ   ก 
(    )                 ใ         14 เม     2555 (   )    ก              ม   1 ใ    . . 2553 

บา้นและเรือนในอดีตในต าบลบา้นเลือก 

ใ     ก     ก         เ    ใ          เ   กม ก      มเ   ก   ม   เค       เ      ก  เ         เ    มก   
             ก   ม    เ            ม กม     ค  มก    เ      ใ     เ   มเก                       ม ม ก
     ม      ก  ก   เ       ก             ก         เ          
   ใ     ก   ก   ม    ก ม กม        ใ     มก  เ        ก            ใ          ม      ก     ก      
    เ    ใ      ก   มเค        ม ก  ม ก     กเ    ใ     ก          ใ       เ    ก   
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      ม เ  ม ม    เ     ก       เ   ค  มเ         ก   กเ        ม เค        ค  ก   
ก      ใ  เก  ค  ม                                 ก        
เ    เ    ก           ใ          ม       ม เ   เ     ก       ใ     เ    เ              เ     เ                 
   เก     ก ณ ใ ก       เ    ใ          ม  ม        เ   เ     ม        เ    เค       ก        ม     
(   8)เ     ม     ม กเ   เ             ม     ใ   ม  ใ  ณ    เ    เค       กม กเ   เ             ม        ม ม 
ก  ก    เม   ม      ม ณม กเ      ก   ม ก  เ          เ   เ     ม      
   ก ม ก       ก  ก ณ       เ    เ  ม   เ   เ    เค       กเ             เ       เก   ก       ใ       
    เ   กม     ม กก    100            ใ   เ   เ     ม     เ        เ             ม ก 
            ก        ใ             ก   มเ    เ            ก   ก      เ             ม ก 
           ม เ            เ  มใ  เ          เ      เ     ค               
   เ    เก       กเก     เ                 ม ก     ม    ก ณ เ    ใ       กก    ม   ณ            ม   
     กก       ก   ม                  ม      ก  ก  ก            เ                ค ม   ค    ก   
          ก  ม    เ  มเ             ใ  เ        ก ณ เ       เ   เ     ม              เ    ใ       
    เ   กเม    100 ก     ม      ม        เ   เ        เ         เ        ค        ม   ค    ก     ก   เ     
ค   เ         ม            เ       ก    เ    ค                (    9) 

 

    8 เ    เค       ก  ม ม             
เ         ก                   ม ณ        2468     เ   เ    ใ   ก ณ     เ  ม ณ        ก      ม   2) ใ          เ   ก 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

    9 ก          ก ณ    เ    ใ              เ    ใ          เ   ก 

ในเฮือน-นอน

ลูกสาว 

นอกช

าน 

ระเบียง 

(ที่นอนพ่อ-แม่) 

ยุ้งข้าว  

ครัว 

ไม้แป้น

ท่อง 

นอกเปิง-ห้องโล่ง 

ห้องศพ งานผ ี

มีหิ้งคุณพระ/หิ้งผ ี

พรึง 

ระเบียงคลุมดว้ยหลังค

าลาดเอียงปีกนก 

หรือเทิบ  

N 
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เ           เ   เ       กม      3     เ   
        ม        ค                 ก-      ก   ใ เ         ม ก               กเ    2      ค   
ใ เ         กเ   ใ เ    เ            ก      มม      ม      2     เ   ใ  เ               ก    
ม      เ     ก  ก  กเ     กเ   เ                  ใ เ      กเ         ค      กเ   ก           
                     เ       กใ          ก  ก  เ                                     ม     ค ณ   65            
(    10)                 ค ณ          ก     ก             กเ     เ                   เ       ก  
      คค      ก   มเ             ก                
  ก      เม  ก                            ธ    ม   ก  ก     กเ        กใ  เ          ใ ก         
      เ          ก     
   ใ        ม ก          ธ ก ม กม ก                   ก                 ใ เ         กเ    
ใ    กเ   ม        ม ก    เ       ม กม ก        ม  ม  ก ณ    เ         คก        ม      ก  
ม     ค               ม      ม   เ             ม       

 
    10     ค ณ         ค    เ    ใ เ             เ    ใ                  เ    ธ   ม                

 ม  เ         ค ณ          ม เค           ม    ธ  ม      ม     เ       ก       เ          

  กเ         เ           ม             เ    ม ก         ใ   ก       ม ณ 60 เ    เม   
   ม           ก      เ       ม ณ 45 เ    เม               ก      เ       ใ      เ    ก   
   ม     ก         11) ม            ใ  เ                     
          ก   ใ      ม เ        เ                ม ม ใ    ก            กเ                ม             
เ       กเ    ก     ก         เ ณ ม                 ใ  เ   ค เก   ค        ม      ก                  ม         
      เ       ใ          ม         เ   เ ม        เ       ก                เ           เ        
     ม               ก      เ                 เ            ใ               ม  
  ใ  เ                    ม ใ    ก   ค    เ    ม ก  ค  ม    ค ใ  2   ก ณ  ค   
ก  ค  ม    ค        ก  ค  ม    ค    เ      เ       ค  ม        ค     ม กม        เ  กก       
ม               ก       ค เ        
                                                           
65ค ณ   เ   เ ม                   ใ                      เ   เ ม   เ        ก     ค        ก  เ         
    ค ณ       ใ              เ    ใ           ใ           เ  ม      ก    ก         ค ณ       ม      กใค ม เ     เ                   ใ   
    ม เ     ใ  ก       ม   กก                         ม             ใ       ม ก  เ       ก   เ     6   
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       ใ  เก  เ     ก ณ เ        ค    ใ  ณ    เ         เ    ค  ม        ค    เ    ม      ม         
   ม   ก ณ เ   เ    ก  เ         คก    
  ก  เ                เ         ก      เ            ม ก          ใ    ก  ก     ม                       
            ใ       ม    ก    เก    เ        ม    ก                    ก           เ        ใ   ใ 
    ม กม          เ      ก                    ก     เ            เ                  เ     
         ค  ม    ค    เ         ก ก     เ         ม ก  ก       ใ        เ    ค                     
       ใ              ก      ก  ก        เ    เ    ค   ม กม ก        ม   ใ     ม           
   ม     ค ค  ม  ก           ก     เ       กใก  เ    ค   ม กเ                      
      ม     ก    เ                          ม  ก ณ           

  

    11  ม             ก              เ            เ     

การปรับตวัของหมู่บา้นและเรือนของชาวลาวเวยีงในต าบลบา้นเลือก 

       ก       ใ     ม ก          เ      ม                ก ใ   ม  ก  ม        ก      เ    
 ม      เ   มม       มก   กค   ใ     เ                 2457)    ก       ม                
ม   ก        ม  ใ  ม        ก       เ      ก      เ  ม         เ   กม      ม  8  ม              ม   6     ม   9 
เค         ก     ม ก      เ   ม        ก  กก  ใ        ก                เ       ก       ก    
            ใ   ม  ม ม ก       เ             กก  ม    เ   เก ม     เก    
                              ก         ค  ม  กค        2    ก  ม               เ      เ     ม                
     2502 เ      ม ก       กเ    ม         ก              ม  ม      ก  ม   ค    ก   
          ม   ค  มเ          เ ณ    เ                       เ      ใ           เ    ใ          เ  
 ก  ม    เ ณ ใ ก           เ  ก               ก          มก        เ  ก      เ   มม     ก        
       ก                      ณ                 12)ใ  ณ          ก                        
          เม   ม ก    กเ    ม                ใ       ม      ก     ก           ก                ม   
ก ใ             ก        ม  ใ ก     ก    ธ ก  ม    ใ     ม  ก   ม ก             เ                
    มก  ก                    ก      ธ      เ    เ        กก   เค      เ         ค ใ  ม           เ    
ใ         เ         ม   6)     ม ก          “เ            ”      
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ใ               เ    ใ          เ   ก   ค ม    เ ณ ก        เ  ก       มก  ใ  ม   4 
   เ    ก   มค       เค      เ        
        ใ   เ      เ       ก    เ  กเ  ก          ก         ม ก  ก     ก         ม      ม       

   

    12       เ  ก     ณ            ใ  ม   4             เ   ก 

      ก ณ        เ             เ    ใ          เ   กม ก  เ                  เ     เ          ค  
  ก ณ         ใ    เ ณ        เ                        ก     ก     ก    ก   
      ค   ม     เ       ม   ก ณ             เ   เ     ม              มก  เ   ก   ม  ม     เค        
ใ    เ ณ ม   1เ                 ก  ก    ม        ก  ก   เ    2 ก   ม ค   ก   มเ        เ  ม   ม     ม กก    100 
       ม ก  เ            ม ก  ม   ก              ก   มเ       ม        ม ณ 40-60    
      ม        เ         ม ก   เ    ใ    เ ณ ม   1              ก               ใ       
เ    ใ ก   ม   ม      40-60    ม กม    ม      ก    ก        ม        ก   เ    2 ก   ม 
        เ   เ       ม   กเ        เ  ม    ม ก                    ก     เ    ใ ก   ม        ม         กเ    
2   ก ณ  ค   1) เ          ค   ก ณ     ใ      เ        เ  ม  ม      ใ           13          11) 
      เ        เ    ใ  ม   1     2) เ          เ    ค    ก         ม    ก      เ       ใ ม  
   ม ก            ก ณ          เ    ใ ม     ม กใ      ค                    ค       ก    
      เ        เ    ใ  ม   3  
           เ   เ       เก    กก         เ    เค       กเ  ม 
      ก     เ     ม      ก           ม ใ ม             เ       ใ    
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    13 เ          ค ม   ค    ก            เ        เ  ม 

(           เ           (             เ     
(                  เ        ม     ค   ก ก          เ                 เ ณ  ก   เ  ม 

เ       ม        ม ณ 40-60    เ       ม             ก     
   ม กม   ค    ก        เ    ใ               ค    ค   ก      ม ก   ก       เ            
     เ    เ       ม  3     เ        ม   ใ           ก-      ก 
      ก          ใ เ                 เ      ม   กเ              เ    กเ       เ      เ        
      ก  เ          ม              ก       เ         ก ณ ก  ค  ม    ค           เ        
         ม  2   ก ณ  ค       ค               ค    เ          14)                         
      เ              เก    กก  ค  ม    ค   กก             เ               
       ค    เ ณ     ม     เ  กก      ม ค  ม       ก       ค เ           ม  ค       เ    2      9 
เ                                   ใ   เ       ค    ก       ค   ค  ม              เ              

ไม้แป้นท่อง 

นอกเปิง 

เทิบ ประมาณ 45 cm. 

N 
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    14   ก ณ     ค ใ ก   มเ       ม     ใ      40-60    

(      ก ณ เ       ม     ค                   ก ณ เ       ม     ค     เ              ใ   เ       ค    ก    

ใ เ          ก    ก      ใ     ม            เ          เ       ก          ใ    เ           เ          เ         
   ก           ก                   ก               เ          เ     เ       ม  กม   ก ณ      ก    ก   
       ใ    ก ณ             ใ      เ    ม ค  ม  ก    ก               เ          เ     เ          ม ก    
กค  ม        ค   ก ก             ม ก        ม              ใ    ก ณ              ใ เ     
ม ค  ม               15) 

  
    15   ก ณ ก        ม   เ ณ    

  ก             เ          เ       เ            เ       ม          ก          ใ   เ    ม กค  ม        ค    เ
          ก      ม         เ    ก   ก   ใ          ม                ม   ม     
  ก  เ       เ     เ                       ก  ก   ใ              ใ                            ม   ก ณ  
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  เ             ก     เ                                         ก                               ก      
ม           ม             ค  ม        ค    เ     
     เ           ก   มเ       กใ         ใ        ก     เ                   ก    เ        ค เ      ม 
ก ม ม        ก       ใ               ม       เ    ม     ก   
      ใ    ก ณ              ใ เ        ม ค  ม         ม ก     
ใ    เ          ค          เ    ค              เ  ม                      ก    เ      เ           
                    เก     ม เ           เ          ม                                  
   เ ณ       ใ            เ          ก    ก      ใ   ม ก  ก             เ ณใ          
    ใ   เ    ใ  เ                         ม   กใ ค   ค   ก        ม          เ ณ   ม     ก        ม
      เ       ก  ใ        ม     ม             
   ก        ม          ก           ก               ใ   ก           ม ก                      ม ก  เ
                        เ ณ         เ    เ            ก    ใ     ก          เ       ค     
   เ          ก ณ ก             ค   ก ก  กม   ก    ค    ค  ม             เ    ค  ม          เ ณ    เ
       ใ  เก  เ                          เ           ก                 เ ณ    เ           เ  มเค เ            ก
   เ  ม    ม ก     เ  ม    ค ค  มใ        ม    ใ        ม ก         เ       เ ณ     ก        
15-         ก           ค          เ ณ      ใ       ม   เ    ม ก                       ก     ก    
  ใ      เก             ค  ม   เ                           
        ใ  เก  ค  ม  ม           เ                  ก             ก         เ    ใ   ก ณ       ใ  เก  เ     
ก ณ          ก                        ก     ก       ก   เ ณ  ม    ก      
  ก  ก   ใ    เ ณ ม   1      ก     เ  ม    ค   กใ                            ม ค  ม         
  เ ณ    เ              ก           16) ใ                    ใ              มม   ก ณ      ค    ก   
          ก  ม      ใ  เก  ก              ก                 ค         ใ  เก             
ค  ม  ม   ธ      ม        ม  ใ ก   ม   ใ    เ ณ                     ก               
       ก     เ     ค    ก  ก  ก   เ          ม ก                         ใก  ก     ค     ก  ก      
          ม ใ    เ ณ    เ       ใ           ใ  เ      ค  มเ       เ             
       เก     ก      ม ก     ม        เ       เ ณ         ก      
เ       กค  ม    ก  ค  มเ             ค  ม          ก     ม          เ ณ     
   เ    ใ   ม   ม   1     ใ   เ   ก  ใ   ม               ม  มก     ก    ม  
       ใ  เก       ก     ก   ม  ม       ม    ม              ก   
  ก  ก   เ       ก           เ ณ                ม กม ก     ม               เค   กใ     มก   
     ก  ม    ใ   ณ เ             ใ              กเ      ค   เ           ก       เ     ม   กก       
                       ม  ก        ใ        ก            ม       ก  ค  ม   ค       
 ม              ม ก  ใ        มก  ก  ใ                           ใ       ก                
  กก    ก      เ                 ม ใ          เ   ก 
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    ใ      ม    ก            ค ณ       ค        ม            เ                   ค ณ    
              ม ก   กเ  กม เ   เ   ม กก    50   ม      
       เ       กก  เ          ค  มเ             เ       ก                   ธ ก  มใ          เ   ก  
  ก           ค        ม           ม       ม   ม         เ         เ   
            ก      ม   เ   ม   กก  เ          ค     ม               ค  ม    ก      ค  ม    ก 
   ก  ใ        ใ เ       ม   ก        ธ   ก  ก                          ก  ม  ก           
ม      

  
    16 ก     เ  ม    ค    เ ณ        ใ    เ ณ ม   1 

บทสรุป : การสืบทอดและการผสมผสานทางวัฒนธรรมในบ้านเรือนของชาวลาวเวียง 
ต าบลบา้นเลือก 

  ค  ม   ม   เ   ก     เ   ค  มเ   ใ ก                   ก     เ    ม           ธ  ม 
   เ                    ก  ม       เ       ก   ม        เ       ม ก    ก             กเม   เ   
       เ   ม          ใ    เ ณ   ม      คก         เ         ม          ก  ใ          เ   ก 
   เ    ธ   ม                
    เ   ก   ม   ม ก                   ก         เ        ใ        เ   เ   ม    ม กก              ก 
ก    ก             เ    ใ          เ   กม ก         ใ ก           ใ        ม         เ      
      ใ  เ     ม      ใ ก            ม     ก                     ธ  ม  กเ           
ก    ม       ธ  ม                     ก       ค  ม ม  ใ ม        เ                         ม    
ก       เ    2      ค     ก ณ  ม           ก ณ เ     
              : 
  ก     ณ   ก  ค    ก      ม          เ  ม        ม               เ    ใ          เ   ก 
ม   ค    ก     กค    ก   ม      ใ เ           ก    ค     ก  ก    เ            ม                
(               ใ          เ   ก              ค    ก                      ค  ม    ก   
          ใ      ม     เ ม   ก  ใ เ                 ก   มใ          เ   ก      ค    ก  เ   มเ  ม 
ค           เ       ใ    เ ณ ม   3 
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    เ        ก ณ      ก         เ         ค  ม      ใ    ก             มเ   เ      ใ                ม  
                 
    ค  ม   เ          ก ณ     ม      ใ          เ   กเม   เ     เ    ก  ใ เ               ม ค       
เ    ก   ใ          เ   ก          ม ค  มเ       ก     ก     เ       เ    ใ ก   ม   เค          ค  
เ         มก       ม เ  ม ม    เ     ก   ม         เก  ก     ม   ก                 
         ม ค  มค    ค   ก   ม      ใ เ           
 
           : 
ใ        ก     ก     เ     
              ใ  เ      ก                    คม    ธ  ม    เ  ม  กเ           
   ใ  ณ เ    ก  ม ก    ม          ธ  มใ ม    ม      ใ     ก     กเ             เ    ใ      
    เ   กใ     เ   ม   ม กเ   เ    เค       ก เม   ม               เ      เ   เ     ม      
   ก            ก ณ เ     ม     ใ         เ  ม              ม     ม กก           
      กใ  เ      ก    ม               ธ  ม            เ                        
ใ            ใ  เ      ก        ธ       ธ  ม        เ           กก  ใ           เ         คก    
       ก   ก ณ       เ       ม เ         เ         ก      เ          ม ก        ม 
    ก  ใ      ก         ค              ม    เ    
  ม   ก  ม     ใ เ      ก    ก              เ         คก        ม   กก         ใ เ     ค  ม  
 ค    ก        ม   ก  ใ   คก         เ      
           เ   เ     ม   กก                   คม   เ      เ     
   ก      ค  มเ                  คมใ              ม     ค  ม   ก  กใ  เ       
                            เ   ก        ม   กเ    ใ เ           
   ก ใ   ค    ก         ก  ม          ม          ใ  เ   ก  ค    ก    ค  ใ             
    ม        

- เ     ม         ใ   ม    เ   เ    เ          ม เ            เ      
   ม     ก      เ         คก       ม กเ   เ        ค            ม  ค        2      เ   9     
   ม ก             ค              เ            เ     
       ค เ         ม            ก    ก      ม              ก       ค   เ     ค       เ        
   ค    ใ  เก    ก ณ    เ    ใ      เ          ม            ก ใ เ    เ           

- ก              ก     เ    ใ           ก-      ก 
     เค   ค     ม   ก     ก     เ    ใ  ม  เค              ม      ค        ก    ม ใ  เ     มก   
เ       กค  มเ       ก  เค       ก     ก    
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-          เ                   เ    มก             ก     ม       ค  ม        ค    เ     
    เ            ก     ก     เ        เ  มใ          เ   กเ        
   ม ค  มค    ค   ก      เ                     เ         ใ            
  กเ      กใ                เ    ใ         เก                    เ                     ณ     
เ            17) 

  
รปู 17 เรอืนพืน้ถิน่ของชาวลาวเวยีง ในบา้นจรา้เก่า ต าบลบา้นโขง้ อ าเภออู่ทอง จงัหวดัสุพรรณบุร ี

  ก  ก    ม    เ        เ  ม         เ    ใ          เ   ก  ม   ก ณ                   ม   เ     
     คก        ม เ            ก       ใ เ          กเ       เ     
     ก      ก  ใ            ใ เ        ก  ม     ค ณ             ใ          กเ    
    ใ  เ      ก                          ค  มเ               กเ            
    ก  ม  ค        ม                เ                  เ    ใ     ใ        ก               
(    ก    ก        ค         ก ณ    ใ เ             เ     ใ        เ             
  ม   ก ณ  ค        ม                  ม  เ       ก   คมใ     เ         ก     
  ก    ใ      ม ม ก  ใ  เ      เ     
       ก  ม                   ก  ใ        ม ก  ค  มเ              คม          
       ก   มเ       กม ก             ม เ       เ      ม กก             
   ม ก     เ         เ             คม    ธ  ม เ    ก                ม          ม ม         เ      
       เ             เ    ใ          เ   ก   ม ก  เ                    กเ      ม     
     ม   ก      ก   เ    2 ก   ม ค   ก   ม        เ  ม   ม     ม กก             ก   ม         ก         ใ      
40-60    
ก   มเ        เ  ม   ม     ม กก                 ม กเ   เ        ค     ม ก  เ          ใ         ค   
ก     ค           ค           เ  มใ         
   ก               เ  มเ   ม  ค    ก  เ          ก      เ       ใ  เก  ก  เ            ก ณ    
          ใ เ                      ก ณ  ค       เ                          ม   เ         ก      ก 
     ใ     ค       ม กก   ม   เ       ม        ม ณ 40-60    
    ค  ม   ก         ก ณ ก        ม           ค  เ    ใ ก   ม     ม        ก  ก   เ    2 
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  ก ณ  ค   เ                  ก   ค              เ    ใ         เ    เ       ม     ค         
   เ       ม          เ        ม ก     
   เ    เ       ม    เ ณเ               กค  ม        ค    ม ค  ม             เ    เ         2 
  ก ณ        ใ      ใ     ก          ก ณ           ก  ม  กเ        เ  ม   ม     ม กก               
          ก    ก ณ    ก              เ          ค    ก     ก      เ    ใ            
       ก           ใ เ       กเ          ก        กเ      เ     เ     
เ        ก  ก   ใ    เ       ม   เ         กค  ม        ค    เ         เ    
                  ก            ก    ใ      ม   ก  เ             เ    ใ ก   ม       ก          
 ค        ม                ค ณ   ใ          กเ   ใ    เ       ม ก  ค         ค       เ    ค          
       ม ก         ก  ใ     ก  เ             เ        ใ   ม       มใ ก             เ  ม  ค    
ก       เ      เ            ค      ก  ก       ใ    เ ณใ             ใ    เ ณ                 
ก             ม       ใ  เ      ก   เ          ค  มเ             เ    ใ          เ   ก 
   ก     ม          ใ  เ      ค  มเ      เ กม ก               ก   มก      เ       ค          เ ณ        
   ก     เ  ม    ค    เ       ม   ก       เ     กค  ม                   ใ  เก               เ      (Transitional 
space)           ใ         ก     ก ณ    เ    ใ      มเก               ก          
ก            ม           ก ณ เ    ใ  ก    ม  เ                     เ    ใ          เ   ก      ก      
ใ         เ           ค ม      เ              ก  ม      ก                 ก ณ          เ     
   เ    ใ เ        ค           ก  ม           ค      เ      กค  ม    ค    เ        เ    ใ  ณ เ    ก  
เ       กก     เ            ก ณ    เ       ม ก    ม    ก    ก ณ    เ         คก              
      ใ  เ    เ       ม ค  ม  ก      กเ               เ                     ก  ใ      ม   ก         
ก               เ            ใ          เ   ก        ม   ก ณ              ใ             ม กก    
   ม                           ใ         ก  ค       ม            ค  ม   เ       Transitional space) 
   ม กก    
      ก ใ เ               เ                 ก   ม ม        เ                     เ    ใ     เ   ก   
เ   เ  ใ  เ           ก       ม         ก    ม           ธ  มใ              
       เ            เ       ก ม       ม       เ           มก    ก             เ  เ   ก   
 ม      ค  ม   เ   ก     เ   เ        ก     เ             เ            เ    ก   ม     เ     
ใ          เ   ก       กเ   กเ         ก    ก  ใ    เ ณ   ม      คก    
    ก    ก  เ     เ       ม    ธ  ม   เ       ธ  ม        
ก    ก          เ                  ใ  เก  ค  มเ   ใ ค  ม                    ม   ค         ใ        
   ก  เ                 ธ  ม      เ        ค  มเ    ม   ก     เ       ใ   เ     
   เ    ก    ธ  ณ        ธ                
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จดหมายเหตุบญัชีน ้าฝน: องคค์วามรู้ดา้นอุทกศาสตร์สมยัรัชกาลท่ี ๔ - ๕ 

 

พิศภูมิวิถี, ปรีดี 

คณ            ม          ม     
 
 

Abstract 

Rainfall record archive was composed by the Supreme Patriarch Krom Pra Pavares Variyalongkong, abbot 

of Wat Bowornnivet Viharn, also, the 8th Supreme Patriarch of Thailand between 1809 – 1892. He was 

one of the students of King Rama IV during His Majesty’s ordination, as a result, that assisted him to 

enlarge his vision further than the related period and became more scientific. His rainfall record archive: 

Hydrographical knowledge from the reign of King Rama IV – V recorded about the level of rainfalls in 

each month for the length of 45 years from 1855 to 1890, recognized as Thailand’s longest rainfall and 

considered as a standard level as it was in metric system. Additionally, “unusual hard rainfalls” and other 

natural phenomenons were also recorded, for example, red muddy water, eclipses including epidemic 

diseases in the past. Therefore, this archive is considered one significant historical record containing 

changes in weather and the Thai society in the reign of King Rama IV – V. 

Keywords: Rainfall record archive: Hydrographical knowledge from the reign of King Rama IV – V 
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๒๓๕๒ – ๒๔๓๕)  มเ             เ        ค     ๘     ก        ก       
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    ม ค         มเ        มเก   เ              ก      ๔)    ใ     ม    ค  ก     ก  
     ค ม     เ              ม ก     
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            ม  เ              เ  ม   เ   ก       กค  มเ                   ก   
          คม   ใ  ม     ก      ๔ –    ก      ๕    เ           
 

 

ประวติัสังเขปผูท้รงนิพนธ์ 

 มเ      ม   มณเ    ก ม       เ         ก ณ  ม      มเ  ม       เ         เธ       ค เ    ก   
เ          ใ  มเ            เ    ก ม            ม  เ       ก      เ     มม        เ  ก 
       เม                ๑๔ ก            
๒๓๕๒    เ      เ   ม   ม               ธ   ม      เ ก       มเ         ธเ                 ก      
๒                  ม  ม     ม          ค เ    ก   
ใ                   ค เ   ใ                 ม ค  
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     ๒๓๖๕ เม        ม       ๑๓       
       เ     มเณ     ม  มเ               ม   
เ                เ           ม  ธ                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     ก  ม  ก           ใ      ก     ณ ม  ธ         
                     ม  ใ         ม                   เ  มใ        มเ          เก   เ           
   ค                       เ    มเ      เ     ก  เธ ก ม ม   เ            เม          เ     มเณ     ๔ 
                                          ก    ก       ค     ค   ค                  
ก ม            ม    ก    เ         ก  ใ         เ     มเณ   กค          
       เ     มเณ            ม   ค      ม   
     ๒๓ ๒ เม        ม    ๒        ค      ม          มเ          เก   เ           
    ใ          ก   ม     ม      เ ณ             ม     มเ        ม    เธ       ๒ 
เ          ณ             เ     มเณ ใ เ        ใ ก         เ        ก        มเ              
       เ                    มเ      ม   มณเ    ก ม     ม             
 ณ                    เ   ก ม ม               ก            ก       ม  ธ                   
เ      ก  ม          เม        ก       ๑  ค    เ     ๘        เ ก ก      ก    ๑๑๙๑    ธ  ก    ๒๓ ๒ 
                     ค  ค  เม          เ        ก       
        ก     ธ  ม     ใ      ก          มเ        มเก   เ                   มเ        มเก     
      เ         ม   ก    ๕                        ณ    ม  ธ                      เ   ก   
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เน้ือหา 
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   เม    ม               ม             เ    “ใ   ม เม      ก    ก  ๑๔  เ          ม กก     ก    ๑   ก” 
เม     ก     ม  เ                   ๓ เ  ม          ม        กเ              ก      ๔ ก   ม ค   

๑  เนือ้หาทีท่รงบันทกึระดับน า้ฝน และพระวนิิจฉัยเร่ืองฝนตก 
๒  เนือ้หาทีเ่กีย่วกบัการสถาปนาวดั 
๓  เนือ้หาทีเ่กีย่วกบัสุขอนามัยของประชากร 
๔  เนือ้หาทีเ่กีย่วกบัการส้ินพระชนม์ของพระราชวงศ์ การเสียชีวติของขุนนาง 
๕  เนือ้หาทีเ่กีย่วกบัเหตุการณ์พเิศษ เช่นการตั้งกรมพระราชวงศ์ การรับช้างเผอืก  

๑. เน้ือหาท่ีทรงบนัทึกระดบัน ้าฝน และพระวนิิจฉยัเร่ืองฝนตก 
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       ก          เ               ค                   เ      ค                       เ        
          ม     ค     ใ       ม ก                     “   ” ม   กค      “ม  ” 
         ม ก    ใ   เ   ใ    เ     ก  ค    เ   ค เ       ม กก            ค ม          คม   
ค        เ     คม ก เ       ม ก ค             ก เ   ใ      เ   ค       ค          เ       
เม           กเ                ก  ม ใ      เ                   ก         ๑ ค              ม ๑ ค     
   ใ    เ    ม เ   ก  ณ    ธ  ม    ก       ธ        ใ เ                                เ    

           ก      กร                   ก             ร    ค       ร     ก    ร    ก          ) 
          ก      กร                  ก    ก         ก       ก            ก     ร          
      ร       ก  กก          ก     ก   ร ค            ก                     ๘) 
       ก      กร                   ก ก          ก         ร       ร   ร                       รร   
                ก     ร      ร ร  ก ร        กร            ๐) 
     ร     ก      กร      ๘            ก                             ก 
  ร             ร          ร            ๓) 
       ๐      ร    ก  ๘          ร    ค              ก            คร          ก              ๘ 
                                                        ร  คร         ร     ก       ๐      ๓ ๓        
(     ) 
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๒. เน้ือหาท่ีเก่ียวกบัการสถาปนาวดั 

   เ             ธ                                                   ใ      ก    ค          เ        
   ม  ก             เ        ธ   ใ ก          ใ ม     ม ม ก 
   ม  เ                      กเ     ก                      เ    

         ก      กร     ๐                      ก ๘ ๓              ๓ ค      ก        ๓          
        ก          ร     ก      ร           ๓ ) 

  ร ก  ร  ก      กร      ๓       ๘      ร    ก             ร    ค     ก          ร   ร      ร   
(    ๓) 

  ก       ก      กร     ๓                     ก  ๘              ๓ ค    ๓                             ร 
(     ) 

๓. เน้ือหาท่ีเก่ียวกบัสุขอนามยัของประชากร 

ใ             ก             ม           ม    ม   ม ก  ก 
ก    ก            ม ม ค  มเ    ใ          ก เม   เก    ค          
   เ   เ   ใ     ค   ม   เ         ม ก ใ    ม  เ               ม              ก    

  ร ก   ก ก      กร         ก             ค         ร      ๓ ) 

    ก      ก      กร     ๓       ก            ก   ก  ร   ก                        กก      ค  
        ก          ก  ก                            )  ร    ก                  ร          รค    
  ร ก                          คร      ก         ก         ร        ก               ก       ร ก ค       
ค            ก    ก                ก    ก    ก      ก      ร ก                                   
              กก   คร        ก                 ) 

๔. เ น้ื อหา ท่ี เ ก่ี ยวกับการ ส้ินพระชนม์ของพระราชวงศ์  ก ารมรณภาพของพระสงฆ ์
และการเสียชีวติของขนุนาง 

   ม     ค  ใ    ม  เ              ค  ก             กก           ม               
ก  ม ณ                 ก  เ                        ค  ค  เม          มเ        มเก   เ           
   ก      ๔     ค ก ม    ม  ใ    ม  เ          เ   ก   

          ก      กร                   ก ๓ ๘               ค           ร  ร            ร      
(     ) 
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  ร ก  ร  ก      กร      ๓       ๘             ก                 ๓ ค    กร           ร   ร      ร      
       ค        ร    รร   กร           ก            ค    ร   ค                  ร                        ก 
 ๐                ค    ร   ค       ค          ร           ๓)        ๐        
ค   ก       ร    ร       ร   ร        ร                ร   ๐ ค             ร          ร            )  

    ก      ก      กร     ๓        ๘      ร    ก             ร    ค               ร  
       ร       ร           ก        ๓ ) 

     ร         ก      กร     ๓๐                  ค                     ก    ก             รรค  
(   ๐๘) 

๕. เน้ือหาท่ีเก่ียวกบัเหตุการณ์พิเศษ เช่นการตั้งกรมพระราชวงศ ์การรับชา้งเผอืก 

เ   ก  ณ   เ     เก       ม     ค      กใ               ก      ๓ – ๔ ค  ก      ก ม    เ     ก ม           
    ก         เ   กเ   ม ใ     ค           เ   เค              มเ              ม  ก        
    ก   ม         ธ      ค                         กเ   ก  ณ             ค              เ    

  ก   ร  ก      กร      ๓        ๐      ร    ก  ๐           ร     ค       ก         ๓         
       กร        ร  ร   ร     ร        ก  ก                ) 

          ก      กร              ๘         ร    ก  ร    ค       ก                   
 ร     ร              ) 

           ก      กร                     ร     ก             ร    ค         ร           ) 

                ก      กร      ๐                    ก  ๓                ค           ร           
(     ) 

       ก      กร                   ก            ร     ค         ร  ก       ๘ ) 

   ม  ใ    ม  เ                  มเ      ม   มณเ          ม        กเ              ก      
เ          ใ  เ             ธ ม           ใ เ    ก       ก           เ        
   เ   ก  ณ   เ  ใ         ก       ก       ก       เ   ก   
      เ   ก       ก   ม        ค     เ             ก                    ก    
      เก       ค  ม            ก       ก   ก      เ   ม         ค  ม       เ  ม         ม     
เ    ม ก    เค         ธ      ม           ก        ค  มเ     ก ม ก     
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ความเป็นสากล ในจดหมายเหตุบญัชีน ้าฝนฯ 

      ค  ก รร  ร   ร             ร  
   เ      ค       ใ           ม  เ                
ค            ธ    ใ  ค  ม   ค  ก  ก     ก                ใ ก    ก    ค  ม    
ม       เ    เ     ใ เ                      เ    เ    เ   ค        ค     ณ 
                 เ                          ม  เ                เ   ใ       คม   ใ        ก      ๓ – ๔ 
เ     ค ม     ค  ม   ใ    มก       ก        กค  ม      เ   ม   ก      ก       ม   ม ค  ม    
ก    ก     ม      ม   ธ ก                         ม     ใ ม          ม  ค   ธ     
ใ     เ   เ    ก      ม            ก      ก     ม  เ          ใ         ๒๔๑  
       เ  ม   เ       เ            ก     ม   ก  ธ     
ใ   ก ณ              ใ  ค  ม                     ใ ม  
ค      ค     ม         ค         ม ใ  ก  เ      เ      มค  มเ    เ  ม 
  ก ณ ก       ม     ก       ค    ก     ม  เ                   ใ    ก  ใ ค        
        ณ    ก       ค   มเ      ม   มณเ          ก    ค  ม            ก     ก   ใ  
ก                        ก     ม        มเ        มเก   เ              ก      ๔ 
เ           ใ ก    ก   เ    ใ  ม      ม เ           มเ        มเก   เ           
       มเ          เก   เ           
            ค    กเ     ม ก      เ            ม       เ           ก      
         ก ใ           เ          ก        ม ก          มเ        มเก   เ           
     ม  เ          
ก        เ                   ใ ม     ค  ม     เก    กก        ก          ก     ม        ใ ค  ม        
เ                       คม   เ        ม ก        เ                 ณ   ก       ธ  ก  
ม       ใ ก         ก    ใ     คมม ก  เ             
ใ     เ      ก        ม ก    ม           ม  เก      ค     ก ก  ค   เ         ม     เ    
           ม  เ                                ใ  ค   ใ ม ก     
     เ     ใ     ม           ใ        มเ        มเก   เ                   ก    ก   

      ร     ก   ก ร           
    ก                         ณ     ใ  ก  ก เกณฑ      ก  ค  ค เ      
   เ      ม      ก                    
   ค       (      ๑๒        ๑ ค    ๒ ค     ๑   ก  ๔   ก   ๑     ๒       ๑ เ     ๔   เ      ๑       
       (       ก  ๔        ๑      ๔       ๑         ๒                 
    ร    ร ๒         ๑      ๕        ๑       ๒        ๑ เก     
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  เ           ก ณ ก           ม เ ม ก  เ                ก            เค              ก    ก   ใ  ม     ธ   
                 เ        เ             ๑๔          เ    ธ    เ     ม          ค    ธ     เ       

“   ร            ร ก                             ก ค                
    ค                        ก      ก  ก   ค          ก                                            ค   
ค          ร       ร                   ก      ก       ค           ก ค  ร     ก     ก               
     ก           ค     ก    ร     ก           ก    ร   ก   ” 
(                        ๔ ๕  

ใ  ม       ก             ก              ม              เ           
  ก      ใ            ก         มเ          เก   เ                     มเ        มเก   เ           
   ม          กเ      เ   ม ม ก ก  ค    ณ    ก เ       ม ก     
   ค  เ     ก            ใ         เ      ก    ก เ                เ       มเ      ม   มณเ     
   ใ  ม    เ    เม   ใ ก                 

๓  ก ร          ก ร                         ก ร ก  คร   
 
ก  เก     ก ก  ณ              ใ             ก   ธ    ใ   ก ณ    ค  มเ    ใ เ     เ    ธ  ม     
เ        ม            ค            ม   ธ ก  มใ ก            เ            ใ    ม  เ                
    เ   ก  ณ ก  เก  ค           เ       “   ร       ก      ก         ก    กก           ค            
     ร     ร          ร                         ร   รร คร    ร                           
    ค           ”  ม  ค  ม   เก          ค ค    ใ   ใ     ค ใ   ม        ธ  ก    ๒๔   
   ก  เก  เ          ค               ธ     ม ใ  เ   ก  ณ       ก              “                ร   ร    ร   
        ก         คร  คร            ก      ร             ร             ก   ก                        ก   
             ก                   ร             ก ร คร                           ร      รร   
   ค                          ก  ก     ร          ก ร           กค       ร     ค           
ค    รก ร                        ก                           ค        ร    ก       ร          
                             ร” (     ๑๙๙ –๒    
       มเ        มเก   เ           
ก               ม    ธ    เม   เ   เก  ค      ใ                    เ   เ   ก  ณ    ค           
         ม ใ  เ     เ    ธ  ม        เ      ก     ก      ๔              
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                      ร  ๓ ค         ร         ก 

   ร  ร ร     ก ร  ร ร      ร  ร            ร ก   ก    ร  ก ร               
   ร          ร      ร   ร         กร                     ร      ก      
  ร    ร ค คร                  ค ร        ๐     ค           ร         ก                   
                                ก  ร        ก   ร    ร ค คร        กร       
                                   ร                                รก                       ร 
                ก                  คร                                                   ค   
คร              ๘         ร            ก  ก                   คร          ก     
       ก  ร                    ค   ค                          

     กร                              ก                                  ก   
          ร                 ร      ก           ก        ก                               
                ๘                                ร 
    ก    ร   ค                 ค        ก   
                             ก             ร      ๐๐๐                               
 ร                                       ก  ค             ก ก                            
         ก ค        ก     ร    ร ค               
   ร ร        กร               ก           ๐                           คร        
   ก ร   ก         

  ก รค       ร    ร ค                        ร      ร   ค  ร              
ก   ค          ก           ค      ร       ร     ร  ค      ร              ร       ก       
    ร ก                   ร ร                 ร    ร 
      ก                            ร ร           ก        ร    ค ร       
 ร        ร ร                ร   ค                  
    ร    ร  ร    ร ค                        ร               ร    ค ร       

  กร            ร              กร          ร   ร   ร  กร           ร       
กร       ร  ก        กร            ร ร ก    ร     ร   ร        กร            ร  ก   
 ร      ร        กร           ก ร      ร      ร        กร                ก ร 
       ร       กร        ก             ร     ร        ร    รร    กร        ร         
     ร         ร   ร       ร       กร  ร         ร             ร ก   ร  คร 
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  ร    ร ค คร            คร        ก       ร   ร          
           ก   ก  ก      ร      ร     ค   ค      ร  

 ร ก                            ร  ๓ ค         กร     ๓๐      ร         ก 

เม   ก                 เ            ม  เ                  มเ      ม   มณเ    
ก ม       เ         ก ณ  เ      ม  เ       ก     ก        กใ                  
   ม ก       ก     เ       ใ   ก ณ   ก  
       ใ         เ       ก        ใ    คม      ค เ               ก  เ     ก     ใ ม ใ เ ก       
ก เ   เค         ใ     มม ค  มเ               ก  ม ก    ก   ก    
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